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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

I. The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute 
arise between bidders, the lot so disputed shall be 
immediately put up again, provided the auctioneer 
cannot decide the said dispute. 

II. No person to advance less than Is. ; above five pounds, 
2s. 6cl., and so on in proportion. 

III. In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the 
auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of the 
seller. 

IV. The purchasers to give in their names and places of abode, 
and to pay down 5s. in the pound, if required, in part 
payment of the purchase-money; in default of which 
the lot or lots purchased to be immediately put up 
again and re-sold. 

V. The sale of any lot is not to be set aside on account of 
any error in the enumeration of the numbers stated, or 
errors of description. 

VI. The lots to be taken away, at the buyer’s expense, imme¬ 
diately after the conclusion of the sale ; in default of 
which Messrs. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE 
will not hold themselves responsible if lost, stolen, 
damaged, or otherwise destroyed, but they will be 
left at the sole risk of the purchaser. If, at the 
expiration of Two Days after the conclusion of the sale, 
the lots are not cleared or paid for, they will then be 
catalogued for immediate sale, and the expense, the 
same as if re-sold, will be added to the amount at which 
they were bought. Messrs. SOTHEBY, WILKINSON 
& HODGE will have the option of re-selling the lots 
uncleared, either by public or private sale, without any 
notice being given to the defaulter. 

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above conditions, the 
money required and deposited in part of payment shall 
be forfeited, and if any loss is sustained in the re-selling 
of such lots as are not cleared or paid for, all charges on 
such re-sale shall be made good by the defaulters at this 
sale. 

Gentlemen, who cannot attend this sale, may have their 

Commissions faithfully executed by their humble Servants, 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE, 

13, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 



INTRODUCTION. 

The Collection of Greek Coins, the first portion of which is described 

in the following pages, is perhaps one of the most extensive and 

most interesting that has ever been formed by a private individual. 

Commencing quite in his early days Sir Edward Bunbury devoted his 

whole life to its formation, as well as to that of his collection of Roman 

coins, which was sold at this house in June of last year. Sir Edward 

Bunbury did not confine his attention like some collectors to securing 

only the finest and most artistic pieces. Copper coins were as interesting 

to him as those of the finer metals ; in consequence his collection presents 

us with an exceptionally complete series of Greek coins of all parts, of 

all periods, and of all metals, viz. gold, silver, and copper. It is 

pre-eminently the collection of a scholar, and the useful purpose 

which it served is clearly illustrated by the late owner’s numerous 

literary works. In fact it may be said to have formed the basis of 

his scholarly History of Ancient Geography published in 1879, his 

numerous articles in Smith's Dictionary of Grech ancl Roman Bio¬ 

graphy and Mythology, and the corresponding volumes of Geography, 

and his many contributions to the pages of the Numismatic Chronicle. 

Sir Edward Bunbury was a collector in the highest sense of the 

word, for not only was he an admirer of the fine works of ancient 

artists, but he combined with this last study the highest qualifications as 

a man of letters. His early success at Cambridge, where he graduated 

as Senior Classic in 1833 and took the Chancellor’s Medal, marked 

him as a scholar of the first rank, and his pursuits and studies in 

after years well maintained his early reputation. 

Owing to the great extent of this Collection it has been deemed 

advisable to dispose of it in two portions. The first portion, which 

extends to 1258 lots, includes the coins of Italy, Sicily, European 

Greece, Crete, and the Islands. The second portion will comprise 

the coins of Asiatic Greece, Africa, &c. 
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A perusal of the pages of this Catalogue will show the complete¬ 

ness of the collection; nearly every city of Italy and European 

Greece of any importance and its rulers, of whom coins 

are known, are represented. The extent of certain sections is 

almost overwhelming, and shows what pains and perseverance 

were devoted to the formation of this Collection. Those sections 

which call for special notice are—the more important cities of 

Magna Graecia (Tarentum, Heraclea, Metapontum, Croton, Ehegium, 

&c.); Sicily (Camarina, Catana, Leontini, Messana, Segesta, and 

Syracuse); the Carthaginian and Siculo-Punic coinages ; Thrace, 

Macedon, Boeotia, Attica, Elis, and Crete. The series of Syracuse 

is very complete and comprises the works of nearly all the great 

die-engravers of that city, especially among these are Kimon, Evae- 

netos, Eukleides, Eumenes, and Phrygillus. There is also an example 

of the Demareteion, one of the most remarkable coins of the whole 

Greek series and no less than seven examples of the Dekadrachms 

of ICimon and Evaenetos, all in fine condition. The series of Alex¬ 

ander the Great is the most extensive ever brought together by a 

private individual, and includes specimens of the coins struck by that 

monarch over the whole extent of his wide dominions. The Athenian 

series, with the numerous tetradrachms bearing magistrates' names, 

is equally complete, and that of Crete has scarcely ever been 

surpassed. 

Of the extreme beauty and fine condition of many of the coins, 

the plates which are appended to the Catalogue will give some idea, 

and not a few are as remarkable for their rarity. Seldom does such an 

opportunity offer itself to collectors to add to their cabinets, and 

remembering the recent dispersal of the Montagu Collection of Greek 

coins it seems more than probable that a long time will elapse before 

another such chance will occur. 

Under present arrangements the remaining portion of the 

Bunbury Collection will be sold at this house in December next. 

SOTHEBY, WILKINSON & HODGE. 



Sizes of the Coins. Scale of Mimnet. 

CATALOOjm 
OF THE 

YEEY VALUABLE AND EXTENSIVE COLLECTION 

OF 

GREEK_COINS, 
FORMED BY THE LATE 

SIR EDWARD HERBERT BUNBURY, BART. 
M.A. F.E.G.S. 

FIRST PORTION. 

FIRST DAY’S SALE. 

HISPANIA. 

Silver. 
LOT 

ota 

yi c . , 1 Emporiae, Drachm, Head of Persephone to left, EMIIOPITDN; rev. 

Horse crowned by Nike, fine; others (2), Head of Artemis to right, 

surrounded by dolphins ; rev. Pegasus galloping, EMIIOPITfiN, very 

fine ; and others (3) similar, but of degraded types and workmanship, 
well preserved 6 

2 Ehoda, Drachm, Head of Persephone to left, [POjAHTfiN; rev. A rose 

in full bloom, seen in front, high relief, wt. 73 grs. (De la Tour, Mon. 

Gaul.,pi. vm, 2322); another, similar, but the rose on the reverse is 

of conventional pattern, wt. 73 grs. (De la Tour, l.c. pi. vm, 2324), 
both fine and rare 2 

3 Celtiberian, Drachms, obv. Male head to right; rev. Horseman, of 

Aregrada, Belsina, Carabaca, Ilerda and Salauris, (reading 

Iltzurda Salirum), very rare, Osca and Turiaso, all fine 8 
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Bronze. 

4 

6 

i 

Acinipo, Bunch of Grapes; rev. ACINIPO, between two ears of corn. 

Arsa (?); rev. Horseman and Punic legend. Carteia, Tur- 

reted head; rev. Rudder; Male head; rev. Dolphin, carteia ; 

Turreted head; rev. Neptune. Corduba, Head of Augustus ; rev. 

Pegasus, cor., &c.; rev. Warrior, cordvba. Patricia ; rev. colonia 

Patricia in wreath. Gades, Head of Herakles ; rev. Two fishes, 

sizes 8 and 6. Ilipa, Ear of corn; rev. Fish, ilipense., sizes 9 and 5; 

Obulco, Female head, OBVLCO; rev. inscription in two lines (2 

varieties). Osca. Head of Augustus; rev. Warrior on horseback, 

osca. Julia Traducta, Head of Augustus; rev. ivlia trad, in 

wreath. Yentipo, Head of Mars; rev. Soldier; and Ulia, Head 

above crescent; rev. vlia on tablet, mostly fine for these coins 18 

Others similar, of Carteia, Gades, Obulco, Osca, Julia Traducta 

and Ulia as in last lot; and of Bilbilis, Head of Augustus; rev. 

iiivir in wreath, &c.; another, rev. Horseman. Caesar-Augusta; 

rev. c. A. in wreath. Cartiiago-Nova ; rev. Sacrificial implements, 

C. VAR. rvf., &c. Castulo, Head of Augustus; rev. Sphinx to right 

(3 varieties); others; rev. Horseman with palm. Celsa, same rev. 

type. Emporiae; rev. Pegasus, empori., mostly fine for these coins 23 

Others of Castulo, Celsa, and Emporiae, as in preceding lot; and of 

Ilerda ; rev. Wolf; Malaga ; rev. Radiate head and Star, both rare. 

Saetavi; rev. Horseman; Sac.untum ; Segobriga; rev. segobriga 

in wreath; another; rev. Horseman, fine 14 

Carabaca ; rev. Horseman and Punic legend. Damania, same type, both 

unpublished. Eresi, of same type. Cartilago-Nova; rev. Sacrificial 

implements; and Hispania, in genere, Helmeted head; rev. Horse¬ 

man, HISPANORVM (2 varieties), &c.; others, Gaulish, of Massalia ; 

rev. Butting bull, sizes 7, 4 and 2 ; another; rev. Tripod ; Nemausus, 

Imperial, Heads of Augustus and Agrippa ; rev. Crocodile; and others 

(2) of the Channel Islands, mostly fine 19 

GALLIA. 

Silver. 

8 

9 

Massilia, Drachms, Head of Artemis to right without quiver ; rev. Lion, 

MA22A. (3 varieties); and others (5) with same rev. type, but with 

quiver behind head of Artemis on obv., all fine 8 

Others, similar, Head of Artemis without quiver (2), and with quiver 

(4); another, Head of Artemis and lion both to left; Obols (3), 

Head of Apollo ; rev. ma. in wheel, all varied. Nemausus, Head of 

Pallas; rev. nem. COL. in wreath, lot. G grs., all fine, the smaller pieces 

scarce 11 

/if 
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GALLIA. 3 2/ 2 • 

10 Gaulish Imitations (3) of Tetradrachms of Philip II of Macedon, Head 

of Zeus to right; rev. Horseman to left or right; another with Head 

of Zeus to left, of more barbarous work, all fine 4 

11 Others similar, with head of Zeus to right, some of fine work 5 

12 Gaulish Imitation of Sicilian Tetradrachm, Female head to right, her hair 2 

bound with triple cord; before, three dolphins; around, 2TPO; 

behind, bird (?); rev. Winged figure in biga to left, crowned by 

Nike; below chariot, helmet, wt. 130 grs., fine, very rare, unpublished 

[PL I] 1 
*** The obverse of this coin is copied from a Tetradrachm of Syracuse 

(see lot 439) and the reverse from the Stater of Philip of 
Macedon. 

13 Pannonia, Tetradrachm, Heads of Honos and Virtus conjoined to right; / 

around, ivy leaves; rev. Horseman to right, ivy leaves below and in 

front of horse, below biatec., wt. 264 grs., (De la Tour, Mon. Gaul., 

var. pi. liv, 10170), very fine and rare [PL I] 1 

*** This coin is copied from Denarii of the Fufia and Marcia gentes. 

14 Twelfth-Drachms, Sixteenth-Drachms, &c., all with incuse reverses, and 2/ 

obv. types, Female head to right (Phrygia), Negro’s head (Lesbos), 

Head facing (Phistelia), Ram’s and boar’s heads (Clazomene), 

Gorgon head (Macedonia), &c., found near Marseilles, all very fine 25 

*** These coins came from the Auriol Find, near Marseilles, which is 
described in Melanges de Numismatique, vol. I, p. 12. They are 
interesting as showing the early currency of Massilia (see Hist. 
Num.,p. 7). 

BRITANNIA. 

/ 3 

'7 
2 

Gold. 

15 Tasciovanus, Stater, Cruciform ornament of four wreaths with orna- Jf 

ment in each angle; rev. Horse to right; above, bucranium, &c.; 

below, curved-shaped object and ring [Evans, pi. v, 9); and /R 

Stater, uninscribcd, Rude head; rev. Degraded type of horse (fib., pi. 

F, 2), both very fine, the first rare 2 

NORTHERN AND CENTRAL ITALY. 

ETRURIA, LATIUM, &c. 

16 

Silver. 

Populonia, Didrachm, Gorgoneion, below mark of value xx; rev. plain, 

wt. 129 grs. (B. M. Cat.,p. 3, 9); another, Head of Herakles facing, 

below mark of value XX; rev. Club, wt. 126 grs. (B. M. Cat., p. 1,1), 

both fine and rare 2 

6 
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21 

22 

23 

17 Populonia, Didrachm, with Gorgoneion as in previous lot, wt. 127 grs.; 

another, Helmeted head slightly turned to left; rev. Within circle, 

crescent and star, around which rVrLA.. (Mionnet, no. 41), wt. 

127 grs., both fine and rare, especially the second coin 2 

7 

18 Populonia, Didrachm, with Gorgoneion as in lot 16, wt. 129 yrs.; u 
Drachm, Head of Apollo, laureate, behind x ; rev. plain, wt. 63 grs.; 

and Half-Drachm, Head of Apollo to right, behind A; rev. plain, wt. 

28 grs., all fine and rare 3 

19 Populonia, Didrachm, with Gorgoneion as in lot 16, wt. 128 grs.; 

Drachm, with head of Apollo as in last lot, wt. 65 grs. ; and 

Diobol (?), Small head facing (Gorgoneion ?); rev. plain, wt. 23 grs., 

fine and rare 3 

delfc 

20 Populonia, Didrachm, Gorgoneion; below XX; rev. Two Caducei in 

opposite directions,?^. 128 grs (Mionnet, no. 42); Another, Persic 

Standard, Head of Zeus to right; rev. plain, wt. 163 grs. (comp. B. M. 

Cat., p. 13), both fine and extremely rare 2 

*** The second coin is copied from the Tetradrachms of Philip of 
Macedon. 

Alba, Diobol, Head of Hermes; rev. Griffin; below, alba, size 3, wt. 16 grs. ' fifi (J, 

Signia, Obol, Head of Hermes; before, caduceus ; rev. Head of Silenos 

and head of hoar joined, 26IC., size 1^, wt. 9 grs. (B. M. Cat. p. 44,1); 

and Alliba (Campanise), Obol, Head of Apollo ; around, dolphins; 

rev. Skylla, AAAIBANON., size 2, wt. 10 grs. (B. M. Cat., p. 73, 4), 

all fine and very rare, especially the second coin 3 

*** No. 3 from the Wigan collection. 

Alba, Diobol, Head of Hermes; rev. Griffin, &c. as in last lot, wt. 16 

grs. ; and others (2) of Alliba (Campanise), one with Head of 

Apollo ; rev. Skylla as in last lot; the other similar, but on obv. 

Bearded head, all extremely rare 3 

ve 

Bronze. 
Aquilonia (Samnium), Head of Pallas; before, name of city in Oscan 

characters; rev. Warrior, size 5. Frentani (Samnium), Head of 

Hermes to left wearing petasos, before frentatri (Oscan); rev. 

Pegasus to left; beneath, tripod and legend as on obv., size 5 

(Mionnet, pi. xx, 21), both very fine and exceedingly rare 2 

No. 1 from the Wigan, and No. 2 from the Northwick (lot 67) 
collection. Mionnet (l. c.) cites this second piece and also illus¬ 
trates it. 

* * 
* 
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24 Ancona, Female head; rev. Hand holding branch, ArKfiN., size 5 ; / 

Aquinum ; rev. Cock and Star, aqvino., size 5. Aesernia, Head 

of Vulcan, volcanom ; rev. Zeus in biga, AI2EIENINO., size 6; 

another; rev. Bull with human face crowned by Nike, same 

legend, size 5. Beneventum, Head of Apollo, BENVEN[TOD]; 

rev. Prancing horse, PHOTOM., size 5; and Frentani, Head of 

Hermes, &c. as in previous lot, all very fine, except the last piece, and 
very rare 6 

25 Populonia, Triens, Head of Vulcan; rev. Tongs, hammer, and mark of 

value, size 7. Telamon (?), Sextans, Head of Herakles; rev. Two 

dolphins and spear, size 7. Peithesa ; rev. Owl, size 3. Ariminum, 

Head of Vulcan; rev. Warrior, size 6. AQUINUM ; rev. Cock and star 

as in last lot. Aesernia ; rev. Zeus in biga, and Human-headed bull 

as in last lot; another, Head of Pallas ; rev. Eagle and serpent, 

size 5 ; and Larinum, Quincunx ; rev. Warrior on horseback, below 

ladinod ; another, Sextans ; rev. Dolphin, all fine and rare 10 

26 Populonia, Sextans, Head of Pallas; rev. Owl (B. M. Cat. p. 5, 25); / 

Peithesa ; rev. Owl; Aesernia ; rev. Zeus in biga, as in last lot; 

Tuder, Head of Silenos; rev. Eagle, size 4 (2 varieties). Larinum; 

rev. types, Warrior on horseback (Quincunx); Centaur (Quadrans); 

Dolphin (Sextans); Cornucopise (Uncia); others, without marks of 

value, rev. types, Eagle; Thunderbolt; all with legend ladinod, all 

fine and rare coins 13 

Xy 

6 

CAMPANIA. 

Silver. 

27 Capua, Didrachm, Head of Pallas, helmeted; rev. Bull to right, KAM- 

IIANO (retrograde), fine; another; rev. Bull to left, and legend not 

retrograde, well preserved, rare 2 

28 Cales, Didrachm, Head of Pallas to right; rev. Nike in biga to left, 

CALENO; another, same, but head of Pallas to left; behind, owl. 

Cumae, Didrachm, Head of Nymph to right; rev. Corn-grain 

above mussel-shell, KYMAION ; another, but head of nymph to 

left and bird above mussel-shell on rev., rare. Hyria, Didrachm, 

Head of Pallas to right; rev. Androcephalous bull to right, YDINA, 
all well preserved and scarce 5 

29 Cales, Didrachms as before (2), Head of Pallas to right; symbols (j 

behind, branch and serpent. Cumae, Didrachms (2); rev. types, Ear 

of corn above mussel-shell; Sea-serpent above mussel-shell, rare; 

and of Hyria, Head of Pallas on obv. to left; bull to left on rev., 
all well preserved and scarce 5 

y 
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31 

34 

3G 

37 

30 Didrachms (2), as before of Cales, Head of Pallas to right; symbols 

behind, shield and bow; of Cumae (2); rev. types, Ear of corn above 

mussel-shell; and fly above shell, reading KVMAI, a rare variety; 
both with head to left on obv. ; and of Hyria, Head of Pallas with 

owl on helmet; rev. Bull to left, VDINIA, well preserved and rare 5 

Didrachm as before of Cales, sword behind head of Pallas, and on rev. oCu. 
Biga to right; others of Cumae ; rev. types, Ear of corn, wolf, and 

owl above mussel-shell, the last two types very rare; and of Hyria, 

Head of Pallas to left, with eagle on helmet; rev. usual type, Bull 

to left, YDINAI, well preserved, scarce, some rare 5 

32 Cumae, Didrachm, b.c. 490-480, Head of Pallas, of Archaic style, around 

KVMAION (retrograde); rev. Crab holding shell, wt. 129 grs., of 

extreme rar ity and in fine condition 1 

*** From the Northwick collection (lot 40). 

\L KlyT Cr 

33 Cumae, Didrachm, Head of Nymph ; rev. Skylla above mussel-shell, 

KVMAION (retrograde),well preserved-, another, Lion’s scalp between 

two boars’ heads; rev. Grain of corn above shell, KY[MAI]ON ; and 

Hyria, Didrachm, Head of Nymph; rev. Androcephalous bull to 

right, YPAN02, the last two fine, all exceedingly rare varieties 3 

<$>a/ rr t- 

Cumae, Didrachm, usual type, but on rev. star above mussel-shell, early 

style, rare ; others of Hyria, with head of Pallas to right or left, 

and bull on rev., also to right or left, reading YPINAI, YP1AN02, 

YDINA (retrograde), all varied and well preserved 5 

rj) 'i/jxs OL 

35 Cumae, Quarter Drachm, Head of Herakles; rev. Mussel-shell in wreath, 

KYMEO, wt. 1G grs.; Obol, Head of Pallas; rev. Dolphin above 

mussel-shell, KY, wt. 10 grs. Hyria, Didrachm, usual type, with 

rev. Bull to right, but reading YPIETE2 ; and Neapolis, Obol, 

Female head, NEAIIOAITH2; rev. Nike seated, as on coins of 

Terina, wt. 10 grs., unpublished; all of the highest rarity and ivcll 

preserved 4; 

wearing broad Hyria, Didrachm, Head of Hera, three-quarter face 

stephane, ornamented with honeysuckle, hair spread; rev. Andro¬ 

cephalous bull to right, above YDINA (retrograde), wt. 110 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. p. 92, 13), fine and exceedingly rare 1 

Neapolis, Didrachm, Head of Water-nymph three-quarters to right, hair 

spread ; rev. Androcephalous bull to left, NE01I0AITHS, wt. 115 grs.1 

(B. M. Cat. p. 94, 11), fine, slight cut on face, and of excessive rarity 

[PI. I] • 1 
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40 

Neapolis, Didrachms, Female head to right; rev. Bull to right, NEOIIO, 6~ 

early style; Head of Pallas helmeted to right; rev. Bull to left, 

NE01I0AITE2 (sic), escallop between last two letters in exergue; 

Female head to right, wearing taenia and earring ; rev. Bull to left 

crowned by Nike, NEAHOAITH5; another similar, rev. Bull to 

right; and another, with female head to left on obv., behind shield, 

and bull to right on rev., all fine and scarce 5 

*** Nos. 1 and 2 from the Northwick, and no. 4 from the Thomas 
collection. 

Neapolis, Didrachms of similar types, with various symbols and magis- J/ // 

trates’ initials, N., AI, and A on rev.; the second coin reads NEAIIO- 

AITHS and has no escallop, fine 5 

Neapolis, Didrachms of similar types, but the second coin has the / /^ 

legend NE04I0AITHS all above bull; and the others, a varying 

symbol, crane, term, and amphora on obv., and with female head to 

left or right, one with magistrate’s name xapi, all fine and scarce 5 

41 Neapolis, Didrachm, Female head to left, bound with diadem; behind, 

elephant; rev. Nike crowning bull, below which BI; others (3), of 

similar type, but head on obv. to right; behind, female with torch, 

bunch of grapes, and astragalus, and with magistrates’ names, XAPI., 

AIOMNOYE, and APTEMI., all rare and very fine 4 

Neapolis, Didrachm, usual types with head on obv. to left; behind *-f 

thyrsus; others (2), with head to right; symbol, astragalus and 

letters K and X; Drachm, Female head to left; behind, harpa; 

rev. Nike crowning bull, NEAIIOAITIIS, wt. 53 yrs.; another, 

similar, but behind head on obv. shield, all fine and the smaller coins 
rare 5 

"f~f~ ^3 Neapolis, Didrachms (2), Female head to left; rev. Androcephalous bull / 

to right; one with mask behind head and II below; another with 

EYE and TAP on obv.; Drachm, as in previous lot; and Hemi- 

drachm, with female head to right; rev. Nike in biga, well 

■preserved, the last piece rare 5 

44 Neapolis, Half Drachm, Head of Artemis to right, before NEOIIO AITON; 4? 

rev. Victory in biga, below IIAK, wt. 25 yrs. ; Obol, same as Drachm 

but head to left; rev. Nike crowning bull, wt. 11 ^ yrs.-, Half 

Obols (2), Head of Pallas ; rev. Half man-headed bull to left; Head 

of Apollo; rev. Herakles strangling lion, NEOIIOAITON, fine, all 
extremely rare 4 

45 Neapolis, Didrachm, Head of Nymph to right, wavy hair ; around, four 7 

dolphins; rev. [NEO]IIOAITDN, Androcephalous bull crowned by 

Nike, wt. 115 yrs., fine and very rare [PL I] 1 

*** The obverse of this Didrachm is of the same style as the coins of 

Syracuse by Evaenetos. 

42 
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Nola, Didrachm, Head of Kore to right, broad diadem; rev. NQAAJfiN, 

Androcephalous bull to right, crowned by Nike, vet. 110 grs.; 

another similar, but on rev. Bull to left, N0AAI02, vat. 109 grs.; 

another, Head of Pallas to right, with owl on helmet; rev. NOAAIfiN 

above, Androcephalous bull to right; below, AE mom, vat. 10grs., 

all well preserved, scarce 3 

Nola, Didrachm, usual type with rev. Androcephalous bull to right, 

reading N0AIAI02. Suessa, Didrachm, Head of Apollo laureate; 

behind, crescent; rev. One of the Dioskuri on horseback and leading 

a second horse, below 2YE2ANO. Phistelia, Litra, Head facing; 

rev. Mussel, corn-grain and dolphin above $I2TVLI2; and others 

(2), Uncertain, Head facing; rev. Lion; one with star above, the 

other with serpent below, mostly fine, scarce 5 

Nola, Didrachm, as in last lot. Suessa, Didrachms as before, but sym¬ 

bols behind head on obv. lyre and pentagram; and Obols of Phis¬ 

telia and of Uncertain city as in last lot, mostly fine, scarce 5 

Phistelia, Didrachm, Head of Hera facing, hair loose; rev. Campanian 

bull to left, above 4>I2TLV2, wt. 110 grs., well preserved-, Litra, 

Head facing, <4>I2TEAIA; rev. Mussel-shell, corn-grain and dolphin, 

<1>I2TAVS, wt. 91 grs.; another, same type but no legend on obv., 

the last two very fine, and all very rare 3 

'ffcead^ 

Nuceria Alfaterna, Didrachm, Young male head with ram’s horn ; 

around Oscan inscription, Nuvkrinum Alafaternum; rev. One of the 

Dioskuri standing beside his horse, wt. 110 grs. (Head, Hist. Num. 

p. 35), fine and very rare 1 

Nuceria Alfaterna, Didrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but 

legend on obv. not completely legible, wt. 110 grs., fine and very rare 1 

Teanum, Didrachm, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin to right; behind, 

owl; rev. Nike in triga, below, Oscan legend Tianud, wt. Ill grs. 

(Hist. Num. p. 36), very fine and very rare [PL I] 1 

Teanum, Didrachm, similar to the preceding, but the head of Herakles 

is more wide spread and no owl behind it; but below it a club, 

tat. 111 grs., fine and rare 1 

0446** A 

Bronze. 

Atella, Triens, Head of Zeus; rev. Zeus in quadriga ; Sextans ; rev. Two 

warriors and pig; Uncia; rev. Nike crowning trophy, very rare. 

Gales; rev. types, Campanian bull, CALENO (4 varieties, with 

varying symbols, &c.); and Cock (3 varieties), size 5, all extremely 

fine and some rare 10 
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ATELLA, &C. 9 3 / C- / h C 
Atella, Sextans; rev. Two warriors and pig; Calks ; rev. types, Cam ( 

panian bull (3), and Cock (2), as in last lot. Capua, Quincunx ; 

rev. Pegasus ; Sextans ; rev. Selene in biga (2); Uncue; rev. types, 

Nike crowning trophy (2), and Boar; Semuncia ; rev. Ear of corn ; 

and Compulteria; rev. Bull crowned by Nike, mostly fine 14 

Capua, Quincunx, Head of Pallas ; rev. Pegasus ; Triens, Head of Zeus; 

rev. Fulmen ; Sextans ; rev. types, Selene in biga, and Eagle on ful- 

men; with no mark of value, Head of Zeus; rev. Eagle on fulmen, 

size 10 (Carelli, pi. 69, 3), all very fine, the larger pieces very rare 5 

y-uu 

<>ffA K1_J 

57 

58 

59 

Capua, Sextans; rev. Lion with spear in mouth; Uncise; rev. types, 

Nike crowning trophy, Boar, and Warrior on horseback ; Semun- 

cite; rev. types, Two veiled figures, Lyre, and Ear of corn ; and 

Compulteria, Head of Apollo and legend in Oscan characters; rev. 

Campanian bull crowned by Nike, all very fine and rare 8 

3. 

Neapolis ; rev. types, Campanian bull ; Omphalos and lyre ; Omphalos, / 

lyre and caduceus; Forepart of Campanian bull; Cornucopise; Tripod, 

&c. (16 varieties), sizes 5-3. Nuceria ; rev. Dog. Suessa ; rev. Nike 

crowning bull, Herakles strangling lion, and Cock. Teanum, 

Female head to left, laureate, tianvd in Oscan letters; rev. Nike 

and bull, all very fine, the last five pieces rare 21 

Neapolis; rev. types similar to previous lot (12 varieties). Nuceria ; f/ 

rev. Dog. Suessa ; rev. types, Herakles strangling lion, and Cock. 

Teanum ; rev. Nike crowning bull, and Cock ; and uncertain, Head 

of Pallas (?); rev. Forepart of bull, POMAION, all of the smaller 

sizes, mostly fine and many rare 21 

OUl 

APULIA. 

Silver. 

60 Arpi, Didrachm, Head of Persephone, APIIANfiN; rev. Prancing horse; (j 

above, star; beneath, AAEOY, wt. 103 grs.; Hemidrachm, Head of 

Ares; rev. Three ears of corn, APIIA, wt. 27 grs.-, Diobol, same 

type, but on rev. Two ears of corn, wt. 21 grs.; and Obol, Horse to 

right, above A; rev. A, Hook, wt. 9 grs., all very rare and fine, an 

almost complete series of the silver coins of this rare mint 4 

61 Canusium, Obol, Amphora between oinochoe and flower; rev. KA and 

lyre, wt. 8 grs.; another, but ornaments on either side of Amphora, 

cornucopia} (?) and vase, wt. 7 grs. Bronze, Male head; rev. Horse¬ 

man, KANYSINQN (2 var.), size 6 ; Triens, Head of Herakles; rev. 

Club between KA NY, and marks of value; and Uncia (?), Head of 

Jupiter ; rev. Club and KA in wreath, size 2 (2 var.), all fine and very 
rare, the last tivo unpublished (?) 7 

o? 3 £ 
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10 APULIA. 

62 Canusium, silver Obol, as in last lot, flower and oinochoe on either side ftcriLuy^ 

of Amphora. Rubi, Diobol, Head of Pallas; rev. Ear of corn, PY ; 

Obol, Bull’s head facing ; rev. Fulmen, PY. Bronze, of same mint, 

Head of Jupiter; rev. Eagle on thunderbolt, PY'P, size 4; Head of 

Herakles ; rev. Club, bow and quiver (2 varieties); others ; rev. types, 

Owl, PYBA2TEINON ; Female figure with cornucopia;, &c. (3 varie¬ 

ties) ; another, same type as last, but with head of Pallas instead of 

Zeus on ohv., unpublished, all very rare coins of this scarce mint 12 

Bronze. 

63 Arpi, Head of Zeus ; rev. Calydonian boar (3 varieties); Butting bull, oLo 

IIYAAO ; rev. Horse (2 varieties); Head of Pallas; rev. Owl and 

branch on column. ASCULUM, Horse’s head; rev. Ear of corn ; 

Head of Herakles; rev. Nike with palm, &c. Barium, Sextans, 

Head of Zeus ; rev. Cupid on prow ; Uncia, same type ; and Sernun- 

cia, rev. Prow, BA. Hyrium, Head of Pallas; rev. Rudder and 

dolphin, YPIATIN . ., all fine and very rare 12 

64 

66 

67 

Arpi ; rev. types, Calydonian boar (2), and Horse ; Barium ; rev. Cupid 

on prow (Sextans and Uncia), and Prow with BA; and Hyrium, as 

in last lot. Luceria, Quincunx, rev. Wheel; Triens, rev. Bow, 

quiver and club ; Quadrans, rev. Dolphin and trident; Sextans, 

rev. Cockle-shell; Uncia, rev. Toad; and Semuncia, rev. Crescent, 

all fine and mostly rare 14 

Luceria, Quincunx (2), Triens, Quadrans, and Uncia as in last lot. 

Mateola, Sextans, Head of Pallas; rev. Lion with spear in mouth, 

MAT (mon.), very rare. Neapolis, Head of Dionysos; rev. Bunch 

of grapes, NEAII; and Veiled head; rev. Ear of corn, NEAHO. 

Salapia, Head of Zeus; rev. Calydonian boar; Head of Apollo ; 

rev. Horse prancing (2 varieties); Horse ; rev. Dolphin (2 varieties), 

all fine, some rare 14 

Teate, Nummus, Head of Zeus ; rev. Eagle, TIATE., size 10 ; Quincunx, 

Head of Pallas ; rev. Owl on column (2 varieties); Triens, Head of 

Herakles; rev. Lion ; Sextans, Head of Pallas ; rev. Owl (2 varieties). 

VENUSIA, Quincunx, Head of Zeus; rev. Eagle, VE (mon.); Quadrans, 

Head of Hera ; rev. Three crescents, &c. ; Sextans, Head of Pallas ; 

rev. Owl, fine and rare 10 

Venusia, Nummus, Head of Bacchus, VE (mon.); rev. Bacchus seated, 

extremely fine, and most rare in this condition; Quincunx, Quadrans and 

Sextans as in last lot; another, Sextans, Head of Pallas ; rev. Two 

dolphins ; Uncia, Half-length figure of Herakles holding club ; rev. 

Lion with spear in its mouth ; and Semuncia, Boar’s head ; rev. Owl, 

all very fine for these coins, rare 7 

oCu 
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TAllENTUM. LLp 

CALABRIA. 

Gold. 

Tauentum, Stater, Head of Demeter wearing stephane and veil; before, 

TAP A and dolphin ; below neck, KON ; rev. The Dioskuri on horse¬ 

back to left; above, A102K0P0I; in exergue, 2A., wt. 133 grs. 

{Evans, pi. v, 9), fine and very rare [PL I] 1 

*** The references are to A. J. Evans “The Horsemen of Tarentum.” 

Tarentum, Stater, Head of Goddess as in the preceding lot; before, 

TAPA ; rev. Horseman galloping to right, aiming javelin downwards, 

two javelins and shield in left hand; before, thunderbolt; below, 

AELOA, wt. 133 grs. {Evans, pi. v, 3), fine and very rare [PI. I] 1 

*** From the Dupr6 collection. 

Tarentum, Stater, Head of Demeter as in lot 68; before, TAP. ; rev. 

Rider crowning horse; behind, shield; above, TAPA2; below, murex, 

and 2, wt. 113 grs. {comp. Evans, pi. v, 2), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Dupr6 collection. 

Tarentum, Stater, Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin; rev. TAPAN- 

TINON, Taras in biga holding trident; below, API (mon.) and 

fulmen, wt. 112 grs. {Evans, pi. x, 15), obv. fine, rev. 'well preserved, 

very rare [Pl. I] 1 

*** From the Blacas collection. 

Tarentum, Stater, Head of Zeus, laureate; behind NK (mon.); rev. 

TAPANTINDN, Eagle with open wings on thunderbolt; behind, 

NIKAP (?); before, AP (mon.), wt. 113 grs. {Evans, pl. v, 17), obv. 

very fine, rev. not in such good state, rare [Pl. I] 1 

*** From the Hamilton collection. 

Tarentum, Drachm, Female head to right, wearing stephane ; rev. T; 

on dolphin to left, holding trident and dolphin; behind, TAPA2, 

wt. 65 grs., in very good condition, rare 1 

*** From the North wick collection. 

Tarentum, Drachm, Head of young Herakles to right in lion’s si 

rev. Taras in biga to right, wt. 65 grs., in very good condition, rare 1 

{Evans, pl. x, 16), in mint state, very rare [Pl. I] 

low XA, wt. 33 grs. {Evans, pl. v, 15), fine and extremely rare 

*** From the Dupre collection. 
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Tare NT UM, Half Drachm, Head of Apollo, laureate, to right; behind K ; 

7ev• Eagle on thunderbolt; before, two cliotae ; below, NIKAP,wt. 32 

g'is.; Litra, Head of Herakles to right; rev. Taras on dolphin hold¬ 

ing vase, &c. TAPAS, wt. 13 grs., both fine and rare 2 

Tarentum, Diobol, Head of Apollo to left; behind TAPAS; before SA; 

lev. Herakles slaying the lion ; in field, bow and club and l-H, ivt. 22 

gis.; Obol, Head of Goddess to right, wearing stephane ; rev. TAPAN, 

Kantharos, wt. 11 grs., both rare and well preserved 2 

oLo 

Silver. 

A 

85 

Tarentum, Didrachm, b.c. 530-500, TAPAS (retrograde), Taras on 

dolphin ; below, pecten ; border of waves and pellets; rev. TAPAC, 

Taras on dolphin, incuse, wt. 124 grs. {Hist. Num., p 44), very fine 
and very rare [PI. I] j 

*** From the Dupre collection. 

Tarentum, Didrachm, Archaic style, Taras on dolphin to left; below, 

pecten ; behind, TAP. ; rev. Wheel of four spokes {Evans, pi. I, 3); 

another, same obv. type and TAPAS; rev. Winged sea-horse to left 

{ib., pi. i, 4); another, same obv. ■ rev. Archaic head within circle 
{ib. pi. i, 5), all fine and rare 3 

Tarentum, Didrachms (3) as in last lot; but on the first and second 

pieces, Taras on dolphin to right; and below sea-horse, pecten, fine 
and rare 3 

Tarentum, Didrachm, Archaic style, TAP AS (retrograde), Taras on 

dolphin ; below, pecten ; rev. Ornamental wheel of four spokes, in 

one of which dolphin; another, Taras to right; rev. Winged sea¬ 

horse to right; below, pecten, both very fine, and the second a rare type 2 

Tarentum, Didrachms (2), with Taras on dolphin to right; rev. Sea¬ 

horse to right and left; another, Male head to right bound with 

diadem ; behind, pellet; rev. TAPA2, Taras on dolphin to right; 

below, murex (?); and Drachm, Female head, behind TA (retro¬ 

grade); rev. TAP AS, Half sea-horse to right; below, pecten, well 

preserved, the last tivo very rare 4 

Tarentum, Didrachm, b.c. 473-400, TAPAS, Taras on dolphin to right; 

below, pecten : rev. Taras seated to left holding distaff and staff 

{Evans, pi. I, 9); another similar; but rev. Taras seated to right, 

holding distaff in left, and vase in outstretched right hand (ib., pi. I, 

7), both extremely fine and rare 2 

Tarentum, Didrachm, b.c. 473-400, Taras on dolphin to right; below, yi c crtr- 

pecten; rev. TAPAS, Male figure seated to left holding distaff and 

staff, wt. 124 grs. ; another, Taras seated to right on dolphin amidst 

waves; rev. Horseman galloping to right {Evans, pi. 11, 1), both very 

fine and rare 2 

AT 



TARENTUM. 13 

Tarentum, Didrachm, Taras on dolphin to left; below, cray fish ; rev. 

Taras seated to left holds bird ; another, Taras on dolphin holds 

shield ; below, fish, TAPATIN12N ; rev. Taras seated, holding distaff, 

plays with panther; another, same obv. but rev. Taras seated to left 

holds kantharos in extended right hand, all fine and rare 3 

Tarentum, Didrachm, Taras on dolphin to left ; rev. Taras seated to 

right holds kantharos; others (2), Horseman types, Taras on 

dolphin ; rev. types, Youth on horse galloping to right, and Youth 

crowning stationary horse (Evans, pi. II, 3, and III, 3); another, 

Female head to left diademed; rev. Youth crowning horse; below, 

dolphin (ib., pi. vi, 14), all fine and scarce types 4 

Tarentum, Didrachms as in last lot, Taras on dolphin ; rev. Taras seated 

to left (2), on one he is within a wreath, well preserved; another, 

Horseman to right; before, terminal figure ; rev. Taras on dolphin ; 

and Female head diademed; rev. Youth crowning horse; below, 

dolphin, &c. (2), fine and scarce types 5 

Tarentum, Didrachms, similar to the preceding lot, but on one specimen 

a male figure is standing before horse with rider, and is crowning 

it (Evans, pi. vm, 4), very fine and scarce 5 

Tarentum, Didrachms, Taras on dolphin; rev. Taras seated holding 

distaff, &c. ; Horseman type varied (3), as in last lot; another 

Female head to left; rev. Youth on horse, which he crowns, mostly 
fine 5 

Tarentum, Didrachms of the horseman type, all varied, with rider 

to left or right, magistrates’ initials on obv. and rev., all very fine 5 

Tarentum, Didrachms of the horseman type, all varied, with different 

symbols under or before horse or under dolphin (as Evans, pi. in, 3, 

4, 9, and pi. iv, 9); another, Horseman bearing large round shield, 

&c. ; magistrate, AIIOAAQ ; rev. Taras of Dionysiac type holding 
distaff, &c., on dolphin (ib. pi. vm, 11), all very fine 7 

Tarentum, Didrachms (6), as before with various symbols; another, 

usual type, but below horse Female figure extracting stone from 

horse’s foot; another, with Dioskuri on horseback; rev. Taras on 

dolphin amidst waves (Evans, pi. vm, 9), very fine 8 

Tarentum, Didrachms (5), Horseman type as before; one with Female 

figure extracting stone from horse’s foot; another, with Armed war¬ 

rior standing behind his horse (comp. Evans,pi. iv, 4); Drachm, Taras 

on dolphin; rev. Youth crowning horse ; magistrate, 2HPAMB02 

(Evans, pi. x, 9); and others (2), Head of Pallas to right; rev. Owl 

to light; Head of Pallas to left; rev. Owl to left, all very fine 8 
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Tarentum, Didrachms of the horseman type, all varied, with magis¬ 

trates’ names, API2THL, HPAKAHT02., AYKIN02., NIKOTT..., 

NOKPA., IIAMMHN02., all very fine 6 

Tarentum,Didrachms, similar types, with magistrates’names, API2THN., 

AN0PMIO2, AAIMAX, HPAKAHT02., AAON (?), NEYMH..., all 
very fine q 

Tarentum, Didrachms, similar types, with magistrates’ names, 

AIIYPP02, API2TIII., 202TPAT02, NEYMH.., <f>IATA2, <f>IAO, 
all fine g 

Tarentum, Didrachms, similar types, with magistrates’ names, APE0QN, 

API2T02 (on rev.), API2THL, HnnA.., AYKIN02, <f>IAO, all fine G 

Tarentum, Didrachms (5) of the Horseman type (all varied), with 

different symbols on obv. and rev., and magistrates’ initials ; another, 

similar, with Nike crowning horseman, all fine 6 

Tarentum, Didrachms (5), similar types, one with seated Silenos 

under horse; another with head of Silenos before horse, and a 

third with eagle behind Taras on dolphin, various magistrates’ 

initials and symbols; Drachms (2), with head of Pallas; rev. Owl; 

magistrates, HPAKAHI2, 2YMHNI02; and Half-Drachm, Horse 

galloping; rev. Taras on dolphin, fine 8 

Tarentum, Didrachm, Warrior, armed, on horseback to left and con¬ 

ducted by Nike; rev. Taras bearing shield with one knee on 

dolphin; on right TOP, (Evans, pi. vil, 4); another, Warrior in 

armour, crowned by Nike, on horse galloping to right; below 

KAAAIKPATH2 ; rev. TAPA2, Taras on dolphin holding Nike and 

trident; behind NE (mon.), (ib. pi. x. 8), both very fine ancl very rare 

types 2 
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*** No. 1 from the Hamilton collection. 

Tarentum, Didrachm, Warrior standing on the off-side of his horse; 

rev. Taras holding trident and shield on dolphin (Evans, pi. iv, 4); 

another, the Dioskuri crowned by Nike on horseback to left; rev. 

ftc a. 
H 

usual type of Taras ; another, similar, but Taras holding Nike and 

shield (ib.pl. VIII. 9); Drachm, Youth crowning horse ; behind KAH ; 

below 2HPAMBOY; rev. Taras on dolphin holding aplustre and 

sceptre; others (2) Head of Pallas; rev. Owl; magistrates, 

EYMHNI02 and AI2TIAIX02, all very fine and rare 6 

Tarentum, Didraclnn, with Dioskuri on horseback, as in last lot; 

another, similar, but Dioskuri to right; below NIKYA02 (Evans, 

pi. ix, 5); another, Horseman galloping to right; behind, wreath ; 

below, OAYMni2; rev. usual type, Taras holds kantharus and 

cornucopim ; and Drachms (3), as in last lot; magistrate, 2HKAN- 

NA2 on first type, very fine and rare 6 
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104 Tarentum, Diobols, Obols and smaller divisions of various types and / / ,5 
periods, Shell; rev. Female head; Dolphin; rev. Pegasus ; Head of 

Pallas; rev. Herakles strangling lion ; similar, Herakles strangling 

serpents; Horse’s head on both sides; others ; rev. types, Herakles 

and Antaeus, Herakles restraining horse, &c., all fine arid interesting 
coins 35 

105 Tarentum, Diobols, Obols, &c., similar to last lot, all fine 40 ol 

10G Tarentum, Diobols, Obols, &c., as before, fine 42 / (<y 

Bronze. 

107 Azetini, Head of Pallas ; rev. Owl on column ; Eagle on fulmen ; rev. / y 

Ear of corn, AIETINGN ; Pccten; rev. Dolphin. BRUNDUSIUM, 

Semis; rev. Youth on dolphin • Uncia, same type. Butuntum, 

Head of Pallas ; rev. Ear of corn, BYTONTINQN • Pecten; rev. 

Youth on dolphin. Caelia, Sextans; rev. Pallas running; 

Uncia; rev. Trophy, and thunderbolt. Graxa, Quadrans; rev. Two 

eagles; and Uncia; rev. One eagle. Orra, Head of Herakles; 

rev. Fulmen, ORRA. TOR; Quincunx; rev. Cupid playing lyre. 

Tarentum ; rev. types, Nike crowning trophy; Taras on dolphin ; 

Dolphin; and Uxentum, Semis, Head of Pallas; rev. Herakles 

holding club, mostly of the smaller sizes, many fine, an interesting 
lot 24 

108 Azetini, Brundusium, Butuntum, Caelia, Graxa, Orra, Tarentum / / 

and Uxentum, similar types as in last lot, an interesting series 26 

1/ 

'Xo 

109 

110 

111 

/5 

LUCANIA. 

Silver. 

Heraclea, Didrachm, b.C. 380-300, Head of Pallas to right, bound % 

with olive; around, border of serpents; rev. HPAKAEIQN, 

Herakles reclining on rock and holding vase, wt. 112 grs. (Hist. 
Num. p. 59), somewhat rubbed, but of the highest rarity 1 

Heraclea, Didrachms (2), Head of Pallas to right, helmet adorned j /, , , 

with Skylla; rev. Herakles strangling lion, HPAKAEIQN, one with ' 

owl between legs of Herakles ; the other with ear of corn on left; 

anothei with similar obv.; but rev. Herakles standing facing, right 

hand on club, left holds bow and lion’s skin; on his right, one- 
handled vase, HPAKAHIQN, all fine and rare coins 3 

Heraclea, Didrachms, as in last lot, but varied (1) <t>AA before head / 

of Pallas; (2) Pecten to left of Herakles; (3) API^TOTE. above 

head of Pallas, and rev. Herakles holds in left hand cornucopia? 
instead of bow ; bucranium to left, all fine and rare 3 
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112 Hkraclea, Didrachms, as before but varied, (1) A0ANAE before head 

of Pallas and bow to left of Herakles; (2) Pecten to left of 

Herakles, as in last lot; (3) Pallas with plain helmet, above 

HPAKAEION; rev. Herakles sacrificing before altar; club and skin 

in left hand; fulmen on left, well preserved, rare, especially the last 
coin o 

113 Heraclea, Didrachm, Head of Pallas, helmet ornamented with hippo- 

camp ; rev. Herakles and lion; on left, club and bow ; another, 

similar obv. but Skylla on helmet; rev. Herakles crowned by Nike, 

resting on club and holding lion’s skin ; another, similar, but head 

of Pallas on obv. to left, well preserved, rare types 3 

114 Heraclea, Didrachm, Head of Pallas nearly facing, in large crested 

helmet adorned with Triton ; behind APir • rev. Herakles facing, 

resting on club and holding bow and skin, wt. 119 grs.; and Drachm 

with same obv. type; but rev. Owl and branch, HPAKAEION., 

wt. 58 grs., the first well preserved, the second fine, both very rare 2 

*** Both from the Northwick collection. 

115 

116 

Heraclea, Didrachm, Full-faced head of Pallas with crested helmet; 

rev. Herakles about to strike the lion with his club, wt. 113T grs., 

,fine work, and in fair condition, though rubbed on both sides, very rare 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Heraclea, Didrachm, Head of Pallas to right, helmet ornamented 

with Triton; above HPAKAEION; rev. Herakles resting on club 

and holding bow, arrow and lion’s skin; on left, one-liandled cup, 

wt. 122 grs.) another, Didrachm (?), similar type, but Pallas wears 

plain helmet: above AAE ; behind EY; below 13, and no arrow in 

hand of Herakles, wt. 100 grs., both extremely fine and rare 2 

117 Laps, Didrachm, B.C. 550-500, Bull with human head looking back; 0C0 

above AA2; rev. Bull as obv. incuse, wt. 117 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 61), 

well preserved and extremely rare 1 

118 

119 

Laus, Didrachm, B.C. 500-450, Bull with human head, looking back, 

AA2; rev. Bull to right not looking back, AA2 (retrograde), 

wt. 119 grs.) Half-Drachm, same type, wt. 24 grs.) and Sixth- 

Stater, Bull looking back; rev. Acorn, ivt. 18 grs., all very rare, and 

in fair condition 3 

Laus, Didrachm, as in last lot; and M, Female head to right of the 

finest style wearing sphendone ; rev. A AIN ON, Crow to right; 

symbol, head of ox, the first well preserved, the second very fine and 

ivith a beautiful dark patina, both very rare 2 

IsC cri/ 
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121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

LAUS, ETC. 17^/ 

// 

JO 

Laus, Didrachm, as in lot 118, but reading on obv. NOM ; and Meta- 

PONTUM, Didrachms (2), with Ear of corn in high relief, META ; 

rev. Ear of corn incuse ; one has a locust on obv.; the first in good 

condition, the others very fine 3 

Metapontum, Tetradrachm, Head of Leukippos to right, bearded and / 0 

wearing helmet; behind, lion ; rev. Ear of corn, METAIIONTINDN, 

wt. 241 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 65) fine and excessively rare [PI. I] 1 

Metapontum, Didrachms, (1) Ear of corn in high relief; rev. incuse 

of obv.; (2) similar, but of thick fabric ; (3) Head of Demeter to 

left, hair in net; rev. usual type, A to left of ear of corn ; and (4) 

Head of Demeter to right with veil; rev. Mouse on leaf of corn-ear 

and <t> below, all fine and interesting types 4 

Metapontum, Didrachms, as in last lot, same types, but slightly varied ; 

on no. 3, the head of Demeter is laureate, and behind 2T, all fine 4 

Metapontum, Didrachms, as in lot 122, same types but varied, on 

no. 3, the female head is not laureate, in front AAA and torch 

with crossed top; and on the rev. A to left of corn-ear; also 

Drachm of early style with ear of corn incuse on rev., all fine 5 

Metapontum, Didrachms (2) of incuse type, as before, the second with 

ram’s head on obv.; others (2) with usual rev. type; but obv. types, 

Head of Demeter to right, hair in net; Small Dionysiac head to left, 

hair bound with ivy; and Drachm of early style as in last lot, all fine 5 

Metapontum, Didrachms (4) and Drachm, similar types to the pre¬ 

ceding lot, fine 5 

Metapontum, Didrachms (5) and Drachm, as in lot 125, similar 

types; (3) Head of female without fillet; rev. usual type META 

on tablet; and (4) similar, with vine-branch on rev., fine 5 

Metapontum, Didrachm of early incuse type; another with ear of 3\ 

corn on both sides in relief and with adjuncts, torch with crossed end 

on obv., branch on rev., thick fabric; others, Female head to left; rev. 

Ear of corn with cicada ; Head of Apollo with wreath; rev. Ear of 

corn; and Head of Demeter with corn-wreath ; rev. Ear of corn and 

plough (Hist. Num. p. 65), all fine 5 

Metapontum, Didrachms (2) of early incuse type; another, with 

Female head to left as in last lot; another, Head of Leukippos 

bearded and helmeted ; rev. Bird on leaf of ear of corn, all fine 4 

Metapontum, Didrachms, as in the preceding lot, same types; but / 

one with Female head to left bound with fillet; and another, with 

Head of Leukippus, has adjuncts, a lion’s head on obv. and club on 

rev., all fine 4 
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132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 
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Metapontum, Didrachm, Female head to left, hair rolled and t&cL 

bound with double fillet; before it, ampulla; rev. META, Ear of 

corn ; on leaf, bird ; another, Dionysiac head to left, with stephane 

ornamented with meander pattern and vine leaves ; rev. usual type, 

no symbol, both fine ancl rare, especially the second piece 2 

Metapontum, Didrachms (2) same type as the preceding lot; on rev. 

of first piece, symbol, a hammer; another, Head of Hygieia to 

right, hair bound with double fillet; usual rev. type, the first two 

well preser ved, the last fine 3 

Metapontum, Didrachm, usual reverse type, Ear of corn ; but on obv. 

(1) Female head to right, hair bound with double fillet; (2) 

Female head to right, hair long and with corn-wreath ; (3) Female 

head to left laureate; symbols on (1) locust; (2) plough, all 

fine and scarce 3 

Metapontum, Didrachm, early incuse type; another, Corn-ear; rev. 

Apollo standing holding branch and bow (Hist. Num. p. 63); others 

Female head to left; rev. Tablet inscribed META at side of ear of 

corn; Female head veiled, before AAMATHP; rev. Ear of corn 

with KAA and serpent; and Head of Leukippos as in lot 130, all 

fine 5 

Metapontum, Didrachm, Ear of corn; rev. Apollo standing at altar 

and holding branch and bow; Drachm, similar, rev. Apollo holding 

bow, all within wreath; and others, Didrachms (2) Female head to 

left with stephane; and Female head to right with wreath; 

adjuncts on rev. wasp, and bird ; another, Head of Zeus laureate ; 

behind, fulmen; rev. Ear of corn and KA, mostly fine and rare 5 

'fita. 

/ r^lrOL 

Metapontum, Didrachm, Head of young Herakles to right in lion’s <ji0 

skin ; rev. META., Ear of corn, fly to left, wt. 114 grs., fine and a 

very rare type [PL I] 1 

Metapontum, Didrachm, Head of Persephone, three-quarter face to 

left, crowned with barley; rev. META, Ear of corn, bncranium 

above leaf, wt. 119 grs., very fine ancl a rare type [PL I] 1 

Metapontum, Didrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but varied 

slightly in the form of the head of Persephone, wt. 118 grs., very 

fine 1 

Metapontum, Didrachm, Young male head to right, laureate and 

with ram’s horn and ear; rev. META, Ear of corn, wt. 120 grs., 

very fine and scarce [Pl. I] 1 

Metapontum, Didrachm, with young Head with horn as in last lot; 

another, Female head of early type, with close hair and head bound 

with double taenia; all within wreath ; rev. Ear of corn and ME ; 

both very fine and rare types 2 

^/0-CAy~tr\ 
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_METAPONTUM._ 

141 Metapontum, Didrachms, Ear of corn, META.; rev. Five coi 

in star pattern ; Head of Persephone, three-quarter face ; 

of corn ; both very rare but somewhat rubbed; others (2) Fcm 

to loft or right; rev. Ear of corn and adjuncts cantha 
oinoclioe, fine 

19^,5 tq i 

“8* 

rev. 

eAc 142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

with obv. type, Head of Pallas in plain Corinthian helmet; 
Ear of corn, id. 54 grs., all very fine and some rare 

Metapontum, Didrachm, Head of Leukippos to right, helmet 

behind, dog; rev. META, Ear of corn, bird on leaf; another, H 

of Dionysos crowned with vine-wreath; rev. usual type, sym 

a trident, below A A; another, similar, with Head of Perseph 

to left on obv., all very fine and rare types 

Metapontum, Didrachm, Ear of corn, META; rev. Herakles, nal 

holding club over shoulder; another, Head of Pallas in heir 

behind 2 A; rev. usual type, owl on leaf of corn-ear; others 

with Head of Leukippos ; and adjuncts, dog and cross-headed tc 

on obv., and bird and h H on rev.; all very fine and rare types 

with Dionysiac head bound with wreath; all with usual rev. type, 

of com, and symbols, pomegranate, star, rake, club, &c., well pre¬ 
served i 

Heraclea, Diobols, Head of Herakles; rev. Lion; Head of Pallas 

contending with lion. Metapontum, Diobols, Ear of corn ; 

Incuse of obv. ; Head of Demeter ; rev. Two ears of corn : Hea 

rev. Incuse of obv. 

interesting pieces 
Pomegranate; rev. Ear of corn, all fine 

rev. 

26 

147 

148 

149 

150 

trident; rev. Similar device incuse, FOM retrograde (Ilist. Num. 

p. 67); and Drachm of same type, both very fine 2 

Poseidonia, Didrachm and Drachm as in last lot, both very fine 2 

Poseidonia, Didrachm and Drachm as in lot 147 ; but on rev. of second 
coin FI12, fine, the second a rare variety 2 

Sieis and Pyxus, Didrachm, B.c. 560, Bull to left looking back; in 

exergue 2IPI; in field to left NOM (retrograde) ; rev. Same device 

and very rare [PL I] 
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151 

152 

153 

154 

. 155 

156 

. 157 

. 158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

Siris and Pyxus, Didrachm as in previous lot, but part of legend 

above bull, wt. 109 grs., well preserved, very rare 1 

Sybaris, Didrachm or Stater, Bull with head reverted, above YM; 

rev. Same device incuse, wt. 126 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 70); Third 

Stater, same type, but legend YMB in exergue, wt. 45 grs.; and 

Drachm of Poseidonia, with type of Poseidon wielding trident as in 

lot 147, all fine and rare 3 

Sybaris, Diclrachm and Third Stater; and Poseidonia, Drachm, as in 

last lot, fine and rare 3 

Sybaris, Didrachm as in lot 152, but legend YM in exergue; Third 

Stater, Head of Pallas ; rev. Bull to right looking back ; in exergue, 

2YBAPI, wt. 41 grs.; and Drachm of Poseidonia, usual type with 

incuse rev., but reading on rev. IIOM-FII2, well preserved, the first 

two fine, the second exceedingly rare 3 

Sybaris, Didrachm, Bull with head reverted as in lot 152; another of 

later date, Poseidon wielding trident; before, bird ; behind, MVBA 

(retrograde); rev. Bull to right, in exergue MVB (retrograde) 

(Garrued, pi. cviii, 14), fine-, and another of Poseidonia, similar 

to last, but on rev. Bull to left; behind, column surmounted by globe, 

II02EIAANI. . wt. 116 grs., well preserved, the two last very rare 3 

Thurium, Tetradrachm, Head of Athena to right, helmet adorned 

with figure of Triton holding trident; ©OYPIDN, Bull rushing to 

right; in the exergue, two fishes, wt. 240 grs. (comp. Hist. Num. 

p. 72), very fine and rare [PL I] 1 

Thurium, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but helmet of Athena orna¬ 

mented with figure of Skylla, above <f>; and on rev. one fish only in 

exergue, wt. 244 grs., extremely fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

Thurium, Tetradrachm as in lot 156, helmet of Athena adorned with 

Triton ; and on rev. thyrsus in exergue, and above bull, magistrate’s 

name, 2Y<f>A, wt. 234 grs., fine and very rare 1 

Thurium, Tetradrachm, as before but with Skylla on helmet of 

Athena ; behind IA ; and on rev. ©OYPIfiN above bull to right; in 

exergue, fish, wt. 245 grs., very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

Thurium, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but head of Athena to left, 

ivt. 246 grs., very fine and rare 1 

Thurium, Tetradrachm, similar type, but head of Athena to right, and 

on the flank of the bull on rev. VE in monogram, wt. 243 grs., well 

preserved and very rare with this monogram 1 

Thurium, Tetradrachm, similar to last coin, but above bull on rev. X, 

and in exergue, two fishes, wt. 240 grs., in good preservation 1 
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SECOND DAY’S SALE. 

LUCANIA—continued. 

LOT 
163 

166 

167 

164 

165 

Poseidonia, Didrachm, B.c. 480-400, Poseidon wielding trident, 

II02EI ; rev. Bull, above ITOSEI. (Hist. Num. p. 67). Thurium, 

Didrachms (2), Head of Athena in laureate helmet; rev. Bull to left 

or right, ©OYPIHN (ib. p. 71). Velia, Didrachm, Female head of 

archaic form, YEAHTQN; rev. Lion; above, B. (ib. p. 74); and 

Drachm, Forepart of Lion ; rev. Incuse square, all fine, early coins, 
mostly rare 5 

Poseidonia, Didrachms (2); others of Thurium (2) (Bull to right); 

and Velia (AE in exergue on rev.); and Drachm of same city, types 
as in last lot, all fine 5 

Poseidonia, Didrachms (2); others of Thurium and Velia (AH in 

exergue on rev.) as in last lot; and Drachm of Velia, Female head of 

archaic type to left; rev. Owl to left with olive branch, YEAH., all 
fine and rare 5 

Poseidonia, Didrachms (2) as before, one with T on both sides; of 

Velia, Archaic female head; rev. Bird above lion; in exergue 

YEAHTON.; Drachms (2) of same city, both with owl on reverse ; 

obv. types, Head of Athena in helmet; and Female head hound with 

diadem, mostly fine and scarce 5 

Poseidonia, Didrachms as before; others of Thurium (2) Head of 

Pallas in crested helmet; rev. Bull to right or left, the latter with 

bird under bull; and of Velia, Head of Pallas in crested helmet with 
Skylla ; rev. Lion devouring prey, all fine 5 

168 Poseidonia, Didrachms (2) and others of Thurium (2) and Velia, ^ 

similar to the preceding lot, hut the types slightly varied, all fine 5 

169 Poseidonia, Didrachms (2), one of the early incuse type, with bull with J 

head reverted; and others of Thurium (2) and Velia (2) similar 

to lot 167, but on the second piece of Velia the lion is prowling, and 
in the exergue, an owl flying, mostly fine 6 

170 Thurium, Didrachms (2), usual type, one with K under bull; and others // 

of Velia, with rev. types, Lion prowling to right or left; and Lion 

seizing upon a stag; on the last piece the helmet of Pallas is 
laureate, all. fine 5 
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171 Thurium, Didrachms (2) of the usual type; and others of Velia (4), 

types similar to last lot, all fine 6 

172 Thurium, Didrachms (2), one with A, the other with H and Nike 

above bull on rev. ; and others of Velia, similar types as before, 

one with palm-tree behind lion; others with triquetra and Nike 

above lion, all fine 7 

- 
QUr xv C 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

Thurium, Didrachm, usual type, with head of Athene to right, helmet 

adorned with Sky 11a, and on rev. bird below bull to left. Velia, 

Didrachms (2), one with helmet of Pallas ornamented with Triton ; 

the other with wreath; rev. types, Lion looking back, and Lion de¬ 

vouring prey; Drachms (2) with Archaic female head to left or 

right; rev. Owl to left or right, all very fine 5 

Thurium, Didrachm (1) usual type, but below bull on rev. ; and others 

of Velia (4), rev. type I, Lion prowling; above, symbols, ear of 

corn, dolphin and <t>, pentegram, and caduceus ; and others (2), with 

Lion seizing stag ; the last two with head of Pallas to left or right, 

mostly fine 7 

Thurium, Didrachms (2) usual type, with helmet of Pallas, ornamented 

with Skylla, and on rev. below lion, magistrates’ names MOAOSSOS 

and EY 4>P divided by bird ; and others of Velia, Head of Pallas 

with griffin on helmet; rev. Lion seizing stag to right; and Head of 

Pallas facing in crested helmet, inscribed KAEYAQPOY; rev. Lion 

devouring prey, all rare varieties and types, especially the last coin, 

which is slightly misstruck on the rev., very fine 4 

Thurium, Didrachms (2) usual type, with magistrates’ names EY<3?A 

and SIMP.; and others of Velia as in last lot, all rare and mostly 

very fine ^ 

Thurium, Didrachm, Head of Apollo laureate; rev. Butting bull, above 

y-Ul/r. 

HOI ; and others of Velia, Female head with hair turned up ; 

178 

before, branch with acorn ; rev. Lion prowling; Head of Pallas, 

pegasus on helmet; behind NE (mon.) on tablet; rev. Lion 

devouring stag; and Head of Pallas facing; rev. Lion devouting 

prey as in lot 175, all very fine and rare 4 

Poseidonia, Half Drachm, Poseidon wielding trident; rev. Bull; and 

Obols (5) and Half-obols, &c. (4) of same type; Sybaris, Obols 

(3), Bull with head reverted; rev. Incuse of obv.; and Head of 

Pallas ; rev. Bull; and similar pieces of Thurium, Head of Pallas ; 

Bull butting, all fine rev. 17 

179 Poseidonia, Sybaris and Thurium, Half-drachm, Obols, Half-obols, 

&c. as in previous lot; and Velia, Drachm, Female head; rev. 

Owl; and Obol of similar type, all fine 18 
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Bronze. 

Lucani, Head of Ares ; rev. Pallas fighting, size 7 ; Head of Heraklcs ; 

rev. same type, size 7 ; Head of Zeus ; rev. Eagle, size 5 ; Hrraclea ; 

rev. types, Pallas sacrificing at altar, Marine divinity (Glaukos ?) 

Club, quiver and bow, Herakles with club, and Owl, sizes 3-1. ; 

Metapontum ; rev. Ear of corn, OBOAOS, size 6 ; Ceres holding 

torch with crossed top; Two ears of corn and tripod, &c. sizes 4-2, 

many fine and some interesting types 24 

Lucani, Heraclea, and Metapontum, various types similar to last 

lot, many fine 22 

Poseidonia, Poseidon; rev. Bull, size 7 ; others, similar, size 3; an¬ 

other ; rev. Trident; Paestum, rev. types, Eros on dolphin, Cornu¬ 

copias, Forepart of boar, Dolphin, Cornucopise and fulmen crossed, 

Ear of corn, and Prow, sizes 5-2 ; Thurium ; rev. types, Bull, Apollo 

with lyre, Cornucopise, Forepart of bull; Copia, As Head of Janus; 

rev. Cornucopia, size 6 ; Semis, Female head ; rev. same as last, &c. 

and Velia, rev. type, Owl, sizes 4-2, mostly fine and many interesting 

pieces 27 

Poseidonia, Paestum, Thurium, Copia, and Velia, similar pieces to 

preceding lot, many fine 23 

BRUTTIUM. 

Gold. 

Bruttii, Drachm, b.c. 282-203, Head of Poseidon to left, diademed ; 

behind, trident; rev. BPETTION, Thetis with Eros seated on sea¬ 

horse ; before, star, tut. 65 grs., very fine and of extreme rarity 

[PI. I] 1 

Bruttii, Drachm, similar to the preceding coin, but on rev. before sea¬ 

horse is a bee, vet. 65 grs., fine and also of extreme rarity 1 

Bruttii, Half Drachm, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin ; behind, club; 

rev. BPETTIfiN (in exergue), Nike in biga to right; beneath 

horses, serpent, ivt. 33 grs., very fine and exceedingly rare 1 
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Silver. 

Bruttii, Octobol, Attic, Busts of the Dioskuri to right, draped and £ ^ 

wearing laureated pilei; behind, cornucopise; rev. BPETTION. (in 

exergue), The Dioskuri on horseback ; below, knotted staff, ivt. 89 grs. 

(Hist. Num. p. 77), extremely fine and of the highest rarity 1 
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Bruttii, Octobol, Head of Thetis, veiled; behind, sceptre and fly ; rev. 

BPETTIQN, Neptune standing to left, his foot on column, sceptre 

in left hand; before him, bird on flower; others, Head of winged 

Nike; rev. BPETTIQN. Dionysos crowning himself; adjuncts (1), 

behind bust of Nike, vase, rev. II; (2) simpulum, rev. trident; (3) 

rev., thunderbolt, all very fine and rare 4 

Bruttii, Octobol, with rev. Neptune as in last lot; symbols, fly on obv. 

and bird on caduceus on rev.; others (2) with rev. Dionysos crown¬ 

ing himself; symbols (1) oinochoe, rev. II.; star, rev. trident; and 

Tetrobol, Head of Apollo; behind, anvil; rev. BPETTIQN, Artemis, 

huntress, with torch and dog; before, star, wt. 36 grs., all very fine 

and rare, especially the last coin 4 

Bruttii, Octobol, with rev. Poseidon; symbols, bucranium on obv., 

crab on rev.; others (2) with rev. Dionysos crowning himself; 

symbols (1) two crescents, rev. serpent; (2) star, rev. monogram 

of All. ; and Tetrobol, Head of Pallas; rev. BPETTIQN, Eagle on 

thunderbolt; on right, torch, wt. 36 grs., all very fine and rare, es¬ 

pecially the last coin 4 

Bruttii, Octobol, with rev. Poseidon; symbols, amphora on obv.; crab a, 

on rev.; others (2) with rev. Dionysos crowning himself; symbols 

(1) Amphora, rev. n.; (2) star, rev. monogram of An., all very fine 

and rare 3 

Caulonia, Stater, B.C. 550-480, Naked figure with branch in right 

hand and running figure on extended left arm ; before him, stag; 

behind KAYA.; rev. same device, incuse; Others of later style, 

B.C. 480-388 (1) Naked figure as on last; rev. Stag to right; before, 

branch; above KAY. (retrograde); (2) Naked figure with fillet 

over extended arm ; behind monogram <1 (as B. M. Cat.p. 338, 27) ; 

rev. Stag, KAVAONIATA2. all very fine and rare 3 

Caulonia, Staters as in last lot; but on the third coin there is a dolphin 

on either side of the figure on obv., and A beloiv stag on rev., very 

3 fine and rare 

Caulonia, Staters as in lot 192; but on obv. of second coin the stag 

stands on an altar, and on the third piece, the inscription on obv. 

KAYAON2ATAM. (?), and on rev. Stag to left; before, vine leaf, all 

fine, the last a very rare variety 3 

Caulonia, Staters as in lot 192; but (1) rev. type partly in relief and 

KAAO. (retrograde); and (3) rev. Stag to right; behind, ivy branch, 

KAYAONIATA2., all very fine and rare 3 

Caulonia, Staters as before of early and later styles ; the second coin 

has a laurel-leaf before the stag on the rev.; and the fourth coin, 

which is of the same type as the third, has an amphora behind the 

figure on the obverse, well preserved and rare 4 
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CAULONIA, Staters as in the preceding lot; but on the fourth coin the fij 

inscription KAVAONIATAM is below the stag, which is running to 

right, well preserved, the last a rare variety 4 

Croton, Stater, b.c. 550-480, Tripod, 9 PO.; rev. same device, incuse, 

wt. 123 grs. (Ilist. Num. p. 80); another, similar, but of thicker 

fabric; 9 PO. to right and crab to left of tripod ; rev. Dolphin to 

right of tripod and 9 POT. to left, wt. 123 grs., both extremely fine 

and rare 2 

Croton, Staters, as in previous lot, but on the second coin a stork to / 

left of tripod on obv., and no symbol, &c. on rev., both fine and rare 2 

Croton, Staters as in lot 198; but the first has a crab to left of c2 

tripod on obv. and to right of same on rev.; and the second a crab 

to left on obv. and a fish to right on rev. ; another with no symbol 

on obv.; but rev. type, a flying eagle, incuse, the first fine, the others 

very fine 3 , 

Croton, Staters of the thicker fabric, usual type, (1) stork to right on o? 

obv., and 9POTON on rev. ; (2) stork to left on obv., and curved 

ornament to left on rev.; (3) similar, but rev. slightly varied ; and 

Quarter Stater, same type as last, all fine, these coins are interesting 

as showing a gradual development of the rev. type into two serpents’ 

heads 4 

St 

? 

Croton, Stater, Tripod between 9 POTO ; rev. Eagle flying, incuse; 

another, similar, but of thicker fabric, ?PO (retrograde) on 

obv.; another, similar obv., but crab to right of tripod; rev. same 

type incuse, all fine and rare 3 

Croton, Stater, usual type with rev. incuse of obv.; stork to right of 

tripod, ? PO ; another with incuse flying Eagle on rev.; no symbol 

on obv.; another with tripod in relief on both sides ; and Quarter 

Stater, usual type, crane to right of tripod; rev. incuse of obv., all 

fine 4 
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Croton, Stater, Tripod between stork and 9 PO ; rev. Tripod in relief, / (J 

below II; others, Eagle standing on stag’s head; rev. Tripod 

between vine-leaf and 9 PO (B. M. Cat. no. 68); Eagle flapping its 

wings; rev. as last, but to left, laurel-leaf (ib. no. 74); and another, 

Head of Apollo, laureate; rev. Tripod between KPO and filleted 

branch, all fine and interesting coins 4 

Croton, Staters (2), Eagle standing to left on ram’s head or to right ^ 

on pediment; antelope's skull before; rev. Tripod between ?PO 

and leaf (B. M. Cat. nos. 67, 70); another, Eagle with spread wings; 

behind, BOI; rev. Tripod with fillet between ?POT and branch; 1 

and another with Head of Apollo as in last lot, all fine and desirable 

specimens 4 
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Croton, Staters, similar to the preceding lot, Eagle stands on column, 

pediment or branch ; symbols on rev. corn-grain, laurel-leaf or vine- 

leaf ; another, eagle with wings flapping, and in exergue BOI; rev. 

Tripod with fillet, ? PO, (B. M. Gat. no. 76), all fine 4 

Croton, Staters, usual types, (1) Eagle on branch, rev. symbol, a leaf; 

6‘ i < 

fitoOt 
(2) Eagle on column; before, branch ; rev. Trijmd with fillet; (3) 

Eagle on serpent; rev. symbol, ear of corn, all with ? PO ; (4) 

Head of Apollo; rev. Tripod between branch and KPO, all fine and 
scarce 4 

Croton, Staters (3), all with Eagle standing on branch, wings spread; 

rev. types, Tripod between KPO and A; Tripod between corn- 

ear and serpent; and Tripod, KPOTfiNIATON, B in field; and 

Diobols (4) with rev. types, Tripod ; Cuttlefish; Pegasus; and Hera- 

kles strangling lion, OIKI2TA2., some fime 8 

Vic OL 

Croton, Stater, Eagle standing on thunderbolt; before it, terminal nsco/m 

figure holding patera and caduceus ; rev. Tripod with Nike on left; 

another, Eagle standing on olive-branch ; behind, KPOTONIATAN ; 

rev. Tripod with conical cover between ear of corn and dolphin ; in 

field, 4>EAPKMI (B. M. Cat. no. 82); both very fine and very rare 

varieties 2 

Croton, Stater, Tripod filleted; on one side is Apollo shooting at 

serpent on the other side; below, KPOTON; rev. Heraldes, seated 

on rocks and resting on club, holds branch over lighted altar; 

behind, 05K2MTAM ; in exergue, two dolphins, wt. 117 grs. (Hist. 

Num. p. 81), fine and very rare 1 

Croton, Stater, similar type to the preceding coin, but to left of tripod 

corn-grain, and below E, wt. 118 grs., very fine and rare 1 

Croton, circa b.c. 420, Stater, Head of Hera Lakinia, nearly facing, 

wearing broad stephane, adorned with honeysuckle design and fore¬ 

part of griffin ; around, KPOTONO; rev. Herakles, reclining to left 

on rocks, holds wine cup in extended right hand ; in field above, 

bow and club, wt. 118 grs., very fine and rare [PI. I] 1 

Croton, Stater, similar to the preceding, but stephane of Hera adorned 

with honeysuckle only ; and on rev. in front of Herakles, KPOTONI ; 

his right hand rests on club, wt. 118 grs., fine and rare 1 

aid 

ifoCO j r'LXX/ 

Croton, Stater, similar to last coin, but varying slightly in the details &IJa-cx. 

of the rev. type, KPOTONIATA2, wt. 118 grs., fine and rare 1 

Croton, b.c. 390, Stater, KPOTONIATA2, Head of Apollo laureate to 

right, hair long ; rev. The Infant Herakles seated on cushion and 

strangling two serpents, wt. 117 grs., very fine and very rare 

[PL IJ 1 
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Croton, Staters, as before, Head of Hera; rev. Hcrakles seated, as in ff 

lot 212; another, Head of Apollo; rev. Infant Hcrakles strangling 

serpents, both in fair condition and rare 2 

Croton, Staters, as in last lot; baton the first piece there is no legend b 

on obv., and on rev. Hcrakles seated holds cup over tripod, KPO- 

TCNIA., both in fair condition 2 

Croton, Stater, Head of Hera Lakinia, facing, wearing stephane; rev. 6 

Herakles reclining to left on lion’s skin holds cup over tripod; 

before him, KPOTO; bow and club, and letters MA, obv. fine, rev. 

very fine, an extremely rare variety 1 

Croton and Terina, in alliance, Stater, B.c. 550-480, Tripod; on left 

?PO., on right TE ; rev. Same device, incuse, wt. 120 grs., a very rare 

and interesting coin 1 

*** This coin is usually attributed to Croton and Temesa; but Sir 
Edward Bunbury considered it to denote an alliance between Croton 
and Terina; the latter place being a colony of the former. It 
would thus precede the earliest coins with legend TEPINA. 

Locri, Stater, Head of Zeus laureate; below IEYS; rev. EIPHNH 

AOKPfiN, Eirene seated on square cippus, wt. 110 grs. (Hist. Num. 

p. 86), ivell preserved and exceedingly rare 1 

Locri, Stater, with head of Zeus; rev. Eirene as in last lot, in fair 

condition ; another, Eagle with spread wings to left devouring hare ; 

rev. AOKPON, Fulmen and caduceus, fine, loth rare 2 

Locri, Stater, Eagle with spread wings standing to right on hare and 

looking back, all within laurel-wreath ; rev. Fulmen dividing AOK- 

PON. ; double border of dots, fine and exceedingly rare, not described 

in Mionnet, nor in Hist. Num., nor in B. M. Cat. [PI. I] 1 

Locri, Stater, Head of Zeus to left, laureate, AOKPfiN; rev. Eagle 

devouring hare, above fulmen; others (2) similar, with fulmen before 

or behind eagle on rev., all fine and scarce 3 

Locri, Staters (2) as in previous lot, but no fulmen on rev. ■ another, 

Head of Zeus to right; rev. Eagle devouring hare, KPQN (sic), all 
fine, the last a rare variety 3 
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Locri, Stater, b.c. 280-268, Head of Zeus laureate to left; below, NE 

(mom); rev. AOKPON, Fides, III2TI2, standing, placing wreath on 

head of Roma, PUMA, seated before her, wt. 113 grs. (Hist. Num. 
p. 88), fine and very rare \ 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Rhegium, b.c. 494-480, Attic Tetradrachm, Lion’s head facing; rev. 

PECINON., Calfs head to left, wt. 262 grs., well preserved and 
very rare , 
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226* Rhegium, b.c. 494-480, Aeginetic Drachm, Lion’s head facing; rev. 

Calf’s head to left, PECION, wt. 88 grs. ; another similar, slightly 

varied, wt. 85 grs. ; and Attic Drachm, B.C. 480-466, Mule-car 

driven by bearded charioteer; rev. Hare, PECINON., ivt. 65 grs., 
all fine and rare 3 

Rhegium, circa b.c. 480-466, Tetradrachm, Mule-car driven by bearded 

charioteer ; in exergue, leaf: rev. PECINON (retrograde), Hare run¬ 

ning to right, wt. 265 grs., very fine and very rare [PI. II] 1 

*** From Dr. Nott’s collection. 

Rhegium, Tetradrachm, Lion’s head facing; rev. Male figure seated to 

left, right hand resting on staff, left on his seat, beneath which is 

an amphora; behind, PECINOS; all within laurel-wreath, wt. 

262 grs. (comp. Hist. Hum. p. 93), very fine and of great rarity 1 

*** From the North wick collection (lot 170). 

Rhegium, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but to left of 

lion’s head are two bay leaves and a berry; and on rev. the seated 

figure crosses one leg over the other; there is a bird under his seat, 

and the inscription PECINOS reads retrograde and is on the left, 

wt. 260 grs., fine and of very great rarity [PL II] 1 

From the Northwick collection (lot 169). This specimen is 
described by Mionnet, vol. I, p. 200, no. 950. 

Rhegium, Tetradrachm, similar to lot 22S, but the head of the lion 

is in higher relief ; and on the rev. there is no symbol under the 

seat, and the legend PECI NOS is partly before and partly behind 

the seated figure, wt. 260 grs., fine and very rare 1 

Xoft' 
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*** From the Thomas collection. 
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Rhegium, Tetradrachm, similar to lot 228, but the head of the 

lion is more spread ; and on the rev. the seated figure has a large 

mantel over his knees; before him a vine-branch with bunch of 

grapes, and behind PHriNOS (retrograde), wt. 265 grs., well preserved 

and a very rare variety 1 

Rhegium, Aeginetic Drachm, Lion’s head ; rev. Calf’s head, REGION, uyyl^ 
wt. 87 grs.: others, Attic Standard, with same obv., but rev. types, 

Male figure seated, RECINON (2 varieties), and Head of Apollo, 

PEriNON, all fine and rare 4 

Rhegium, Drachms (3), Attic Standard, types as in last lot; Half 

Drachm, rev. PH between two olive leaves; Obols (2) of same type; 

and another with rev. RE Cl in wreath, all rare pieces 7 

Rhegium, Tetradrachm, A.d. 415-387, Lion’s head facing; rev. Head of 

Apollo to right, laureate, hair turned up andshort; behind, olivesprig; 

before, PHriNO reading from right to left, wt. 266 grs. (comp. Hist. 

Num. pt 94), very fine and rare l 
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235 Ehegium, Tetradrachm, same as the preceding coin, but the type is 

slightly more spread and the legend on the rev. runs from left to 

right, wt. 267 grs., very fine and rare 1 

236 Ehegium, Tetradrachm, similar to the last coin, but the hair of Apollo 

falls slightly down his neck, and behind are two leaves, wt. 263 grs. 

(Hist. Num. p. 94), very fine and rare [PL II] 1 

*** From the Steuart collection (1840). 

237 Ehegium, Tetradrachm, same type and variety as the last coin, but 

the hair rather more widespread, wt. 268 grs., fine and rare 1 

238 TerinA, Stater, Head of Terina of archaic style ; around, TEP2NA ; 

rev. Nike Apteros, standing, holding branch ; on right, N2KA (retro¬ 

grade), the whole within wreath (Hist. Num. p. 96), in good condition-, 

another, of later style, Head of Terina to right, diademed, hair in 

knot at back; rev. Nike to left, resting her foot on rock, caduceus 

in right hand, TEPINAION, fine, loth very rare types 2 

239 Terina, Stater, Head of Terina to left, hair in sakkos, TEPINAION; 

rev. Nike, holding wreath, seated on square cippus to left; another, 

similar, but head of Terina to right, hair in knot and bound with 

diadem, ornamented with meander pattern, and on rev. Nike holds 

small branch ; another, similar to last, but hair of Nike rolled, 

TEPIN., and on rev. Nike is seated to right and holds wreath, very 

well preserved and somewhat rare 3 

240 Terina, Stater, Head of Terina to left, hair in sphendone, TEPINAION; 

rev. Nike seated to left, holding thyrsos ; another, similar, Head of 

Terina to right; rev. Nike has bird on her hand ; and another, 

Head of Terina to left, hair rolled, within wreath; rev. Nike seated 

on low stool holding wreath, all fine and scarce types 3 

241 Terina, Staters, Head of Terina to right, hair in rolls; rev. Nike 

seated on low stool and holding wreath ; Head of Terina, 

similar, but hair turned back within wreath; rev. Nike seated, 

holding vase on her knees, which she is filling from lion-headed 

fountain; Head of Terina, hair in sphendone, TEPINAION; 

rev. Terina seated on square cippus, holding patera and crowned 

by Nike, all well preserved and scarce 3 

242 Terina, Stater, Head of Terina, hair in triple sphendone; rev. Nike 

seated to left on low stool and holding wreath (Brit. Mus. Cat. no. 2); 

another, Female head to right, hair rolled, earrings, TEPINAION ; 

rev. Nike seated to left on cippus ; bird on her hand, both fine 
and rare, especially the first piece 2 

243 Terina, Stater, Female head to left, hair in rolls ; around, wreath ; rev. 

Nike seated to left on one handled vase, wreath in right hand, 

caduceus in left; before, [TEPI]NAION, wt. 120 grs., very fine and 
very rare j 
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244 Terina, Stater, Female head to right, bound with diadem, hair turned -/£ IjBCa 

up; rev. Nike seated on one-handled vase similar to the preceding; 

before, TEPINAION, tot. 113 grs., very fine and a very rare type 

[PL II] 1 

Terina, Staters, all with head of Terina to right on obv., hair sometimes (XoU 

in knot at top; rev. types, Nike resting on column and holding 

caduceus; Nike, her right foot on rock; Nike seated on vase, 

holding caduceus and bird; and the Goddess filling vase at foun¬ 

tain, all interesting types, in fair condition 4 

245 

246 Terina, Staters, usual types, with reverses, Nike seated, holding 

branch, bird, ball or caduceus. Tetrobols (2), with Female head 

to right or left, and rev. Nike seated to left, both varied, in fail- 

condition, the last two fine 6 

oio 

247 Terina, Staters (3), Female head to right or left, within wreath ; rev. 

Nike seated to left on low stool (2) or Amphora, holding ball, 

wreath, &c.; Tetrobols (3) and Diobol, with rev. Nike seated ; also 

Tetrobol and Obols of Caulonia, usual type of Poseidon ; Locri, 

Eagle, rev. Fulmen, some well preserved 12 

oto 

Bronze. 

248 Bruttii, Head of Apollo; rev. Nike in biga, size 7 ; Head of Ares; 

* * 
* 

rev. Pallas fighting, size 8 (3 varieties, one with wreath on obv.); 

Head of Ares ; behind • • ; rev. Nike crowning trophy, size 8 ; Head 

of Herakles; rev. Pallas fighting, size 8 ; Head of Zeus; rev. Eagle, 

sizes 7-6; Head of Zeus; rev. Ares fighting,_ size 7 (2 varieties); 

others, rev. types Zeus thundering ; Nike in biga; Crab, and Owl, 

sizes 4-2, all very fine and well patinated 15 

This and the following lots comprise each the principal types of the 
copper coins of Bruttii. 

249 OCnOj, 

250 

Bruttii, same types as the preceding lots; but without the first piece 

described, all very fine and well patinated 13 

Bruttii, similar coins and types to last lot, all very fine and well 

patinated 12 

251 Consentia, Head of Ares; rev. Fulmen and three crescents, Kfi2, 

size 5; Croton, Head of Heracles, rev. Tripod, size 9; Dog run¬ 

ning ; rev. Tripod, size 8 ; Club; rev. Bow, size 7 ; others, smaller, 

sizes 4-1, with rev. types, Eagle on column; Eagle with serpent; 

Three crescents; Bird looking back ; Winged fulmen ; Fulmen ; 

Crab ; Owl ; Owl with wings spread ; and Eagle’s head, mostly well 

preserved, some unpublished 15 

y y o // 
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Croton, similar to last lot, with rev. types, Tripod ; Eagle on serpent; 

Three crescents; Fulmen, and Eagle looking back; Hipponium, 

b.c. 379-350, Head of Hermes; rev. Eagle, size G; others, rev. 

Amphora and Caducous, size 4; Head of Pallas; rev. Nike, size 6 ; 

others rev. types, Amphora, size 4; and Club with branches, very 

rare, size 2; Vibo Valentia, As, rev. Fulmen ; Semis, rev. Cornu¬ 

copias ; Triens, rev. Owl; Quadrans, rev. Two Crabs, mostly fine and 

many rare 18 

SL *1 

Hipponium, rev. types, Nike and Amphora; Vibo Valentia, rev. fit / Af 

types, Fulmen, Cornucopia, and Owl as before; Locri, Head of 

Zeus ; rev. Eagle, size 7; Head of Persephone ; rev. Eagle on fulmen, 

size 7 ; Head of Pallas ; rev. Seated female holding wreath, size 8 ; 

same obv.; rev. Pegasus, size 7 (2 varieties) ; Medma, Female head 

facing; rev. Female head to right; Nuceria, Head of Apollo; rev. 

Horse standing, many fine and some rare 14 

Locri, Head of Zeus; rev. Eagle, size 7; Female head; rev. Eagle on 

fulmen, size 8 ; Head of Pallas; rev. Seated female holding wreath, 

size 7; Head of Pallas to right or left; rev. Pegasus, size 6 ; Head 

of Zeus; rev. Fulmen, size 6 ; others, smaller, with rev. types, Ful¬ 

men ; Eagle on fulmen; Neptune on dolphin, and Pegasus, a very 

complete series of the coins of Locri ■ Medma, Female head facing ; rev. 

Female head to right (2 varieties), size 5 ; another, with rev. Naked 

figure seated on rock; and Nuceria, Head of Apollo; rev. Horse 

standing, same size, all very fine and interesting coins 14 

Petelia, Head of Demeter veiled; rev. Zeus thundering, size 5; 

Head of Zeus; rev. as last, size 4; others, rev. types Tripod; 

Apollo witli lyre, and Nike. Rhegium, Heads of Apollo and 

Artemis, jugate; rev. Tripod, size 6; Head of Janus; rev. Askle- 

pios seated, size 7 ; Female head to right or left; rev. Tripod (3 

varieties), size 6 ; others; rev. Lyre, or Lion ; Head of Zeus; rev. 

Female holding serpent, size 6 ; others, smaller, rev. types, Pallas; 

Lion’s head ; Two leaves; Hermes; Artemis; Hygieia, and Lyre, 
all very fine, and complete series of these two cities 21 

Locri, rev. types, Female seated holding wreath, and Pegasus (2 

varieties). Petelia ; rev. types, Jupiter thundering ; Apollo, and 

Tripod. Rhegium ; rev. types, Tripod; Asklepios ; Lyre ; Pallas ; 

Lion’s head; Hermes, &c., as in last and previous lots, mostly fine 17 

Rhegium, rev. types, Lion’s head (2 varieties), and Hermes as in lot 

255. Terina, Female head to right or left; rev. Crab, size 6 

(3 varieties); Female head ; rev. Lion’s head facing, size 6 ; others 

smaller ; rev. types, Hare running ; Horse running; Crab, and Nike 
seated, mostly fine 
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258 

264 

265 

Abacaenum, Litrae, Head of Zeus to right; before ABAKATA ; rev. 

Boar to right; in exergue HOHIH; Bearded head to right; rev. 

Boar; above ABA; on right, acorn; Head of water-nymph 

facing; rev. Sow to right; at her feet pig; above and below 

ABA.; Laureate head to right; before, ABAK ; rev. Boar to right; 

around AISI; another, similar obv., no legend ; rev. Boar to right; 

around ABAK AIN, cracked ; wt. 10 grs. each, all excessively rare 5 

/& <OL 

Gold. 

259 Agrigentum, b.c. 415-406, Dilitron, Eagle devouring serpent; above, 

AKPA ; below mark of value • • ; rev. Crab ; below, magistrate’s 

name SIAANOS, boustrophedon, wt. 21 grs. (B. M. Guide, pi. XVI, 14), 

very fine and very rare 1 

OCo 

Silver. 

260 Agrigentum, b.c. 550-472, Didrachm, Eagle to left, AKPA ; rev. Crab ; 

another, similar, but below Crab, corn-grain; and another with 

eagle to right on obv. and on rev. below crab, archaic head, all fine, 

the last two rare 3 

261 Agrigentum, Didrachms (3), similar to last, all with Eagle to left; 

on rev. below crab, CAS and helmet, fine and rare 3 
rLyCtfi 

262 

263 

Agrigentum, Didrachms as in last lot, one with symbol on rev., 

helmet, all fine and scarce 4 

Agrigentum, Didrachm, Eagle to left, AKPACANTOS; rev. Crab; 

Pentalitron, Eagle standing on top of column; above HEN; rev. 

Crab; below, floral ornament. Pentonkion, Eagle, AKPA ; rev. 

Five pellets, very fine and rare, the last two very rare 3 

sL 

ftMA 

Agrigentum, b.c. 415-406, Tetradrachm, Two Eagles standing on 

supine hare; one with head lifted, AKPAr; rev. The monster 

Skylla to left; above, crab, AKPArANTINON, wt. 264 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. no 61), very fine and extremely rare [PI. II] 1 

Agrigentum, b.c. 415-406, Tetradrachm, Eagle to left standing on 

supine hare on rock, AKPArANTINON ; rev. Crab above fish; on 

left, pecten ; on right, conch, wt. 264 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 59), very fine 

and very rare 1 
*** From the Dupre collection. 
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266 AGRIGENTUM, b.C. 415-406, Tetradrachm, Two Eagles to right on 

supine hare on rock; around, magistrate’s name 2IAAN02; rev. 

Nike in quadriga to left; above, on tablet, partly legible, AKPA- 

FANTIN, boustrophedon ; in the exergue, club. wt. 267 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. no. 55), very fine and exceedingly rare [PL II] 1 

*** See lot 259 for same magistrate’s name. 

267 AGRIGENTUM, B.C. 415-406, Tetradrachm, Two Eagles, &c., as on last 

coin ; above to left, fly, AKPArANTINON ; rev. Quadriga to right 

driven by female figure; above, Nike with wreath ; in exergue, 

crab, id. 261 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 57), fine and very rare 1 

268 Agrigentum, B.C. 472-415, Tetradrachm, Eagle with closed wings to 

left, AKRACANT02 ; rev. Crab (B. M. Cat. no. 38) ; another, same 

type, but below crab a fish, both fine and rare 2 

269 Agrigentum, Tetradrachms, as in last lot; but below crab on one 

piece is a floral scroll (B. M. Guide, pi. xvi, 15), both fine and rare 2 

*** No. 2, from the Brit. Mus. duplicates. 

270 Agrigentum, Tetradrachms, as in lot 268, but beneath the crab on 

one specimen is Nike flying and carrying wreath, both fine and 

rare 2 

Agrigentum, Tetradrachms, as in lot 268, but the first coin has small 

letters, very fine; and the second has a bird under the crab, well 

preserved, both rare 2 

Agrigentum, Half-drachm, Eagle standing on supine colt; on left, 

barley-corn ; rev. Crab above pistrix to right with fish in its mouth, 

wt. 33 grs.; another similar, but eagle stands on hare, and the 

pistrix on rev. is to left; Litrae (3), Head of Zeus to right or left; 

rev. Eagle; Eagle; rev. Crab; and Drachm, B.C. 279-241, Head of 

Zeus; rev. Eagle, V in field, AKPArANTINON, all fine and 

scarce 6 

273 Agrigentum, Half-Drachm, Eagle to right on hare; rev. Crab above 

pistrix to left; another, Eagle to left; rev. Crab above fish; 

Litrae (3), Head of Zeus; rev. Eagle ; Eagle on hare ; rev. Crab 

above fish ; and Eagle to left; rev. Crab ; and Drachm, with Head 

of Zeus; rev. Eagle, A in field, as in last lot, mostly fine and 
scarce 6 

274 Camarina, circa b.c. 430, Tetradrachm, Head of bearded Herakles 

to left, wearing lion’s skin, [KAMAPINAI]ON, partly legible; rev. 

Pallas in quadriga to left, crowned by Nike ; in exergue, lyre, wt. 

270 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. no. 8), very fine and very rare [PL II] 1 

275 Camarina, Tetradrachm, same as the preceding coin, but not of quite 

such fine work ; the object in the exergue on the rev. is uncertain, 
wt. 252 grs., fine and rare \ 
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Camarina, Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin, tied under 

the chin ; before, KAMAPINAION in small letters ; rev. Pallas in 

quadriga to right, crowned by Nike ; in the exergue, two amphorae, 

wt. 268 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 14), very well preserved, very rare 1 

Camarina, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but of bolder // ’JIhj. 

work ; before head of Herakles strung bow, no legend ; and on rev. 

in exergue, KAMAPINA, and two amphorae, fine and very rare, wt. 

268 grs. {B. M. Cat. no. 13), very rare, somewhat chipped, but fine 1 

Camarina, Didrachm, Horned head of the River-god, Hipparis, to 

right, KAMAPINAIO; rev. The Nymph Camarina with inflated 

veil riding on swan, wt. 128 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 18), very rare and 

in good condition though rubbed on both sides 1 

Camarina, Diobol, Head of the Nymph Camarina, KAMAPINA (retro- 

grade); rev. Swan on waves ; below, fish, wt. 14 grs., very rare ; others (I 

(2), Nike above swan, within wreath; rev. Pallas standing, 

KAMAPINAION; and Catana, Diobol, Head of Silenos, laureate ; 

rev. Winged thunderbolt, KATANAION; and another with head of 

Silenos not laureate, mostly fine, all rare 5 

Catana, circa b.c. 480, Tetradrachm, Man-headed bull walking to 

right; above, Nike; below, serpent; rev. Nike advancing to left 

and bearing fillet, KATANAION., wt. 255 grs. {comp. B. M. Cat. 

no. 6), very well preserved, very rare 1 

Catana, b.c. 461-415, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo to right, laureate, 

hair at back in rolls ; before, KATANAION ; rev. Quadriga to right 

driven by male figure, horses walking, wt. 266 grs. {comp. B. M. 

Cat. no. 17), very fine and rare [PI. II] 1 

Catana, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding, but the head of 

Apollo is to left, and his hair is turned up behind; bow (?) on 

shoulder; legend retrograde, wt. 267 grs. {comp. B. M. Cat. no. 24), 

fine and very rare 1 

Catana, Tetradrachm, similar to no. 281, with Head of Apollo to 

right; hair straighter; on rev. Nike is crowning the horses, wt. 

269 grs., fine and rare 1 

Catana, Tetradrachm, same type as the last; but the hair of Apollo 

at the back is in rolls, wt. 268 grs., fine and rare 1 

Catana, b.c. 461-415, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo to right < 

laureate, hair straight; behind, parsley-leaf ; before, KATANAI02 ; 

rev. Biga to right with driver crowned by Nike, wt. 2664 grs. 

{B. M. Cat. no. 25), an extremely well preserved coin and a very rare 

variety [PI- II] ... 1 
*** From the Northwick collection. 
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Catana, circa r..C. 415, Tetradrachm by Evaenetos, Head of Apollo to y 

left, laureate ; before, bell attached to knotted fillet; behind, cray¬ 

fish partly visible ; above, KAT NAIDN ; rev. Victorious quadriga to 

left; above, Nike holding wreath and tablet inscribed EYAIN ; in 

exergue, crab, wt. 262£ grs. (B. M. Cal. no. 35), extremely fine, ex¬ 
ceedingly rare, “ a masterpiece of this great artist ” [PI. II] 1 

Catana, circa b.c. 415, Tetradrachm by Evaenetos, same as the preceding C ( O 

coin, but on the obik more of the crayfish is seen, and on the rev. 

the goal, which the chariot is passing, is shown; the head of Nike 

and the tablet, which she holds, are off the coin, wt. 259 grs., fine, 
exceedingly rare 1 

Catana, b.c. 415-403, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureate, facing; 

on either side, bow and lyre; below, ATIOAAfiN ; rev. Quadriga 

driven to right by charioteer, who is crowned by Nike ; beyond the 

horses, a fluted Ionic column ; in the exergue. KATANAION and 

crayfish, wt. 267 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 34), very well preserved and of 
very great rarity \ 

Catana, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin but the hair of 

Apollo more spread and no adjuncts on either side or name below; 

rev. same as last, wt. 259 grs., well preserved, obv. slightly blurred by 
oxidation, very rare \ 

Catana, b.c. 415-403, Tetradrachm, by Eerakleidas, Head of Apollo 

nearly facing, hair spread ; on right, HPAKAEIAA2 ; rev. Quadriga 

driven to right by charioteer crowned by Nike ; in the exergue, 

KATANAIQN and fish, wt. 263 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 32), fine and 
excessively rare 2 

Catana, Drachm, Head of Amenanus, horned and diademed to left; 

around, two river-fishes and crayfish ; above, AMENAN02. ; rev. 

Fast quadriga to right, driven by female charioteer, who is crowned 

by Nike; in exergue, KATANAIfiN ; the last letter under horses’ 

/y 

feet, wt. 66 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 37), fine and very rare, 
Evaenetos 

*** From the Thomas collection. 

this coin is by 

1 

Catana, Drachm, same as the preceding coin, but the rein of the 

farthest horse hangs loose, and the last letter of the legend is in the 
exergue, wt. 66 grs., fine and very rare ] 

293 Catana, Drachm, Head of Amenanus nearly full-face, slightly to right, / / 

with short flowing hair; river-fish on either side ; rev. Fast 

quadriga similar to lot 291 ; KATANAIfiN in exergue, wt. 641 grs., 
fine and exceedingly rare " [ 

From the Northwick collection. 
D 2 
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294 Catana, Drachm, Head of Amenanus three-quarters to left, hair fZt 

/o 295 oLo 

L 296 

spread ; on either side, fish ; above, AMENANOS ; rev. Quadriga to 

right, driver crowned by Nike ; on right, HPAKAEIAA2 (1); below, 

meander pattern, and below that KATANAIflN (?), wt. 63 grs., in 

fair condition, legends partly legible 1 

Catana, Hemidrachm, Horned and bald senile head facing; rev. Head 

of Apollo to right, KATANAIQN, wt. 31 grs.; Litra, Head of 

Silenos with wreath ; rev. Winged fulmen between two shields ; 

others (2), similar, but with head of Silenos to right or left bare; 

and another, Female head; rev. Bull butting. Entella, Litra, 

Female figure sacrificing; rev. Man-headed bull, ENTEAAA., 

wt. 10 grs., mostly fine, all very rare, especially the last two 6 

Eryx, Drachm, ERIKINON (retrograde), Eagle on capital of column to /tL cxdjj. 

right; rev. Crab, wt. 63 grs.; and Half Obols, Eagle to right; lev. 

Crab. wt. 6 grs. ; Female head, hair in knot; rev. Dog, wt. 6 grs., all 

very fine and very rare ^ 

297 

* 3 298 

/ 9 299 

Bronze. 
Abacaenum, Female head to right; rev. Forepart of man-headed bull 

to right, size 5 ; similar, but rev. Forepart of bull, not man-headed, 

to left, size 4. Acrae, Head of Persephone ; rev. Demeter standing 

with torch and sceptre, AKPAIfiN, size 5. Adranum, Female head 

to left, rev. Lyre, size 6|. Aetna, Head of Apollo radiate; rev. 

AITNAIfiN, Warrior, mark of value ... (2 varieties), size 44; Head 

of Persephone; rev. Cornucopise, size 3. Agrigentum, the tyrant 

Phintias, Head of river-god ; rev. Wild boar, BA2IAE05 <£>INTIA, 

size 5. Agyrium, Eagle ; rev. Wheel, ATYPINAI; Head of Pallas ; 

rev. Club, size 5 ; Head of Zeus, EI1I COIIATPOY; rev. Iolaos 

and dog, ArYPINAIfiN., size 6, mostly fine, all rare 11 

Aetna, Head of Apollo; rev. Warrior; Agrigentum, Phintias, Head 

of river-god ; rev. Wild boar (2 varieties) as in previous lot. Alaesa, 

Head of Zeus; rev. Eagle, sizes 5 and 4 ; Female head ; rev. Apollo 

beside lyre, size 5 ; Head of Apollo ; rev. Lyre, size 3. Aluntium ; 

rev. types, Man-headed bull; and AAONTINDN in wreath. 

Amestratus, Head of Artemis ; rev. Apollo with lyre, size 6 ; Head 

of Dionysos; rev. Warrior, size 3. Assorus, Head of Apollo, 

ASSORY ; rev. Chrysas holding amphora, &c., size 5 ; another ; rev. 

Two oxen, size 4. Catacte ; rev. types, Owl, Grapes, Caduceus and 

Club, sizes 5-U, many fine, all rare 13 
Agrigentum, Hemilitra, Eagle devouring hare; rev. Crab, below 

pistrix; Eagle on fish; rev. Crab and sepia; Eagle, wings open ; 

rev. Crab and crayfish ; Head of Akragas; rev. Eagle on column ; 

another, counterstruck with female head ; and Quadrans, Eagle on 

hare ; rev. Crab and crayfish, all extremely fine and rare 6 

/3S 7■ S' 
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300 Agrigentum, Hemilitra (5), and Quadrans, similar to previous lot, with 

symbols, Skylla, sepia, crayfish, head of Akragas, &c. ; Head of 

Apollo ; rev. Naked Warrior thrusting spear, AKPATANTINQN, 

size 7; Female head; rev. Tripod, size 6 ; Female head; rev. Two 

eagles on hare, sizes 5-4, mostly fine and many rare 11 

301 Agrigentum, various types of the smaller sizes ; Assorus, Head of / 

Apollo ; rev. Chrysas (2 varieties); and Calacte, Head of Pallas j 

rev. Owl, as in lot 298, many fine 24 

37 /£&*/' ? 

/ 6~ 

V size 7 (2 varieties)3 another • rev. Club, bow, quiver and lion’s skin, 

size 5 3 Head of Apollo ; rev. Apollo with lyre, size 4 ; another, rev. 

Seated figure, size 5, all inscribed KE<4>A. Enna, Head of Perse¬ 

phone ; rev. Torch between two ears of corn, size 7; as a Roman 

Municipium, Draped female head, M. cestivs. &c. ; rev. Quadriga, 

size 8; another, Head of Female to right, mvn. hennae. ; rev. 

Naked male figure. Entella, Head of Ares 3 rev. Free-horse, 

size 43 Head of Helios3 rev. Female figure with patera, size 5. 

Eryx, Hexas, Male head 3 rev. Dog 3 Head of Aphrodite 3 rev. Her¬ 

cules standing, GPYKINGN, all interesting, some rare, and in fine 
condition j j 

/ o 

3 

302 Camarina, Hemilitron, Gorgon head 3 rev. Mark of value 3 and two 

others of lighter weight 3 Trias, similar type, but different mark of 

value 3 others (3) with rev. Owl, but varying obv. type, Gorgon 

head, Head of Pallas, &c. 3 others, period of decline, Head of Pallas 3 

rev. Horse, size 3 ; and Head of Pallas 3 rev. Owl with spread wings, 

an interesting series of the coinage of this mint, fine 9 

303 Catana, Head of Serapis 3 rev. Isis standing, at her side Harpo- 

krates 3 KATANAION, size 7 3 Janiformed head of Serapis 3 rev. 

Persephone holding ears of corn and long torch, size 6 ; Head 

of Zeus Ammon 3 rev. Aequitas holding scales, size 5 J 3 all from the 

Wigan collection; Head of young Dionysos, KATANAIQN 3 rev. 

Dionysos in chariot drawn by panthers, size 6 3 others of smaller 

module with rev. types, the Catansean brothers, Herakles, Helmets 

of the Dioskuri, one of the Catansean brothers bearing female 

figure, and Thunderbolt, sizes 4-|-2, mostly very fine 9 

304 Centuripae, Head of Persephone, as on Syracusan medallions 3 rev. 

Leopard, KENTOPIIIINQN, size 9, Wigan collection 3 Head of 

Zeus 3 rev. Thunderbolt, size 7 3 Trias, Head of Artemis, rev. Tripod, 

size 6 3 another, similar, size 4 3 Hexas, Head of Demeter 3 rev. 

Plough 3 another, rev. Club, all exceedingly fine and rare in this state 6 

IcuoU/, 305 Cephaloedium, Head of Herakles 3 rev. Herakles standing, KEd>A, j 

£ £ 
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Silver. 

306 Gela, Tetradrachm, Archaic Style, b.c. 466, Forepart of bearded (£jry 

man-headed bull to right; below, CEAA2 (retrograde); rev. Biga 

with charioteer to right; the horses crowned by Nike, wt. 264 grs. 

(Hist. Num, p. 121), fine and rare 1 

307 Gela, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but inscription 

CEAA2 above bull on obv., wt. 266 grs., very fine 1 

308 Gela, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but the body and 

head of the bull are smaller, and on the rev. Nike crowns the 

charioteer, wt. 264 grs., fine and rare 1 

309 Gela, b.c. 466, Drachm, Naked horseman to right, striking downwards 

with spear; rev. Forepart of man-headed bull to right, wt. 131 grs. ; 

another, similar type, but the horseman drives his spear straight 

before him ; and on rev. CEAA2 before bull, wt. 127 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

no. 16), both fine and rare 2 

310 Gela, b.c. 466-415, Tetradrachm, Forepart of man-headed bull to right, 

of spread fabric ; rev. Biga with charioteer to right; beyond horse, 

Ionic column, wt. 266 grs. (B. M. Cat., no. 10), fine, and a very rare 

variety of this txjpe 1 

oCo 

311 Gela, b.c. 466-415, Tetradrachm, Forepart of man-headed bull to right, f{f a d 

crowned by Nike ; above 20SI[ri0Al2], retrograde-, rev. Quadriga 

of walking horses to right with charioteer ; the horses crowned by 

Nike; in exergue, TEAOI[ON] retrograde, wt. 257 grs. (Num. Chron. 

1883, pi. IX, 4), fine and excessively rare [PI. II] 1 

312 Gela, Tetradrachm, Transition Period, Forepart of man-headed bull 

to right, above [CE]AA2 ; rev. Biga of horses walking to right with 

charioteer, the horses crowned by Nike; in the exergue, honey¬ 

suckle between two volutes; wt. 273 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 36), fine 

and a rare variety 1 

313 Gela, Tetradrachm, Finest Art, Forepart of man-headed bull to right; 

above, barley-corn ; below, TEAA2 (retrograde); rev. Fast Quadriga 

to left driven by youth ; above, eagle in flight; behind, TEAfilON ; 

in exergue, ear of barley, wt. 265 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 58), very rare 

and very fine [PL II] 1 

314 Gela, Tetradrachm, Full length man-headed bull to left; before, branch ; oU) 

above, FEAA2 ; in exergue, barley-corn ; rev. Fast Quadriga to left, 

as on the preceding coin, wt. 263 grs., fine and excessively rare 1 



GELA. 

X 315 

39/^*£^£ ' 
Gela, Didrachm, Forepart of man-headed hull to right; below, CEAA2 ; 

rev. Horseman to right wielding spear; another, similar, but legend 

retrograde; another, Forepart of man-headed bull to left; above, 

TEAAS ; rev. Horseman to right, rider facing and thrusting his 

spear to left, the first two very fine, the last well preserved and a very 
rare variety of type 3 

3 3 

KjC 316 Gela, Obols (3), Horse with loose rein to right; rev. Forepart of man¬ 

headed bull; above, TEAA2; Horseman with shield; rev. Same 

type; Half Obols (24), types, Male head to right; rev. Wheel; 

others, similar, with female head on obv.; or Forepart of bull to 

right, all well preserved and somewhat scarce 27 

*** The above came from a small hoard found on the ancient site of 
Gela. 
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Silver. 

Heraclea Minoa, circa b.c. 409, Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to 

right, wearing wreath of corn, hair in spirals ; around, dolphins; rev. 

Quadriga to right, driven by charioteer crowned by Nike, horses in 

high action; in the exergue, Punic inscription, Rest Melkarth, wt. 

270 grs. (B. M. Gat. p. 251, 6), very fine and exceedingly rare 1 

Heraclea Minoa, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding, but slightly 

varied in small details, wt. 262 grs., well preserved and very rare 1 

Heraclea Minoa and Cephaloedium, Hemidrachm, Head of young 

Herakles to right, wearing lion’s skin ; before, legend KE<E>AAOI- 

AIOYI; rev. Butting bull to right; above, HPAKAETON, wt. 

26 grs., well preserved. Thermae Himerenses, Obol, Head of Hera 

wearing ornamented Stephanos ; before, ©EPMITAN ; rev. Herakles 

seated to left, club in right hand ; behind, bow, wt. 10 grs., well pre¬ 

served, both of the highest rarity 2 

HlMERA, Drachm of early type, Cock to right; rev. Mill-sail incuse ; 

another, similar obv., but rev. Hen to left in incuse square ; another 

of later date, Cock to left, HIMEPA; rev. Crab, all very fine and 

scarce ^ 

Himera, Drachms, similar to last lot, but on the first piece the Cock 

is to left : and on the second the hen on the rev. is to right, all very 

fine and scarce 3 

IIimera, Drachms (2), of early type, with Cock to right on obv., and 

Hen to right or left on rev. ; another of later date, with Crab on 

^AJwrrU. 

6 

cfjo 

rev, i as in lot 320, all fine and scarce 

Himera, Drachms (2), of early and later types as before ; Hemidrachm 

of later style, Horseman to right; rev. Nike ; another, similar, with 

Youth on goat to left on obv.; Obols (4), Forepart of winged goat 

with human face to left or right; rev. Youth on goat; Cock to left; 

rev. Mill-sail incuse; and Bearded head with large horn, HIME. ; 

Helmet, wt. 10 grs. each, mostly fine, the smaller pieces rare 8 rev. 

J 5 ' / ■ C 
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Him era, Tetradrachm, Transition Period, ls.c. 472-415, The Nymph 

sacrificing at altar; behind her, Silenos kneeling on tlie base of a 

fountain and washing himself in a stream of water, falling from a 

lion’s mouth ; above, wheel; rev. Quadriga to left, charioteer 

crowned by Nike ; in exergue, IMHPAION, wl. 265 grs., fine and 

rare 1 

Himera, Tetradrachm, similar to last coin, but Silenos stands on the 

base of the fountain ; above, barley-corn ; and on rev. the Quadriga 

is to right, wt. 266 grs. (B.M. Cat. no. 34), fine and rare 1 

HlMERA, Tetradrachm, similar to the last coin, but Silenos facing 

receives the jet of water on his shoulder, wt. 260 grs. (Hist. Num. 

p. 126), well preserved, rare 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, Archaic Period, Archaic head of Apollo 

laureate; beneath, lion; around, three leaves, LE0NTIN[0]N ; 

rev. Victorious quadriga to right, charioteer crowned by Nike; in 

exergue, lion, wt. 265 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 130), well preserved and 

very rare 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, same as the preceding coin, but the hair of 

Apollo is shorter, wt. 260 grs., well preserved and rare 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, Transition Period, B.c. 466-422, Head of 

Apollo laureate to right, hair turned up at back; rev. Lion’s head 

to right with open jaws; around, four corn-grains and LEON- 

TINON, wt. 264 grs. (B. M. Cat., no. 28), very fine and scarce 

[PL II] ' 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, same type as the last coin, but the hair of 

Apollo falls in flowing locks at back, wt. 265 grs., fine 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, similar, but the head of Apollo and that of 

the Lion are turned to the left, wt. 260 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 36), 

fine, a rare variety 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, usual type, with head of Apollo and that of 

the Lion to right; around the latter are three corn-grains and 

behind is a tripod, wt. 264 grs., very fine and very rare [PL II] 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, similar to last coin, but head of Apollo to 

left, hair turned up; and on rev. there is a fish under the lion’s 

head, wt. 263 grs., very fine and rare 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, usual type, similar to the preceding coin ; but 

the lion’s head is also to left and behind it is a laurel-leaf, wt. 271 grs., 

very fine and rare 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachm, Quadriga to right with charioteer, horses 

crowned by Nike; rev. Lion’s head to right with open jaws ; around, 

four corn-grains and AEONTINON, wt. 271 grs., very fine and rare 

[PI. II] 1 
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Leontini, Tetradraclim, similar to the last coin, but the legend AEON- 

TINOIs is in the exergue on the obv. ; no inscription on rev., wt. 
266 grs., fine and rare 1 

Leontini, Tetradrachms, one with Head of Apollo on obv., and Lion’s 

head surrounded by four corn-grains on rev.; the other with similar 
rev., but Quadriga on obv., both well preserved and scarce 2 

Leontini, Didrachm, Early Style, Horseman to right, horse cantering; 
rev. Lion’s head to right; around, four corn-grains and AEONTINO, 
wt. 129 grs.; another similar, of later style, but the horse on obv. is 
walking, id. 233 grs.; and Drachm, similar to last piece, wt. 65 grs., 
very fine and all rare 3 

Leontini, Didrachm of the Corinthian type, with Head of Pallas ; rev. 
Pegasus ; Obols (3), Lion’s head ; rev. Nymph sacrificing; another, 
Head of Apollo; rev. Corn-grain, AEON; Half Obols (10), Lion’s 
scalp ; rev. Leaf, AEON. Himera, Hemidrachm, Horseman to left; 
rev. Nike; and Obol, Forepart of winged goat with human head; 
rev. Horseman, all well preserved 17 

*** These small coins of Leontini came from the same hoard as those 
of Gela in lot 316. 

Messana (Zancle), Drachm, Dolphin to left within a sickle ; below, 
DANKAE ; rev. Scallop-shell within an incuse pattern of peculiar 
form, wt. 86 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 133); and Obol, same type, 
wt. 11 grs., both very fine 2 

Messana (Zancle), Drachm, wt. 79 grs., and Obol, wt. 11 grs., same 
types as previous lot, both fine 2 

*** Both from the Dupre collection. 

Messana, Attic Tetradrachm, under Anaxilas of Rhegium, Lion’s 
head facing; rev. Calf’s head to left, ME22ENION, wt. 264 grs. 
(Hist. Num. p. 134), fine and extremely rare l 

Messana, circa B.c. 480, Tetradrachm, Biga of mules, driven to right 
by bearded charioteer ; in exergue, leaf; rev. Hare to right, ME22E- 

NION, wt. 269 grs. very fine and rare 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, same type as last, wt. 268 grs., well preserved 
and rare 1 

Messana, circa b.c. 480, Didrachm, Biga of mules, driven by bearded 
charioteer ; rev. Hare to right, ME22ENION, wt. 131 grs., very fine 
and exceedingly rare, a denomination not given in Hist. Num. nor in 

B. M. Cat. [Pl. II] 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, type as lot 343, but the mules are crowned 
by Nike, and reading ME22AN10N, wt. 267 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. 
p. 103); and Drachm, Biga to right; rev. Hare, MESSENIO^ 
wt. 64 grs., both well preserved 2 
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Messana, Tctradrachm, Male figure in biga to right, mules crowned 

by Nike; in exergue, leaf; rev. Hare to right; beneath, branch, 

ME22ANION, wt. 267 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. p. 103), extremely fine 

and rare 

Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana in biga to left, crowned by Nike; 

rev. Hare running to right; on the other side of it, three ears of 

corn; in the exergue, ME22ANION on tablet and corn-grain, 

id. 264 grs., very fine, of neat work, and a rare variety [PI. II] 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana in biga to left; in exergue, two 

dolphins; rev. Hare running to left; beneath, ear of corn ; above, 

bird ; before, traces of artist’s signature, A (1); in exergue, ME22A- 

NION, wt. 263 grs., fine and a rare type 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, similar obv. type to the preceding coin, but 

Messana is crowned by Nike ; rev. Hare to right; beneath, head of 

Pan, MESSANIQN, wt, 265 grs., very fine and very rare [PL III] 1 

MCf- 
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*** From the Thomas collection. 

Messana, Tetradrachm, same type as the last coin, but before head of 

Pan under hare is a syrinx, and reading ME22ANION, wt. 265 grs., 

very fine and very rare 

Messana, Tetradrachm, Finest Style, Messana in one horse chariot to 

right, horse crowned by Nike walking on reins ; in exergue, laurel- 

leaf and two berries; rev. Hare to right ; below, dolphin, 

ME22ANION, wt. 265 grs., extremely fine and a very rare variety 

[Pl. III] 1 
*** From the Davis collection. 
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Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana in biga of mules to right, mules 

crowned by Nike ; in exergue, fish ; rev. Hare to right; below, a 

dolphin, ME22ANION, wt. 263 grs., fine and rare 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana in biga to left; above, ME22AN ; 

in exergue, two dolphins; rev. Hare to left; below, ear of corn, 

ME22AN., id. 267 grs., fine and rare 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, by Kimon (1), Messana in biga to left; above, 

Nike holding wreath and caduceus ; in exergue, fish; rev. Hare to 

left; below, eagle standing on rock and devouring serpent, ME2- 

SANIfiN, wt. 256 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 56), fine and extremely rare 1 

Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana in biga, &c., as on no. 354 ; rev. 

Hare to left; below, fly, ME22ANION, wt. 264 grs. ; Drachm, 

Biga to right driven by old charioteer, mules crowned by Nike 

in exergue, leaf; rev. Within wreath hare to right, ME22ANION, 

wt. 63 grs.; and Litra, Hare to right; rev. ME2 in wreath, wt. 14 grs., 

all well preserved 3 
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6. 

essana. Tetradrachm, Early Style, Biga to right with old charioteer, 

ciowned by Juke; in exergue, leaf; ra. Hare to right; below, 

ME22ANION, wt, 259 grs. ; Drachm, Head of Pelorias to left 

IIEAfiPIAS; behind, A; rev. Plieraimon with shield and spear, 

4>EPAIMON ; in field, I, rare, both ivell preserved 2 

Motya, Didrachm, Head of nymph to right; behind, crayfish; before, 

MOTYAION ; rev. Dog to right; above, corn-grain, wt. 126 grs. ; 

another, Head of nymph to right; around, dolphins ; rev. Horse¬ 

man to left, wt. 124 grs., both rare, but in poor condition 2 

Motya,^ Didrachm, Head: of nymph to right; behind, leaf; before, 

Punic legend ; rev. Dog standing on stag’s head ; above, head of 

Pan, wt. 132 grs., another, Female head facing ; rev. Crab ; below, 

Punic legend, wt. 121 grs., both rare, but not ivell preserved 2 

Naxus, Drachm, Archaic type, Head of Dionysos to left with pointed 

beard; rev. Bunch of grapes, NAXION, wt. 83 grs. ; Obol, same 

type, wt. 14 grs. ; another, with head of Dionysos to right, of later 

style; and Half Drachm, Head of Apollo, NAXION; rev. Silenos 

kneeling, wt. 32 grs., well preserved, the early pieces rare 4 

Naxus, Tetradrachm, Early Style, b.c. 461-415, Head of Dionysos to 

right, with long beard, hair in bunch behind and bound with ivy 

wreath ; rev. Silenos seated, holding wine cup in left hand, NAXION, 

wt. 267 grs. (Hist. Hum. p. 140), extremely fine and rare [PI. Ill] 1 

Naxus, Tetradrachm, same types as the last coin, wt. 261 grs., very fine 
and rare i 

'fZoUw 

Naxus, Tetradrachm, Period of finest art, Head of Dionysos to right, 

bound with broad band adorned with ivy wreath; rev. Silenos 

seated holding wine cup and thyrsos; on left, vine; on right, 

NAEION, ivt. 215grs. (Hist. Hum. p. 140, no. 87), fine and very rare 1 

Naxus, Didrachm, Head of Apollo to right, laureate; before, NAEION; 

behind, laurel-leaf and berry; rev. Silenos seated holding wine cup 

and thyrsos; on left, vine; on right, term, wt. 131 grs. (comp. Brit. 

Mus. Cat. no. 20) in high relief, extremely fine, and of very great rarity 

[PI. HI] ' ' ‘ 1 
Naxus, Drachm, early style, Head of Dionysos to right, bound with 

ivy, hair in bunch behind ; rev. Silenos seated towards left, hold¬ 

ing wine cup, left hand on knee, NAXION, wt. 67 grs. (comp. B. M. 

Cat. no. 9), very fine and very rare l 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Naxus, Drachm, similar to the preceding coin; but hair of Dionysos 

flatter behind, and left hand at his side, wt. 67 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

no. 9), fine and very rare 1 
*** From the Thomas collection. 
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367 Naxus, Half Drachms (2) Head of Apollo; rev. Silenos seated, both ,3 Kf f 
varied ; Obols (2), one of the same type, the other, earlier style, Head 

of Dionysos with pointed beard. Messana, Obol, Hare to right; 

rev. MBS in wreath ; another, same, bnt legend reading retrograde. 

Motya, Obols (3), Head facing ; rev. Crab ; Head of Gorgon; rev. 

Tree (2 varied), all with Punic legends, all well preserved and interest¬ 

ing coins ^ 

368 

369 

370 

371 

Bronze. 

Catana, Head of Serapis; rev. Demeter with torch and ear of corn, / 

size 7 ; Head of Dionysos ; rev. The Catanean brothers, size 5. Cen- 

turipae, Head of Zeus; rev. Winged fulmen, KENTOPIITlNfiN, 

size 7 ; Head of Artemis; rev. Tripod, size 4; Head of Apollo ; j 

rev. Lyre, size 6 ; another, rev. Plough, size 3. Gela, rev. types, 

Ear of corn, Bull to left or right, Head of Zeus, and Warrior slaying 

ram, sizes 4^-2. IdiMERA, Hemilitra (2) and Triae (2), all with 

cock on obv. and marks of value on rev., sizes 6-4, all fine and many 

scarce 15 

Gela, Triae (2) with rev. Bull to right or left; Himera, Hemilitra (2), / 

Trias and Uncia, all with cock on obv, and marks of value on rev. ; 

another, Hemilitron, Hermes on goat; rev. Nike, size 5. Thermae 

Himerenses, Head of Herakles; rev. The three nymphs, size 5, 

rare. Hybla, Veiled head with modius ; rev. Dionysos and panther, 

YBAA2 MErAAAS, size 5 ; another, Female head ; rev. Demeter, 

size 4. Iaeta, Head of Herakles, IAITINDN; rev. Triskelis, 

size 6 ; Helmeted head; rev. Warrior, size 3, mostly rare, many fine 12 

Hybla, rev. Dionysos and panther as in last lot. Leontini, Head of ^ 

Demeter; rev. River-god seated on rock, AEONTINDN, size 5; 

another, rev. Wheatsheaf, size 4. Lilybaeum, Veiled head; rev. 

Serpent around tripod, size 8; others, rev. Lyre, size 5 ; Tripod, 

size 4. Menae, rev. types, Lyre, Nike in quadriga, Asklepios, Two 

torches crossed, and Tripod, sizes 5-2. Messana, rev. types, 

Pheraemon in fighting attitude (2 varieties), size 6 ; Head of Poseidon ; 

rev. Trident and dolphins, size 7, and Head of Herakles; rev. Lion, 

size 5, mostly fine, many rare 15 

Leontini, rev. types, River-god; Two ears of corn; Menae, rev. cZ 

Lyre; Nike in quadriga, and Two torches crossed; Messana, rev. 

Pheraemon fighting, and Trident as in last lot; others, rev. Cuttle¬ 

fish, size 4, and Nike in quadriga, size 5. Mamertini, Head of 

Ares ; rev. Eagle, MAMEPTNION, size 7 ; Head of Zeus ; rev. War¬ 

rior, size 8 ; Head of Ares ; rev. Dioskuros and horse, size 7 ; another, 

rev. Butting bull, size 6. Morgantina, Head of Pallas : rev. Lion 

devouring prey, size 7 ; Head of Apollo ; rev. Lyre, size 3, fine and 
some rare 15 
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S 5^ 372 Mamertini, rev. types, Eagle, Warrior with shield, Bull butting, (flf 

Dioskuros and horse, and Figure seated on rock, all size 7, and v 

mostly Pentonha; others, rev. types, Butting bull, Eagle, Warrior 

(2 varieties), Dog, Omphalos, and Naked warrior, sizes 6-2J; and 

Morgantina, Head of Pallas; rev. Lion devouring prey, size 7, all 
very fine and interesting types 14 

*** Eor coins of Panormus with Punic legends see Carthaginian and 
Siculo-Punic coins, p. 63. 

Silver. 

5' « 373 
oC 

^ S A 374 <fl 

375 

C « 376 

6~o . 377 

Jo 378 

Segesta, Didrachm, Archaic period, Head of Segesta to right, hair 

turned up under her diadem, SErESTAXIBESl; rev. Hound to 

right on the scent (B. M. Cat. no. 5) : another, similar type, but 

head of nymph to left, and legend on both sides, SETESTAXIB, 

fine and rare 2 

Segesta, Didrachm, Head of Segesta to right, SETE^TAXIB.• rev. 

Hound on the scent as in last lot; another, Head of nymph to 

right; rev. Hound on the scent; above, 2ETE2TAXIB retrograde ; 

another, Head to right, SETEiSTAXIB; rev. Hound standing to 

right; above, leaf, fine and rare 3 

Segesta, Didrachm, usual type with head of nymph to right and 

hound on the scent; inscription on obv. SETESTAXIB, fine; 

another, Head of nymph, hair en queue, SETESTAXIB behind and 

before head ; rev. Hound standing to left, well preserved; Litra, 

Head of Segesta, three-quarter face, between two laurel boughs ; 

rev. Hound to left; above, gorgoneion; before, murex; below, 

ETE2 (retrograde), wt. 11 grs., fine, all rare 3 

Segesta, Tetradrachm, Head of Nymph to right, hair in sphendone ; 

rev. Youthful hunter naked, accompanied by his two dogs, standing 

to right, his foot on rock ; his cap falls back on his shoulders and 

he holds two javelins; behind, traces of legend, ErESTAIfiN, 

wt. 266 grs., very fine and an unpublished variety of obverse type 

[PI. Ill] 1 

Segesta, Tetradrachm, Quadriga to right, driven by female figure, 

holding three ears of corn; rev. Youthful hunter as on the last coin, 

but he is accompanied by one dog only, SETESTAIIB., wt. 254 grs., 

well preserved and very rare 1 

Segesta, Tetradrachm, Quadriga to right, similar to the preceding coin / y( < f 

but all the horses are seen ; above, Nike crowning charioteer ; in the / 

exergue, ETAI^TAXIB.; rev. Youthful hunter and one dog similar 

to the preceding coin ; no legend, wt. 267 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 34), 

fine and very rare 1 
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379 Segesta, Didrachm, Head of Segesta to right, hair long, diadem and r> 

necklet of pearls ; rev. Hound to left, wt. 142 grs., very fine-, another, 

head of Nymph, hair in sphcndone; rev. Hound on the scent to 

right; behind, three ears of corn; in exergue, SErESTAIIB 

(retrograde), id. 133 grs., very well preserved, and rare 2 

380 Segesta, Didrachms, similar to last lot, but on the first piece the hair 3 

of the Nymph is en queue ; before, ErESTAlON, wt. 128 grs. ; and 

on the second piece the hair of the Nymph is turned up, before 

ErE^TAION, and the legend on the rev. is not retrograde, wt. 
128 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 39), both fine and rare 2 

381 Segesta, Didrachm, Head of Segesta to right, hair turned up behind; / 

behind, leaf; ETESTAION; rev. Hound standing on stag’s head 

and seizing it by the nose; above, head of Pan, wt. 128 grs., fine 
and extremely rare 1 

382 Segesta, Didrachm, Head of Segesta to right, hair short, no diadem, 3 

above, SET.; rev. Hound to right, looking back; above, 

murex, wt. 127 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. no. 2, coin of Panormus), fine 
and unpublished 1 

383 Selinus, Didrachm, before B.c. 466, Selinon-leaf; around, four pellets ; 

rev. Incuse square of twelve divisions, wt. 133 grs.; another, similar 

but the square on the rev. is of eight divisions, wt. 115 grs., both fine 
and rare 2 

SeliivUS, Didiachms, similar to last lot, but on the second piece on rev. 

a selinon-leaf in incuse square, 2E . . , both fine and rare 2 

Selinus, Didrachms, similar to last lot, but there are 10 divisions of 

the incuse square on the rev. of the first piece, and no legend on 
the second, both fine and rare 2 

Selinus, Tetradrachm, circa b.c. 466-415, Apollo and Artemis in a 

quadriga to left; Apollo is discharging an arrow from his bow ; 

above, SEAINONTIOS. ; rev. The river-god Selinus, naked, and 

holding sprig of laurel and sacrificing at an altar, before which is a 

cock; behind is a bull on a suggestum and a parsley-leaf, 

2EAINOX, wt. 262 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 147), fine and very rare and 
of fine style [PI. HI] ‘ j 

387 Selinus, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but varying / 3 

somewhat in the details, the legend on the obv. being from right to 

left and partly in the exergue, wt. 263 grs., fine and rare, not such 
fine work as the last ^ 

*** From the North wick collection. 
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Selinus, Tetradrachm, Apollo and Artemis in biga to right, he is 

discharging an arrow; in the exergue, barley-corn; rev. Selinus 

sacrificing at altar, &c., similar to lot 386, hut he holds a large 

branch and there is a large fire on the altar, 2EA1NONTION, vet. 

269 grs., very fine work and very rare [PI. Ill] 1 

*** From the Torremuzza and Northwick collections. 

Selinus, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding, wt. 267 grs., fine 
and rare \ 

Selinus, Tetradrachm, Apollo and Artemis in higa to left; rev. usual 

type of Selinus sacrificing at altar, Ac., hut he is draped, 2EAINON- 

TION, wt. 261 grs., well preserved and very rare 1 

Selinus, Tetradrachm of the finest period, Nike in quadriga to right; 

above, wreath ; in the exergue, 2EAIN ONTION and ear of barley; 

rev. Selinus, naked, sacrificing at altar ; behind, bull on a pedestal; 

above, leaf; in the exergue, fish, wt. 265 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 44), 

very fine, hut the head of Selinus is off the field, very rare 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Selinus, Didrachm, Herakles contending with bull, Avhich he is about 

to strike with his club; rev. The River-god Selinus sacrificing at 

altar, on the side of which is a serpent; behind him, a crane and 

a selinon-leaf, 2EAINONTION, wt. 127 grs., fine and excessively rare 1 

Selinus, Didrachm, Herakles contending with bull as on the pre¬ 

ceding coin, 2EAINONTION ; rev. Hypsas naked, sacrificing at 

altar, around which is entwined a serpent; behind him, crane and 

selinon-leaf, HY'kAiS, wt. 133 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 34), well preserved 

and rare, plated hut of ancient fabric 1 

Selinus, Didrachm, similar type to last coin, wt. 131 grs., in fair 

condition, rare 1 

Selinus, Half Drachm, Head of Herakles to right in profile ; rev. Nike 

in quadriga; above, selinon-leaf; in exergue, 2EAINONTION, 

wt. 28 grs. ; another, similar, but obv. type, Head of Herakles three- 

quarter face to left, wt. 28 grs. ; Obol, Nymph seated holding 

serpent; rev. Man-headed bull, 2EAINOE2, wt. 10 grs. (3 varieties, 

one reading 2EAINONTION), all very well preserved and interesting 

types 5 

Bronze. 

Panormus, Bust of Pallas, HANOPMITAN ; rev. Head of Persephone, 

crowned with barley, size 9 ; another, similar ; behind head of Per¬ 

sephone, poppy-head, size 6 ; others, same obv. but with rev. types, 

Concordia, and Triquetra, size 6 ; others, of smaller sizes with 

reverses, Armed figure, Horse galloping, Eagle, I7ANORMITAN in 

wreath, and Seated figure holding patera, ITANOR., mostly fine and 

somewhat rare 10 
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1s- ■>t-A 397 Panormus, Imperial, Head of Augustus, IIANOPMITAN; rev. Tri- 

quetra of legs, size G ; Head of Augustus 1 ; rev. Head of Livia, 

veiled; Segesta, Tetras, Head of Segesta; rev. Dog and mark of 

value (3 varieties), size 5 ; Hexas, similar type, size 3 (2 varieties). 

Soluntium, Hemilitron, Head of Herakles; rev. Cray-fish and mark 

of value, Punic legend (2 varieties); others, Bearded head; rev. 
Warrior with shield (B. M. Cat. no. 5); and Warrior with shield ; 

rev. 20A0NTINCN within wreath, size 4, all fine and mostly rare 11 
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Gold. 

Syracuse, Dilitron, b.c. 412-406, Head of young Herakles to left, in ,/y 

lion’s skin; rev. Incuse square with female head in centre, 2YPA, 

wt. 18 egrs. {Head, pi. hi, 9); Litra, Head of Pallas, 2YPA; rev. 

Gorgon-head, wt. 10 grs. (Ib. pi. in, 10), both very fine and rare 2 

*** The references are to Head, Coinage of Syracuse. 

Syracuse, Dilitron, Head of Herakles; rev. Incuse square, &c., as // 

in last lot, wt. 18 grs., very fine; Diobol, B.c. 317-310, Head of Per¬ 

sephone to left; rev. Bull butting to left, 2YPAK02ION, wt. 21 grs. 
{Head, pi. vm, 3), well preserved, both rare 2 

Syracuse, Stater, by Evaenetos, b.c. 405-345, Head of Arethusa to o? & 

left, hair in sphendone ornamented with stars, earrings ; before, 

5YPAK02ION; rev. Herakles strangling the lion, wt. 100 grs. 
{Head, pi. iv. 1), very fine and very rare [PI. Ill] 1 

Syracuse, 50 Litra Piece, by Evaenetos, Young male head to left, in 

high relief, 2YPAK02IGN; rev. Free horse to right; in exergue, 

2YPAK05ION, wt. 47 grs. {Head, pi. iv, 2), well preserved and 
rare 2 

Syracuse, 50 Litra Piece, electrum, B.c. 345-317, Head of Apollo 

laureate to left, hair long; behind, lamp ; rev. Tripod, 2YPAKO- 

SION, wt. 56 grs. {Head, pi. VI, 2), very fine [PI. III] 1 

Syracuse, 50 Litra Piece, electrum, Head of Apollo and tripod as on f 

last coin, but symbol on obv., a bow, wt. 56 grs., very fine 1 

Syracuse, 50 Litra Piece, electrum, same type as lot 402, but behind 
head of Apollo, star, wt. 56 grs., fine 1 

Syracuse, 50 Litra Piece, electrum, same type as lot 402, but behind / 

head of Apollo, wreath, and on rev. II between legs of tripod, 
wt. 54 grs., well preserved 1 

Syracuse, 30 Litra Piece, electrum, B.c. 345-317, Head of Zeus Eleu- 

therios to left, ZEY2 EAEY0EPIO2; rev. Pegasos to left; below, 

three pellets; around, 2YPAK02I0N, wt. 30 grs. {Head, pi. vi, 4)’ 
very fine and very rare j 
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407 Syracuse, 30 Litra Piece, electrum, same as the preceding, but on the - fZ 

obv. a part only of the legend is legible, wt. 33 grs., well preserved 

ancl rare 1 
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408 Syracuse, 30 Litra Piece, electrum, Head of Apollo to left, laureate ; 

rev. 2YPAK02I0N, Lyre, wt. 29 grs., well preserved, rare 1 

409 Syracuse, 10 Litra Piece, dedrum, Head of Arethusa to right; rev. 

Sepia, wt. 11 grs.; and A7 Diobol, Head of Persephone to left; rev. 

Bull butting to left, 2YPAKOS10N, wt. 22 grs., both fine and scarce 2 

Syracuse, N Hemidrachm (1), Head of Herakles to right in lion’s '' 

skin; rev. Biga with charioteer to left, 2YPAK02IDN, wt. 58 grs., 

fine, but its genuineness is open to doubt 1 

410 

Silver. 

'99 
411 Syracuse, Demareteion or Dekadrachm, b.c. 450, Head of Nike to 

right, crowned with olive and within a linear circle ; around, four 

dolphins, and 2YPAK02I0N; rev. Quadriga to right, horses walk¬ 

ing, driven by male charioteer ; above, Nike crowning horses ; in the 

exergue, lion, wt. 665 grs. (Head, pi. I, 10), well preserved and of the 

highest rarity [Pl. III] 1 

*** This coin is one of the rarest and one of the most interesting of 
the whole Greek series. Its connection with the famous victory at 
Himera is so well known, it need not be retold here. The above 
specimen is from the Dupre collection. 

/ £0 412 

US f c 
413 

Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadrachm, by Kimon, Head of Perse¬ 

phone to left, hair in net, the diadem, which encircles her head, is 

inscribed with the letter K (Kimon); around are four dolphins, the 

one below the neck inscribed KIMON; behind, 2YPAK02ION ; rev. 

Quadriga to left, the charioteer crowned by Nike; in exergue, 

armour and KIMON on inner part of exergual line, wt. 669 grs. 

(Head, pl. iv, 7), extremely fine and very rare [Pl. III] 1 

Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadrachm, by Evaenetos, Head of 

Persephone to left, wearing wreath of corn; ear-ring with three 

drops; around, four dolphins ; behind, 2YPAK02I0N; below 

the neck the artist’s name, EYAINE. in large letters ; rev. Quadriga 

to left, the charioteer crowned by Nike; in exergue, armour, «>f. 668 

grs., very fine and very rare [Pl. Ill] 1 

*** From the Thomas collection. 

i S' 
414 Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadrachm, by Evaenetos, similar to 

the preceding coin, but behind head of Persephone is a scallop shell 

to left, no artist’s signature, wt. 659 grs., very fine and very rare 1 
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Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadraciim, by Evaenetos, similar to 

the last coin; tho scallop shell behind the head of Persephone is 

larger; and on the reverse on the exergual lino to right there ap¬ 

pears to be a portion of the artist’s signature E ... N ; in exergue 
below armour, A©AA, wt. 657 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Stewart collection (1844). 

Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadraciim, by Evaenetos, similar to 

lot 414; but behind the head of Persephone is a large star of eight 

rays; there appear to be traces of the artist’s initials on the dolphin 
to right, wt. 640 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadrachm by Evaenetos, similar type 

to lot 414; but A under the chin of Persephone; and on the re¬ 

verse below the arms in the exergue, A©AA, wt. 664 grs., very fine 
and very rare 1 

Syracuse, Medallion or Dekadraciim, by Evaenetos, usual type, 

similar to lot 414 ; hair slightly more spread; no symbol on obv., 

and on the rev. the chariot and charioteer are well placed in the 

field of the coin, wt. 667 grs., extremely fine and very rare [PL III] 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm of the Geomori, circa B.C. 500, Slow quadriga 

with charioteer to right; above, 5YPA902I0N ; rev. Incuse square 

divided into four parts; in centre, archaic head of Nymph, wt. 
265 grs. (Head, pi. i, 1), fine and extremely rare 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, b.c. 500-478, Female head to right of archaic 

type, hair indicated by dotted lines, diadem ; around, four dolphins 

and 2YPA?02I0N; rev. Quadriga to left with charioteer; above, 

Nike alighting on the yoke and holding wreath in right hand, left 

placed on horse’s head, wt. 263 grs. (Head, pi. I, 3), very fine and very 
rare [PL III] ‘ ' 1 

*** From the Huxtable collection. 

Syracuse, Didrachm, same obverse type as last coin, but head withiu 

linear circle; rev. Nude horseman to right, leading a second horse, 

wt. 131 grs., very fine and very rare of this early type 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, Female head similar to lot 420, but hair 

indicated by cross lines; around, dolphins and 2YPA ? 02ION ; rev. 

Quadriga to left, charioteer crowned by Nike; in exergue, 2YPA, 

wt. 267 grs., very fine and a rare type [PL III] 1 

*** From Dr. Nott’s collection. 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, but on the obv. the hair 

is indicated by dotted lines and turned up behind, 2YPAK02I0N ; 

rev. Quadriga to right, horses crowned by Nike, below whom, 2YPA, 

wt. 265 grs.; Didrachm, obv. as Tetradrachm ; rev. Horseman to 

right leading a second horse, wt. 130 grs. (Head, pi. I, 5), both well- 
preserved and scarce 2 
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Syracuse, Tetradrachm and Didrachm, similar to the preceding lot, but 

on the second coin the female head is to the left and the inscription 

is retrograde, both fine and scarce 2 

Syracuse, Tetradrachms, usual archaic type with female head to right 

and quadriga to right; one reads 2YPA?02I0N, the other 2YPA- 

KOSION, no legend on rev., both fine and scarce 2 

Syracuse, Tetradrachms, as in last lot, but one with head of female 

to left, both with legends, 2YPAK02ION, both fine and rare 2 

Syracuse, Tetoadrachms (2), similar types as last lot, with female head 

to right or left, the latter has the hair en queue, both fine and scarce 2 

Syracuse, Tetradrachms (2), Archaic type, both with female head to 

right; but on one the quadriga is to left, both fine and scarce 2 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, Archaic female head to right, 2YPAK02I0N ; 

rev. Quadriga to right, type as before, fine; another, time of Hieron I, 

Female head to right, hair turned up behind; around, dolphins, 

2YPAK02ION ; rev. Quadriga to> right; above, Nike (comp. Head, 

pi. ii, 7), well preserved, scarce 2 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, b.c. 480, Head of Nike to right, within linear 

circle, crowned with olive ; around, dolphins, 2YPAK02ION (re¬ 

trograde) ; rev. Quadriga to right with charioteer; Nike crowning 

horses; in the exergue, lion, wt. 263 grs. (Head, pi. I, 11), very well 

preserved, and very rare 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. This coin is of the same type and 
fabric as the Dcmareteion, see lot 411. 
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Syracuse. Tetradrachm, same type and varieties as the preceding coin, 

wt. 264 grs., well preserved and very rare 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, time of Hieron I, Female head to right, hair 

wavy, in rolls behind and bound with string of pearls ; around, four 

dolphins, 2YPAK02I0N; rev. Quadriga to right with female cha¬ 

rioteer, horses crowned by Nike, wt. 266 grs., very fine and rare 

[PI. Ill] ‘ 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding, hair similarly 

arranged; but on rev. in the exergue, a pistrix, wt. 263 grs. (comp. 

Head, pi. n, 7), fine ancl rare 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, similar to the last, same rev., but on the obv. 

the head has the hair tied en queue ; a triple cord passes round the 

head, wt. 270 grs., very fine, and a rare variety of obv. type 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, same type, but on the obv. the female head is 

bound with a broad diadem, above which at the back projects a 

thick lock of hair, wt. 269 grs. (Head, pi. u, 11), very fine and rare 1 
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436 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, usual type, with female head to right, hair in 

rolls at back ; rev. Quadriga to right, &c. ; pistrix in exergue 

(similar to lot 433); another, similar, but female head bound with 

broad diadem, a thick lock projecting behind, and no symbol in 

exergue on rev., similar to the preceding lot, both well preserved and 

rare 2 

437 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, time of the Democracy, B.c. 466-406, Female 

head to right, the hair completely concealed in a sakkos pointed 
behind and ornamented with meander pattern ; around, dolphins ; 
2YPAK02I0N ; rev. Quadriga to right, horses crowned by Nike, 

wt. 263 grs., fine and a very rare variety [Pl. IV] 1 

*** From the Thomas collection. 

438 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but the 

sakkos is less pointed at the back; and on the rev. Nike crowns the 

charioteer, wt. 265 grs. (comp. Head, pl. Ill, 2), fine and very rare 1 

439 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, usual type, but hair of female bound with 

fillet, which passes three times round the head ; and on rev. Nike 

crowns the horses, wt. 268 grs. (Head, pl. ill, 4), very fine and a rare 

variety [Pl. IV] 1 

440 SYRACUSE, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but on the 

female head the hair is gathered in a net and bound by a fillet, 

which passes three times round the head; a small lion’s head is 

attached in front to the necklet; on rev. Nike crowns the 

charioteer, wt. 266 grs. (comp. Head, pl. ill, 1), rare and very fine 1 

441 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, similar type to last coin, but on rev. Nike 

crowns the horses, wt. 263 grs.; another, Female head with hair 

tied in a knot behind, usual dolphins and legend; rev. Quadriga to 

left, Nike crowns the charioteer ; in the exergue, pistrix, wt. 266 grs., 

both rare types but somewhat rubbed 2 

442 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eumenes, Female head to left, hair rolled ; 

around, dolphins; above, 2YPAK02I0N; below, the artist’s initials 

EV. ; rev. Quadriga to left, charioteer crowned by Nike; under 

horses, artist’s initials EY.; in exergue, two dolphins, wt. 266 grs., 

very fine and very rare [Pl. IV] 1 

*** In this and the following lots to No. 467 examples will be found 
of the works of all the great die-engravers, who flourished at Syra¬ 
cuse during the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. 

443 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eumenes, similar type to the last coin, but 

no artist’s name under the head, and the legend 2YPAK02I0N, 

which reads from left to right, encircles the head, and on rev. the 

four horses are seen more in perspective ; no artist’s signature, wt. 

267 grs., very fine and rare 1 
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Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eumenes, Female head to left, hair short 

and bound by fillet, which passes four times round the back and 

twice over the top ; around, dolphins; above, 2YPAKOSION ; 

behind, artist’s name in full, EYMHNOY ; rev. Quadriga to left with 

horses in perspective, as on last coin ; charioteer crowned by Nike; 

in exergue, EYMHNOY (1), wt. 268 grs., very fine and very rare 

[PI. IV] 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eumenes and Evaenetos, Female head with 

hair rolled, &c., as lot 442 ; below, artist’s name, EYMENOY 

(sic.) i rev. Quadriga to right; above, Nike holding tablet inscribed 

EYAINHT02 ; in exergue, two fishes, wt. 264 grs. (Head, pi. Ill, 13) 

fine and extremely rare with the two artists’ names 1 
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Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eumenes, Female head to left, hair turned 

up at back ; on diadem, artist’s name EYMH.; around, dolphins ; 

above, 2YPAK02ION; rev. Quadriga to left, charioteer crowned by 

Nike ; horses in perspective ; in exergue, two dolphins, wt. 267 grs., 

fine and rare 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Sosion, Female head to left, &c., similar to 

the preceding, but diadem not inscribed; necklet of large pearls, 

to which is appended a ram’s head; rev. Quadriga to left, as on last 

coin ; no dolphins in exergue, wt. 265 grs. (comp. Head, pi. Ill, 12), 

well preserved; the ivories of this artist are rare 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eukleides and Eumenes, Female head to 

left, hair turned up at back, &c.; under chin, tablet inscribed 

EVKAEIAA in two lines; rev. Quadriga to left, charioteer crowned 

by Nike ; under horses, EY. ; in exergue, two dolphins, wt. 269 grs., 

fine and very rare [PL IV] 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eukleides and Eumenes, same as the pre¬ 

ceding coin; but with artist’s name EYMHNOY in the exergue on 

the rev., this coin has suffered from oxydation 1 

*** This coin is of importance as it identifies the artists of the pre¬ 

ceding and following coins. 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eukleides and Eumenes, usual type, female 

head to left wearing sphendone, ornamented in front and at back 

with stars, 2YPAK02ION in thick letters; rev. Quadriga to left, 

&c., as in lot 448; EY under horses; two dolphins in exergue, 

wt. 270 grs., ohv. fine, rev. type a little blurred, rare 1 

Syracuse, Tetradrachm, same as the last piece, but no artist’s name 

on rev., wt. 261 grs.; another, usual type, Female head to left, cord 

wound twice round the head ; legend 2YPAK02I0N in front; rev. 

Quadriga to left, as last lot; but stork under horses’ feet, wt. 

268 grs., both in fair condition 2 
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452 Syracuse, Tctradnichm, by Phrygillos and Euth-, Head of Perse¬ 

phone to left, wreath of barley, hair bound with cord; necklet with 

amphora attached ; around, four dolphins and 2YPAK03I0N; below, 

3>PYriAA02; rev. Quadriga to right, charioteer, who has large 

wings, crowned by Nike; in exergue, Skylla with trident, &c., and 

EY®, wt. 268 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 156), very fine and rare [PI. IV] 1 

y <5L-rv, 453 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eumenes and Euth-, Head of Perse¬ 

phone to left, as on last coin, with corn-wreath, but no cord around 

head; lion’s head attached to necklet; below, artist’s name EVM.; 

around, dolphins and 2YPAK05UON; rev. Quadriga to right, &c. 

same as the last, wt. 263 grs., fine and very rare 1 
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454 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Phrygillos, Female head to right, hair in 
sphendone ornamented with stars at back, and diadem inscribed 

<hPY; around, dolphins and 2YPAK05ION ; rev. Quadriga to left, 

Persephone as charioteer holding torch and crowned by Nike; in 

exergue, ear of barley, wt. 262 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 158), obv. fine, 

rev. somewhat rubbed, rare 1 

*** From the Dupr6 collection. 

455 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Phrygillos, similar to the preceding coin, 

but behind head a stork’s head ; and above on left legend in large 

letters; rev. same as last coin, wt. 261 grs., well preserved and rare 1 

456 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, Female head to right, hair gathered in knot 

at back of head ; pendant attached to necklet; around, dolphins and 

2YPAK02K1N; rev. Persephone in quadriga to left, holding torch 

and crowned by Nike; in exergue, ear of barley, wt. 261 grs. 

(Head, pi. v, 5), well preserved, a rare variety 1 

457 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eukleides, Female head to left, hair bound 

with sphendone, ornamented with stars, over which tresses fly 

back; large earring; around, four dolphins, three of which are 

grouped in front of face ; below on scroll, EVKAEI; tev. Quadriga 

to left, charioteer crowned by Nike; large dolphin in exergue, 

wt. 268 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. no. 195), extremely fine and rare 

[PL IV] 1 

458 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eukleides, same as the last coin, but without 

artist’s name below neck, wt. 266 grs., obv. very fine, rev. not so well 
struck, rare ' 1 

459 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Eukleides, similar to lot 457, but varied in 

the form of the sphendone; no artist’s name under neck; dolphin 

in the exergue on the rev., wt. 263 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 195), very fine 
and rare \ 
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/ j . . 460 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Euldeides, similar to lot 457, but hair on 

female head somewhat differently arranged, the tresses which fly 

back being more confined, as also the position of the dolphins ; 

below neck, EVKA . . on scroll, and on reverse there is an ear of 

barley in the exergue, wt. 264 grs., obv. fine, rev. somewhat oxydised, 

rare 1 
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461 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Euldeides, similar type to the precedingcoin, 

but sphendone ornamented with stars ; three dolphins only around 

the head ; no artist’s name below neck, wt. 266 grs., fine and rare 1 

462 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Kimon (?), Female head to left, hair in 

plain sphendone ; broad diadem, over which her hair is drawn 

back; necklet with pendant pearls; large earring; two dolphins 

before and two behind ; above at back, 2YPAK05ION ; rev. Quad¬ 

riga to right, charioteer crowned by Nike; the rein of the farthest 

off-horse hangs loose ; under the nearest horse’s feet a wheel; in the 

exergue, ear of barley, wt. 266 grs. {Head, pi. v, 2), very fine and very 

rare [PI. IV] 1 

463 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Kimon, similar to the preceding coin, but 

female head to right, hair in broad sphendone, ornamented with 

stars, behind K (Kimon); on rev. no loose rein and no wheel under 

horses’ feet, wt. 266 grs., very fine and a very rare variety, with the head 

to right 1 

464 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Kimon, same type as the last, but more 

tresses of hair drawn back over sphendone-band, and no letter be¬ 

hind head, id. 265 grs., fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Hamilton collection. 

465 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Kimon, Head of Arethusa nearly facing 

slightly to left, diademed, hair flowing in long tresses; a dolphin on 

either side among the locks ; above, traces of legend APE0O2A ; rev. 

Quadriga to left, charioteer crowned by Nike ; in the exergue, ear of 

barley and SYPAKOSION, and on the line of exergue KIMON (?), 

wt. 252 grs. {B. M. Cat. no. 209), of exquisitely beautiful work; obv. 

fine, rev. in fair condition, and rare to excess [PI. IV] 1 

466 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Parme, Female head to left, hair in sphen¬ 

done ornamented with stars; around, dolphins; above, 2YPAKO- 

2ION; rev. Quadriga to left, the rein of the off-horse hangs loose; 

above, Nike crowning charioteer; in exergue, ear of corn, wt. 

265 grs., obv. very fine, rev. somewhat rubbed, rare, the engraver's name 

Under the neck has been erased, see next coin 1 

467 Syracuse, Tetradrachm, by Parme, same as the preceding, but under 

the neck on obv. the engraver’s name, IIAPM. ., wt. 261 grs., in fair 

condition, has suffered from oxydation, rare 1 

*** Parme from the style of his work was evidently a pupil of Kimon. 
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SICILIA—continued. 

Silver. 

Syracuse, Didrachms of Corinthian type, temp. Democracy, B. C. 345- 

317, Head of Pallas in helmet without crest, 2YPAK02ION ; rev. 

Pegasos to left (Head, pi. vi, 7), all very fine and slightly varied types 4 

Gold. 

Syracuse, Agathocles, b.c. 317-310, Drachm, Head of young Ares, 

laureate; behind, two-handled vase; rev. Biga to right with cha¬ 
rioteer; below, triskelis, 2YPAK02I0N, wt. 66 grs. (var. Head, 

pi. viii, 1), very fine and very rare [PI. IV] 1 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Drachm, as in last lot, but no symbol behind 

head of Ares, and last three letters of legend on rev. in exergue, 
wt. 66 grs. (Head, pi. viii, 1), fine and rare 1 

Syracuse, Agathocles, B.c. 307-289, Stater, Head of Pallas to right in 

Corinthian helmet, ornamented with griffin; rev. Winged fulmen, 

dividing ArAGOKAEOS BA2IAE02 $., wt. 88 grs. (Head, pi. ix, 
10), very fine and very rare [PI. IV] 1 

Silver. 

Syracuse, Agathocles, b.c. 317-310, Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone 

to left, wearing corn-wreath; around, three dolphins ; below, N K 

(mon.); rev. Quadriga to left with female charioteer holding long 

goad; above, triskelis; in exergue, 2YPAK02ION and N, wt. 
262 grs. (Head, pi. viii, 4), very fine and rare [PL IV] 1 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Tetradrachm, same type as the preceding coin, 
but under head on obv. $1., wt. 264 grs., fine and rare 1 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Tetradrachm, same type as no. 472, but under 
head of Persephone NI, wt. 259 grs., fine and rare i 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Drachm, Head of young Herakles to left, 

laureate; behind, trophy ; before, 2YPAK02ION; rev. Triskelis 

with Gorgon head in centre; winged talaria on feet, wt. 64 grs. 
(Head, pi. viii, 7), fine and of the highest rarity \ 
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Syracuse, Agathocles, b.c. 310-307, Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone j I 

to right, hair long and bound with corn-wreath; behind, KOPA2 ; 

rev. Nike erecting trophy ; on right, N ; on left, triskelis ; in exergue, 

ArAQOKAEOS, wt. 263 grs. (comp. Head, pi. IX, 2), very fine and a 
very rare type 1 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding fZtc^cLc/, 

coin, but on rev. no monogram, and legend, ArAQOKAElOS in 

field to left, %ot. 263 grs. (Head, pi. ix, 2), very fine and very rare 

[PL IV] 1 

Syracuse, Agathocles, B.c. 307-289, Didrachm, Head of Pallas in 

crested helmet to right; rev. Pegasos to left; below, triskelis; 

around, 2YPAK02K2N; another, similar, behind head of Pallas, 

trophy; and on rev. flower below and triskelis above Pegasos; 

another, Head of Pallas to left, helmet without crest; rev. Pegasos ; 

below, triskelis ; no legend, very fine and scarce 3 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Diclrachms, as in previous lot, fine, scarce 3 

Syracuse, Agathocles, Didrachm, Head of Pallas to right, helmet not ijyC&r* 

crested; rev. Pegasos to left ; another, similar, Head of Pallas to 

left; and triskelis under Pegasos ; another, Head of Pallas to right; 

rev. exergual line under Pegasos to left, the last very fine, the others 

fine, all rare varieties 3 
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Syracuse, Hicetas, B.c. 287-278, Drachm, Head of Persephone with corn- 

wreath to left; behind, cornucopiae ; before to left, SYPAKO^I^N; 

rev. Nike in biga to right; above, star; below, ear of corn; in ex¬ 

ergue, EIII IKETA2, wt. 66 grs. (comp. Head, pi. x, 1), very fine and 

rare 1 

Syracuse, Hicetas, Drachm, similar type to the preceding, hut fiadd 

behind head of Persephone, fly ; and on rev. annulet enclosing pellet 

under horses; no legend, wt. 66 grs., very fine, exceedingly rare, un¬ 

punished [PL IV] 1 

Silver. 

Syracuse, Hicetas, Tridrachm, Head of Persephone to left, with 

corn-wreath, hair long; behind, fly; rev. Nike in quadriga to 

left; above, star; in exergue, 2YPAK02ION, wt. 197 grs. (Head, 

pi. x, 3), extremely fine and very rare in this state [PI. IV] 1 

*** From the Thomas collection. 

484 Syracuse, Hicetas, Tridrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but 

behind head on obv. x., wt. 196 grs., fine and rare 1 

\Ujt 

* fi*- From Dr. Nott’s collection. 
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Gold. 

Syracuse, temp. Pyrrhus, b.c. 278-275, Drachm, Head of Perse¬ 

phone to left, hair long; behind, bucranium ; rev. Nike in biga; in 

exergue, 2YPAK02ION, wt. 67 grs. {Head, pi. x. 9), very fine and 

very rare [PI. IV] 1 

*** The coins of Pyrrhus with his name are described under Epirus 
(see lots 881-886). 

Syracuse, Hieron II, b.c. 275-216, Drachm, Head of Persephone 
to left, hair long, wearing necklace and earring, hair bound with 

barley; behind, cornucopia;; rev. Nike in biga; below A and 

IE PON 02., wt. 66 grs., very fine and scarce 1 

Syracuse, Hieron II, Drachm, similar to last coin, but on rev. biga to 

right, and below horse, pellet instead of A, wt. 65 grs. {Head,pi. xi, 

1), fine and a rare variety 1 

Silver. 

Syracuse, Hieron II, Oktobol, Head of Pallas to left in crested 

helmet; behind, jug with one handle; rev. Pegasos to right; below, 

II and IEP0N02-, wt. 87 grs. {Head, pi. xi, 2), fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Loscombe collection. 

Syracuse, Gelon, 8 Litra Piece, Head of Gelon diademed to left; 
rev. Nike in biga, horses walking; above, 2YPAK02IOI BA; before, 

A.; in exergue, PEA0N02, wt. 105 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

Syracuse, Gelon, 8 Litra Piece, similar to the preceding coin, but on 

the rev. horses galloping; above, star and BA2IAE02; below, 

TEAON02; no exergual line, wt. 105 grs. {Head, pi. xi, 4:), fine and 
very rare 1 

*** From the Thomas collection. 

Syracuse, Gelon, 4 Litra Piece, Head of Gelon diademed to left; 

rev. Eagle; behind, BA; before, K; around, 2YPAK02IOI rEADN02, 

wt. 52 grs. {Head, pi. xi, 5), well preserved and exceedingly rare 1 

Syracuse, Philistis, 16 Litra Piece, Veiled head of the Queen to 

left; behind, star ; rev. Nike in quadriga to right, horses walking ; 

above, star and BA2IAI22A2; in exergue, d>IAl2TIA02; before, 
TV, wt. 211 grs. {Head, pi. xi, 8), very fine and scarce 1 

Syracuse, Philistis, 16 Litra Piece, similar to the preceding, but 

behind head of Philistis, thyrsos, and on rev. above quadriga, 
crescent, wt. 205 grs., very fine and scarce \ 
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Syracuse, Philistis, 16 Litra Piece, similar type to lot 492, but torch 

behind head on obv.; and on rev. Quadriga to left, horses galloping; 

below, E; above, BA2IAI22A2; in exergue , 4>IAI2TIAA02, wt. 

209 grs. (Head, pi. xi, 7), extremely fine and a rare variety with 

quadriga to left 1 

Syracuse, Philistis, 16 Litra Piece, similar to the preceding, but on 

rev. Quadriga to right, horses galloping; same symbol on obv. and 

same letter on rev., wt. 209 grs., very fine 1 

Syracuse, Philistis, 16 Litra Piece, same as last coin, but the action 

of the horses is less vigorous, they appear to be cantering; same 

symbol and letter, wt. 198 grs., fine 1 

Syracuse, Philistis, 5 Litra Piece, Head of Philistis to left, veiled; 

behind, palm-branch; rev. Nike in biga to right, horses galloping; 

before, E ; above, BA2IAI22A2; below, 4>IAI2TIA02, vjt. 63 grs. 

(Head, pi. xi, 6), very fine and extremely rare 1 

Syracuse, Philistis, 16 Litra Piece, usual type with horses galloping 

to right; above, crescent; before, KI2; below, ear of corn; usual 

legend, wt. 201 grs., well preserved-, 5 Litra Piece, as in last lot, but 

horses walking, somewhat rubbed, rarity as before 2 

Syracuse, Hieronymus, b.c. 216-215, Didrachm, Head of king to left, 

diademed ; behind, K ; rev. BA2IAE02 IEPDNYMOY above and 

below winged fulmen; above which, KI, wt. 131 grs. (Head, pi. xu, 

11), very fine and very rare [PL IV] 1 

Syracuse, Hieronymus, Didrachm, similar to the preceding, but on 

rev. EA above fulmen, wt. 132 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

Syracuse, Democracy, b.c. 215-212, 12 Litra Piece, Helmeted head 

of Pallas to left; rev. Artemis huntress to left, hound at her feet; 

before in field, 2D ; behind, 2YPAK02IDN, wt. 155 grs. (Head, 

pi. XIII, 3); 8 Litra Piece, obv. Same type; rev. Winged fulmen; 

above, 2YPAK02IDN; below, YA2, wt. 105 grs. (Head, pi. XIII, 4), 

both very fine and rare 2 

Syracuse. Democracy, 12 Litra and 8 Litra Pieces as in last lot; but 

the former with A A, the latter with YA-2A in field on rev., wts. 158 

and 105 grs. respectively, both very fine 2 

Syracuse, Democracy, 12 Litra and 8 Litra Pieces as in lot 501 ; but 

the former with MI, the latter with 2D in field on rev., wts. 154 

and 104 grs. respectively, both fine 2 

Syracuse, Drachms (2), Archaic period, Female head; rev. Horseman ; 

Others (2), with rev. Leukaspis; but with obv. Head to left, or 

Helmeted head facing ; 3 Litra Piece, Head of Kyane ; rev. Pegasos; 

Half-Drachm, Female head; rev. Quadriga; and 2 Litra Piece, 

Janiformed head ; rev. Horse, mostly fine and interesting coins 7 

olcT Ip 
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Syracuse, Drachms (2), One of Archaic type, with horseman on rev. ; 

the other with rev. Leukaspis ; 2£ Litrae, &c., Hclmeted head 

facing ; rev. Horseman ; Female head ; rev. Biga, wheel in exergue ; 

another, rev. Female figure with inflated veil; Diobol, Female head; 

rev. Half-Pegasos; and Obol, Archaic head; rev. 2YPA in wheel; 

another with rev. 2X1II, all interesting pieces, mostly fine 10 

Syracuse, 2£ Litrae, Diobols, Obols, &c., with rev. types, Biga; 

Female with inflated veil; Half Pegasos; Sepia; Wheel, &c., mostly 

fine 16 

Bronze. 

Syracuse, Head of Pallas ; rev. Two dolphins and star, size 8 ; Butting 

bull; rev. Star, size 8 ; Head of Ares; rev. Pegasos, size 7 ; Head 

of Zeus Eleutherios ; rev. Horse, size 7 ; others, sizes 4-2; rev. types, 

Incuse square and star; Wheel with 2YPA and two dolphins; 

Dolphin above pecten ; Pegasos ; Horseman ; Butting bull; Half 

Pegasos; Sepia; Trident, &c., and others, Head of Zeus Eleu¬ 

therios ; rev. Fulmen, size 6 : Head of Apollo; rev. Eagle, size 5 ; 

Head of Persephone ; rev. Nike in biga, size 6, many very fine 19 

Syracuse, Head of Pallas ; rev. Two dolphins and star ; Butting bull; 

rev. Star; Head of Ares; rev. Pegasos; Zeus Eleutherios; rev. 

Horse; others, sizes 4-2, rev. types, Incuse square and star; 

Pegasos ; Butting bull; Sepia, and Half Pegasos, &c., as in previous 

lot. Others, Head of Zeus Eleutherios; rev. Fulmen, size 6 ; Head 

of Persephone to right or left; rev. Nike in biga, size 5; Head of 

Apollo; rev. Eagle, size 6; Head of Herakles; rev. Athene 

Promachos (2 varieties), size 6; Head of Pallas; rev. Pegasos, size 

5 ; Head of Young Herakles ; rev. Lion, size 5, some very fine 19 

Syracuse, Head of Pallas ; rev. Two dolphins and star, size 8 ; Head of 

Zeus Eleutherios ; rev. Horse, size 7 ; Head of Apollo ; rev. Pegasos, 

size 4 ; Head of Persephone ; rev. Butting bull, size 3 ; Head of Zeus 

Eleutherios; rev. Fulmen and eagle, size 6; Female head; rev. Nike in 

biga, size 6 ; Head of Persephone to right or left; rev. Nike in biga, 

size 6 ; Head of Herakles; rev. Athene Promachos, size 5 ; Head of 

Pallas ; rev. Pegasos, size 4 ; Head of Persephone, rev. Butting bull, 

size 5 ; Head of young Herakles; rev. Lion, size 5 ■ and Head of 

Herakles; rev. Triskelis, size 4, all in the finest condition 13 

Syracuse, Eighteen varieties of types, many as in lot 508, but of the 
smaller sizes, mostly in fine condition 18 

Syracuse, Fifteen varieties of types as before, and others of Hieron II, 

rev. types, Nike in biga, size 9 ; and Horseman, size 7, many fine 17 
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Syracuse, Hieron II, all with his portrait; rev. types, Nike in biga, 

size 9; Horseman, size 7 (4 varieties); Head of Zeus ; rev. Trident, 

size 5. Gelon, Head of King; rev. Fulmen, size 5. Agathocles, 

Female head; rev. Fulmen, size 5 (2varieties), all in the highest state 

of preservation, except the coin of Gelon, which is very rare 9 

Syracuse, Various types, chiefly of the smaller sizes, some fine 38 

Gold, Sfc. 

Tauromenium, 15 Litrae, Head of Apollo; behind, club; rev. 

Tripod, TAYPOMENITAN; on right EY., wt. 17 grs. Silver, 4 Litrae, 

Head of Apollo laureate to right; behind, star; rev. Tripod, &c. 

as last piece; monogram on left, API, wt. 50 grs., both very fine and 
rare 2 

Silver. 

Tauromenium, 4 Litrae, Head of Apollo ; rev. Tripod as in last lot; rxyO&-^yy 

8 Litrae, Head of Pallas in crested helmet; rev. Pegasos; below, star ; 

TAYPOMENITAN, wt. 84 grs.; Litra, Bucranium; rev. Bunch of 

Grapes, wt. 13 grs., all fine and rare 3 

/ 

5 

//f 

/ o 

Bronze. 

516 Tauromenium; rev. types, Tripod (various sizes); Pegasos; Bull hut¬ 

ting to right or left; Lyre ; Bull walking to left or right; Owl, &c., 

all fine 14 

517 Tauromenium, Twelve varieties of types, similar to the preceding lot; 

Tyndaris, Veiled female head; rev. Dioscuri (2 varieties), size 7 ; 

Head of Apollo (?); rev. TYNAAPITAN, Bunch of grapes, size 3 ; 

another, Caps of Dioscuri; rev. TYNAAPITAN in rays of star, 

mostly fine and some rare 16 

Stj i < ; 

518 Lipara, Island of Sicily, Hemilitron, Head of Haphaestos; rev. 

AIHAPAION, Stern of Galley, size 13, pierced; Trias, same obv.; 

rev. Mark of value, AHIAPATION, size 8; Uncia; rev. 1 • A, size 5 ; 

others, Hephaestos seated; rev. Dolphin, sizes 7-4 (4 varieties); 

Head of young Herakles; rev. Trident, size 5 (2 varieties)-, also 

Hemilitron, Trias, and Sextans of later issue with Hephaestos 

seated; rev. Marks of value and name of Island, all fine and an in¬ 

teresting series 12 

iJCc 
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CARTHAGINIAN AND SICULO-PUNIC COINS. 

Electrum. 

519 Carthage, 2£ Drachms, b.c. 340-242, Head of Persephone to left, y 

wearing necklet of pendants and corn-wreath ; rev. Horse standing to 

right, wt. 145 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 739), extremely fine and rare 

[PI. IV] 1 
#** Owing to the difference of opinion as to what coins were actually 

struck at Carthage or in Sicily, the two series are here catalogued 
under the above heading. 

Carthage, 2£ Drachms, same as the preceding, wt. 154 grs., fine, but 

the head of Persephone is somewhat injured by a cut 1 

Carthage, 2i Drachms, same as lot 519, wt. 115 grs., well preserved, 

though of the earlier type this piece appears, from its weight, to have been 

struck after b.c. 242 1 

Carthage, 3 Drachms, b.c. 241-218, Head of Persephone to left, 

wearing necklet of pendants and corn-wreath; rev. Horse standing 

to right; above, radiate disk flanked with two uraei, wt. 168 grs. 

(B. M. Guide, pi. 59, 33), very fine and rare [PL IV] 1 

Carthage, 3 Di’achms, similar to the preceding coin, wt. 165 grs., fine 

ancl rare 1 

Carthage, 2 Drachms, similar to lot 522, but no disk above the 

horse, wt. 116 grs. (B. M. Guide, pi. 59, 2>i),fine and scarce 1 

Carthage, 2 Drachms, same as the preceding coin, wt. 112 grs., well 
preserved and scarce 1 

Carthage, Half Drachm, Head of Persephone to left; rev. Horse to 

right looking back, wt. 28 grs.-, another, similar, but horse not look¬ 

ing back, wt. 30 grs.-, and Quarter Drachm (?), Palm tree; rev. 

Horse’s head; before, triangle of pellets, wt. 10 grs., all fine and scarce, 
especially the last piece 3 

Silver. 

IIeraclea-Minoa (l), Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to right with 

corn-wreath, earring and necklet; around, dolphins ; rev. Quadriga 

to left, charioteer crowned by Nike; in the exergue, Punic legend, 
wt. 262 grs., fine and rare 1 

528 Panormus, Tetradrachm, Female head to right, hair turned up, broad 

diadem; around, dolphins; rev. Similar type to last; in exergue, 

Punic legend, Ziz, wt. 269 grs., fine and rare, the reverse is similar in 
style to the coins of Kimon \ 
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532 

533 
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536 

537 

538 

Panormus, Tetradrachm, Female head to left, wearing broad diadem; 

around, three dolphins; rev. Quadriga to right, charioteer crowned 

by Nike; in exergue, sea-horse and Punic legend, Ziz, wt. 263 grs. 

(B. M. Cat., Sicily, p. 247, 8), extremely fine and rare [PI. IV] 1 

Panormus, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding, but obv. Head of 

Persephone, with corn-wreath ; around, dolphins ; and on rev. Quad¬ 

riga to left; in exergue, Ziz, wt. 263 grs., fine and rare 1 

*** From Dr. Nott’s collection. 

Panormus, Tetradrachm, similar to the last coin, but the head of 

Persephone more after the style of Evaenetos, and on the reverse 

there is a star above the horses’ heads, wt. 257 grs., fine and rare 1 

Yrui 

a oC^j ] 

Panormus (l), Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to left, with corn- 

wreath ; around, dolphins; rev. Prancing horse to left, passing palm- 

tree, wt. 263 grs., very fine and very rare, the obverse type is similar 

to the work of the artist Evaenetos ; it might be by the artist himself 1 

r^arvn 

Panormus (?), Tetradrachm, obv. same as the preceding coin; rev. 

Horse’s head to left; behind, pine-tree ; below, Punic legend, Am 

Maclianat, wt. 261 grs. (comp. Hist. Num. p. 738, no. 395), extremely 

fine and rare [PI. IV] 1 

Panormus (V), Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin; [but the 

head of Persephone is of quite a different style, it is smaller and in 

higher relief: and on the rev. below the horse’s head the Punic 

letter, M., wt. 268 grs., extremely fine and rare 1 

(Xn 

Panormus ('?), Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding; but under horse’s 

neck Punic legend Am Machanat; another, with same reverse type 

and legend; but on obverse, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin, both 

fine and scarce 2 

Panormus (1), Tetradrachms, similar to the last lot, but on the first 

piece the head of Persephone is to right, legend on rev. Am 

Machanat; and on the second one the Punic legend reads, 

Mechasbim (the Quaestors), and before the horse’s head is an un¬ 

certain object, both fine and scarce 2 

Panormus (1), Tetradrachms, similar to the preceding, but on the first 

piece the head of Persephone is to left; and under the chin is 

a scallop shell, the style closely resembles the work of Evaenetos; on 

the second coin a club before horse’s head; legends as on last Am 

Machanat and Mechasbim, both fine, the first a rare variety 2 

Panormus (1), Tetradrachms, similar to last lot; but no shell under 

chin of Persephone ; and on the second piece before the horse’s head 

is a caduceus, same legends as lot 536, botn fine 2 

y\ C?'rL 
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539 Panormus (?), Tetradrachms, similar types and legends, but no symbol 
ff before horse’s head on second piece, fine 

^at1 l* >< 540 Carthage (1), Tetradrachm, Forepart of horse to right, crowned by 

Nike; before, corn-grain; below, Punic legend, Kart Chadasat 

rev. Palm-tree dividing Punic legend, Maclianat, wt. 263 grs., fine 

and a very rare type 1 

rrviMrv?a‘54i Carthage (?), Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding, but on the obv. 

the horse and Nike are to left, no legend ; and on the rev. the 

palm-tree divides the legend Kart Chadasat, wt. 269 grs., fine and a 

rare type [PL IV] 1 

i 

?<Hiu 

542 

543 

t cuoCcy 

Panormus (?), Tetradrachm, Hoad of Persephone to left; before, 

caduceus and dolphin; rev. Horse’s head; behind, flower on long 

stalk ; below, Punic letters, M. M.; another, Head of Persephone 

to right; around, three dolphins; rev. Horse prancing to right, 

passing palm-tree, both fine and scarce 2 

544 Panormus (?), Tetradrachms, similar type to second coin in last lot; 

but on one piece the head of Persephone is to left and on the other 
to right, both fine and scarce 2 

545 Panormus (?), Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to left, no dolphins ; 

rev. Horse’s head to left; behind, palm-tree ; below, Punic letter M; 

another, Head of Persephone to right ; around, three dolphins ; 

behind, the symbol of Baal; rev. Horse standing to right in front 

of palm-tree ; before on right, caduceus, both fine, the last a rare 
variety 2 

HA/ ruy 546 

547 

Panormus (1), Head of Persephone to left; no dolphins; behind, the 

Punic letter M; rev. Horse walking to left before a palm-tree ; 

another (Carthage), Head of Persephone to left wearing necklet 

of pendants; rev. Horse standing to right; above, star, both well 

preserved and rare types, the obverse of the second piece is of the same 
style as lot 522 2 

Carthage, Dekadrachm, Head of Persephone to left, with corn- 

wreath and earring of one drop; rev. Pegasus galloping to right; 

below in Punic characters, Byrsa (the citadel of Carthage), wt. 

564 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 740, fig. 398), fine and of the highest rarity 
[Pl. V] i 
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Carthage (1), Tetradrachm, Prancing horse to right crowned by Nike ; (f 

rev. Palm-tree, no legend on either side, wt. 260 grs., very fine and a / 

very rare type [Pl. IV] 1 
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palm-tree, size 5, wt. 116 grs.; others, similar, rev. types, Horse 

looking back ; below, crescent, size 44, wt. 86 grs. ; Horse standing; 

above, radiate disk, size 4, wt. 53 grs.; Horse standing, size 2^, 

wt. 29 grs.; another, Head of Persephone to right; rev. Horse 

prancing; below, Punic legend Chab (1), size 2, wt. 25 grs., all fine and 

scarce 5 

549 Carthage, similar coins to last lot, but rev. types, Horse before palm- 

tree looking back, wt. 114 grs.; similar, Horse not looking back, 

wt. 61 grs. ; Horse standing to right (2), wt. 28 grs.; and another 

as before with rev. Horse prancing to right; below, Punic legend 

Chab (1), all fine and scarce 5 

cBo 

Bronze, 

550 Carthage, all with head of Persephone on obv., but rev. types, Horse, 

and Disk (2 varieties), size 94; Horse and palm-tree (3 varieties), 

sizes 9-8 ; Horse’s head, size 8; and others of similar sizes and 

similar types, all fine specimens 18 

551 Carthage, Seventeen varieties, similar types to the previous lot, all 

fine coins 18 

oLo 

THE TAURIC CHERSONESE, SARMATIA, DACIA 
AND MOESIA. 

552 
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Silver. 

Cherronesus, Drachm, Head of Apollo, laureate ; rev. Artemis slaying 

stag; behind, XEP; in exergue, EYPYAAMOY, wt. 60 grs. ; 

another, similar, but in exergue on rev. IA AMOY, wt. 71 grs., both 

somewhat rubbed. Panticapaeum, Diobol, Lion’s scalp ; rev. Ram’s 

head ; above, IIANTI, wt. 22 grs., fine, all very rare 3 

Cherronesus, Drachm, Head of Artemis wearing turreted crown; 

rev. Stag to right; before, XEP; in exergue, M0IPI02, wt. 55 grs. 

(.B. M. Cat. no. 3), fine, but imperfectly struck. Callatia (Moesiae), 

Head of Herakles in lion’s skin ; rev. KAAAATI, Ear of barley, 

club, and bow in case, wt. 79 grs. (B.M. Cat. no. 1 ),fine, both very 

rare 2 

! j\<; r\J\ 

f / o 
554 Istrus, Drachms, Two heads facing, one inverted ; rev. Eagle standing ^ 

on dolphin ; above, I2TPIH, 4 varieties, with magistrates’ initials on 

rev. A, A and H, EH (mon.) and <t?Y (B. M. Cat. p. 25, 8), all well 

preserved, scarce 4 
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> t / 555 Ciierronesus, Artemis kneeling on one knee; rev. Griffin, XEP, &c., 2 

size 4-£; Artemis slaying stag; rev. Bull butting; below, KAEMYTAA, 
size 44; another, similar, but magistrate’s name, AIATOPA ; Bust 

of Apollo; before, lyre and XEP; rev. €A6Y©6PA2, Artemis 

huntress, size 0, very fine. Olbia, Gorgoneion ; rev. Sea-eagle on 

fish, size 11, mostly well preserved, all very rare 5 

mrv' vt u 556 

557 

558 

Panticapaeum, Head of Pan, &c.; rev. types, Bow and arrow, IIANTI, 
size 7 ; Bull’s head to left, size 7; others, similar, smaller, sizes 4^-2; 

rev. types, Eagle, Lion’s head to left, Half-griffin to right or left, 

Bow and spear-head, Bull’s head, Quiver, Star, IIANTIKA, and 

Cornucopiae between two pilei. Olbia, Female head to left; rev. 

OABIO, Eagle on fish, size 6; others, Head of Pan; rev. types, 

Battle-axe, and Bow-case (5 varieties), sizes 5-4, all varied, mostly 

fine 23 

Dacia, Imperial, Philip I; rev. provincia dacia an. i., Dacia 

holding sword and vexillum, standing between bird and lion, 

size 7Wigan collection. Viminacium (Moesiae), Imperial, Gor- 

dianus Pius, rev. types, p.m.s.col.vim.an., Moesia standing 

between bull and lion, size 8 ; similar, but an. n., size 5 ; Trebonia- 

nus Gallus, rev. same type, but an. xiii, size 7; Volusian, same 

type, an. xiii. Callatia (Moesiae Inf.), Autonomous, Head of 

Dionysos; rev. Panther carrying thyrsus, size 7 (2 varieties); Im¬ 

perial, Gordian III, rev. Serpent, KAAAAT1ANON ; Philip I, rev. 

Zeus seated and male figure sacrificing at altar, KAAAATIANfiN. 
Istrus, Septimius Severus, rev. Cybele on panther, I2TPIHNGN, 
the last not in Mionnet, mostly fine and very rare 11 

Marcianopolis, Imperial, Sept. Severus, rev. types, Yn. <f>A. OYAIIIANOY 
MAPKIANOIIOAITO, Apollo to right with bow, &c.; Female figure 

holding cornucopiae and patera (2 varieties); Eagle facing ; Caracalla, 

rev. YU. IOVA. ANT. 2EAEVKOV. MAPKIANOIEOAITON, Female 

figure holding scales and cornucopiae ; others ; rev. YET. KYNTIAI- 
ANOY, &c., Zeus standing with eagle; MAPKIANOIIOAITfiN, 
Bunch of grapes; Severus Alexander, rev. YET. •PIP. <J>IAOIIANTOV, 
&c., Female figure holding patera and sceptre; Gordian III, rev. 

VIE. MHNO<EIAOY, &c., Ceres with corn and sceptre, rare; Gordian 

III and Tranquillina, their busts face to face; rev. YET. TEP- 
TYAAIANOY, &c., Jupiter holding sceptre, right hand raised; 

another, same magistrate, but Ares holding shield and spear, mostly 
fine and rare \ 2 
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3 / s] 559 Nicopolis AD Istrum, Imperial, Sept. Severus, rev. types, Asklepios, 

Pallas, size 7 ; Young Herakles; Eagle, size 3; Caracalla, rev. 

Cybele seated on lion, VII. A VP. rAAAOV. NIKOIIOAITON 

IIPOC. ICTPO ; Nike holding wreath and leaning on column V<b. 

AOYAIIIAN, &c.; Geta, rev. similar to last, but Dionysos holding 

kantharos and thjTsus; Diadumenian, rev. Female seated, holding 

ears of corn and sceptre. Tomi, Head of Poseidon ; rev. Within 

wreath eagle, TOMI. AICXPI. (comp. B. M. Cat., no. 1) ; Imperial, 

Commodus, rev. Head of Serapis, MHTPOII. IIONTOY T0M60C; 

Julia Domna, rev. Nike ; Caracalla, rev. Herakles ; Gordian III, 

rev. Female figure standing, holding cornucopias and sceptre, MHTPO. 

IIONTOY. TOMCOC; Gordian and Tranquillina, their busts; rev. 

Fortune holding rudder, &c.; Maximinus, rev. Asklepios, size 5; 

&c., mostly fine, all interesting types, some rare 16 
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565 

Silver. 

Abdera, Octadrachm, Earliest style, B.c. 500-450, Griffin with rounded 

wing, seated to left with one paw raised; behind, cone-shaped object; 

rev. Shallow incuse square, divided into four parts, wt. 455 grs., in 

fine condition, extremely rare 1 

Abdera, Tetradrachm, circa b.c. 500-450, Griffin to left as before; 

in front, dancing Satyr ; above, 2MOP.; rev. Incuse square as on pre¬ 

ceding coin, wt. 229 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 218), extremely fine and very 

rare [PL V] 1 

Abdera, Tetradrachm, Griffin to left, &c., similar style to lot 560, 

somewhat nibbed, with deep cut on obv. ; Another, similar to last 

lot, but above griffin, pomegranate (?) ; below, pecten; legend on 

obv. HPO, in good condition and rare 2 

Abdera, Tetradrachm, circa B.c. 450-430, Griffin seated to left on 

tunny fish ; around, KAAAIAAMAS ; rev. ABAHPITEON around 

sides of incuse square, within which quadripartite square, ivt. 

232 grs. (B. AI. Cat. no. 19), very fine and very rare 1 

Abdera, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but no fish and 

no legend, and before griffin, wine-cup; on rev. EHI 2M[OP] 

AOTOPMOKAA, wt. 230 grs., very fine and rare [PL V] 1 

Abdera, Tetradrachm, Griffin rearing to left; wings pointed; beneath, 

pomegranate (?) ; rev. EIII ME2T102 in incuse square, &c. as in 

lot 563, wt. 230 grs., obv. extremely fine, rev. not quite so fine, very 

rare _ _ 1 
*** From the Wigan collection. 
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566 Abdera, Tetradrachm, Griffin rearing to left as on last coin; rev. 

HrHSArOPHS around sides of incuse square and enclosing young 

male head, surrounded by linear square, wt. 213 grs., well preserved 

and very rare 1 

567 Abdera, Tetradrachm, Aeginetic standard, Griffin rearing to left; rev. 

Tripod; at sides, IJY0ON ; all in incuse square, wt. 195 grs., (B. M. 

Gat., no. 32), well preserved and an excessively rare type 1 

568 
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574 

Abdera, Tetradrachm, Persic standard, b.c. 408-350, Griffin seated to 

left; above, EIII; in exergue, IIAYSANIfi; rev. ABAHPITEQN, 

Head of Apollo, wt. 163 grs.; another, Griffin seated to right; 

above and in exergue, ABAHPITEQN; rev. Head of Apollo, EILI 

AI0NY2AA02, wt. 155 grs., both well preserved and rare 2 

Abdera, Tetradrachms, similar to last lot, with Griffin to right or left; 

legend on obv. of both ABAH PITEQN ; on rev. Magistrates’ names, 

EIII EYPHSIimOY, EIII AHMHTPIOY, both well preserved and 
rare 2 

Abdera, Didrachm, Griffin with pointed wings seated to left, one paw 

raised; before, ABAH PIT; rev. Lion to right in linear square; 

around, En OPXAMO, wt. 93 grs., well preserved ; Triobol, Griffin as 

on last, but with rounded wings ; rev. EXEKPATH2 around sides 

of shallow incuse square, and enclosing quadripartite square slightly 
raised, wt. 46 grs., very fine, both very rare 2 

Abdera, Triobols (5), Griffin seated; rev. Head of Apollo within linear 

square; around, various magistrates’ names. Bronze, Head of Apollo; 

rev. Griffin rearing, ABAHPITEQN, size 5; Head of the River-god, 

Strymon; rev., Griffin seated, usual legend, size 4; another, same 

rev., but obv. Head of Apollo; around, Em MIK02TPATI, size 3, 
mostly fine and scarce 8 

Aenus, Tetradrachm, b.c. 450-400, Head of Hermes in profile to right, 

wearing petasus ; rev. AINI, Goat to right; before, stand sur¬ 

mounted by human head, lot. 253 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 213), fine and 
rare 1 

Aenus, Tetradrachm as in last lot, but before goat on rev. diota, wt. 250 
grs., well preserved, but for cut across face on obv., rare \ 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Aenus, Tetradrachm, b.c. 400-350, Head of Hermes facing, wearing 

petasus; rev. AINION, Goat to right; before, star, wt. 244 grs. 
(Hist. Num. p. 214), very fine and very rare [PI. V] 1 
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THKACIA. 

Aenus, Tetradrachm, same type as the last coin, but before goat on rev., 

grain of coin and bunch of grapes, wt. 233 grs., fine and rare 1 

Aenus, Tetradrachm, type as lot 574, but before goat, trophy, wt. 245 

grs., fine and rare 1 

Aenus, Drachm, Head of Hermes in profile; rev. AIN, Goat; be¬ 

fore, diota, wt. 60 grs.; Diobol, same type, wt. 18 grs. ; Tetrobol, 

Head of Hermes facing ; rev. Usual type with amphora before goat, 

AIINON, wt. 36 grs. ; Drachm, Head of Hermes, three-quarters 

facing, wearing broad petasus.; rev. AINION, Chair or throne ; on 

left, diota, wt. 55 grs. (B. M. Cat., no. 23), the last piece very fine and 

extremely rare, others well preserved 4 

Bronze. 

Aenus, Head of Hermes; rev. Caduceus and ram’s head, AINION, 

size 4|; Head of Poseidon ■ rev. Hermes holding purse and caduceus, 

AINION, size 5. Anchialus, Imperial, Maximinus I, rev. Dolphin 

between two tunnies, ATXIAAEON ; Gordian and Tranquillina, rev. 

types, Fortuna with rudder, Female figure holding cornucopise, and 

Temple, all reading OYAIIIANON ATXIAAEfiN. Bizya, Female 

head; rev. Bacchus and large diota, BIZYANQN, size 4 (Mionnet, 

no. 163), extremely rare ; Imperial, Philip I, rev. Fortuna, 

BIZVHNON, all fine and rare coins 8 

Silver. 

Byzantium, Tetradrachm, b.c. 277-270, Head of Demeter veiled; rev. 

Poseidon seated on a rock, holding aplustre and trident; behind, 

monogram of IIY ; before, MAT (mon.); in exergue, EIII OAYMIIIO- 

AOP, ivt. 207 grs. (Hist. Num.,p. 230), extremely well preserved and 

of a high degree of rarity [Pl. V] 1 

*** From the Thomas and Northwick collections. 

Byzantium, Drachms (3), Bull standing on dolphin, above, IIY (mon.); 

rev. Incuse square, all varied, average wt. 80 grs. ; and Half Drachm, 

same type, wt. 38 grs. Maroneia, Half Drachm, Forepart of horse ; 

rev. Ram kneeling, in incuse square, wt. 30 grs.; others (2), Fore¬ 

part of horse to left or right; rev. Bunch of grapes in dotted square, 

one with magistrate’s name, EIII NOYMHNIOY ; and Mesembria, 

Diobols (2), Helmet facing; rev. META in spokes of wheel, wt. 25 

and 23 grs., all very fine and scarce coins 9 

Byzantium, Tetradrachm and Drachm, type of Alexander the Great; 

but each countermarked on the obv. with the prow of a ship and 

IIY, both somewhat rubbed but very rare 2 

y/ 2 / 
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Bronze. 

cc /< 582 Byzantium, Autonomous, Head of Demeter; ret’. Cornucopia;, size 5; Head 

of Poseidon ; rev. Trident, 1IY. EII1 M02K0Y., size 5 ; Female head ; 

rev. Grapes, size 5; another, rev. Dolphin on trident, BYZANTIfiN, 

size 2^; Imperial, Faustina 1 (?), Head of Byzas; rev. Prow, CHI 

©CAC (MYCTHNA, unpublished; Marcus Aurelius, rev. Prow, 

size 5; Geta, rev. Dolphin between two tunnies, size 8; Elagaba- 

lus, rev. Emperor on horseback, BYZANTIfiN, size 10, unpublished; 

Severus Alexander, rev. Agonistic urn with palms ; Julia Maesa, 

rev. types, Dolphin between two tunnies, unpublished, and Poseidon, 

BYZANTIfiN., rare-, Valerian, rev. Fortuna with rudder, usual 

legend, mostly fine and mostly rare, some very rare 12 

l. 583 Deultum, Imperial, Gordian III, rev. Fortuna holding cornucopias; 

at her side, her wheel, COL. FL. PAC. devlt ; Philip I, rev. 

Wreath, with legend as last coin. Hadrianopolis, Faustina 

Junior, rev. Female with patera and cornucopise, AAPIANOHO- 

AElTfiN ; Severus, rev. Aesculapius; Caracalla, rev. Serapis seated ; 

Gordian III, rev. types, Ceres with corn and torch, Youth with 

patera and branch, and Female with patera and cornucopise, all 

with AAPIANOIIOAEITfiN, well preserved, and all rare pieces 8 
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Silver. 

Maroneia, Tetradrachm, Early style, Horse standing to left ; rev. // 

MHTPOAOTOS in incuse square and encircling vine-branch within 

linear square, wt. 213 grs., fine, and an exceedingly rare obv. type 

[PI. V] 1 

Maroneia, Tetradrachm, b.c. 450-400, Horse prancing to left: above, 

kantharos and MAPfiN; rev. type as last piece, but magistrate’s 

name, EIII MHTPOAOTO, wt. 217 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 215), fine and 
rare 1 

Maroneia, Tetradrachm, Horse cantering to left; above, across field, // 

MAPfiNITEfiN; rev. usual type, as lot 584; magistrate’s name, 

MHTPOAOTO, wt. 215 grs; Didrachm, Fore-part of horse; rev. 

MAPONlTEfiN around linear square divided into four sections, 
wt. 110 grs., both fine and rare 2 

Maroneia, Tetradrachm, Horse prancing to left; above, wheel; rev. £ 

usual type, around square, MHTPOPfiN, wt. 216 grs., fine and rare 1 

Maroneia, Tetradrachm, Horse prancing to left; rev. usual type, with 

bunch of grapes within square; around, Eni nYOOAfiPO, wt. 219 grs., 

somewhat oxydised, rev. fine ; Stater, B.c. 400-350, Horse to left, with 

rein; rev. Vine in square; around, Em A©HNEfi. MAPfiNITfiN, 

lot. 159 grs., well preserved 2 
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Maroneia, Tetradrachm, Head of young Dionysos to left with vine c 

wreath; rev. MAPONITEQN EITI MHTP0<f?AN02 around linear 

square enclosing vine-branch; in front of stem is a diota, wt. 245 

grs. (comp. Zeit. fur Num. hi, pi. vr, 18), well preserved and of the 

highest rarity 1 

Maroneia, Stater, b.c. 400-350, Horse cantering to left with loose 

rein; above, bucranium; rev. Vine-branch in linear square ; around, 

EIII NEOMHNIO, wt. 170 grs.; others (2), one with trident under 

horse and magistrate’s name, Eri iHNfiNOS ; the other no symbol 

on obv., and fly after magistrate’s name, EIII XOPHrO, on rev., all 

fine and scarce 3 

Maroneia, Staters as in last lot, (1) trident under horse, magistrate’s 

name, EIII TPOAEIAOY; (2) MAPI! under horse, long loose rein; 

rev. caduceus after magistrate’s name, EIII IKE2IO ; (3) no symbol 

on obv. and on rev. ear of corn after name, EIII II02IAEIOY, all 

very well preserved and scarce 3 

Maroneia, Staters (3), usual type as lot 590, (1) trident under horse, 

magistrate’s name, EIII IIOAYNIKOY; (2) no symbol on obv., 

magistrate, EIII AIIEAAEO; (3) similar, but legend on rev. MAPI2- 

NITEQN, all fine and scarce 3 

Maroneia, Tetradrachm, circa B.c. 150, Head of Young Dionysos to 

right; rev. AI0NY20Y 20THP02 MAPONITQN, Dionysos holding 

bunch of grapes; on left, MAO (mon.), on right, A, (Hist. Num. 

p. 217), fine 1 

Bronze. 

Maroneia, Turreted female head; rev. Dionysos, size 3|; Horse; 

rev. Vine-branch and magistrates’ names (2 varieties), size 2 ; Head 

of Dionysos; rev. Dionysos standing, AI0NY20Y 20THP02 

(2 varieties), size 6; Imperial, Domitian (1), rev. Dionysos ; Treb. 

Gallus; same reverse, MAPDNEIT42N. Messembria, Autonomous, 

Diademed female head; rev. Athene, METAMBPIANQN (3 varieties), 

size 4; Imperial, Philip Jun. and Serapis, their busts; rev. Apollo 

standing holding lyre, &c., METAMBPIANfiN. Odessus, Auto¬ 

nomous, rev. River-god seated, OAH2ITDN (2 varieties), size 3 ; Im¬ 

perial, Antoninus Pius (l), rev. Female with cornucopias, OAHCC6I- 

TfiN, size 8, rare; Sept. Severus, rev. similar type, size 6^ ; Gor¬ 

dian III and Serapis, their busts; rev. Aesculapius; and Gordian 

and Tranquillina, rev. Fortuna, OAHCCAITON, mostly well preserved, 

many scarce 17 
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Pautalia, Faustina Jun., rev. Fortuna, size 5 ; Sept. Severus, rev. 

types, Eagle on globe, and Serpent erect; Caracalla, rev. Serpent 

erect; and Geta, rev. Star above crescent, IIAYTAAIOTON. Pe- 

RINTHUS, Autonomous, rev. types, Serpent issuing from basket,Tripod, 

size 3 ; Head of Janus ; rev. Wolf and Twins, IIE ; Imperial, Lucius 

Yerus, rev. Zeus seated, IIEPIN0IGN ; Sept. Severus, smaller 

sizes; rev. types, Dionysos, Hermes, Female holding branch; 

Caracalla, rev. Zeus seated, and Artemis with bow; and Gor¬ 

dian III, rev. nEPIN©IGN AI2 NEGKOPGN, within wreath, 

mostly fine 18 

Philippopolis, Imperial, Domitian, Bust of Emperor ; rev. 4>IAIIHIO- 

IIOAEITfiN, Turreted female figure standing before river-god, 

size 9, very fine and very rare, valued by Mionnet at 100 firs. 1 

Perinthus, Imperial, Sept. Severus, rev. Tetrastyle temple, IIEPIN- 

©IfiN NEOKOPGN, size 9 ; Caracalla, rev. Two temples, 

IIEPIN®ION NEOKOPGN. AKTIA. IIY®IA, size 13, a medallion ; 

Severus Alexander, rev. Emperor crowned by Nike, size 10. 

Philippopolis, Caracalla, rev. Agonistic urn on table, KOINON. 

®PA. AAEZAN. EN. <f>IAIIHl., size 10, all well preserved and very 

rare coins 4 

Philippopolis, Aurelius, rev. Ceres, size 4; Faustina Jun., rev. Ceres, 

size 6; Sept. Severus, rev. Female holding cornucopise, size 4; 

Caracalla, rev. Agonistic urn on table, KOINON. ®PAKGN, &c., 

size 8. Serdica, Crispina, rev. Zeus seated; and Caracalla, rev. 

Eros leaning on club, both size 3; another of Caracalla, rev. River- 

god, size 74. Trajanopolis, Sept. Severus, rev. Salus feeding 

serpent, HrE. CTATI. BAPBAPOY. TPAIANOIIOAITQN, size 8, 

very rare. Topirus, Caracalla, rev. Aesculapius, mostly fine and 
very rare 9 

THE THRACIAN CHERSONESE. 

Silver. 

Chersonesus, Drachms, Forepart of Lion looking back; rev. Quadri¬ 

partite incuse square with ornaments in one or two compartments, 
wts. 40-37 grs., all very fine 10 

Bronze. 

Chersonesus, rev. Corn-grain, XEPPO, size 1 (2 varieties). Aegospo- 

tami, Head of Demeter; rev. Goat, APTOSIIO (2 varieties), size 4. 

Agathopolis, Young male head ; rev. Owl, ArA©0 (B. M. Cat. 

p. 188). Alopeconnesus, Head of Young Dionysos; rev. Kan- 

tharos, AAfi, size 4^ (B.M. Cat. p. 188). Cardia, Head of Perse¬ 

phone; rev. Lion, KAPAIA (ib.p. 189); others (3); rev. types, Barley- 
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corn; Barley-corn and ear of wheat. Critiiosium, Head facing; rev. 

Within corn-wreath KPI0OY2ION, divided by corn-grain, size 4. 

Lysimachia, Head of Young Herakles; rev. Artemis; others, rev. 

Nike; and Ear of corn. Sestus, rev. Demeter seated, &c. 2H2TI; 

and Hermes holding caduceus ; before, diota, 2T., all fine and inter¬ 

esting coins 17 

ISLANDS OF THKACE. 
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Bronze. 

Imbros, Head of Pallas; rev. Female figure holding cornucopife, 

IMBPION. Hephaestia (Lemnos); rev. Earn, Hd>AI; and Pine- 

torch between pilei of Dioscuri. Samothrace, Head of Pallas; 

rev. Kybele seated, 2AMO 2DKAE, MHTPO and ©EDNA ; another, 

Female head to left; rev. Kybele seated, % A. Thasos, Head of 

Demeter; rev. Heads of the Ivabiri in wreath, ©A2ION; others, 

rev. types, Herakles drawing bow ; Club and bow (4 varieties), all 

fine and interesting coins 13 

Silver. 

Thasos, b.c. 411-350, Tetradrachm, Head of Dionysos wearing ivy- 

wreath ; rev. ©A2ION, Herakles drawing bow to right; before, 

kantharos, wt. 229 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 228), well preserved and very 

rare 1 

Thasos, Staters, Kneeling Satyr holding Nymph in his arms; rev. Incuse 

square (2 varieties), one with A on obv., wt. 138 grs. and 135 grs. 

(Hist. Num. p. 227), both very fine 2 

*** Both from the Northwick collection. 

Thasos, Stater, type as last lot, wt. 135 grs.; and Quarter Stater, same 

type, wt. 53 grs.; Didrachm, Head of Dionysos; rev. ©A2ION, 

Herakles shooting with bow, wt. 105 grs. ; Drachm, same type, 

before Herakles palmette ornament, wt. 54 grs.; and Half-Drachm, 

Double head of Silenos ; rev. Two amphoras in opposite directions, 

wt. 25 grs., all fine and scarce 5 

Thasos, Quarter Stater of the kneeling Satyr type ; Drachms (3), Head 

of Dionysos ; rev. Herakles shooting with bow ; symbols, fire-drill, 

lyre, &c.; Half Drachm; rev. Club in wreath; Quarter Drachm, 

Silenos kneeling, holding kantharos; rev. Amphora; Obols and 

Half Obols, Head of Silenos; rev. Dolphins, &c., mostly fine 11 

Thasos, Tetradrachms (2), after b.c. 146, Head of Dionysos; rev. 

Herakles holding club, &c., HPAKAEOY2 20THP02 ©A2ION; 

monogram in field, wt. 262 grs. and 258 grs., extremely fine 2 

Thasos, Tetradrachms (3), same type as the preceding lot; but with 

varying monograms on rev., very fine 3 
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KINGS OF THRACE. 

Lysimachus, b.c. 323-281. 

Gold. 

Stater, Head of the deified Alexander with horn of Ammon ; rev. 

BA2IAEOS AY2IMAXOY, Pallas Nikephoros seated to left; 

before, KAA (mon.) Callatia (?), wt. 130 grs. (comp. Muller, pi. I, 9), 

very fine and of fine style [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Thomas collection. The references are to Muller, Die 
Miinzen des Tliracischen Konigs Lysimachus. 

Stater, same type as the preceding coin, but before Pallas AH (mon.), 

wt. 132 grs., very fine and of fine style 1 

*** From the Huxtable collection. 

Stater, usual type, but before Pallas, monogram of MYO (?) (M. no. 504), 

wt. 131 grs., very fine and of fine work 1 

Stater, usual type, struck at Ephesus, with a bee between the letters 

Ed> before Pallas (M. no. 420), wt. 133 grs., of the highest degree of 

rarity, in excellent condition but slightly injured on obv., not of the finest 

work 1 
*** From the Northwick collection. 

Stater, usual type, struck at Chrysaoris, with race-torch before Pallas 

and monogram of IIA on seat (M. no. 441), wt. 132 grs., very fine 

and of fine work 1 

Stater, usual type, struck at Byzantium, with BY under seat and 

monogram BII (?) before Pallas, and in exergue trident (M. no. 178), 

wt. 131 grs., very fine and of good work 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Stater, usual type, struck at Callatia, with KAA under seat and mono¬ 

gram of HP before Pallas ; trident in exergue (M. no. 266), wt. 

128 grs., very fine, of slightly coarse work 1 

Stater, usual type, struck at Tomi, with TO under seat and ®EO before 

Pallas ; trident in exergue (M. no. 279), wt. 127 grs., very fine, of 
rough work 1 

Stater, usual type, struck at Tomi, with TO under seat and AIO before 

Pallas; trident in exergue (M. no. 277), wt. 127 grs., very fine, of 
coarse work 1 
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KINGS OF THRACE—LYSIMACHUS (continued). 

Silver. 

Tetraclrachm, Head of young Herakles to right in lion’s skin ; rev. 

AY^IMAXOY BA2IAIQ2 (sic), Zeus Aetoplioros seated to left; be¬ 

fore, forepart of lion and crescent; below seat, pentagram, wt. 

260 grs. (comp. Muller, pi. I, 5 and no. 19), very fine and very rare 

[PL V] 1 

Tetradrachm, Head of the deified Alexander with horn of Ammon ; rev. 

BA2IAEG2 AY2IMAXOY, Pallas Nikephoros seated to left; before 

her, torch; on seat, star (M. no. 381), struck at Cyzicus ; another, 

similar, with large head on obv. ; and on rev. race-torch before and 

bee behind Pallas (M. no. 445a), struck at Chrysaoris, both very fine 

and scarce 2 

Tetradrachms, same type as last lot; but (1) before Pallas, head of 

lion and monogram of IIAP, and on seat K (M. no. 7), struck at 

Lysimachia; (2) before Pallas, torch, and on seat, star (M. no. 381), 

struck at Cyzicus, both very fine 2 

Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, lion’s head and mon. of 

MB ; in exergue ©E mon. (comp. M. no. 42), struck at Lysimachia ; 

(2) before Pallas, IIA mon. and A (M. 492), both very fine 2 

Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, caduceus; behind, bee 

(M. no. 112), struck at Aenus; (2) before Pallas, AI mon.; in 

exergue, crescent (M. no. 399), struck at Sigeum, both fine, the first 

very rare 2 

Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, bee (M. no. 424), struck 

at Ephesus; (2) before Pallas, race-torch ; in exergue, ma3ander 

pattern (M. no. 444), struck at Chrysaoris, both fine 2 

Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, throne (?); in exergue, corn- 

grain 1 (M. no. 123), struck at Aenus; (2) before Pallas, caduceus; 

behind, cornucopiae (not in M., see Nam. Chron. 1869, p. 5), both fine, 

very rare varieties 2 
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624 Tetradrachras, usual typo, (1) before Pallas, monogram of TIE and 'PA; 

under seat, club; in exergue, ear of corn, struck at Ephesus; (2) 

before Pallas, monogram of 11A (not in /If.), both fine 2 

3 / 

625 Tctradrachms, usual type, (1) before, Pallas, monogram of IIAX; (2) 

before Pallas, 2 and AX (?) in wreath (/If. no. 302), the first not in 

Muller, both fine 2 

5 

626 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, leaf (not in /If.); (2) before 

Pallas, HP mon. and acrostolium (/If. no. 356); (3) before Pallas, 

HP (mon.); in exergue, crescent (/If. no. 401), struck at Sigeum, all 

fine 3 

// « 

627 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, terminal figure (/If. no. 85), 

struck at Sestus ; (2) before Pallas, monogram of AI and terminal 

figure (/If. no. 91), struck at Sestus; (3) before Pallas, standard 

and terminal figure; in exergue, nE (/If. no. 287), well preserved 3 

3 

628 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, monogram; in exergue, 

<E>K mon. (/If. no. 544); (2) before Pallas, monogram and race-torch 

with pellet (/If. no. 442), struck at Amphipolis, both venj fine 2 

3 

629 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before, Pallas, monogram and race-torch 

with fillet; in exergue, mteander (/If. no. 444), struck at Chry^ 

saoris ; (2) before Pallas, flower (/If. no. 331), struck at Traelium; 

(3) before Pallas, female head and (/If. no. 408), struck at Smyrna, 

all fine, the last rare 3 

A 

630 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, standard and crescent; 

in exergue, nA in monogram (/If. no. 293); (2) before Pallas, 

standard and n; in exergue, crescent (not in /If.); (3) before 

Pallas, monogram of PAN and thyrsus; in exergue, En (?) mon. 

(not in /If.; see Num. Chron. 1869, p. 2), all fine, the last rare 3 

9 '7 

631 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, ME mon.; in exergue, 

trident (/If. no. 141); (2) similar, but under seat BY; (3) similar, 

before Pallas, monogram of KP (?) and under seat BY; in exergue, 

trident (/If. no. 199), all struck at Byzantium, first and last fine, the 
last of flat fabric 3 

/ 

632 Tetradrachms, usual type, all with BY under seat and caduceus in 

exergue, but with varying monograms before Pallas (/If. nos. 190, 

195 and 220), struck at Byzantium, all fine and of flat fabric 3 

3 / 

633 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1-3) with BY under seat and caduceus in 

exergue, but with varying monogram before Pallas (/If. no. 166, 

&c.), struck at Byzantium ; another, with A0ANAIO before Pallas, 

and ear of corn and KAAXA in exergue (cf. /If. no. 376), struck 

at Calchedon, all of spread fabric, the first three fine, the last pierced and 

« 

rubbed 4 
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634 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, ITYO ; behind, $K; in 

exergue, HA, all monograms ; (2) before Pallas, AI; behind, XE, 

monograms; (3) before Pallas, monogram and forepart of Griffin, 

all fine ancl apparently not in Muller 3 

635 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) on seat HP mon.; in exergue, club 

(M. no. 365), struck at Heraclea ; (2) before Pallas, monogram and 

club ; in exergue, bow in quiver and Ar mon. (M. no. 413), 

Erythrae; (3) before Pallas, monogram of MY© (1) (cf. M. no. 535), 

all fine and of good ivork 3 

636 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, monogram of A I, and in 

exergue, ear of corn (M. no. 248), struck at Callatia; (2) before 

Pallas, bee and mon. of AP; in exergue, mon. of ME (M. no. 432), 

struck at Ephesus; (3) before Pallas, mon. of nAI© (1); in exergue, 

mon. of <E>K. (M. no. 544), all fine 3 

637 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, caduceus and n united ; 

behind, mon. of EX (M. no. 102), struck at Aenus; (2) before 

Pallas, mon. of AT? ; in exergue, ©E mon. (M. no. 316); (3) mon. 

of AO before Pallas; on seat, head of Sol, unpublished, all fine 3 

/it trfjju /c. 

A 

yis^X' 

638 Tetradrachms, usual type, (1) before Pallas, AA mon. ; (2) before 

Pallas, mon. of nAP ; in exergue, mseander ; (3) before Pallas, nA 
mon. in circle • behind, torch, all very well preserved and apparently 

not in Muller 3 

639 Tetradrachms, usual type, but head on obv. small, and on rev. Pallas is oto 

without a spear, and her shield is ridged and furrowed, (1) in 

exergue, owl and mon. of IAB; (2) in exergue, owl between two 

elaborate monograms (see Num. Ghron. 1869, p. 1; not in M.), very 

fine, of flat fabric and very rare varieties 2 

640 Drachms (7), Head of Herakles; rev. Zeus Aetophoros, all with varying ^ 

monograms and symbols; others (6), Head of Alexander ; rev. 

Pallas Nikephoros; all with similar varieties, two struck at Ephesus 

with bee and E4> before Pallas, very rare, all very fine 13 

KINGS OJF PAEONIA. 

O? / 0 641 

Silver. 

Patraus, circa B.c. 340-315, Tetradrachm, Young male head to right 

with short hair, laureate ; rev. Horseman -spearing prostrate foe ; 

below, nATPAOY; above on left, monogram, wt. 196£ grs. (comp. 

Hist. Num. p. 207), fine and a rare variety [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. 
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Patraus, Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding coin, but no monogram 

on rev. and the legend encircles the type, wt. 189 grs. (as Hist. 

Num. p. 207), fine and scarce 1 

J? / 3 

*** From the Bank collection. 

G43 Patraus, Tetradrachm, similar type to the last coin, but behind 

horseman ME mon., wt. 193 grs., very fine and scarce 1 

cT 
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644 Patraus, Tetradrachm, typo as before, but legend on rev. retrograde, 02- 

no monogram, wt. 193 grs., well preserved and scarce 1 

*** From the Loscombe collection. 

Audoleon, circa B.C. 315-286, Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas facing, 

wearing crested helmet; rev. AYA0AE0NT05, Free horse to right 

with loose rein across neck ; below between fore-feet mon. AX and 

large pellet between hind-legs, wt. 189 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 208), fine 

and very rare [PI. V] 1 

646 Audoleon, Tetradrachm, similar type to last coin, but the loose rein 

does not cross the horse’s neck and the monogram is between the 

hind-feet, wt. 190 grs., fine and of different style to the preceding coin 1 

*** From the Subhi collection. 

647 Audoleon, Drachm, similar type to the last coin, wt. 46 grs.; Half- 3 

Drachm, Head of Pallas as before, facing; rev. AYAQAE0NT02, 

Forepart of horse to right; below, AX mon., wt. 32 grs. Patraus, 

Drachm, Laureate head to right; rev. IIATPA02, Forepart of boar 

to right; behind n?, wt. 50 grs., all fine and very rare pieces 3 

MACEDONIA. 

Silver. 

648 Macedonia, in genere, Tetradrachm, Bust of Artemis in centre of NL 

Macedonian shield; rev. MAKEAONQN IIPOTHS, The Club of 

Herakles; above and below, monograms; all within a wreath of 

oak, wt. 252 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 209), extremely fine 1 

649 Macedonia, in genere, Tetradrachm, same as the preceding; but / f< q 

monograms on rev. varied; another, Macedonia, a Roman Province, 

Head of Alexander the Great; below, MAKEAONfiN; rev. 

AESILLAS, Quiestorial insignia, all within wreath (Hist. Num. 
p. 210), loth fine 2 

650 Macedonia, in genere, and Macedonia, a Roman Province, Tetra- 

drachms, similar types to last lot, both fine 
/ 3 
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Macedonia, in genere, and Macedonia, a Roman Province, Tetra- d t'i/rrr 

drachms, similar to lot 649 ; bnt the second coin reads CiE. PR. 

MAKEAONON, both well preserved 2 

Macedonia, a Roman Province, Tetradrachm, Bust of Artemis on a 

Macedonian shield; rev. Club; above, LEG. and hand holding 

branch ; below, MAKEAONON ; all within oak-wreath, wt. 260 grs. 

(Hist. Num. p. 210), extremely fine and very rare [PI. V] 1 

Macedonia, in genere, Tetrobol, Macedonian shield ; rev. MAKE¬ 

AONON, Prow ; others (4), Female head; rev. Prow as on last lot, 

with varying letters before it; another, Macedonian shield with 

MAKE and club; rev. Helmet between monograms; below, tripod, 

all very fine 6 

a '/^vXjOLrv o 

Bronze. 

Macedonia, in genere, Head of Zeus; rev. types, MAKEAONON, 

Club; similar, Fulmen; MAKEAONON TETAPTH2, Club, rare, 

or MAKEAONON in wreath, &c., sizes 4 and 5 ; others, Imperial} 

Head of Alexander ; rev. Cista Mystica with serpent, Horseman, 

and Pallas seated, KOINON MAKEAONON, &c., size 7 ; others, 

similar, with Head of Herakles on ohv.; and Head of Claudius; 

rev. Macedonian shield; and similar pieces with heads of Nero? 

Galba (?•), and Marcus Aurelius, all fine 18 

656 

<Xd 

657 

-jo a.' 

658 

Silver. 

Acanthus, Tetradrachm, Euboic standard, b.c. 500-424, Lion devouring 

bull; above ©; in exergue, floral ornament ; rev. Quadripartite 

incuse square, wt, 262 grs. (.B. M. Cat. no. 2), very fine and very rare 

[PI. V] 1 

Acanthus, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but on 

obv. in exergue, fish, wt. 253 grs., well preserved and rare 1 

Acanthus, Tetradrachm, Lion devouring bull; in exergue, fish; rev. 

Quadripartite incuse square; around which, AKAN0ION, wt. 

261 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 6), fine and very rare 1 

Acanthus, Tetradrachm, B.C. 424-400, Phoenician standard, similar 

type to the preceding coin, but AAEHI2 in exergue on obv.; and 

on rev. the quarters of the linear square are granulated, ivt. 211 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. no. 25), very fine and very rare [PI. V] 1 

Aegae or Edessa, Stater, B.C. 500-450, He-goat, kneeling to right, 

and looking back; above, © ; in exergue, I; rev. Quadripartite 

incuse square, wt. 141 grs. (Ilist. Num. p. 177), fine and of the 

highest rarity 1 

do 
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660 Amphipolis, Tetradrachm, n.c. 424-358, Head of Apollo, three quarter If ZL 

face towards right, laureate, in high relief; rev. AM<f> 1110AITEQN 

on the margin of a sunk square enclosing a lighted race-torch ; to 

left, a tripod, wt. 221k grs. (comp. Hist. Num. p. 190), a beautiful 

specimen of this extremely rare and artistic coin [PI. V] 1 

*** From the Bowen collection. 

661 Amphipolis, Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but the 5 df 

head of Apollo is three-quarters to left, and near the right cheek 

is a crab; and on the rev. there is no symbol near the race-torch, 

wt. 221k grs., extremely fine and exceedingly rare, also a splendid work 

of art [Pl. V] ' 1 

*** This coin is from the Dupre collection. It was published by M. 
Dupr6 in the Revue Numismatique, 1863. 

662 Amphipolis, Tetradrachm, similar type to lot 660, but the head of 

Apollo is turned three-quarters towards right; it is of somewhat 

different style of work to the preceding coins (comp. B. M. Cat. 

no. 3) ; on the rev. there is no symbol near the race-torch, wt. 

219 grs., very fine and extremely rare [PI. V] 1 

//3 /O • 

663 

664 

665 

666 

667 

Acanthus, Tetrobol, Forepart of bull looking back j rev. Quadri- // 

partite incuse square, wt. 37 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 7); another, Fore¬ 

part of lion devouring prey ; rev. Quadripartite incuse square, wt. 

35 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 8). Aegae, Obols (2), Goat kneeling and 

looking back ; rev. Incuse square, wt. 12 grs. Amphipolis, Drachm, 

Head of Apollo three-quarters to right ; rev. AM<f>IIIOAITEf2N, 

Torch, wt. 53 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 7); Hemi-Drachm, same type, wt. 

25 grs. Apollonia, Hemi-Drachm, Lion’s scalp; rev. AIIOA in 

quarters of incuse square, wt. 22 grs., all fine and scarce 7 

Chalcidice, b.c. 392-379, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo to left in high 

relief, laureate; rev. XAAKIAEDN around a hepta-chord lyre; 

below, AE (?) i wt. 222 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 185), very fine and rare 

[PL V] 1 
*** From the Wigan collection. 

c2 B cr 

Chalcidice, Tetradrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but no 

letters under lyre, wt. 219 grs., very ivell preserved 1 

Chalcidice, Tetradrachm, similar type to lot 664, but the head of 

Apollo is to right, and under the lyre the magistrate’s name EH1 

A PIATON 02, wt. 221 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 9), well preserved and 
rare 1 

3 

? 

‘Y £ 

/& & 

Chalcidice, Tetradrachm, type as last coin with head of Apollo to 

right; on rev. traces of magistrate’s name under lyre . . 1AP ... (?), 

wt. 221 grs., well preserved, and, a rare variety 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. 
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MACEDONIA. 

Chalcidice, Tetradrachm, same type as lot 666, with traces of magis¬ 

trate’s name under lyre . . . A AMO . . . wt. 219 grs., well pre¬ 

served ancl rare, as the preceding coin 1 

Chalcidice, Tetrobols (2), Head of Apollo to left; rev. Lyre, 

XAIKIAEON, both varied; others (2), similar, but head of Apollo to 

right; Obol, Head of Apollo ; rev. Tripod. EiON, Obol (?), Goose 

looking back; above, lizard ; rev. Incuse square, wt. 15 grs. Philippi, 

Hemi-drachm, Head of Herakles; rev. Tripod, wt. 23 grs. Poti- 

daea, Tetrobol, Poseidon on horseback; rev. Female head of 

Archaic style, wt. 40 grs., all well preserved and interesting coins 8 

ct'i t 

^f\3ta.cL 

Lete, Stater, early type, before B.c. 500, Naked Silenos standing to J e ( ( 

right before a woman and seizing her by the wrist; rev. Rough 

incuse square, wt. 154 grs. {Hist. Num. p. 177); another, later type, 

after B.c. 500, Naked Silenos kneeling on one knee and holding in 

his arms a nymph; rev. Incuse square, wt. 140 grs., loth very fine 

and scarce 2 

Lete, Staters, same types as in the preceding lot, ids. 149 grs. and 

142 grs., both fine and scarce 2 

Lete, Staters, same types as lot 670, well preserved 

Lete, Stater, later type, B.c. 500-480, Silenos holding nymph in his 

arms; rev. Incuse square, id. 150 grs.; Triobol (?), same type, wt. 

53 grs.; and 1| Obols (4), with obv. types, Silenos kneeling or 

squatting, wt. 19 grs., &c., all fine 6 

Lete, Stater, early type, Silenos seizing woman by the hand as in 

lot 670, wt. 157 grs. Orrescii, circa B.c. 500, Stater, Centaur 

kneeling and holding nymph on his knees; rev. Quadripartite 

incuse square, wt. 144 grs. {B. M. Cat. no. 9), loth fine and rare 2 

Lete, Stater, wt. 153 grs., and another of Orrescii, wt. 147 grs., same 

types as in the preceding lot, but the second piece is inscribed on 

olv. QRH2KION (retrograde), the first very fine, the second well pre¬ 

served, loth rare 2 

Orrescii, Stater, as in lot 674, no legend on olv., but crescent be¬ 

hind centaur, wt. 147 grs., well preserved. Neapolis, Stater, Gorgon 

head; rev. Incuse square, wt. 144 grs. {Hist. Num. p. 175), loth fine 

and rare 2 

Neapolis, b.c. 500-411, Stater, Gorgon head; rev. Incuse square, 

wt. 149 grs. {Hist. Num. p. 175); Drachm, same olv.; rev. Head of 

Aphrodite bound with wreath, NEOIL, wt. 57 grs.; Half-Drachms, 

same type (2 loth pierced); and Diobol (1), Gorgon head; rev. In¬ 

cuse square, pierced; and Terone, Tetrobol, Oinochoe dividing 

TE ; rev. Quadripartite incuse square, mostly fine, and all scarce 6 

tAs 
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Orthagoreia, Stater, B.C. 400-350, Head of Artemis in profile to 

right; behind, quiver ; rev. OP®ArOPEQN., Helmet with cheek- 

pieces surmounted by star; below, monogram of Hr., wt. 159 grs. 
(B. M. Cat. no. 1), fine and very rare 1 

'O 

CrOld. 

679 Philippi, Stater, temp. Philip II, Head of young Herakles to right / % 

in lion’s skin; rev. <f>IAinnfiN, Tripod; on right, Phrygian cap, 

■wt. 133 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 1), extremely fine and very rare 
[Pl.V] ! 

680 

cU> 683 

Philippi, Stater, similar type to last lot; but on right of tripod, /3 
stag’s head, wt. 133 grs., fine and rare [PL V] 1 

Bronze. 

Acanthus, rev. AKAN, within wheel, size 2^; or in square, size 1. 

Aegea (Edessa), Caracalla, rev. 6A6CCAION, Roma crowned by 

Nike, size 6. Aeneia, rev. AINEIAT . . , Bull, size 3. Ampiiaxus, 

Head of Herakles; rev. AM<3>AElON, Club within wreath, size 6, 

very rare. Aphytis, rev. Ad-YTAI, Eagle, size 4±- (2 varieties). 

Bottiaea, rev. BOTTIAfiN, Lyre (2 varieties). Cassandrea, 

Vespasian, rev. COL. IVL. AVG. CASSENDRENS, Head of Zeus 

Ammon, size 6, Wigan Coll. Diubi, Caracalla, rev. COL. IVL. 

DIENSIS., Zeus holding patera and sceptre, size 5, all fine and rare 
pieces 21 

Amphipolis, rev. types, Two goats contending, Bull butting, Bull ram¬ 

pant, Club in wreath, Dolphin, Horse walking, Ram, Ear of corn, 

all reading AMddnOAITON; others (3), Torch, AM<E>I., all small 

sizes; Imperial, Domitian, rev. Artemis with long torch ; Trajan, 

same type ; Marcus Aurelius, rev. Female figure seated (2 varieties)-, 

Severus, rev. same type (2 varieties), reading AMddnOAITON, all 
fine and interesting types 27 

Abiphaxus, Head of Herakles ; rev. Club in wreath. Chalcidice ; rev. 

types, Lyre, Tripod. Eurydicea, Veiled head; rev. EYPIAIKEON 

Tripod, rare. Heraclea Sintica ; rev. AAAIOY, Tripod, Club 

Neapolis, Gorgon head ; rev. Archaic female head. Orthagoreia 

rev. Helmet. Pella ; rev. Bull feeding, Bull standing, and Wreath 

HEAAH2. Philippi ; rev. Tripod. Stobi, Imperial, Marcus Aure 

bus, rev. Nike, MVNS. STOBENS; Julia Domna, rev. Nike 
MVNI. STOBE, mostly fine 2g 
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684 Amphaxus, Heraclea Sintica, Pella, and Philippi as in last lot; 

Thessalonica, Autonomous and Imperial coins, including Titus 

and Domitian, rev. ©E22AAONEIKEON in wreath; Elagabalus, 

rev. Nike. Traelium, rev. TRAIAITON, Rose; and Uranopolis, 

Star; rev. Urania seated, OYPANIAON ITOAEQ2., all fine, and 

mostly of the smaller sizes 1 ‘ 

KINGS AND CHIEFS OF MACEDONIA. 

Silver. 

685 Mosses, King of the Bisaltae, b.c. 500-480, Drachm, Dismounted 

warrior standing near his horse and holding two spears; behind, 

helmet; rev. MOUSED around quadripartite incuse square, wt. 

55 grs. ; Alexander I of Macedon, b.c. 498-454, Drachm, Dis¬ 

mounted warrior holding two spears as on last coin; rev. Quadri¬ 

partite incuse square, wt. 65 grs.; and Half-Draclim, Free horse; 

rev. as last, wt. 33 grs., all fine and rare 3 

686 Mosses (Bisaltae) and Alexander I of Macedon, Drachms as in last 

lot, but no helmet in field of first piece; and Half-Drachm, Free 

horse; rev. Helmet in sunken square, wt. 29 grs., well preserved and 

rare • 3 

687 Mosses, Drachm as in lot 685; Alexander I, Half-Drachm, Free 

horse ; rev. Helmet in sunken square ; Archelaus I, Obol, Head 

of Herakles; rev. Forepart of wolf; above, club; before, APX, wt. 

14 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 10). Bronze, Perdiccas II, Head of Hera¬ 

kles ; rev. IIEPAIKKA2, Lion holding spear in its mouth, size 3 ; 

and PausaniAS, Young male head with taenia ; rev. IIAY2ANIA, 

Forepart of lion, size 2£, mostly fine, all rare 5 

689 

688 Alexander I, b.c. 498-454, Drachm, Dismounted warrior holding two 

spears, standing near his horse ; rev. AAEHANAPO around incuse 

690 

square quartered, wt. 61 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 4); Archelaus I, 

Half-Drachm, Free horse to left; rev. APXEAAO. around helmet, 

wt. 27 grs., both fine and very rare 2 

Archelaus I, b.c. 413-399, Stater, Young male head to right wearing 

taenia; rev. APXEAAO in incuse square containing horse walking 

to right, loose rein, wt. 161 grs. (B. M. Cat. no. 4), in good condition, 

very rare 4 

Pausanias, b.c. 390-389, Stater, Young male head as on last coin ; rev. 

ITAY2ANIA, Horse with loose rein to right, wt. 146 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. no. 1), in fair condition, very rare 1 

Oio 
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* * A British Museum duplicate. 
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G91 AMYNTAS III, b.c. 389-383, Stater, Head of bearded Herakles in lion’s 

skin to right; rev. AMYNTA, Horse to right, wt. 146 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

no. 2), fine and scarce [PI. VI] 1 

692 Amyntas III, Stater, same type as the preceding coin, wt. 136 grs., in 
fair condition and scarce 1 

Philip II, b.c. 359-336. 

Gold. 

693 Stater, Head of Apollo to right, laureate; rev. <LIAinnOY, Charioteer 

in biga to right; below horses, thunderbolt, struck at Pella, wt. 

133 grs. (M. no. 1), very fine 1 

*** The references are to Muller, Numismatique d’Alexandre le Grand, &c. 

Stater, same type as last coin, with trident under horses, Amphipolis, 

wt. 133 grs. (.M. no. 59), very fine [PL VI] 1 

Stater, usual type, with trident and monogram of MY under horses, 

Amphipolis, wt. 133 grs. (M. no. 68 ?), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with club under horses, Heracleia, wt. 133 grs. 

(M. no. 77), fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with lion’s skin under horses, Apollonia, wt. 132 

grs. (M. no. 90), very fine, a rare symbol 1 

Stater, usual type, with kautharos under horses, Mende, wt. 133 grs. 
(M. no. 108), very fine [PL VI] 1 

Stater, usual type, with kantharos under horses as last coin, but pellet 

to right before horses, wt. 132 grs., fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with Nike Hying to right and bearing wreath under 

horses, Therma, wt. 133 grs. (M. no. 119), fine and a rare symbol 1 

*** From the Subhi collection. 

Stater, usual type, with caduceus under horses, Pelagonia, wt. 133 grs. 

(M. no. 120), extremely fine [PL VI] 1 

Stater, usual type, with crescent under horses, Heracleia, wt. 133 grs. 
(M. no. 145), very fine 1 

*** From the Subhi collection. 

Stater, usual type, with grain of corn under horses, Crithote, wt. 132 
grs. (M. no. 177), a rare symbol, fine 1 

Stater, with cornucopise and H under horses and T above, Coela, 

wt. 132 grs. (M. no. 183), fine, a rare symbol and mint 1 

Stater, with bee under horses and a grain of corn under legend, 

Melitsea, wt. 133 grs. (var. M. no. 190), very fine and a rare variety 
of symbols 1 
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706 Stater, with bee under horses as on last coin, but no corn-grain below, 

wt. 132 grs., very well preserved 1 

707 Stater, with head of Helios and All (mon.) under horses, Pherae, wt. 0 
132 grs. (ilf. no. 205), fine and a rare mint 1 

711 

708 Stater, with Boeotian shield under horses, Thebes; the charioteer holds > ■ -0 

a goad with thong attached (ilf. no. 207), wt. 133 grs., very fine and 

an unusual variety [PI. VI] 1 

709 Stater, with dolphin under horses, wt. 132 grs. (comp. ilf. no. 211), fine 0 

and rare 1 

Silver. 

’10 Tetradrachm, Head of Zeus laureate to right ; rev. ddAHIIIOY, Naked 

boy-rider bearing palm, on horseback to right; below, fulmen; in 

exergue N., Pella (ilf. no. 10); others (2) similar type, with star 

under horse, Acroatlion (ilf. no. 92); and kantharos under horse, 

Mende (M. no. 109), all very fine 3 

1J 

Tetradrachms, same type as last lot, with (1) fulmen under horse, 

Pella (M. no. 10); (2) wreath and T under horse (ilf. no. 222); 

(3) monogram MYH (?) and leaf under horse (not in M.), all 

very fine 3 

T7X. 

712 Tetradrachms, same type; (1) with Macedonian shield under horse, 

Heracleia (M. no. 132); (2) A in circle and A under horse (ilf. 

no. 278); and another with horse to left on rev. ; the rider wears 

kausia andchlamys and raises his right hand; before, bow (M.no.252), 

ivell preserved, the last piece a rare variety 3 

713 Tetradrachm, similar type to last coin in preceding lot, with horse and 

rider to left; under horse, fulmen ; in exergue AH., Pella (ilf. no. 16); 

another, same type, but with saddle distinctly shown with em¬ 

broidered edge; under horse’s foreleg M. (ilf. no. 292), both fine and 

rare types 2 

7^- 

714 Didrachm, Head of young Herakles in lion’s skin ; rev. <hIAinnOY, 

Naked boy-rider to right crowning his horse ; beneath, fulmen; in 

exergue N., Pella (ilf. no. 11), fine and very rare [PL VI] 1 

^ A / 714* Didrachm, same type as the last coin, but on rev. Horseman to left, 

wearing kausia and chlamys, right hand raised; under horse’s fore¬ 

leg, star, Acroathon (ilf. no. 92), well preserved; Tetrobol, Head of 

Apollo bound with taenia; rev. ddAIHHOY, Naked horseman 

prancing ; below horse, pellet, wt. 30 grs., fine, all rare 2 
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Alexander the Great, b.c. 336-323. 

Gold. 

Double-Stater, Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet, adorned 

with serpent; rev. AAEHANAPOY, Winged Nike holding wreath 

and trophy-stand to left; before her, kantharos, struck at Monde, 

wt. 262 grs. (31. no. 192), fine and a very rare denomination 

[PL VI] 1 
*** The references are to Muller, Numismatique d’Alexandre le Grand. 

This coin is from the Huxtable collection. 

Double-Stater, same type as the preceding; before Nike, fulmen and 

AO (mon.), Pella, wt. 265 grs. (31. no. 5), very well preserved and 
very rare 1 

*** From the North wick collection. 

Stater, Head of Pallas in crested Corinthian helmet, adorned with 

serpent; rev. AAEHANAPOY, Winged Nike standing to left, holding 

wreath and trophy-stand; before her, fulmen, struck at Pella, wt. 

133 grs. (31. no. 1), very fine [PI. VI] 1 

Stater, same type as the preceding coin, with same symbol on rev., 

but of not such fine work, wt. 133 grs., fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with fly and star before Nike, Apollonia and 
Acroathon, wt. 133 grs. (31. no. 179), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with eagle before Nike, Aphytis, wt. 132 grs. 
(31. no. 182), fine \ 

Stater, usual type, with leaf and TI in wreath before Nike, uncertain 

city of Macedonia, wt. 132 grs. (31. no. 247), fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with griffin’s head before Nike, Abdera, wt. 132 grs. 
(31. no. 293), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with ram’s head to right before Nike, Samothrace, 
wt. 133 grs. (var. 31. no. 299), fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with foreparts of two horses before Nike and mono¬ 

gram of AO (?) united, Perinthus, wt. 133 grs. (31. no. 394), fine, 
and a scarce symbol 1 

Stater, usual type, with rudder before Nike, uncertain city of Mace¬ 
donia, wt. 132 grs. (31. no. 632), very fine i 

Stater, usual type, with athlete before Nike, uncertain of Macedonia, 
ict. 132 grs. (31. no. 638), fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with athlete and monogram of AO before Nike, 

uncertain of Macedonia, wt. 132 grs. (31. no. 6396), very fine 
[PI. VI] j 

%* From the Wigan collection. 
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Stater, usual type, with monogram of HA before Nike, uncertain city 

of Greece, wt. 133 grs. (M. no. 759), fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with monogram of KH before Nike and T shaped 7c I 

ornament behind, wt. 132 grs. (comp. M. no. 847), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with small figure of Silenos before Nike, wt. 132 grs. I 

(not in Muller), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with golden fleece (?) and T before Nike, Caria, wt. cLo 

132 grs. (M. no. 1133), fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with rose and AI before Nike, Rhodes, wt. 132 grs. 

(var. M. no. 1154), very fine and rare [PL VI] 1 

Stater, usual type, with monogram of TK before Nike, Cilicia, wt. 

133 grs. (M. no. 1296), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with monogram of AP before Nike, Aradus, wt. 

132 grs. (M. no. 1373), very fine 1 

CLu 

Stater, usual type, with 21, palm branch, and monogram before Nike, 

Sidon, wt. 132 grs. (M. no. 1409), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with EY before Nike, uncertain of Asia, wt. 132 grs. 

(M. no. 1575), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with monogram in circle before and behind Nike, 

wt. 133 grs. (M. no. 1593), extremely fine [PI. VI] 1 

Stater, usual type, with monogram of K1IH before Nike and T shaped 

ornament behind her, wt. 133 grs. (comp. M. no. 847), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, with monograms in circle before and behind Nike, 

wt. 133 grs. (comp. M. no. 1600), fine l 

Stater, usual type, but with legend AAEEANAPOY before Nike, and 

behind her, wreath, uncertain of Macedonia, wt. 132 grs. (M. 

no. 547), extremely fine and a rare variety [PI. VI] 1 

Stater, usual type, but same variety as last piece ; behind Nike, mono¬ 

gram of HA, wt. 133 grs. (M. no. 760), very fine 1 

Stater, usual type, but same variety as lot 740, but with griffin instead 

of serpent on helmet of Pallas; behind Nike, small letters YO (?), 

wt. 133 grs., extremely fine, but of rather barbarous work 1 

Stater, usual type, but reading on rev. AAEEANAPOY BA21AEQ2; 

before Nike, head of Silenos ; behind, monogram in wreath, wt. 132 

grs. (M. no. 729), ivell preserved and a rare symbol and variety 1 

Stater, usual type, but same variety of legend as last coin, before Nike 

MI; behind, MP in wreath (var. M. no. 731), wt. 131 grs., fine 1 

Stater, usual type, but same variety as lot 743, but with 2 behind 

head of Pallas, and on rev. monogram of AP before Nike, Aradus, 

wt. 133 grs. (M. no. 1366), very tine [PI. VI] 1 
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740 Stater, usual type, same variety as no. 743, but with © behind Z/ / 4 

head of Pallas, and monogram of EII above O before Nike (not in 
M.), wt. 132 grs., fine \ 

747 Quarter-Stater, Head of Pallas as on Stater; rev. AAEEAN, Nike & ■ /*/ 

holding wreath, &c.; before her, monogram of HA (comp. M. 

no. 761), ivt. 33 grs. ; another, same obv., but rev. AAEHANAPOY, 

dividing fulmen, bow and club, wt. 33 grs., both fine and very rare 2 

Silver. 

>,J 748 Tetradrachms of Macedonia, Head of Herakles wearing lion’s skin; /y 

rev. AAEEANAPOY, Zeus Aetophoros seated; before, fulmen 

(M. no. 3); others, (1) with BA2IAEQ2 ; before Zeus, racing-torch, 

Amphipolis (M. no. 25); (2) before Zeus, rose; under seat, 

AIO, Traelium (M. no. 124); (3) under seat on rev. ©, Therma, 
(.M. no. 197), all very fine 4 

749 Tetradrachms of Macedonia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, fulmen; / 

under seat AI, Pella (M. no. 7); (2) before Zeus, torch and A ; 
under seat, star, Amphipolis (M. no. 62); (3) reading BA2IAEQ2; 

before Zeus, Nike; under seat, AN mon., Therma (M. no. 199); (4) 

before Zeus, caduceus, Pelagonia (M. no. 207), all very fine 4 

750 Tetradrachms of Macedonia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, torch and 

AT mon.; under seat E, Amphipolis (M. no. 56); (2) reading 

BA2IAE02; before Zeus, Nike; under seat, AN. mon., Therma 

(M. no. 200); (3) before Zeus, helmet; under seat, <1>K mon. (M. 

no. 230); (4) before Zeus, crescent-moon (M. no. 259), all very 
fine 4 

751 Tetradrachms of Macedonia, usual type ; (1) before Zeus, fulmen and / 

X ; under seat, dolphin, Pella (M. no. 16); (2) reading BA2IAEQ2 ; 

before Zeus, helmet (M. no. 224); (3) before Zeus, TI; under seat, 

leaf (M. no. 249); (4) before Zeus, crescent-moon (M. no. 259), all 
very fine * 

/ 

/ 

752 Tetradrachms of Macedonia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, torch and 

A; under seat, kantharos, Amphipolis (M. no. 60); (2) similar 

but with ME mon. under seat (not in M.); (3) before Zeus, leaf; 

under seat, HAP mon. (M. no. 250); (4) reading BA2IAEH2; 

before Zeus, crescent-moon and AT mon.; under seat, AYP mon. 

in circle (M. no. 269); (5) before Zeus, wing ; under seat n., (M. 
no. 280), all very fine 5 

753 Tetradrachms of Amphipolis (5), usual type; all with torch and A 

before Zeus; but under seat, kantharos (M. no. 32); AP mon 

(M. no. 43); tripod (M. no. 59); star (M. no. 62); and dolphin 
(M. no. 73),'fine r. 
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Tetradrachms of Thrace, usual type; (1) before Zeus, cock, Selymbria /fibof!y-nas'txs 

(M. no. 392); (2) before Zeus, female figure with two torches; 

under seat, A® mon., Perintbus (M. no. 397); (3) reading 

BA2IAET22; before Zeus, KOI and monogram, Odessus (M. 

no. 411, var.); (4) same reading; before Zeus, HA mon.; in 

exergue, EYnPO (not in M.); (5) before Zeus, bee and M; under 

seat, monogram, Melitcea (M.. no. 506 var.), mostly fine 5 

Tetradrachms of Thrace, all of spread fabric, and reading BA2IAEI25 ; 

(1) before Zeus and under seat, monogram ; in exergue, KYP2A., 

Odessus (M. no. 413); (2) before Zeus, AAKI2 ; in exergue, OAH., 

Odessus (M. no. 429); (3) before Zeus, helmet and HP mon., 

Mesembria (M. no. 465 var.) ; (4) before Zeus, helmet and MA; 

under seat, An mon., Mesembria (M. no. 481); (5) before Zeus, 

helmet and AA; under seat, nOP mon., same place (M. no. 466), 

all fine for these later coins & 

Tetradrachms of Thrace, same style and legends as in last lot; (1) 

under seat of Zeus, AH® mon. ; in exergue, KAEAN, Odessus 

(ill no. 414); (2) before Zeus ®E ; under seat, monogram, same 

place (M. no. 419); (3) before Zeus, helmet and MA; under seat, 

monogram, Mesembria (M. no. 481); (4) before Zeus, helmet and 

AA ; under seat, nOA mon., same place (var. not in M.); (5) before 

Zeus, female figure with torches; under seat, AO mon., Perintbus 

(M. no. 397), all fine, the last in high relief 5 

Tetradrachms of Mesembria, all of same style and legends as lot i55 ; 

(1) before Zeus, helmet; in exergue, AI02K0YPIA, pierced; (2) 

before Zeus, helmet; under seat, AI mon.; (3) before Zeus, helmet 

and XO ; under seat, HPA ; (4) before Zeus, AIO; in exergue, 

ME2AMBIIN (sic); (5) before Zeus, H. ; in exergue, ME2AMB- 

PIAM2N., cdl unpublished by Muller, well preserved, and an interesting 

series of this mint * 

JU) 

Hole. 

Tetradrachms of Macedonia, &c., uncertain mints, usual type; (1) otp) 

before Zeus, dolphin ; under seat, H. (M. no. 542) ; (2) before 

Zeus, wreath (M. no. 548); (3) before Zeus, wreath; under seat, IT. 

(M. no. 549); (4) reading BA2IAEI22; before Zeus, wreath; 

under seat, AI. (M. no. 550), all extremely fine 4 

Tetradrachms of Macedonia, &c., uncertain mints, usual type; (1) (J 

reading BA21AET2S; before Zeus, laurel-branch; under seat, n. ) 

(M. no. 560); (2) same reading; before Zeus, ear of corn; under 

seat, n. (M. no. 570); (3) before Zeus, Pegasus ; under seat, mono¬ 

gram of nA. (M. no. 601); (4) before Zeus, star on cone and X ; j 

under seat, EL. (M. no. 643), all extremely fine 4 

% S ■ / 
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Tetradrachms of Macedonia, &c., uncertain mints, usual type; (1) 

before Zeus, ear of corn; under seat, II. (ilf. no. 571); (2) before 

Zeus, knife and monogram IIAK (?); under seat, riE mon. (ilf. 

no. 635); (3) before Zeus, star on cone and ©; under seat, ME 

mon. (ilf. no. 645); (4) reading BA2IAEG2 ; before Zeus, Athene 
(ilf. no. 650), all extremely fine 4 

// 

Tetradrachms of Macedonia, uncertain mints, usual type; (1) before 

Zeus, star on cone and 0; under seat, II (ilf. no. 644); (2) 

reading BA^IAEOS; before Zeus, Pallas (ilf. no. 650); (3) before 

Zeus, Nike; under seat, mon. and M. (ilf. no. 687); (4) before 

Zeus, AX mon.; under seat, HP mon. (ilf. no. 728), all very fine 4 

/ *9 

Tetradrachms of Macedonia, uncertain mints, usual type; (1) before 
Zeus, trident and M. ; under seat, monogram (ilf. no. 680); (2) 

reading BAZSTAEfilS; before Zeus, MAP mon. in wreath; under 

seat, KA. (M. no. 717); (3) same reading; before Zeus and under 

seat, monogram (ilf. no. 719); (4) same reading; before Zeus, MTP 

mon. in wreath; under seat, MI. (ilf. no. 734), all extremely fine 4 

/// 

Tetradrachms of Greece Proper, usual type; (1) before Zeus, shield; 

under seat, serpent, Thebes (ilf. no. 754); (2) before Zeus, HA 

mon. (ilf. no. 162); (3) reading BA2IAEQ2 in exergue; before 

Zeus, KA mon. (var. ilf. no. 814); (4) before Zeus, dolphin; under 

seat, TO mon.; in exergue, tortoise, Aegina (ilf. no. 899), all very 
fine, the last piece rare 4 

3 3 

Tetradrachms of Greece Proper, usual type; (1) before Zeus, shield; 

under seat, serpent, Thebes (ilf. no. 754); (2) before Zeus, prow,’ 

Histisea (ilf. no. 758); (3) reading BA2IAE02; before Zeus' 

Anro(?) mon. (ilf. no. 861); (4) same reading; before Zeus,' 
Phrygian cap (ilf. no. 854), all extremely fine 4 

/ / 0 

Tetradrachms of Greece Proper, usual type; (1) before Zeus, shield 

Thebes (ilf. no. 752); (2) reading BA2IAEH2; before Zeus, mono¬ 

gram (ilf. no. 860); (3) before Zeus, Chimera; under seat, NO., 

Sicyon (ilf. no. 864); (4) before Zeus, figure of Spes; under seat 
NO., same mint (ilf. no. 875), all very fine 4 

/ 
/ 0 

Tetradrachms of Greece Proper, &c., usual type; (1) before Zeus 

eagle’s head (not in M.); (2) before Zeus, Herakles leaning on club • 

under seat, API mon., Sicyon (not in ilf.; see Num. Chron., 1883,' 

p. 7); (3) before Zeus, figure with knotted cord and X; under seat' 

HAP mon., Sicyon (ilf. no. 867); (4) reading BA2IAEH2; before 

Zeus, sumlar figure as on last coin but to right; under selt, NO. 
(ilf. no. 8/4), all very fine and rare symbols _j 
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767 Tetradrachms of the Peloponnesus, usual type; (1) before Zeus, 

Pallas; under seat, AE. (ilf. no. 881); (2) before Zeus, trident; 

under seat, ITO mon. (ilf. no. 885) ; (3) reading BA2IAEQ2; before 

Zeus, horse’s head; under seat, AE. (ilf. no. 891) ; (4) before Zeus, 

Dioscuri to left; under seat, AAE. (ill. no. 893), all struck at Sicyon, 

in the highest condition of preservation 4 

y rut 7 V 

768 Tetradrachms of the Peloponnesus, &c., usual type; (1) before Zeus, pfjNiXrrru/xrr 

acrostolium; under seat, AO, Sicyon (par. ilf. no. 887); (2) before 

Zeus, fulmen ; under seat, $1, same mint (ilf. no. 896); (3) before 

Zeus, boar’s head, Lyttus (Crete), (ilf. no. 900); (4) before Zeus, 

Nereid with trumpet; under seat, monogram, Itanus (ilf. no. 901, 

var.), all well preserved and very rare symbols 4 

769 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, tripod and torch; 1 

under seat, AY mon. in wreath, Cyzicus (ilf. no. 910); (2) before 

Zeus, griffin, Assos (ilf. no. 928); (3) before Zeus, diota, Myrina 

(ilf. no. 936); (4) before Zeus, IIA mon. above lyre, Mytilene 

(ilf. no. 974), very fine and rare mints 4 

%* The Tetradrachms of Asia are chiefly of somewhat wide-spread 
fabric. 

770 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, horse and mono¬ 

gram of AE; under seat, A I, Cyme (not in ilf.; see Num. Chron. 

1868, p. 310, 1); (2) before Zeus, forepart of horse ; and cup with 

one handle; in exergue, AI0NY2I02, same mint (ib. p. 310, 2); 

(3) nPIH., impressed as countermark behind head of Herakles ; on 

rev., before Zeus, vase, branch of vine and monogram IIA and E, 
Temnos in Aeolis (ib. p. 312, 3), well preserved and exceedingly rare 

varieties, not given by Muller 3 

*** The coins in this lot and some in the next one were published by 
Sir Edward Bunbury in the Num. Chron. 1. c. 

771 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, horse above AI, 
Cyme (not in ilf.); (2) before Zeus, lyre and mon. IA in wreath ; 

under seat, <bA mon., Mytilene (Num. Chron. 1883, pi. I, 1); (3) 

before Zeus, female head veiled and turreted; under seat, KA 
mon., Smyrna (ib. pi. I, 4), all fine and exceedingly rare, not given by 

Muller 3 

CLo 

OU? 

772 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, vase, vine-branch 

and two monograms, Temnos (ilf. no. 958); (2) before Zeus, vase 

and vine-branch ; above which, EXENIK02 ; under seat, TEITA2, 
same mint (ilf. no. 966); (3) before Zeus, lyre and TP mon., Myti¬ 

lene (ilf. no. 976); (4) before Zeus, forepart of griffin, Phocaea 

(ilf. no. 986), all fine and very rare 4 
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773 Totradrachms of Asia, usual typo; (1) before Zeus, vase, vine-branch 

and MY (?) and 20 mons., Teranos (M. no. 959); (2) before Zeus, 

turreted female head above monogram, Smyrna, (var. M. no. 994); 

(3) before Zeus, lyre, Colophon (M no. 1011); (4) before Zeus, 

bee above E<EE, Ephesus (ill. no. 1015); (5) before Zeus, forepart 

of griffin and HY mon., Phocaea (var. M. no. 986), fine and scarce 

types 5 

774 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, turreted female 

head to left; below, monogram, Smyrna (M. no. 994); (2) similar, 

but before Zeus <J> above female head to right, Smyrna (not in M.) ; 

(3) before Zeus, kantharos and THI; under seat, ®E mon., Teos 

(var. M. no. 1005); (4) before Zeus, bee, Ephesus (M. no. 1018); 

(5) before Zeus, standard-shaft above M, (not in M.), all fine and 

rare pieces 5 

775 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type ; (1) before Zeus, forepart of boar and 

monogram of XPO ; under seat, ME mon., Clazomense (Num. Chron. 

1883, pi. I, 6); (2) before Zeus, lion to right, star and MI mon. ; 

under seat, AP mon., Miletus (var. M. no. 1034); (3) before Zeus, 

lion to left, above Ml mon.; behind, VE (mon.) 2. fi., Miletus (not 

in M.); (4) before Zeus, crab holding club and XAP. mon., Cos 

(Num. Chron. 1883, pi. I, 3), all fine and very rare 4 

776 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1) before Zeus, lion and mono¬ 

grams, IYE and IM ; under seat, M6 mon., Miletus ; (2) similar, 

with lion only before Zeus and HA mon. under seat, same mint; 

(3) before Zeus, MATN AI NI; in exergue, Maeander pattern, 

Magnesia; (4) before Zeus, bull butting to left, and monogram ; 

under seat, EP mon., Magnesia, all fine and very rare varieties, not 
given by Muller 4 

'Ctfi'rutsi'iy 777 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type ; (1) before Zeus, lion and IM mon.; 
under seat, IAP mon., Miletus (M. no. 1038); (2 and 3) similar, 

with slight variations of same mint (M.nos. 1043,1047); (4) before 

Zeus, IM. mon., Miletus (M. no. 1055); (5) before Zeus, monogram 

and maeander in exergue, Magnesia (M. no. 1078), all very fine and 
scarce 5 

OCo 778 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type ; (1) before Zeus, lion and IM mon. ; 

under seat, HAP mon., Miletus (var. M. no. 1038); (2) similar, but 

under seat of peculiar form, club and nA. mon., Miletus (not in M.); 

(3) before Zeus, monogram; in exergue, maeander, Magnesia (var. 

M. no. 1072); (4) before Zeus, sphinx on vase and no ; in exergue, 

EENON, Chios (M. no. 1120); (5) before Zeus, monogram ; under 

seat, bipennis, Caria (M. no. 1136), all fine and scarce 5 
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779 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type ; (1) before Zeus, sphinx and mono¬ 

gram ; under seat, TA mon., Chios (M. no. 1090); (2) similar, but 

sphinx on vase, &c.; and under seat, KPATfiN, Chios (M. no. 1119); 

(3) before Zeus, prow and B., Samos (M. no. 1126); (4) before 

Zeus, bipennis, Caria (M. no. 1128); (5) before Zeus, pegasus; 

under seat A, Alabanda (M. no. 1146), fine and scarce 5 

780 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type; (1 & 2) of Chios, one with / - 

EYKAH2 in exergue (M. nos. 1086 and 1118); (3) of Caria (M. 

no. 1128) as in preceding lot, with bipennis before Zeus; (4) before 

Zeus, PAYII in mon. within circle; under seat, bipennis, Caria 

(M. no. 1138); (5) before Zeus, tripod ; under seat B., Cnidus 

(M. no. 1151), fine and scarce 5 
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SIXTH DAY’S SALE. 

KINGS OF MACEDON—Alexander the Great (continued). 

Silver. 

Tctradrachms of Rhodes, usual type; (1) before Zeus, rose and 

monogram; under seat PO (ilf. no. 1156); (2) similar, but mon. 

AYBT before Zeus (ilf. no. 1158); (3) similar, but before Zeus, 

API2TOBOA02 (ilf. no. 1161); (4) similar, but magistrate’s name, 

TIMA 102; no letters under seat (not in ilf.), all fine and rare 4 

Tetradrachms of Rhodes, usual type; (1) before Zeus, rose and 

AINHTOP ; under seat PO (ilf. no. 1160); (2) similar, before Zeus, 

AAMATPI02 (ilf. no. 1162); (3) similar, but magistrate’s name, 

H4?AI2TIQN (ilf. no. 1165); (4) similar, but STATION before Zeus 

(ilf. no. 1166), all fine and rare 4 

Tetradrachms of Rhodes, usual type ; (1) before Zeus, rose and mono¬ 

gram ANTLU (?); under seat PO (ilf. no. 1159), well preserved; (2) 

similar, but before Zeus AINHTOP (ilf. no. 1160); (3) similar, 

magistrate’s name, TEI2YA02; (4) another of Attuda; before 

Zeus, pine-cone and staff (ilf. no. 1173), very fine and rare 4 

Tetradrachms of Asia, uncertain mints, usual type; (1) reading 

BA2IAE02 ; before Zeus, forepart of lion (Num. Chron. 1883, p. 11, 

no. 7); (2) before Zeus, XI mon. and quiver (ib. p. 11, no. 8); (3) 

before Zeus, AY mon.; under seat, <E>K mon. ; (4) before Zeus, 

MYTP mon., all fine and rare, not described by Muller 4 

Tetradrachms of Phrygia, &c. usual type; (1) before Zeus, owl and 

monogram; under seat, conical object, Attuda, (ilf. no. 1174); (2) ; 

before Zeus, head of bull (ilf. no. 1249); (3) before Zeus, diota and 

2 (ilf. no. 1252); (4) before Zeus, EYO mon. (var. ilf. no. 1266); 

(5) Lycia, reading BA2IAE02; before Zeus M; under seat AY (ilf. 
no. 1272), all fine 5 

Tetradrachms of Asia, uncertain mints, usual type; (1) before Zeus, 

diota and 2 (ilf. no. 1252); (2) before Zeus, monogram ; under seat 

2EO (?) mon. (var. M. no. 1266); (3) before Zeus, palm-branch and 

AI mon. (Num. Chron. 1868, p. 319, no. 9); (4) under seat, torch 

(not in ilf.); (5) before Zeus, lion and monogram ; under seat AN 

mon., Antioch (ilf. no. 1176 var.) all fine and scarce 5 
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Tetradrachms of Lycia, &c., usual type ; (1) reading BA2IAEQ2 ; before 

Zeus, M ; under seat, AY (31. no. 1272) ; (2) before Zeus, plough; 

under seat, acorn, Cilicia (var. 31. no. 1280); (3) before Zeus, bow, 

Cilicia (31. no. 1287); (4) reading BA2IAED2 ; before Zeus, TK 

mon., Cilicia (31. no. 1294); (5) same reading ; before Zeus, BAN 

mon. ; under seat, MI mon., Cilicia (31. no. 1302), fine and scarce 5 

oLo Tetradrachms of Syria, &c., usual type; (1) before Zeus, crab ; under 

seat, ME mon., Commagene (31. no. 1337); (2) before Zeus, forepart 

of ram; under seat, A A Damascus (31. no. 1338); (3) before 

Zeus, Nike, Laodicea (31. no. 1348); (4) before Zeus, anchor and 

monograms; under seat 20, Larissa (31. no. 1355); (5) reading 

BA2IAED2 ; before Zeus, ANI mon. in circle (31. no. 1598), all fine, 

some scarce 5 

789 Tetradrachms of Lycia, &c., usual type; (1) before Zeus, 4>A and 

two stars; under seat, ®E mon., Phaselis (31. no. 1276); (2) 

reading BASlAEfiS ; before Zeus, caduceus ; under seat, AP mon., 

Aradus (31. no. 1370); (3) before Zeus palm-tree ; under seat AP, 

mon. ; in exergue N®, Aradus (not in 31.); (4) similar, but in exergue 

HA., Aradus (not in 31.); (5) before Zeus, Aramaic inscription, 

Ace (31. no. 1426), all fine and scarce 5 

790 Tetradrachms of Syria, &c., usual type; (1) before Zeus, forepart of zttffc'r 

ram ; under seat AA, Damascus (31. no. 1338); (2) before Zeus, 

palm-tree ; under seat, AP mon. (31. no. 1380); (3) before Zeus, IIIO 

mon., Joppa (31. no. 1468); (4) before Zeus, ram’s head and feathers; 

under seat, AA mon., Egypt (31. no. 1517); (5) reading BASlAEfiS ; 

before Zeus, IAN mon. in circle (31. no. 1598), all fine t 5 

791 

I/O 

' y yy^a-7i> 

Tetradrachms of Syria, &c., usual type; (1) reading BASlAEfiS; 

before Zeus, caduceus; under seat, AP mon., Aradus (31.no. 1370); 

(2) before Zeus, bunch of grapes and XA (?) mon. (var. 31. no. 1519); 

(3) similar, but mon. varied M.T. (?) (not in 31.); (4) similar, but 

under seat, BELA mon. (var. 31. no. 1540); (5) reading BASlAEfiS ; 

before Zeus, ATN (?) mon. in circle (31. no. 1598), all fine 5 

792 Tetradrachms of various districts, usual type and similar to 31. nos. 

594, 868, 956, 972, 1055 and 1272, mostly well preserved 6 

793 Tetradrachms, usual type, of Philomclium with letter 4’ and dates, ©, 

1, K, IA ; of Aspendus with AS and dates IIP (countermarked with 

seleucid anchor) and IB. (none in 31.), in fair condition 6 

d&U=rr 

794 Tetradrachms, usual type, of Aspendus, Ac., with AS before Zeus, and 

dates IE, IH, I®, KT, KA (see 31. nos. 1215, 1216, <0c.); another, 

with date P only before Zeus, some fine 6 

\ <Z- rU 



ALEXANDER THE GREAT. 97 // 5 ' / & 

fit a <<aj 795 Tetradrachms, usual type, of Aspendus, with dates AS, KA (counter- 

marked with Seleucid anchor) and KH (see M. nos. 1216, 1219); 

others, without mint name, dates A, ir, JA, and IE, some fine 6 

/ % 

796 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type, with dates IA, IH, IH, KA, KB, 

Kr and KA, some fine 7 
/ / 6 

Yt act 797 Tetradrachms of Asia, usual type, with dates KA, KE, K0, KE, KH; 

and others (2) with AS before Zeus, Aspendus, and AM before Zeus 

and SI under seat, Sidon, well preserved 7 

/ // 

gho 798 Drachm of 1st coinage, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin; rev. AAEE- 2 
ANAPOY, Eagle standing on club, and looking back, wt. 66 grs., 

extremely rare, unpublished (?); another, similar, but eagle to right 

on fulmen; before it, another eagle’s head, wt. 66 grs., rare, both 
fine 2 

799 Drachms, Head of Herakles; rev. AAEHANAPOY, Zeus Aetophoros 

seated; before and under seat, various symbols and monograms, 
all fine 12 

c2 

800 Drachms, same type, but with varying symbols and monograms, all 
fine 12 

2 / 

oCo 801 

802 

Drachms, similar to last lot, all fine 12 

Drachms (13), similar to the preceding; also Half-Drachms (2) and 

Obol of same type, all fine 16 

/ /y 

/ / y 

803 

804 

£&> 805 

Wn, 806 

Philip III (Arid/eus), b.c. 323-316. 

Gold. 

Stater, Head of Pallas to right, in crested helmet, ornamented with 

serpent; rev. 4>IAinnOY, Nike standing towards left, holding 

wreath and trophy-stand ; before her, serpent, pentagram and MH. 
mon., wt. 132 grs. (M. no. 63), fine and rare l 

Stater, same type as the preceding coin, but before, Nike, AY above 

prow; and on right I, struck in Lycia, wt. 133 grs. (M, no. 96), 
fine and rare 1 

Stater, same obv. as in lot 803, but rev. 4>IAmiIOY BASlAEfiS, Nike 

walking to left, bearing wreath, &c.; before her, M and AY, struck 

in Lycia, wt. 132 grs. (M. no. 100), fine, and an extremely rare variety 
[PI. VI] i 

Quarter Stater, Head of Herakles; rev. <4>IAinnOY, Bow and club; 

below, a trident, wt. 33 grs.; Eighth-Stater, Head of Herakles; 

rev. <hIAIimOY, Fulmen, wt. 17 grs., both very well preserved and 
very rare o 
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Silver. 

807 

3 / 
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810 

Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin; rev. BA2IAEQ2 

$IAinnOY, Zeus Aetophoros seated; before, rudder (M. no. 80); 

another, same type ; before Zeus, two monograms; under seat, 

X. (M. no. 93); another; before Zeus, M; under seat, AY, Lycia 

(var. M. no. 97), all tvell preserved and scarce 3 

Tetradrachms, similar type to last lot; (1) before Zeus, AY above 

prow ; under seat, I, Lycia (M. no. 100); (2) before Zeus, M, 

under seat, B, Mallus (M. no. 103); (3) without BA2IAEOS; before 

Zeus, O ; under seat, SI, Sidon (M. no. 107), all fine and scarce 3 

Tetradrachms, same type as lot 807 ; (1) before Zeus, head of Helios ; 

under seat, KY, Cyzicus (?) (M. no. 117); (2) without BASlAEfiS ; 

under seat of Zeus, ITY (M. no. 131); (3) as last, but under seat, 

monogram of MAIO (?), Mallus (M. no. 104), all fine, but the last 

piece is pierced 3 

Drachms, Head of Herakles; rev. Zeus Aetophoros as on Tetradrachms, 

with various monograms and symbols on rev., all fine and scarce 10 

cLo 

OlCU^j 
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812 

813 

Demetrius Poliorcetes, b.c. 306-283. 

Silver. 

Tetradrachm, Nike standing on prow, blowing trumpet and holding 

trophy-stand; rev. BA5IAEQS AHMHTPIOY, Poseidon wielding 

trident to left; before, tripod ; behind, X and ME mon., wt. 254 grs. 

(Hist. Num. p. 202), fine and rare 1 

Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but the prow on the 

obv. is much larger ; and on the rev. before Poseidon, HAP mon.; 

behind, star, wt. 263 grs., fine and rare 1 

Tetradrachm, Head of Demetrius, diademed and with bull’s horn; rev. 

BA2IAEH2 AHMHTPIOY, Poseidon standing to left, resting foot 

on rock and leaning on trident; before, nA<b mon.; behind, AP 

mon., wt. 264 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 202), a very fine and well-spread 

coin, rare [PI. VI] 1 

rvYL 

6 

*** From the Thomas collection. 

r 

ty / r 

814 
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Tetradrachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but on rev. AN mon. to 

left, and KA mon. to right of Poseidon, wt. 265 grs., fine and 

scarce 1 

815 Tetradrachm, Head of Demetrius, diademed and horned as in lot 813 ; 

rev. AHMHTPIOY BA2IAE02, Poseidon seated on rock, holding 

up an aplustre and leaning on trident; before, ATP. mon. and X; 

behind, IIP mon., ivt. 254 grs., fine and extremely rare [PI. VI] 1 

816 Tetradrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but on the rev. behind 

Poseidon, AX mon., wt. 260 grs., tvell preserved and very rare 1 

/2/z /4 
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Antigonus Gonatas, b.c. 277-239. 

Silver. 

Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield with head of Pan in centre ■ behind, 

pedum; rev. BA2IAEH2 ANTirONOY, Athena Alkis hurling 

thunderbolt; before, helmet; behind, HP mon., wt. 265 grs. (Ilist. 
Hum. no. 203), very fine and scarce . 1 

Tetradrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but behind Athena, 

monogram composed of the letters MEP, wt. 263 grs., very fine and 
scarce [PL VI] i 

/ 819 Tetradrachm, similar, with large head of Pan on obv., and large lettering 

on rev.; behind Athena, HA mon., wt. 263 grs., fine and scarce 1 

820 Tetradrachm, similar to lot 817, but behind Athena, HA mon., wt. 
264 grs., fine and scarce 1 

r\, 818 

7 

3 

Antigonus Doson, b.c, 229-220. 

Silver. 

821 Tetradrachm, Head of Poseidon to right, bound with marine plant, / 0 

hair long; rev. BA2IAEH2 ANTirONOY inscribed on prow, on 

which is seated Apollo holding bow; below, monogram of TI, wt. 
261 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 203), fine and extremely rare \ 

*** From the Huxtable collection. 

822 Tetradrachm, similar to the preceding, but on rev. behind Apollo, star ; 

and beneath, monogram as on the last coin, wt. 263 grs., in good 
condition and extremely rare I 

~U 

Philip Y, b.c. 220-179. 

Silver. 

823 Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield with head of Perseus in centre; be¬ 

hind, sword; rev. BA2IAE02 4>IAinnOY, above and below Club ; 

all within oak-wreath, wt. 260 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 205), very fine and 
scarce 1 

824 Tetradrachm, same type as last coin, but on rev. to left, outside oak- 
wreath, the letter M, wt. 262 grs., very fine and scarce l 

*** From the Subhi collection. 

82° Didrachm, Head of Philip diademed to right and slightly bearded; rev. 

Same type as the Tetradrachm; but above legend, 10 mon., 

below, ME and 21 mons.; and outside wreath to left, trident, wt. 

129 grs.; Drachm, same type; but below legend on rev. ME and 

MH mons.; on left of wreath, tripod, wt. 60 grs., both fine and rare 2 
H 2 
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826 Didrachm, similar to last, but on rev. monograms below legend, AI 

and BE, and on left of wreath, star; and Drachm of Demetrius 

Poliorcetes, Head of king; rev. Poseidon standing, one foot on 

rock, pierced; another, Nike on prow blowing trumpet; rev. Posei¬ 

don wielding trident; before, A ; behind, N in circle, wt. 63 grs.; 

and Half-Drachm, of same type and with same letters on rev., wt. 

31 grs., the last two fine, all rare 4 
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Perseus, b.c. 178-168. 

827 

828 

829 

Silver. 

Tetradrachm, Head of King Perseus to right, diademed ; rev. BA2I- 

AEfiS IIEP2EQ2, Eagle on fulmen; above, 10 mon. ; before, ME 

mon.; below, EY mon., all within oak-wreath ; below wreath, plough, 

wt. 261 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 206), very fine and very rare [PL VI] 1 

Tetradrachm, same type as last coin; but below eagle, AD mon. ; and 

under wreath, star, wt. 264 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Huxtable collection. 

Tetradrachm, same type as before; but above eagle, <3>; below, AN 

mon. ; under wreath, plough, wt. 230 grs., well preserved and very 

rare 1 

Bronze. 

cLo 

QLo 

830 Amyntas II, rev. Eagle and serpent (3 varieties); Philip II, rev. Horse¬ 

man (3 varieties); Alexander the Great, rev. Eagle (2 varieties), 

and Bow, quiver, and club (4 varieties); Cassander, rev. Horse¬ 

man ; Spear and lion; Eupolemus, Three shields ; rev. Sword with 

belt, EYIIOAEMOY ; Antigonus Gonatas, rev. Satyr erecting 

trophy (2 varieties); Philip V, rev. Fulmen, Horseman, and Club, all 

very fine 23 

831 Others, similar, of Philip II, Alexander the Great, Cassander, Anti¬ 

gonus Gonatas, and Philip V; also various types of Philip III, 

Alexander IV, Perseus, and Lysimachus of Thrace, mostly fine 29 

oCo 

(Xu 

THESSALIA. 

/ S’ 
832 
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Silver. 

Thessalia, in genere, after B.c. 146, Double-Victoriati, Head of Zeus, 

crowned with oak; rev. 0E22AADN, Pallas Promachos to right 

(Hist. Num. p. 264); magistrates’ names, (1) KE4>AAOY; (2) 

$IA03ENIA02, HETPAI02; (3) MENEKPATH2, AAEHANAP02; 

(4) nY®DN02, KAEOMAXIAI12; (5) <t>IAHITIOY, ®EMI2- 

TOrENHS, all fine 5 
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836 

833 Tiiessalia, Double-Yictoriati, as in last lot; magistrates’names, (1) 

KE<MAOY; (2) NIK0AA02; (3) 110AYEEN, EYK0A02; (4) 

SfiSinATPos, roprnriAS; (5) iihioaokos, ypestiahs, all 
fine 5 

834 Tiiessalia, Double-Victoriatus, as in lot 832; magistrates’ names, 

EYPVA . . , HTH2APE2; Victoriati (2), Head of Apollo; rev. 
Pallas Promachos, magistrates’ names, AIOKAII2 and IlOAY; 

another, Head of Athena; rev. 0E22AADN, Free horse, all fine 
and mostly rare varieties 4 

ZEnianes, b.c. 168-146, Didrachm, Head of Athena in helmet, adorned 

with four horses; rev. A1NIANX2N, Slinger; on left, trophy; 

magistrate’s name, EYKPATH2, wt. 116 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 248), 
very fine and very rare \ 

^nianes, Didrachm, similar type, magistrate’s name, NIKAPX02, 

and symbol, head-dress of Isis surmounted by star, pierced ; Drachm, 

Head of Zeus ; rev. AINlANfiN, Warrior hurling javelin, wt. 42 grs. 
(var. B. M. Cat., pi. 11, 4), very well preserved and very rare 2 

/Enianes, Didrachm, as in lot 835, magistrate’s name, ArHM . . , 

wt. 106 grs. Demetrias, Half-Drachm, Bust of Artemis; rev. 

AHMHTPIEfiN, Forepart of galley, wt. 37 grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. 111, 

4), both well preserved, the second piece of the highest rarity 2 

838 Lamia, Half-Drachm, Head of young Dionysos; rev. AAMIEDN, 

Amphora, wt. 38 grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. 111, 2); Obol, same type, wt. 

15 grs. Magnetes, Drachm, Head of Zeus ; rev. MAPNIITLN, 

Artemis seated on prow; below, HPH2ANA, wt. 59 grs. (B. M. 

Cat., pi. vii, 3), well preserved. Oetaei, Half-Drachm, Head of lion ; 

rev. OITAfiN, Herakles holding club, wt. 43 grs. (ib.pl. vii, 9), 

mostly fine and of the highest rarity 4 

839 Lamia, Half-Drachm, and Obols(2); Magnetes, Drachm; Oetaei, Half- 

Drachm, all as in last lot; and Obol of last place, Head of lion; 

rev. Bow and quiver, wt. 11 grs., all icell preserved and very rare 6 

837 

/ 

840 

841 

Larissa, b.c. 400-344, Didrachm, Head of Larissa, three-quarters to 

left, hair confined by fillet and floating loosely; rev. AAPI2AION., 

Bridled horse trotting to right, wt. 186 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 254), fine 
but for slight cut on face, excessively rare [PI. VI] 1 

Larissa, b.c. 400-344, Drachm, Head of Larissa, nearly facing, slightly 

turned to left, wearing stephane, hair loose, copied from Kimon’s 

Arethusa; rev. AAPI2AIDN, Horse to right, grazing, left fore-leg 

raised, wt. 93 grs., fine and rare, slight indentation on rev. \ 
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Larissa, Drachm, similar type to the preceding coin, but on the rev. a 

mare with its foal walking to right, wt. 90 grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. VI, 3), 

well preserved; another, Head of Larissa to right in profile, hair in 

sakkos ; rev. AAPI2IA, Horse running to left, loose rein, wt. 93 grs., 

very fine, loth rare 2 

Larissa, Drachm, Youth to left restraining bull; rev. A APIS A, Horse 

to right; another, similar, but youth and bull to right on obv. ; 

another, Head of Larissa to right in profile; rev. AAPISAIA, Horse 

running to left, loose rein, all very fine and scarce, especially the last 

as*'vyx/ 

piece 3 

Larissa, Drachms, similar to last lot, but reverses slightly varied; 

on the third piece the head of Larissa is to left, and on rev. 

Horse cantering to right with loose rein, all very fine and scarce 3 

Larissa, Drachms (3), Youth to left restraining bull; rev. Horse 

galloping to right or left; Half Drachm, Head of nymph, three- 

quarters to left; rev. AAPI3AION, Horse feeding; Trihemiobol, 

Horseman to right; rev. Nymph seated, pierced, all fine except the last 

piece 5 

Piialanna, Drachm, Young male head to right; rev. <E>AAANNAlf2N., 

Bridled horse, wt. 83 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. vm, 12), well preserved. 

Pharsalus, Drachm, Head of Pallas in crested and winged helmet; 

rev. <E>AP2, Horseman to right, wt. 90 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 260), fine 

hut for slight cut on obv., both very rare 2 

PllARCADON, Half Drachm, Youth restraining forepart of bull; rev. 

4>APKAAO., Forepart of Horse, wt. 44 grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. IX, 1); 

Obol, Free horse ; rev. Pallas standing, shield at her side, wt. 14 grs. 

(ib. pi. IX, 3). Tricca, Half Drachm, Youth restraining bull; rev. 

TPIKAION, Forepart of horse, ivt. 43 grs. (ib. pi. XI, 7), all very fine 

and very rare 3 

Pharsalus, Drachm, Head of Pallas; rev. <I>AP5, Horseman, wt. 91 grs.; 

Half Drachm, same obv., but rev. <1>AP., Horse’s head, wt. 46 grs. ; 

Obol (?), Head of Pallas, facing, in crested helmet; rev. <E>AP2A, 

Horseman, wt. 18 grs. Pherae, Half Drachm, Forepart of horse; 

rev. 4?E ©A, Corn-grain, wt. 41 grs.; another, Head of Hecate to 

left; behind, torch ; rev. <PEPAIOYN, Hypereia placing her hand on 

fountain in form of lion’s head ; before her, A2TO in wreath, 

wt. 41 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. x, 15), all very rare and well preserved 5 

Pharsalus, Half Drachms (2), as in last lot; Head of Pallas (one of jiv 

archaic type); rev. Horse’s head. Piierae, Half Drachm; rev. 

Hypereia standing near fountain as before; Obol, Horse’s head; 

rev. ^E, Corn-grain, wt. 16 grs. Scotussa, Half Drachm, Forepart 

of Horse ; rev. AKO., Corn-grain, wt. 41 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. XI, 1), 

well preserved, some fine, all rare 5 

1 6 3 - 
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Bronze. 

Tiiessalia, in genere ; rev. types, Pallas hurling javelin (2 varieties) ■ / /// 

Horse walking; Imperial, Caracalla, rev. Pallas Promachos, 

KOINON ©ECCAAON, size 7. AENIANES, rev. Slinger, sizes 4 

and 2. Atrax, Laureate head ; rev. Horseman, size i\. Crannon, 

Horseman; rev. Hydria on wheels, size 3£. Gomphi, rev. Zeus 

seated, size 4. Gyrton, rev. Horse, size 5. Heracleia, rev. Club in 

wreath, size 2, dec., all fine and mostly rare 14 

Tiiessalia, in genere, as in last lot (3 varieties). Larissa Cremaste, rev. J! g 

Thetis on hippocamp, size 4 (2 varieties); and Harpa in wreath, 

size 2. Magnetes, rev. Asklepios seated, size 3, very rare. Malienses, 

rev. Herakles shooting arrow, size 2. Perrhaebi, Head of Zeus; rev. 

HEPPAlEfiN, Hecate seated, size 5, very rare. Phalanna, rev. 

Female head, size 4 (2 vars.). Pharsalus, rev. Horseman, size 5 

(2 varieties). Pherae, rev. Hecate standing, size 3 ■ and Lion’s head, 

size 3. Peparethus, rev. Pam’s head in wreath (3 vars.), size 3 ; &c., 

mostly fine, all rare, some very rare 19 

ILLYRIA. 

Silver. 
852 Apollonia, Stater, Cow suckling calf; rev. AIIOA., Double floral / / 

pattern within square, wt. 171 grs., well preserved • Denarius, Head 

of Apollo, AY^DN ; rev. AIIOA, Three Nymphs, magistrate’s name, 

AI0NY2DA0P02 ; another reading obv. ArQNIIHIOY; rev. AI- 

NOKPATH2 EPIMNA2TOY, both fine, all scarce 3 

853 Apollonia, Denarii, with rev. type Nymjihs, as in last lot, reading, (1) // / g- 

obv. APXEAA02; rev. API^TOMOY ZHN02; (2) obv. ANAPD- 

N05; rev. TIMHNANAPO; (3) Head of Apollo, to right, <J?IAf2N- 

ZOnYP ; rev. BIfiN ; Obol, 4>IAfiNIAA, Lyre; rev. AIIOAAI2NIA- 

TAN API2T0A0X02, Obelisk (Mionnet, n, p. 31, 41) wt. 14 grs., 
all very fine, the last piece very rare 4 

854 Apollonia, Victoriati, Cow and calf; rev. AIIOA, Stellate square; ST 

magistrates’ names, (1) API2THN -4'YAAOY; (2) AY2ANIA2- 

IYAOY • (3) AONAH - HOITINOY ; others, similar type, of Dyrrha- 

chium, but reading AYP on rev. ; magistrates’ names, MNA2HN - 

EEAKESrOY; (2) MAXATA - EOPTAIOY; (3) Eagle on staff 

above cow, HENfiN - XAPOm . , all fine 6 

855 Apollonia, Victoriati, as in last lot; magistrates’ names, (1) NIKHN . . / a 

AYTOBOYAOY ; (2) A0KP02 - EA<E>ANTOY ; (3) . . . An02 - 

XAIPHNOY ■ others, similar, of Dyrrhachium, magistrates’ names, 

(1) APXIMHAH2 - IIAPMENISKOY; (2) EYNOY5 KAEITOPIOY • 

(3) APA0OKAEO2 on rev.; (4) AEGNIAA2 - fclAONOS, all fine 7 
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Dyrrhachium, b.c. 450-300, Stater, Cow to right suckling calf; rev. 

AYP., Stellate square ; on right, club, wt. 170 grs. ; another, similar 

but cow to left; another, same as last, but above cow II, all fine 

and scarce 3 

Dyrrhachium, Staters (2), as in last lot, with cow to right; on obv. of 

one, ME. Pharos, Half Drachm (1), Head of Zeus; rev. Goat 

standing, wt. 43 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 4), fine, the last coin very 

rare 3 

Dyrrhachium, b.c. 350-250, Staters (4), of the Corinthian type, Head 

of Pallas to right or left, AYPA (on two specimens); rev. Pegasos 

to right or left; various symbols and letters on either side; Half 

Drachm, Head of Herakles to right; rev. AYP., Pegasos, wt. 37 grs.; 

another, similar, with Head of Herakles to left, all very fine 6 

Dyrrhachium, Staters (3), of the Corinthian type, and Half Drachms 

(3), as in last lot, all with head of Herakles to right, very fine 6 

cc 
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Bronze. 

860 Apollonia ; rev. Tripod, size 6 ; Obelisk within wreath, size 44 (2 var.); 

Imperial, Geta, rev. AIIOAAIIUNIATAN., Herakles leaning on 

club, size 9, very fine. Dyrrhachium, rev. Tripod in wreath, size 4 ; 

Palm-branch and grapes, AYP. MOSAAOY, size 2. Heraklea, 

Head of Herakles; rev. Bow and club, size 6. Issa, Head of Athena ; 

rev. Goat, size 5|. Pi-iaros, Head of Zeus; rev. Goat (3 var.), sizes 

7-4; Head of Dionysos ; rev. Kantharos, size 4, all rare and mostly 

tine 13 

ILLYEIO-EPIROTE COINAGE. 

Silver. 

861 Damastium, circa B.c. 350, Stater, Head of Apollo to left laureate; v/, , uC/O-d^nl 

rev. AAMA2[TI]NGN, Tripod with large “clawed” feet, wt. 196grs. 

1 (var. B. M. Cat., pi. xv, 10), very fine and scarce 

862 Damastium, Stater, similar to the preceding, but Head of Apollo to 

right, wt. 200 grs., fine 1 

863 Damastium, Stater, as in lot 861, with Head of Apollo to left and 

between legs of tripod, swastika, wt. 200 grs., fine 1 

864 Damastium, Stater, as in lot 861, but Head of Apollo to right, and 

reading on rev. AAMA . . ON; the tripod has smaller feet, 

wt. 200 grs., fine 1 

865 Damastium, Staters (2), similar type to lot 861, with Head of Apollo 

to left; one reads on rev. AAMA2TI ; the other, AAMASTINfi, 

tot. 208 and 206 grs., both well preserved 2 

r oexd/w 
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DAMASTIUM. 

Damastium, Stater, similar to lot 861, but Head of Apollo to right, 

and legend on rev. AAMA2[TIN]ON ; the first four letters being 

on a raised band under the tripod, wt. 202 grs., fine and a scarce 
variety 1 

Damastium, Stater, usual type, with Head of Apollo to left, laureate, 

and on the rev. the Tripod has a large centre foot; reading 

AAMA AIPP, wt. 188 grs., fine, a very rare variety ; this particular 

coin is specially mentioned in the B. M. Cat. p. 87 1 

Damastium, Stater, usual type, with Head of Apollo to right, and 

reading on rev. AAMA2TINDN KH<h (B. M. Cat. pi. xvi, 2), a rare 
variety, but pierced 1 

Damastium, Half Drachms (3), Female Head to right or left; rev. 

AAMA2TINDN, Square object with trumpet (?); one is inscribed 

in centre KH4>; another, Head to right; rev. Square object 

enclosing AAMA2TINQN in three lines; another, Head to left; 

rev. AAMA2TINQN, Pickaxe, average wt. 47 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xvi, 

4 and 8), all fine and scarce pieces 5 

Pelagia, circa b.c. 350, Stater, Head of Apollo to left, laureate; rev. 

IIAETA2 (retrograde), Tripod; on right, knife, wt. 180 grs., fine 
and very rare, of rude work \ 

Pelagia, Stater, Head of young Herakles to right in lion’s skin; rev. 

EAAA, Tripod, knife to right, wt. 120 grs.; another, similar, but 

small tripod to left of large one on rev., wt. 149 grs., both fine ; these 
are Gaulish imitations of the preceding coin 2 

EPIRUS. 

Silver. 

Epirus, in genere, circa b.c. 250, Didrachm, Heads jugate of Zeus 

Dodonseus and Dione; behind, 2A; rev. AnEIPOTAN, Bull 

butting to right; all within oak-wreath ; wt. 154 grs. (Hist. Num. 
p. 274), extremely fine and rare [PI. VI] ' i 

Epirus, in genere, Didrachm, similar to the preceding, but behind 

heads on obv. EK mon., wt. 149 grs., fine, but cracked in striking 1 

Epirus, in genere, Drachms (4), Head of Zeus; rev. AHEIPOTAN, 

Eagle standing to right; all within oak-wreath ; two with magis¬ 

trates’ names, IIHIOKPATH2 and AYKI2K02, on obv.; the others 

with monograms, AY and EK, behind head of Zeus (B. M. Cat. 
pi. xvn, 6), all fine and scarce i 
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Epirus, in genere, Drachms (2), as in previous lot, with (1), MP AX and 

AN, and (2) NP mons. behind head on ok; Yictoriatus, Jugate 

heads of Zeus and Dione, behind KE mon.; rev. AIIEIPfiTAN, 

Thunderbolt; all within wreath, wt. 51 grs. ; and Half Yictoriatus, 

similar, but Head of Zeus only on obv ; behind KE mon., wt. 25 grs., 

all fine 4 

'-flecx oOj 

Ambracia, b.c. 400-342, Stater of Corinthian type, early style, Head oLo 

of Pallas helmeted to right; behind, branch ; rev. Pegasus to right; 

below, A; others, similar, (1) behind head of Pallas, thunder¬ 

bolt ; rev. Pegasus to left; (2) Head of Pallas to left, crested helmet; 

rev. Pegasus to left; (3) Head of Pallas to right; behind, obelisk; 

rev. Pegasus to right; below, A., all fine and scarce 4 

Ambracia, Stater of Corinthian type, Cupid on dolphin behind head 

of Pallas; rev. Pegasus to right; below, A ; another, similar, A on 

obv. behind head, and under Pegasus, kneeling figure taking stone 

out of its hoof; another, Head of Satyr behind that of Pallas, 

which is to left; rev. Pegasus walking ; below, A., all fine and very 

rare varieties 3 

Ambracia, Stater of Corinthian type, with AMUPAKIOTAN before 

and cock behind head of Pallas ; rev. Pegasus to right; others (3) 

with head of Pallas to left, and symbols, torch, tripod and 

plumes; rev. Pegasus to right or left; the first two are inscribed, 

AMIIPA KIOTA, fine, one pierced 4 
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879 Ambracia, b.c. 238-168, Drachm, Veiled head of Dione to left; rev. 

AM and obelisk in wreath, pierced. CASSOPE, Drachm, Head of 

Zeus ; behind, K2AAM02 ; rev. KASSMIAIQN, Eagle on thunder¬ 

bolt, all within wreath, wt. 64 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xvm, 8), fine, both 

very rare 

Bronze. 

880 Epirus, in genere; rev. types, AHEIPOTAN, Thunderbolt; Spear¬ 

head, size 5 ; others, rev. Tripod ; Spear-liead, size 3. Ambracia ; 

rev. types, Apollo Actius seated; Griffin; Apollo shooting arrow; 

Obelisk (2 varieties), sizes 4-3. Athamanes; rev. A0AMANON, 

Pallas standing, size 3. Cassope, KA22fHTAK2N, Turreted female 

head; rev. Dove in wreath, size 4, very rare. Molossi, M0A0220N, 

Fulmen on shield ; rev. Thunderbolt in wreath. Nicopolis, Impe¬ 

rial, Augustus ; rev. Nike, NJ KOJ1OA612A (2 vaiieties), si^e o ; 

Hadrian ; rev. A in midst of ivy-wreath, size 5 ; Ac., mostly fine and 
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Gold. 
881 Alexander 1, b.c. 342-326, TV Stater, Head of Helios, facing; rev. N / f) 

AAEH., Fulmen, wt. 10 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xx, 2), fine and exceed¬ 
ingly rare 1 

882 Pyrrhus, b.c. 295-272, £ Stater, Hoad of Artemis to right; behind, / ^ 

quiver and fulmen; rev. BASIAE12S IIYPPOY, Nike with wreath 

and trophy; before her, crescent and fulmen ; behind her, 11 ; 

wt. 66 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xx, 9), well preserved and very rare 1 

S83 

884 
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Silver. 
Pyrrhus, Didrachm, Head of Achilles to left, helmeted ; rev. BA2IAES22 

TlYPPOY, Thetis riding on hippocamp, wt. 130 grs. (Hist. Num. 
p. 273), well preserved and very rare 1 

Pyrrhus, Oktobol, standard of Syracuse, Head of Persephone to left, 

wreathed ; behind, torch ; rev. BA2IAEQ2 IIYPPOY, Pallas to left 

with spear and shield; to left, star and fulmen; to right, B, wt. 

90 grs. ; another, similar, with head of Persephone to right; behind, 

wreath, and on rev. fulmen before Pallas, and E behind, wt. 86 grs. 
{Hist. Num. p. 274), loth well preserved and rare 2 

Pyrrhus, Oktobols (2), as in previous lot, with head of Persephone to 

left or right; behind, symbols, rose (?) and vase; on rev. of first 

piece, fulmen ; and no symbol on second one, both well preserved and 
rare o 

Pyhirhus, Oktobol, as in lot 884, with head of Persephone to right; 

behind, fulmen; E and fulmen before Pallas on rev., well preserved. 

Bronze, Veiled head; rev. BA2IAE122 ELYPPOY, size 6; others, rev. 

types, Demeter seated (2 varieties); Fulmen in wreath; and Mace¬ 

donian helmet in wreath, sizes 5-3; Alexander I; rev. AAEEA. 

TOY NE, Fulmen within wreath, size 3, all fine and scarce pieces 8 
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CORCYRA. 
Silver. 

887 Stater, early style, Cow to left, suckling calf; rev. Two star-like patterns 3 

enclosed in oblong incuses, wt. 180 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxi, 2); 

another, similar, but cow to right, wt. 158 grs. (ib. pi. xxi, 41); 

Half Stater, Forepart of cow to right; rev. Star pattern within 

incuse, wt. 91 grs. (ib. pi. xxi, 3), fine and rare 3 

888 Stater, similar to the preceding, cow to left, of somewhat later style, 

with circle around pattern on rev., tot. 171 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxi 

14) ; others (2), similar, one with A on rev.; the other with KOP 
all fine and scarce ’ 
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Stater, later style, as in the preceding lot, with KOP around double 

stellated square, wt. 160 grs ; Half Stater, Forepart of cow to right, 

KOPKYPAIGN; rev. Double stellated square dividing 211 and 

bunch of grapes and leaf, wt. 80 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. xxn, 17); 

Drachm, Cow to right suckling calf; rev. KOP around stellated 

square, wt. 38 grs. ; another, Amphora between KI, two-handled 

cup and jug; rev. KOPKYPAI in rays of ornamented star, wt. 38 

grs., all fine and scarce 4 

Stater and Half Stater, similar to preceding lot, but on rev. of second 

piece bunch of grapes and two-handled cup on either side of 

double stellated square ; Drachm, Amphora; rev. KOP, in rays of 

plain star; Half Drachm, early style, Head of Hera; rev. A in ray 

of star of eight points, wt. 36 grs., all well preserved and scarce 4 

Staters (3), Corinthian type, B.c. 338-300, with Head of Pallas to right 

or left; rev. Pegasus to right or left, symbols, &c. on obv., female 

with torch (countermarked with monogram KOP), one-handled jug 

and A; Didrachm, Head of Dionysos; rev. Pegasus; below, mono¬ 

grams AlUPand KP., ivt. 78 grs.; another, similar, but mons. on rev. 

MA and KP, wt. 76 grs., the last two fine, the others in fair condition 5 

Bronze. 

Corcyra, rev. types, Amphora with monograms, KOP, &c.; Satyr 

emptying Amphora into crater; Bull’s head facing in wreath ; 

Bunch of grapes ; and Prow, sizes 4-1; others (3) Heads of Herakles, 

Dionysos, &c.; rev. Prow and magistrates’ names, size 5 ; Imperial, 

Antoninus Pius, rev. Zeus Casios seated; Sept. Severus, rev. 

Pegasus (3 varieties)-, Galley (12 varieties)-, Julia Domna, rev. 

Pegasus ; Caracalla, rev. Galley, all size 6|, mostly fine 27 

ACARNANIA. 

Silver. 

Federal Coinage, b.c. 300-250, Stater, Corinthian type, Head of 

Pallas ; behind, bunch of grapes ; rev. Pegasus to left; below, mono¬ 

gram of AK ; another, similar, but behind head of Pallas, head of 

River-god, Acheloiis, and on rev. E under Pegasus ; and another of 

Heracleia, similar type, but head of Pallas to right, and below 

Pegasus HH, all fine and very rare 3 

Federal Coinage, b.c. 250-167, Didrachm, Head of beardless Acheloiis 

to right; behind, AYKOYPrOS; rev. AKAPNANON, Apollo 

Aktios seated to left, holding bow ; before, ®E monogram, wt. 

152 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 283), fine and very rare [PI. VII] 1 
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Federal Coinage, Didrachm, similar to the preceding, but the type 

more spread and on a larger flan, wt. 155 grs., nhv. fine, rev. well 
preserved and very rare 1 

Federal Coinage, Drachm, same type as lot 894, but on the rev. there 

is no monogram before Apollo, wt. 77 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxvii, 3), 

fine and very rare 1 

Alyzia, b.c. 350-250, Stater, Corinthian type, Head of Pallas to left; 

before, AAYHAION (retrograde); rev. Pegasus to left; another, 

similar, but head of Pallas and Pegasus both to right, and on obv. 

AAYEAIQN before, and quiver with strap behind head, both well 
preserved and very rare 2 

Anactorium, b.c. 350-250, Stater, Corinthian type, Head of Pallas 

and Pegasus both to right; under the latter F, somewhat nibbed; 

another, similar, but with Pegasus to left and fulmen behind head 

of Pallas, well preserved ; Drachm, Archaic female head within sunk 

square; rev. Pegasus to right, below F., wt. 42 grs., the last fine, 
all rare, especially the last coin 3 

*** Sir Edward Bunbury considered that the F was the first letter of 
Fanactorium. 

Anactorium, Staters (4), Corinthian type, with head of Pallas to left 

and Pegasus to left, and monogram of AN on obv. and rev.; symbols, 

&c., on obv., (1) bucranium and Ar mon.; (2) tripod; (3) thy- 

miaterion and AY^I; (4) altar and API; another, with head of 

Pallas and Pegasus to right; on obv. symbol, tripod in wreath, 

mostly fine 5 

Anactorium, Staters (5), Corinthian type, with head of Pallas and 

Pegasus to left; symbols on obv., (1) omphalos; (2) tripod in 

wreath; (3) temple-key; (4 and 5) lyre (2 varieties, on one of 

which the helmet of Pallas is wreathed), all fine, the last a rare 
variety g 

Argos Amphilochicum, b.c. 350-250, Stater, Corinthian type, Head 

of Pallas to right; below, APrEI; behind, tripod : rev. Pegasus; 

below A and dog seated, well preserved ; another, Head of Pallas to 

left; before head, AM<f>I; behind, ABP and staff; rev. Pegasus 

to left, rare ; another, similar, AM before and staff behind head of 

Pallas; rev. Pegasus to right; another, APrEI before and helmet 

behind head of Pallas ; rev. Pegasus to left, mostly fine 4 

Argos Amphilochicum, Staters (2), Corinthian type, with dog under 

Pegasus and AM$I before head of Pallas as in last lot; others (3) 

with head of Pallas and Pegasus to left; symbols, (1) helmet on 

obv.; (2) helmet on obv. and dog’s head under Pegasus; (3) shield 

and AI on obv., mostly well preserved 5 
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Heracleia, time of Lysimachus, B.c. 302-281, Didrachm, Head of 

Herakles to right in lion’s skin; rev. HPAKAEfiTAN, Dionysos 

seated to left, holding kantharos and thyrsos, wt. 140 grs., fair 

preservation, but slightly chipped at edges, extremely rare 1 

*** Sir Edward Bunbury following Imhoof attributed this coin to 
Acarnania; Head, Hist. Num. p. 442, gives it to Bithynia. 

Leucas, b.c. 350-250, Stater, Corinthian type, Archaistic style, Head of 

Pallas to left; rev. Pegasus to right; below, A ; others (4), with 

Pegasus to left; symbols, &c., (1) bow; rev. AEY; (2) shell and 

A ; rev. AEY; (3) patera and A; rev. A ; (4) kantharos and AEY; 

rev. A, all fine 5 

Leucas, Staters as before, with head of Pallas and Pegasus to left; 

symbols, &c. on obv.; (1) vine-branch; (2) shell; (3) amphora; 

(4) shield and caduceus ; (5) no symbol, AEYKAAIfiN; all the 

others have AEY on obv., fine 5 

Leucas, Staters (2) as in lot 904, with head of Pallas to right and 

Pegasus to left; symbols on obv. ; (1) thyrsos; (2) Hermes tying 

his sandal; others (3), similar, with Pegasus to right; symbols on 

obv. ; (1) term; (2) caduceus ; and (3) kantharos, all fine 5 

Leucas, Staters (3) as in lot 904, with head of Pallas and Pegasus to 

right; symbols on obv. ; (1) bunch of grapes; (2) amphora and 

vine-branch ; (3) cock; others, similar, with head of Pallas and 

Pegasus to left ; symbols on obv.; (1) crested helmet between TI; 

(2) amphora and vine-branch; (3) caduceus; rev. patera above 

Pegasus, all fine 6 

Leucas, Staters (3) as in lot 904, with head of Pallas and Pegasus to 

left; symbols, &c. on obv. ; (1) anchor and API; (2) seat with 

cushion ; (3) A in wreath; another, similar, Pegasus to right; 

symbol on obv., caduceus; another, head of Pallas and Pegasus to 

right; symbol on obv., amphora and vine-branch ; and another, with 

Pegasus to left; symbol, caduceus, all fine 6 

Leucas, Attic Didrachm, after B.c. 167, Statue of Aphrodite Aineias 

with stag; all within wreath ; rev. AEYKAAIfiN. Prow to right; 

above, magistrate’s name, ©EOKAH2, and crescent enclosing star ; 

and before, AY mon., wt. 127 grs. (Hist. Hum. p. 280); another, 

similar, but behind Aphrodite, sceptre surmounted by dove; 

magistrate’s name on rev. IA0YO2, wt. 125 grs., both fine and scarce 2 

Leucas, Attic Didrachm, type as first coin in last lot, with magistrate’s 

name NIKOMAXOY; AY mon. and trident before prow, wt. 126 

grs.; another, as second coin in last lot, with sceptre behind 

Aphrodite ; and on rev. above prow, magistrate’s name, SOTIfiN 

and head of Helios; below, monogram of AKP, ui. 129 grs., both 

fine and scarce 2 
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Metropolis, b.C. 350-250, Stater, Corinthian type, Head of Pallas and 

Pegasus to left; beneath latter, M or MH mon.; symbols on obv. 

(1) fulmen; (2) shield and AM. mon., both fine and excessively 

rare 2 

Tiiyrriieium, b.C. 350-250, Staters, Corinthian type, Head of Pallas 

and Pegasus to left; symbols, &c., (1) rhyton in form of griffin, 

©YPP; rev. ©; (2) Artemis holding two torches, EHI; rev. ©; (3) 

shield, ©Y; rev. ©Y ; (4) ear-ring, ©Y ; rev. ©, all well preserved and 
rare 4 

Tiiyrriieium, Federal coinage, circa b.c. 167, Didrachm, Head of c?. 

beardless Acheloiis to right; behind, HENOMENHS ; rev. 

©YPPEIfiN, Apollo Aktios naked, seated to left, holding bow ; 

before, monogram of AY, wt. 144 grs. (B. 7)7. Cat.pl. XXXl), fine and 

very rare [PI. VII] 1 

Bronze. 

Alyzia, rev. types, Bow, club and quiver, AAY2AION, very rare ; Head 

of Herakles, AAY, size 4. Argos, rev. types, Bull butting, 

APrEIfiN, size 3; Dog, size 4. Heracleia, rev. Lion and club, 

HPAKAHOTAN, size 2|, very rare. Leucas, rev. types, Chimera 

to right or left (4 varieties); Lyre (2 varieties); Trident, and Club 

(2 varieties) all about size 3. Oeniadae, Head of Zeus ; rev. Head of 

Acheloiis to right, fiNIAAAN (5 varieties), size 5; Head of Pallas to 

left; rev. Head of Acheloiis to left, size 4, mostly fine, and many rare 20 

AETOLIA, LOCRIS AND PHOOIS. 

Silver. 

Aetolia, Federal coinage, b.c. 279-168, Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles 2 (> 
in lion’s skin ; rev. AITOAQN, Aetolia wearing kausia, seated to 

right on pile of shields ; right hand leaning on spear ; short sword 

in left; before her, monogram and 2, wt. 261 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 

284), very fine and very rare [PI. VII] 1 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

Aetolia, Federal coinage, Didrachm, Young male head (Aetolos) to 

right, laureate; below, d>I; rev. AITQAQN, Naked warrior 

(Aetolos), his kausia hanging at his back and sword under his arm, 

standing to left, his foot on rock, and leaning on spear ; before him. 

two monograms of ATY and DAT (?), ivt. 157 grs. (B. 1If. Cat. 
pi. xxx, 6), fine and exceedingly rare [Pl. VII] i 

Aetolia, Federal coinage, Didrachm, same type as the preceding 

coin ; but on rev., before Aetolos A, wt. 159 grs., fine and exceedingly 
rare 
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AETOLIA, ETC. 

Aetolia, Federal coinage, Drachm, Head of Artemis to right; behind, cfc/fid 

quiver and bow • rev. AITOADN, Aetolia seated to right on Gaulish 

shield, head facing, leaning on spear and holding sword ; before her, 

monogram of TAY (1), wt. 76 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxx, 7), well pre¬ 

served and very rare 1 

Aetolia, Federal coinage, Half-Drachms, Head of Atalanta wearing 'ftLcrbCi 

kausia; rev. AITOAON, Boar, (3 varieties with varying symbols and 

monograms). Locri Opuntii, Half-Drachms, Head of Persephone ; 

rev. AOKPQN, The Locrian Ajax with sword and shield, (3 varieties 

with varying monograms and symbols on rev.); Obols (2), Amphora, 

OIION; rev. Star, mostly well preserved 8 

Locri Opuntii, Tetraclrachm, circa b.c. 369-338, Head of Persephone 

to left, with corn-wreath; rev. OIIONTIGN, The Locrian Ajax to 

right, with sword and shield, the latter ornamented with griffin; 

between his legs, A1A2, wt. 184 grs. (Ilist. Num. p. 285), rare, fine, 

but has been slightly tooled on both sides 1 

Locri Opuntii, Tetraclrachm, same type as the preceding coin; but 

on rev. the shield of Ajax is ornamented with a serpent and between 

his feet is a helmet, wt. 188 grs., a fine specimen, but unfortunately 

pierced, which, however, has taken but little from its original weight 1 

922 Locri Opuntii, Tetradrachm, usual type, as lot 920, but on rev. ser- y>auL&£cL 

pent on shield and spear-head between feet of Ajax, wt. 181 grs., 

fine and also pierced with a somewhat larger hole 1 

Locri Opuntii, Tetradrachm, similar to lot 920, but on rev. lion on 

shield and helmet between feet of Ajax, wt. 184 grs., in fair con¬ 

dition 1 
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Locri Ozolae, b.c. 350-250, Staters, Corinthian type, Head of Pallas 

and Pegasus to left; on obv. AOKPfiN ; symbols on rev., and caduceus 

fulmen ; another, similar, but head of Pallas to right; before, 

AOK ; behind, eagle’s head, fine and somewhat scarce 4 

Gto 

* * 
* Mr. Head, Hist. Num., gives these coins to Locri Epizephyrii in 

Bruttium ; Sir Edward Bunbury to Locri Ozolae. 

6 925 Locri Ozolae, Staters (2), as in last lot with head of Pallas to left; 

symbol on rev., fulmen; another, with head of Pallas to right, 

under Pegasus AO; Half-Drachms, Head of Pallas to left in 

leather cap, AOK ; rev. Pegasus (2 varieties); and Locri Opuntii, 

Half-Drachms (2) with rev. Ajax ; and Obol, with Amphora and Star 

as in lot 919, well preserved 8 

r/s. ■ /y - 6 
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Bronze. 

926 Aetolia, Federal coinage; w®. types, AITOAfiN, Herakles standing /, 

(3 w.) ; Spear-head and jaw of boar (4 var.), sizes 4-3. Amphissa 

(Locris); rev. AM<J>I22EfiN, Spear-head, jaw of boar and star, size 3, 

rare. Locri Opuntii ; rev. AOKPON, Bunch of grapes (3 var.), 

size 2; Quadriga; rev. Pallas Promachos; Head of Zeus; rev. 

Warrior with spear, &c., both size 4. Locri Epicnemidii ; rev. 

Bunch of grapes (2 var.), size 2. Elateia (Phocis), Bucranium, EA ; 

rev. Athena in fighting attitude (2 var.), size 4, mostly fine, many 
rare 17 

Silver. 

92/ Phocis, circa b.c. 450, Triobols (3), Bull’s head facing; rev. <3>OKI, / 

Female head in incuse square, of archaic and later styles, wt. 45 grs. 

circa; another, similar, with rev. Head of Apollo, <i>Q, wt. 46 grs. ; 

Obol, Bull’s head facing; rev. Forepart of boar, wt. 14 grs. 

Delphi, Trihemiobol, Head of ram; rev. Goat’s head in incuse 

square, wt. 22 grs. ; Tritemorion, Tripod; rev. Circle with pellet in 

centre, wt. 12 grs., all somewhat rare and well preserved 7 

928 Phocis, Triobols (3) as in previous lot with Head of Apollo and on / 

rev.; Obols (2), with forepart of boar on rev.; and Delphi, Tri- 

hemiobols (2), Head of ram to right or left; rev. Goat’s head ; one 

inscribed AEA., all well preserved and somewhat rare 7 

Bronze. 

929 Phocis, Three bulls’ heads facing; rev. Laurel-wreath with T (Trichalkon), / 

size 5 ; Bull’s head facing; rev. <E>G in wreath (7 var.), sizes 3-12; 

others, rev. types, ONYMAPXOY and <E>AAAIKOY in wreath, size 3 ; 

Head of Apollo, d>OKEON (3 var.), sizes 4-3. Delphi, Imperial-, 

rev. types, Omphalos ; Lyre on rock; Bird; Antoninus Pius, rev. 

Head of Demeter; Faustina Senior, rev. types, Temple; Apollo 

with lyre; Pallas Promachos; IIYOIA in wreath; and Head of 

Demeter, sizes 5-3, well preserved and mostly rare 22 

5 

BOEOTIA. 

^Z^-^930 Boeotia, in genere, circa b.c. 380, Stater, Boeotian Shield ; rev. BO ID . 
divided by Amphora; above which, club, wt. 188 grs. (comp. B. M- 

Cat.pi. v, 14); another, similar, but above amphora, bow and arrow, 

ivt. 184 grs., both very fine and scarce 2 

i 

I >r/ a-■ ■ f ■ 6. 
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931 

932 

933 

934 

935 

936 

937 

938 

939 

940 

BOEOTIA. 

Boeotia, in genere, Stater, type as in last lot; but above amphora, 

bunch of grapes, 160 grs. ; Half Stater, similar type, but AI on either 

side of amphora, which is in an incuse square, wt. 86 grs; Quarter 

Staters (2), similar type; one with crescent at sides of amphora ; 

the other with BOI and bunch of grapes, 39 grs. each; Half 

Obol, Shield; rev. Bunch of grapes; another, Head ; rev. Bunch 

of grapes, wt. 6 grs. each, all fine and scarce 6 

Boeotia, in genere, Stater, usual type as in lot 930; above amphora, 

bow, wt. 163 grs. ; Half-Stater, same type with AI on either side of 

amphora, pierced ; Quarter Staters (3), similar type with BOI on rev. 

and symbols, crescent, leaf, &c., all fine 5 

Boeotia, in genere, Drachm, Head of Persephone facing; rev. 

BOIOTON, Poseidon holding dolphin and leaning on spear ; before 

him, A and shield (?); others (3), Head of Poseidon laureate; rev. 

BOIOTON, Nike holding wreath and trident, various monograms, 

all fine and scarce 4 

Boeotia, in genere, Drachms (5), Head of Poseidon; rev. Nike with 

wreath, &c. as in last lot; various monograms, mostly fine. My- 

CALESSUS, Obols (2), Boeotian shield ; rev. MY, Fulmen, wt. 12 grs., 

fine 7 

Coroneia, Half-Stater, Boeotian shield; rev. 9 in centre of incuse 

square, ivt. 89 grs. ; and Obol, same type, wt. 15 grs. Haliartus, 

Stater, same type with □ in centre of incuse square on rev., wt. 

187 grs.; and Quarter Obol, same type, wt. 3| grs., fine and all very 

rare 4 

Haliartus, b.c. 550, Stater, Boeotian shield with ornamental border; 

rev. g in centre of incuse square, wt. 185 grs. ; another, similar, but 

shield on obv. without border, wt. 185 grs., both fine 2 

Haliartus, b.c. 387-374, Stater, Boeotian shield; on which, trident; 

rev. ARIARTI02, Poseidon naked, striking with trident, wt. 177 grs., 

(B. M. Cat., pi. vu, 16), well preserved and exceedingly rare 1 

Orchomenus, B.C. 387-384, Stater, Boeotian shield; rev. EPXO on either 

side of Amphora; above, EYD ; on right, ear of corn, wt. 167 grs., 

very well preserved and very rare 1 

Orchomenus, b.c. 387-384, Stater, Boeotian shield ; rev. Free horse to 

right; below, EPX; above, EYAOPO, wt. 177 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. vm, 8), rubbed, but of excessive rarity 1 

Pharae, b.c. 550-480, Stater, Boeotian shield ; rev. in centre of incuse 

mill-sail pattern, wt. 188 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. ix, 1), fine and extremely 

rare 1 
*** From the Bompois collection. 
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BOEOTIA—continued. 

Silver. 

Tanagra, b.c. 387-374, Stater, Boeotian shield; rev. TA above fore¬ 

part of horse springing to right in concave field, wt. 181 grs., well 
preserved and very rare 1 

/ / 0 

Tanagra, Stater, same type as the preceding coin ; but on rev. Forepart 

of horse in sunk square, wt. 187 grs.; and Half-Stater, Boeotian 

shield ; rev. TT in alternate divisions of mill-sail pattern, wt. 94 grs.; 

another, similar, but with TA at sides of shield on obv., wt. 88 grs., 
well preserved and rare 3 

/ c^. 

Tanagra, Half-Stater, as in previous lot, pierced ; Quarter-Staters (2), 

usual type, with forepart of horse to right or left on rev., wt. 

43 grs. each; and Obols (7), of similar types but varied, well pre¬ 
served and an interesting series 10 

i 
t? 

Thebes, Staters (2), early style, B.c. 600-550, Boeotian shield; rev. 

0 in centre of mill-sail incuse, wt. 190 grs. and 188 grs. (B. M. 
Cat. pi. xi, 1), both well preserved and rare q 

/ / O 

Thebes, Stater, type as in last lot, wt. 485 grs.; and Quarter-Stater, 

same, wt. 46 grs.; also Half and Quarter-Staters, with mill-sail 

incuse only on rev.; no 0 in centre, wts. 94 and 46 grs., all well pre¬ 
served and interesting pieces 4 

/ 
A 

Thebes, Stater, usual type, with 0 in centre of rev.; Half-Staters (2), 

similar, one with rough incuse, the other with mill-sail incuse, wt. 

94 grs. each; and Quarter-Stater, Boeotian shield; rev. Amphora in 

sunk square; on left, 0, wt. 45 grs. all well preserved for these coins 
and scarce . 

4 

'9 

Thebes, Stater, b.c. 446-426, Boeotian shield; rev. 0EBAIO2, Hera- 

kles naked, kneeling on one knee and stringing his bow; club in 

front; all in incuse square, wt. 183 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xil^ 3) very 
fine and of the highest rarity [PI. VII] ’ j 

1 2 

u / D 
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Thebes, Stater, circa b.c. 426-385, Boeotian shield ; rev. ®E divided by 

Amphora in incuse square, wt. 186 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. pi. XIII, 

12); another, similar, but on left of amphora, leaf, wt. 187 grs.; 

another, similar, but amphora in concave field; on left, bow, wt 

183 grs., all fine and scarce 3 

Thebes, Staters (3), same type as last lot; but Amphora in incuse 

square on rev. in each case; on one there is a leaf to left of Am¬ 

phora, id. 183-4 grs. each, all fine and scarce 3 

Thebes, Stater, B.c. 426-395, Boeotian shield; rev. © E at sides of Head 

of bearded Dionysos, wearing wreath of ivy, wt. 170 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. xm, 5), very fine and very rare [PL VII] 1 

Thebes, Stater, same type as the preceding, wt. 189 grs., well preserved 0 

and very rare 1 

Thebes, Stater, b.c. 395-387, Boeotian shield; rev. ©E, Infant Hera- 

kles seated front, head to right, strangling two serpents; club to 

to right, wt. 181 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 297), fine and extremely rare 

[Pl. VII] 1 

Thebes, Stater, b.c. 387-374, Boeotian shield ; rev. Amphora dividing 

magistrate’s name ATAA (comp. Hist. Num. p. 297); others (3), 

similar, with magistrates’ names, ANAP, ANTI (dolphin above 

amphora) and A2fi (bunch of grapes to right of amphora), average 

wt. 184 grs., all very fine 4 

Thebes, Staters, same as in preceding lot, but with magistrates’ names 

on rev. ANTI, FAST (corn-grain above); AAMO (wreath above), 

and EIIAM, average wt. 184 grs., well preserved 4 

Thebes, Staters, same type as lot 953 ; with magistrates’ names, EnnA 

(shield above); EXE (leaf to right); ©EO (caduceus above); HIKE 

(club above ; leaf to right), average wt. 184 grs., all fine 4 

Thebes, Staters, same type as lot 953 ; with magistrates’ names, EXE 

(club above, leaf to right and left); KAAAI; KAIO ; KPAT., wt. 

188 grs. each, very fine 4 

Thebes, Staters, same type as lot 953 ; with magistrates’ names, nEAI; 

TIMI (club above ; leaf to left); 'kAPO (wreath above); XAPO 

(wreath above), average wt. 186 grs., all fine 4 

r ucjrt nj 

OLjJ 
■ 

. O rO 

CX 0 
958 Thebes, Stater, same type as lot 953 ; magistrate’s name, nTOI, wt. 

186 grs. ; Half-Drachms (4), Boeotian shield ; rev. ©EB or ©EBH, 

Amphora ; above which, club, average wt. 39 grs. ; Obol, Shield ; rev. 

©E, Head of Young Ilerakles. Tiiespiae, Obol, Shield ; rev. ©E2II, 

Two crescents, wt. 11 grs.; others, (3), rev. ©E2 above crescent, 

wt. 12 grs. each, well preserved, some fine 10 
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Bronze. 

Boeotia, in genere; rev. types, BOIfiTQN, Nike hurling thunderbolt 

(3 var.), size 4 ; Poseidon standing (2 var.), size 3 ; Trident (3 var.), 

size 1. Orchomenus, Shield ; rev. Star, EPXO. in rays, size 2, rare. 

Plataea, Shield ; rev. 11AA across field, size 5-|, very rare. Tanagra, 
Shield; rev. TAN across field, size 5; Imperial, Germanicus ; rev. 

Apollo facing ; Antoninus Pius; rev. Dionysos in temple, size 7 ; 
M. Aurelius; rev. Hermes(1) facing, TANArPAIQN, size 6. Thebes; 
rev. Club, with shield, caduceus, arrow, and bow (6 var.), size 2 ; 

Imperial, Head of Heraldes; rev. EIII APXI HEMMTIAOY, Club 

and thyrsos crossed, size i\. Thespiae ; rev. Lyre in wreath, 

size 3, (3 var.); Shield; rev. ©E2 across field, size 5, many fine and 
some rare 25 

EUBOEA. 

Silver. 

Carystus, Didrachm, circa b.c. 313-265, Cow suckling calf; rev. / S' 

KAPY3, Cock to right, wt. 114 grs., (B. M. Cat. pi. XVIII, 5), very 
fine and extremely rare [PI. VII] 1 

Carystus, Drachm, Head of Herakles in lion’s skin ; rev. KAP above / 

recumbent bull, wt. 57 grs. ; another, similar type, Avith club 

under bull and legend KAPY, wt. 57 grs.; Diobol (?), Head of 

Apollo; rev. Cock, wt. 20 grs. ; another, of earlier date, Bull to 

right, KA. ; rev. Mill-sail incuse, wt. 17 grs. Chalcis, Tetrobol, 

Head of Hera facing; rev. XAAKI above prow ; beW, SfiSHIA, 

wt. 41 grs. (Mionnet, no. 30), very rare. Eretria (?), Half-Drachm, 

Head of Nymph to left; rev. EY, Bull’s head facing, wt. 36 grs., 
mostly fine g 

Chalcis (?), Didrachm, b.c. 600, Wheel of four spokes; rev. Incuse 3 

square, wt. 132 grs. (Hist. Hum. p. 303); Drachm of same type, wt. 

61 grs. ■ and Obols (2), wt. 10 grs., all fine and very rare 4 

Chalcis, Drachms, Female to right; rev. XAA, Flying eagle with ser- / 

pent; symbols, wreath, trophy, &c. (5 varieties); Half-Drachms (2), 

similar, but eagle holds hare in its claws. Eretria (1), Half-Drachm, 

as in previous lot. Histiaea, Drachm, Head of Maenad ; rev. I2TI, 

Bull and vine with grapes, wt. 51 grs.; Tetrobols (3), Head of 

Maenad ; rev. Histiaea seated on prow, average ivt. 34 grs., mostly 
fine ' 12 

Eretria (?), Tetradrachm, circa B.c. 500, Gorgon head facing; rev. / 
Incuse square, within Avhich lion’s head facing, wt. 261 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. pi. xxii, 8), fine and extremely rare, but pierced [PI. VII] 1 

/ &- 

/ ^ 
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965 Eretria (?), Didrachm, circa B.c. 600, Gorgon head facing; rev. Rough ~f%jz.cx. 

966 

970 

971 

7 y 

a /si 

O^o 

967 

968 

incuse, wt. 130 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xx.il, 3), fine and very rare 1 

Eretria, Tetradrachm, B.C. 480-445, Cow to right, scratching herself 

with her right hind foot; on her hack, a swallow; rev. Sepia; to 

left, E (retrograde), wt. 268 grs. (Hist. Hum. p. 306), extremely fine 

and very rare, of thick fabric [Pl. VII] 1 

Eretria, Didrachm, b.c. 480-445, Cow to right, scratching herself 

with her right hind foot; below E ; she stands on ground; rev. 

Sepia in incuse square, wt. 131 grs., extremely fine and very rare, of 

flat fabric [PI. VII] 1 

Eretria, Didraclim, similar type to lot 966, with E retrograde on rev.; ' 

Sepia in incuse square, wt. 124 grs. ; Drachm, similar type, but 

with cow to left, wt. 62 grs.; and Obol, head of bull facing ; rev. 

Sepia, wt. 10 grs., all rare and well preserved 3 

yr^asns,\ 

Bronze. 

969 Carystus ; rev. types, KA, Bull’s head facing, size 3 (2 var.); 

Dolphin, size 3. Chalcis, rev. types, Eagle with serpent (2 var.); 

Wreath, size 3; Imperial, Nero, rev. Turreted female head, 

XAAKIAE42N, size 5 ; Lucius Verus, rev. Female seated holding 

yrUJfyrwK. 

patera, same legend, size 6. Eretria, rev. Bull recumbent, size 3 

Histiaea ; rev. types, Bull’s head facing; Forepart of bull; and 

Bull to right, size 2, mostly fine 15 

ATTICA. 

Silver. 

972 

973 

Athens, Tetradrachm, Archaic style, B.c. 590-525, Head of Athena, 

wearing round earring and close-fitting crested helmet; rev. A©E, 

Owl to right, head facing in incuse square; on left, olive spray, 

wt. 249 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. I, 3); another, similar, but no legend 

visible on rev., wt. 264 grs. (ib. pl. I, 2), both well preserved and rare 2 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to the preceding lot; 

one piece is of globular form, wts. 264 grs. and 263 grs., both well 

preserved and rare 2 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to lot 970; one has the 

square on the rev. well defined, lots. 261 grs. and 253 grs., both well 

preserved and rare 2 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to lot 970; but one 

reads ©E only on rev.; and on the other the hair of Athena is 

waved, wt. 261 grs. each, both well preserved and rare 2 

oCo 
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ATHENS. 1 1 9 
/l/- 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to lot 970 ; on one the 
hair is represented by straight downward lines, and on the other 

by pellets, wts. 265 and 264 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat., pi. I, 10 and 9), 

both well preserved and rare 2 

/£ 

/C 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to lot 970; on one 

specimen, around the neck of Pallas is the aegis knotted, two 

serpents proceeding from it; and on the rev. the positions of the 

legend and the olive-branch are transposed, wt. 259 grs. (Num. 

Chron. 1881, pi. IV, 2) ; on the other piece the hair of Athena is 

represented by dots and dotted lines ; the helmet is ornamented 

with leaves; behind owl, crescent., wt. 265 grs., both well preserved, 
the first a very rare variety 2 

/o 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to lot 970 ; on one 

specimen the hair is represented by dotted lines and hangs over the 

neck en queue, and the incuse square on the reverse is well defined, 

id. 265 grs. (figured in Num. Chron. 1881, pi. iv, 2); and on the 

other the helmet of Athena is ornamented with leaves; behind 

owl, crescent., wt. 264 grs., both very fine and rare 2 

/ % 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar to last lot, but on the first piece the 

hair of Athena is represented by wavy lines ; and on the rev. the 

olive-branch has six leaves, wts. 264 and 254 grs., both well preserved 
and rare 2 

% a 

Athens, Tetradrachms, B.c. 527-430, Head of Athena to right, of some¬ 

what less Archaic style ; her helmet is ornamented with three leaves; 

rev. Owl to right, head facing; before, A©E; behind, olive-branch 

and crescent, wt. 265 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. ill, 2); another, similar, 
slightly varied, ivt. 265 grs., both very fine 2 

/ / O 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar to the preceding lot; one has necklace 

of large pearls ; on the other the hair falls low down the neck, and 

is represented by dotted lines ; both struck on oblong flans, wts. 264 
and 265 grs., both very fine 2 

tx 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to last lot, but struck 
on round flans, wts. 263 and 265 grs., both very fine 2 

/ 3 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to the preceding lot, 
wt. 261 grs. each, both fine 2 

/ L 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar type and style to lot 980, wt. 265 grs. 
each, both well preserved o 

(£ 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar, wts. 254 and 263 grs., both fine 2 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar, wts. 258, 260 and 264 grs., the second fine, 
/ 2 

, (7) 

the others well preserved 3 

cZ// ■ / • 
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Athens, Tetradrachms, similar, but two are of Asiatic work, (B. M. j, rn 

Cat. pi. vn, 3), wt. 261 grs. each, the first fine the others well pre¬ 

served 3 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar, but of rather rough work, and struck 

on irregularly shaped flans, ids. 265, 264 and 263 grs., in fair con¬ 

dition 3 

Athens, Didrachms (2), of Archaistic style, usual type, the helmet of 

Athena is ornamented with leaves, ids. 132 and 117 grs.; Drachms 

(5) of same style and type, average id. 65 grs.; and others (2) with 

janiformed Head on obv. ; and rev. Owl facing between two branches 

of olive, ids. 61 and 60 grs., all well preserved, the last two a rare type 9 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 220, Head of Athena to right, 

wearing crested helmet, ornamented with griffin and foreparts of 

four horses; rev. A@E, Owl standing facing on amphora; on either 

side, monogram ; to right pilei of Dioscuri; all within wreath (B. M. 

Cat. no. 296); another similar, with different monograms; to left, 

rudder (ib. no. 287); another, similar ; to right of Owl, aplustre; 

to left IIP (par. ib. no. 302), all extremely fine and rare varieties 3 

The coins of this lot and the succeeding ones to no. 1029 are all of 
the wide spread fabric. 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar to the preceding lot; (1) with monogram 

on either side of owl; on right, pilei of Dioscuri; (2) with mono¬ 

grams and no name of A0E (B. M. Cat. pi. XIII, 7); (3) Magis¬ 

trate’s name AHMH. IEPO., Macedonian helmet surmounted by 

star (ib. no. 367), all fine and rare 3 

Athens, Tetradrachms, similar to no. 988; (1) with monograms and 

no name of A0E ; (2) Magistrate’s name, AHMH. IEPfi., helmet 

with star, both as in last lot; (3) monogram, and AO, ME, 

AY2IA ; to right, forepart of horse (B. M. Cat. no. 307), all fine and 

rare 3 

Athens, Tetradrachm, with name of Mithradates VI, King of Pontus, 

usual type, with rev. legend BA2IAE. M10PAAATH2, API2TIHN, 

and star between two crescents (B. M. Cat. pi. XIII, 5, and Num. 
Chron. 1881, p. 85, and pi. iv, 4), somewhat oxydised on rev., exceedingly 

* * 
* 

if' 
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Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196 (B. M. Cat. pi. x, seqg.), similar 

to lot 988, with magistrates’names, &c. (1) AMMHNI02, I4PAKAE, 

KAAAIA2, two torches ; (2) AMffilAS, 0IN04>IA02, Demeter with 

two torches; (3) AM4?IKPATH2, APIS (?), EniSTPATOS, two 

ears of corn; (4) ANAPEA2, XAP1NAYTH2, KPIT, Dionysos and 

Demeter, all fine 4 

From this point the coins are arranged so far as possible according 
to the alphabetical order of the first magistrate’s name. 

* * 
* 
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993 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 19(5, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&C., (1) AMM0NI02, EYHOAE, KAAA1A2, two torches; (2) 

ANTI0X02, NIKOr, NIKONH., elephant ; (3) AHEAAIKHN, 

rOPriAS, XAPE; under griffin, 2102; (4) API, HPA3TO®, 

API2TOK, club, lion’s skin and bow-case, all fine 4 

*** Mr. Head (13. M. Cat. p. XLl), identifies the Antiochus on this and 
the following coins with Antiochus IV of Syria, who was residing 
in Athens for some time previous to his accession, B. c. 175. 

* 
/ a 

994 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

, &c., (1) ANTI0X02, KAPAIX02. ATAQA, elephant; (2) AIIEA- 

AIKON, TOPriAS, APTEI; under griffin, 02 ; (3) API2TIQN, 

<PIAON, ®E0, Pegasus drinking : (4) AP0II02, MNA2AT0, AIIOA, 

Eros crowning himself, all fine 4 

*** Apellikon on the above and following coins is probably Apellikon 
of Teos, the strong partizan of Mithradates VI, of Pontus (see 
B. M. Cat. p. xlvii). 

995 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) ANTI0X02, KAPAIX02, ATAOA, elephant; (2) AnEA- 

AIKON, P0PriA2, APrE, griffin; (3) API2TI0N. fclAPOMO, 

Pegasus drinking; (4) APXI, TIM02, AHMHTPI, Isis, fine 4 

u c 

996 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) ANTI0X02,KAPAIK02, ElPHNA, elephant; (2) A1IEA- 

AIKON, T0PPIA2., AE2NI(1), under griffin, A2; (3) A$P0AI2I, 

AIOrE, EAIH, double cornucopise ; (4) AXAI02, HAI, EYAHM02, 

cornucopise and ears of corn, all fine 4 

3 

-/997 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) A<PP0AI2I, AIOrE, 2ATY, double cornucopise; (2) AXAI02, 

HAI, AnOAAOA, cornucopise and ears of corn; (3) TAAY, EXE, 

bust of Helios ; (4) AAM12N, 2H2IKPATH2, NIKONO, quiver 

and bow, all fine 4 

/ / <Z 

998 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AMMOAIO, plemochoe with ears of corn; (2) AXAI02, 

HAI, nY@0KAH2, cornucopise and ear of corn ; (3) AAMfiN, 

202IKPATH2, 0EOAHP, quiver and bow; (4) AHMEA2, EPMO- 

KAH2, EYMEI (?), head-dress of Isis, all fine 4 

/ 3 

999 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AXAI02, HAI, nY©0KAH2, cornucopise and two ears of 

corn; (2) AHMHTPI02, ArA@mn02, pilei of Dioscuri; (3) 

AIOTE, n02EI, AHMH, Demeter ; (4) AI0NY2, AI0NY2I, 

/ 
(, 

ANTIffiA, Helios in quadriga, all fine 4 

■? y/ ■ ^ 
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Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AAMHN, 2I22IKPATH2, KPITON, quiver and bow ; (2) 

AHMEA2, EPMOKAH2, 2021, head-dress of Isis; (3) AHMH02, 

TPIArA©inri02, OAY, pilei of Dioscuri ; (4) AIONY2I02, 

MNA2ArOPA2, Dionysos holding kantharos and thyrsos, all fine, 

the last piece extremely rare if not unique 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AHMHTPI02, ArA©mn02, pilei of Dioscuri; (2) AIO- 

NY2I, AIONY2I, API2TO, Helios in quadriga; (3) AIOTIM02, 

EYPAI02 (?), MATA2 KAE, no symbol ; (4) AOPO0E, AI0<1>, 

fore-part of lion, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c.,(l) AIONY2I, AIONY2I, API2, Helios in quadriga; (2) AOPO0E, 

AIOKAE, AIO<3>, fore-part of lion ; (3) EIIirENH, 202ANAP02, 

KAAAIKPA, eagle; (4) EYMHA02, KAAAI$ON, HP A, Tyche, all 

fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AHMHTPI02, ArA©mn02, An, pilei of Dioscuri ; (2) 

EnirENH, 202ANAP02, EYMH, eagle; (3) EniTENH, 202AN- 

AP02, HAIOAO, eagle; (4) EYMHA02, KAAAPM2N, HPA, Tyehe, 

all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AIONY2I, A10NY2I, API2, Helios in quadriga; (2) Eni- 

TENH, 202ANAP02, EYMH, eagle; (3) EYMAPEIAH2, KAEO- 

MEN, A2K, Triptolemus in car; (4) EYMHA02, ©EOHENAH2, 

Theseus (?), all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, 

&c., (1) AIONY2I, AIONY2I, MHrPO, Helios in quadriga; (2) 

EnirENH, 202ANAP02, EYMH, eagle; (3) EYMHA02, KAA- 

AI<hON. IOK, Tyche; (4) EYPYKAEI, APIAPA, HPAKAEI, the 

three Charites, all fine 4 

%* Kalliphon was one of the leaders of the Roman party at Athens in 
the time of the Mithradatic war (B. M. Cat. pi. xlviii). 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) EHIPENH, 2422ANAP02, AEINOK, eagle ; (2) EnirENH, 

2H2ANAP02, HAIOAfi, eagle; (3) EYMAPEIAH2, KAEOMEN, 

MHTP, Triptolemus in car; (4) EYMAPEIAH2, AAKIAAM, AlON, 

Triptolemus in car, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) EYPVKAEI, APIAPA, EENOKPA, the three Charites; 

(2) ZQIA02, EYANAP02, ZOIA02, bee; (3) HPAKAEIAK2, 

EYKA1I2, AIOK, Nike dropping tessera into vase; (4) HPAK 

AEIAH2, EYKAH2, AlON Y20r.(?), same symbol, mostly fine 4 

oCo 
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1008 Athens, Tetradrachras, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, f / ^ 

V &C.,(1) EmrENH, 202ANAP02, M 02X1, eagle; (2) EYPVKAEI, 
APIAPA, KAAAI, the tliree Charites; (3) ©EMI2TO, ©EOITOM- 

1102, API2TO, trophy on prow ; (4) ©E0A0T02, 20TA2, 

KAEO<t>ANH2, no symbol, fine, 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, / / ( 

' ' &c., (1) ©EMI2TO, ©EOnOM, 4>lAONl, trophy on galley; (2) 

©EMI2TO, ©EOnOMnOS, MENOI, trophy on galley ; (3) 

©EO$PA, 20TA, HPAKON, winged fnlmen ; (4) KAPAIX, 

EPrOKAE, 4>EIAI, prow of galley, fine 4 

rU 

uCo 

1010 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) ©EOAOT02, 20TA2, KAE04>ANH2, no symbol; (2) 

©E04>PA, 20TA, 4>IAHM, winged fulmen; (3) IKE2I02, 

A2KAHIIIAAH2, ©EO, wreath; (4) KAPAIX, EPrOKAE, 

XAI, prow of galley, all fine 4 

1011 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) KAPAIX, EPTOKAE, MENA, prow of galley; (2) 

KOINT02, KAEA2, 4>lAOTAA (1), seated figure crowned by 

Nike; (3) AY2AN, TAAYK02, dTAOKTA, cicada; (4) AY2AN, 

TAAYK02, A0HNOBI, cicada, fine 4 

*** Kointos is probably Quintus Caecilius Metellus (b.c. 146). 

/ 

/ 

9 

U 

CJLo 1012 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, 

&c., (1) KAEOd>ANH2, EnI@ETE2, conical stone draped; (2) 

KOINT02, KAEA2, AIONY2I, seated figure crowned by Nike ; 

(3) KTH2I, EYMA, Nike with wreath; (4) AY2ANAP02, 
0IN0<I?IA02, poppy-head and two ears of corn, all iine 4 

1013 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) AY2AN, TAAYK02, 3>lAOKPA, cicada; (2) MENEA, 

EniTENO, Od>EAO, Asklepios resting on staff; (3) MIK ION, 

EYPYKAEI, API2TO, two naked figures; (4) MIKI, ©E04>PA, 
Nike in quadriga, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, 

&c., (1) AY2AN, TAAYK02, NIKANOP, cicada; (2) MENEA, 

EnirENO, AAESA, Asklepios; (3) MIKION, EYPYKAEI, 

rOPnn, two naked figures ; (4) MIKI, ©E03>PA, Nike in quad¬ 
riga, all fine 4 

£ 

5 

/// 

1015 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, , 

&c., (1) MENEA, EmrENO, NIKOT, Asklepios; (2) MHTPO- ^ ° 

AOP02, ANTI4>ANH2, MIATIAAII2, bunch of grapes ; (3) MHTPO- 

AOP02, EYKPA, AHMO20EN, same symbol; (4) MHTPO- 

A0P02, M IKY©, AHMO20E, same symbol, all fine 4 

3J Z . 6 
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Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, 
&c., (1) MIKION, EYPYKAEI, API2TO, two naked figures; (2) 

MIKION, EYPYKAEI, BOYKATTH2, same symbols; (3) MNA- 

2EA2, NE2TOP, plemochoe and ears of corn; (4) NIKHTH2, 

AIONY2I02, EMBI, Gorgon head, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, | 

&c.,(l) MIKION, EYPYKAEI, API2TO, two naked figures ; (2) same 

but last name IIAPA ; (3) NIKHTH2, AI0NY2I02, ME, Gorgon 

head; (4) sENOKAH2, APM0HEN02, seated figure, facing, 
unpublished, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’names, 

&c., (1) MIKION, EYPYKAEI, A2KAH, two naked figures; (2) 

NIKHTH2, AIONY2I02, AH, Gorgon head; (3) NIKHTH2, 

AIONY2I02, MENE, same symbol ; NIKOPENH2, KAAAIMAX02, 

KAAAI0EO2, no symbol, all fine 4 

1019 Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) MIKION, EYPYKAE, AHMO, two naked figures ; (2) MIKI, 

0EO4>PA, Nike in quadriga; (3) EENOKAH2, APM0HEN02, 

dolphin and trident; (4) nOAEMON, AAKETH2, nATPO, tripod, 
all fine 4 

1020 

1021 

1022 

1023 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ 

names, &c., (1) MIKION, EYPYKAEI, AP22T02 (sic), two naked 

figures; (2) EENOKAH2, APMOEEN02, dolphin and trident; (3) 

nOAEMON, AAKETH2, nATPO, tripod ; (4) nOAVTI. Z., mono¬ 

gram, all fine, the last coin belongs to the earlier period, b.c. 220-197 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (l)NIKOrENE2, KAAAIMAX02, KAAAI0EO2, no symbol; 

(2) similar, but under amphora IT for AI ; (3) EENOKAH2, 

APM0SEN02, seated figure leaning on staff; (4) similar, symbol, 

serpent, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names 

&c., (1) nOAEMON, AAKETH2, 0EOAOTO2, tripod ; (2) 

nOAEMON, AAKETH2, TIMON, tripod ; (3) nOAEMON, 

AAKETH2, API2, tripod; (4) similar, last name AnOAAOAO, 

tripod, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c.,(l) nOAEMON, AAKETH2, AnOAAOAO, tripod; (2) nOAY- 

XAPM, NIKOr, ©EMI2TOKAH, winged caduceus ; (3) similar, but 

third name, KAPAIXOY ; (4) similar, third name, <t>lAOA, all fine 4 

33/-2 
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1024 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ names, 

&c., (1) 2DKPATH2, AI0NY20A0, A©HNI, Apollo (1) holding 

figures of three Charites; on either side, griffin; (2) TIMAPXOY, 

NIKAro, MNA2IK, anchor and star; (3) similar, third name, 

(MNOKAE; (4) XAPINAYTH2, AlONY, API2TEA2, Demeter 
holding two torches, all fine 4 

1025 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ 

names, &c., (1) 20TAAH2, ©EMI2TOKAH2, bundle of twigs; 
(2) TIMAPXOY, NIKATO, AY2IA, anchor and star; (3) <t>IAO- 

KPATH2, KAAAI4>fiN, Nike; (4) XAPINAYTH2, AHOAAOA, 

API2TEA2, Demeter with torches, all fine 4 

Athens, Tetradrachms, after B.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ 

names, &c., (1) AM4>IKPAT2, EYA, EIII2TPAT02, two ears of 

corn; (2) ANTI0X02, NIKOr, NIKONH, elephant; (3) API2- 
TION, <PIAON, HTE (?), pegasus ; (4) AP0II02, MNA2ATO, AnOA, 

Eros crowning himself, in fine condition 4 

1027 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates’ 

names, &c., (1) AHMHTPI02, ArA©IIHI02, <hl, pilei of Dioscuri; 

(2) KAPAIX, EPrOKAE ©EMI, prow of galley; (3) MENEA, 

EmrENO, AIOA, Asklepios; (4) IIOAENfiN, AAKETH2, TlMfi, 

tripod ; (5) 4>ANOKAH2, AHOAAfiNIO, BAKKI02 (?), Artemis 
with torch, in fair condition 5 

1028 Athens, Tetradrachms, after b.c. 196, usual type, magistrates' 

names, &c., (1) MIKJON, EYPVKAE, IIAPA, two naked youths; 

(2) nOAYXAPM, NIKOr, ©EMI2TOKAH, caduceus; (3) XAPl’ 

HPA, cock, pierced-, (4) XAPINAYTH2, NIKA, API2TEA2, 

Demeter holding two torches; (5) EIIirENH, 202ANAP02 .... 
eagle, in fair condition g 

1029 

to 

7B. •jdLy 

1030 

1031 

Athens, Tetradrachms (3), b.c. 220-197, usual type but earlier style; 

on rev., (1) two monograms and Nike; (2 and 3) two monograms and 

trophy; others, of later style, after B.c. 196, magistrates’ names &c., 

(1) MIKIDN, EYPYKAEI, TOPriP, two naked figures; (2) 

EYMEPEIAH2, AAKIAAMO, Triptolemus in chariot drawn by 
serpents, in fair condition, the first three are all pierced 5 

Athens, Drachms (8) of the early and later periods, and Triobols, 

Diobols, Obols, &c., chiefly of the earlier period ; usual types, mostly 
fine 31 

Athens, Drachms (9), similar to last lot, but all of later period; also 
Triobols, Diobols, Obols, &c., usual types, mostly fine 34 
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Bronze. 
Athens, Autonomous &c., after 

hurling fulmen; Demeter in 

Promachos; Owl on amphora; Athena holding 

B.c. 220 ; rev. types, Zeus 

car drawn by serpents ; Pallas 

spear 

rjj maJu 

Athena 

cCo 

seated before tree ; Amphora; Owl; Bucranium ; Athena standing 

holding Nike; Athena seated holding Nike, &c., sizes 5-4, very well 
preserved for these coins, some rare 18 

Athens, Autonomous &c., similar to the preceding lot; rev. types, \it,CrLbsv\ 

Zeus hurling fulmen; Owl; Bucranium; Pallas holding spear 

and shield ; Pallas holding Nike; sizes 5-4; others of smaller sizes, 

3-2, rev. types, Owl; Torch ; Prow of ship ; Pig ; Two owls, &c., 

mostly well preserved 25 

1034 Athens, Autonomous coins, &c., similar types to last lot, mostly of Ob rvumv- 

the smaller sizes, well preserved 29 V 

Athens, Imperial; rev. types, the Acropolis with view of temple, 

grotto, &c. (2 varieties), size 6 ; Poseidon and Athene standing on 

either side of tree with serpent and owl, size 6 ; Theseus slaying the 

Minotaur, size 5 ; Agonistic table on which head of Athena to right 

or left, size 5 ; Triptolemus (1) in chariot, size 5, all fine and rare 7 

Athens, Imperial; rev. types, ZEsculapius; Demeter holding two 

torches; Sphinx ; Athena seated holding Nike ; Tripod ; Athena 

standing near tree; Herakles with the lion's skin ; Tree between 

amphora and owl; Apollo holding lyre ; Soldier on galley ; Pallas 

holding shield ; Nike in quadriga, sizes 6-5, mostly fine 14 

Athens, Imperial; rev. types, Triptolemus in chariot; Sphinx; Po¬ 

seidon and Athene standing near tree ; Athene standing near tree; 

Tree between urn and owl; Agonistic table with head of Athena ; 

Theseus slaying the Minotaur; Athena holding spear and shield, 

&c., sizes 6-4, all well preserved, some fine 15 

C/aj 

0C0 

&c. MEGARIS, AEGINA, 

Silver. 

Megaea, before b.c. 338, Stater, Head of Apollo to left, laureate; VL 

rev. META PE, Lyre, wt. 120 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxi, 1), somewhat 

rubbed, but exceedingly rare, even in this state l 

Megara, Pentobol (?), Head of Apollo to left, laureate; rev. META 

between spaces formed by five crescents, wt. 50 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. pi. XXI, 2); Triobol (?), similar, but MEr in intervals 

formed by three crescents, wt. 24 grs. (ib. pi. xxi, 3); and Half- 

Drachm, later style, Head of Apollo to right; rev. MErAPEfiN, 

Lyre, ivt. 31 grs. (ib. pi. xxi, 6), all well preserved and exceedingly 

rare 3 
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1040 Aeoina, Stater, early type, Tortoise with plain shell and row of dots 

down the middle; rev. Rough incuse square, wt. 189 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. pi. xxili, 3); another, similar, but the incuse on the rev. is 

divided into five compartments, wt. 190 grs. (ib. pi. XXIV, 1); 
another, similar, on which the structure of the shell is shown ; rev. 

Rough incuse square, wt. 181 grs. (not fig. in B. M. Cat.), all fine and 

scarce 3 

1041 Aegina, Staters (3), similar to the preceding lot, but the second piece 

has the incuse on rev. mill-sail pattern ; and on the third, which 

shows the scales on the tortoise back, the incuse on rev. is divided 

into five compartments, wts. 180, 191 and 185 grs., all fine and scarce 3 

1042 Aegina, Stater, early type, with row of pellets down the centre of the 
tortoise; rev. Incuse mill-sail pattern, wt. 190 grs. ; another, with 

structure of shell clearly shown on obv. ; rev. Square divided into 

five compartments, wt. 198 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. xxiv, 12); another, 

similar, but on rev. in incuse, Air and dolphin, wt. 184 grs. (ib. 

pi. xxv, 4), all fine and scarce 3 

1043 Aegina, Stater, with shell of tortoise clearly marked ; rev. Incuse 

square divided into five compartments, wt. 190 grs. ; Drachms (2) of 

similar type, one with AI, the other with Air and dolphin in 

incuse on rev., wts. 89 and 66 grs. ; Triobols (2), one with rough 

incuse on rev.; the other with incuse divided into five compartments, 

crescent in one, wt. 44 grs. each ; and Obols (2), similar, wt. 114 grs. 

each, all fine 7 

1044 Aegina, Stater, similar to last lot, but with A on obv., and on rev. NI 

and dolphin in incuse, wt. 185 grs. ; Drachms (2) as before, one with 

no legend on rev.; the other with Ain and dolphin, wts. 95 and 

83 grs.; Triobols (2) and Obols (2), similar to last lot, all fine 7 

1045 Aegina, Stater, usual type with Ain and dolphin on rev., wt. 188 grs.; 

Drachms (2), one with two pellets on rev. (B. M. Cat. pi. xiv, 13), 

wt. 80 grs. ; the other with Ain and dolphin, wt. 81 grs. ; Triobol 

and Obols (4), all of the early type, all fine 8 

Bronze. 

1046 Eleusis, Triptolemus in chariot; rev. EAEY^I, Pig (3 var.), size 3 ; 

another ; rev. Plemochoe on pedestal, size 2. Salamis ; rev. types, 

2A, and shield, 2AAA, size 3. Megara ; rev. types, Lyre ; Tripod ; 

Tripod and dolphins (3 var.), sizes 4J-2|; Imperial, Geta, rev. Ceres 

holding torches, MErAPEDN, size 6, rare. Pagae, Commodus, 

rev. Ceres as on last, II AT AKIN, size 6, mostly fine and scarce 14 
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1047 Eleusis ; rev. types, Pig. Salamis ; rev. Shield. Megara ; rev. types, 

Lyre ; Tripod; Tripod and dolphins, as in previous lot; others, 

Megara ; rev. Two dolphins and MEr in wreath, size 2. Aegina ; 

rev. types, Dolphin, size 3 ; Incuse compartment with N O, &c 

(3 var.), size 1; Prow; rev. Head of ram, AIIT (3 var.), size 4; 

Imperial, Severus, rev. AlEElNHTfiN, Jupiter hurling thunderbolt, 

size 6, rare, mostly fine and scarce 18, 

' 

CORINTHIA. 

Silver. 

II 

1048 

1052 

1053 

Corinth, Stater, circa b.c. 600-500, Pegasus walking to left, the 

wings curled ; below ? ; rev. Maeander pattern incuse, wt. 130 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. i, 2); another, similar, but Pegasus canters, wt. 

130 grs. (ib.pl. I, 4), both fine and scarce 2 

Corinth, Staters, circa b.c. 600-500, similar to the preceding, but on 

both specimens Pegasus canters, wt. 123 grs. each ; Drachm, same 

type, wt. 43 grs., fine and scarce 3 

Corinth, Staters (2), average wt. 131 and 129 grs., and Drachm, ivt. 

43 grs., similar types to the preceding lot, well preserved 3 

Corinth, Stater, archaic style, b.c. 500-430, Pegasus with curled 

wings flying to left; below 9 ; rev. Head of Pallas to left in incuse 

square, hair en queue ; another, similar, with head of Pallas to right; 

another, Pegasus to right and head of Pallas to right, average wt. 

131 grs., all very fine and rare 3 

Corinth, Staters (2), as in the preceding lot, with Pegasus to right; 

rev. one with head of Pallas to left; the other to right, hair rolled up 

at back, average wt. 131 grs. ; Drachm, Pegasus to left, below ? ; 

rev. Head of Apollo to right in incuse square, archaic style, wt. 

43 grs. ; another, similar, with head of Apollo to left, wt. 43 grs. ; 

Diobol, Forepart of Pegasus to right; rev. Head of Apollo to right, 

wt. 20 grs., all fine and rare 5 

Corinth, Stater, after b.c. 400, Pegasus with curled wings walking 

fj/vr'uJs& fl 

oLo 

do 

to right; below 9 ; rev. Head of Pallas to right; behind, tripod ; 

another, similar, but Pegasus to left, and Head of Pallas also to 

left; before dolphin, behind 2 ; another, same as last, but symbols 

behind head of Pallas, leaf and candelabrum, average wt. 127 grs., 

all fine and scarce types 3 

Corinth, Staters as in last lot, (1) Pegasus and head of Pallas to left; 

symbols on rev. two dolphins ; (2) Pegasus and head of Pallas to 

right; symbol on rev. head of ox ; (3) Pegasus with pointed wing ; 

rev. Head of Pallas to left; symbol, acanthus ornament, average wt. 

129 grs., all fine and scarce types 3 
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Corinth, Staters, after b.c. 400, usual type of Pegasus and Head of .y / 

Pallas to right or left; symbols on ?•<?«., double-bodied owl; three 

dolphins; Nike ; forepart of horse ; Poseidon with sceptre ; candle¬ 

stick ; hand holding torch ; Nike carrying thymiaterion, all fine 8 

Corinth, Staters, after B.c. 400, usual type ; symbols on rev., lituus ; / 

M, ?, and dolphin ; EP and Nike holding thymaterion; forepart 

of horse ; flower; N and bucranium; Poseidon (?) ; head wearing 

Phrygian cap, all fine 8 

Corinth, Staters, after B.c. 400, usual type ; symbols on rev., open / 

hand ; pomegranate; prow ; quiver (?); A and figure of Dionysos; 

N and figure of Ares; I and Nike carrying fillet; Dionysos, all 

fine 8 

Corinth, Staters, after B.c. 400, usual type ; symbols on rev., acanthus / y 

ornament; Macedonian shield ; oval shield ; bucranium; astragalus ; 

API and cock ; cock pecking; hatchet, all fine 8 

AAnsxuje 1059 

1060 

<*o 
1062 

1063 

Corinth, Staters, after b.c. 400, usual type ; symbols on rev., cock ; 

Thessalian helmet; A and wreath ; quiver ; shield ; AI and pine- 

cone (?); astragalus, all fine 8 

Corinth, Staters, after b.c. 400, usual type; symbols on rev., Nike 

holding serpent (?); I and Demcter with torch; AN mon. in wreath ; 

head of Helios ; thyrsos; dog ; bird in wreath, all fine 8 

v^ooT^lOGl Corinth, Staters, after b.c. 400, usual type; symbols on rev., 

thyrsos ; wreath ; rose ; owl; A and bee ; AI and Pallas with spear; 

Herakles shooting arrow, all fine 7 

Corinth, Staters, after b.c. 340, usual type, but helmet of Pallas, 

wreathed; symbols on rev., AP and Chimaera; AP and shell (?) in 

wreath; AP and triton; cornucopise and ears of corn; AP and 

leaf ; AP and plough ; and wolf, all fine 7 

Corinth, Staters (2), after B.c. 340, usual type, helmet of Pallas not 

wreathed ; symbols on rev., AA and mask of satyr; M and dolphin ; 

others (4) with helmet of Pallas wreathed; symbols on rev., AP and 

eagle; Gorgon head in wreath; AP and Pallas Promachos; AP 

and Chimaera; Drachms (4), Pegasus ; rev. types, Head of Aphro¬ 

dite to left, hair in sakkos; another, similar, Head of Aphrodite to 

right; another, Head of Aphrodite with long flowing hair ; another, 

Head of Aphrodite, hair close and bound with fillet, average ivt. 
38 grs., all fine, the smaller pieces scarce 10 

Corinth, Trihemidrachm, circa B.c. 350, Bellerophon naked on 

Pegasus; rev. Chimaera to right at bay, wt. 65 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. H, 22); another, similar, but Bellerophon is clothed in chlamys, 

&c., and strikes downwards, and on rev. the Chimaera is to left; 
wt. 63 grs., hotli very fine and rare 2 

No. 1 from the Wigan collection. 
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£ ji 1065 

a & 
1066 

<2 1067 

Corinth, Drachms, after b.c. 400, Pegasus; rev. types, Head of 

Aphrodite, hair in sakkos; hair long, with letters T, KE, and mono¬ 

gram ; hair twice bound with diadem, and mon. KP on obv.; and 

head laurate, average wt. 36 grs.; Hemidrachm, Forepart of Pegasus ; 

rev. Head of Persephone, wt. 20 grs.; Diobols (5), Pegasus flying; 

rev. Pegasus walking; various letters, average wt. 14 grs.; Tri- 

hemiobol, with rev. Gorgon head ; around, TPIH.; wt. 9 grs. (corny. 

B. M. Cat. pi viii, 4), &c., all fine, some rare 20 

Bronze. 

Corinth, Autonomous, Head of Pallas; rev. Trident, size 3 ; Imperial, 

Augustus, rev. types, Pegasus, M. BELLIO. PROCVLO. IIYIR. 

FOR.; Pegasus, P. VIPSANIO AGRIPPA., &c.; Temple on rock, 

C. PAVLO. IIVIR., &c.; Bellerophon on Pegasus attacking Chi- 

maera, Q. CAECIL. NIGER., &c. ; Livia, rev. Temple, L. FVRIO. 

LABEONE. IIYIR. COR.; Agrippina, Jun., rev. Two togate 

figures; Nero, rev. Wreath enclosing ISTHMIA ; Domitian, rev. 

Chimaera, COL. IVL. AVG. COR. ; Zeus holding thunderbolt and 

eagle, &c., sizes 5-4, mostly fine 14 

Corinth, Imperial, Hadrian, rev. types, the Nymphs Lechaeum and 

Cenchreae, LECH. CENCH., size 4; Within wreath, ISTHMI., 

size 6 ; Ant. Pius, rev. Helios in quadriga, size 7; M. Aurelius, rev. 

Figure on dolphin, C. LI. COR., size 6 ; Commodus, rev. types, 

Eagle on rock, size 5; Within wreath, ISTHMIA., size 7; Female 

holding patera and cornucopia;, size 6 ; Caracalla, rev. Seated figure 

and stag (?) before temple on rock, size 5 ; others, without Emperor’s 

head; rev. types, Lioness on ram; Aphrodite holding shield; 

Pegasus, &c., mostly fine 12 

7& cc. 

'Mt.jjyr~ 

etc 

/ c 

PELOPONNESUS. 

ACHAIA, SICYONIA, ELIS, &c.l 

Silver. 

1068 Pellene, Triobol, Head of Apollo laureate ; behind, TE mon.; rev. 

IIEA in wreath, wt. 43 grs.; Phlius, Triobol (?), Bull butting to right; 

<t> in dotted square within incuse, wt. 41 grs. ; another, Bull butting 

to left; rev. <I> in wreath, wt. 44 grs.; another, similar, but <E> and 

bird in wreath on rev., id. 43 grs.; Obol, Forepart of bull to right; 

rev. $ in incuse, wt. 13 grs.; another, similar, but bull to left, wt. 

12 grs., all rare and fine 6 

// <2 t 
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PHLIUS, Drachm, circa li.c. 430-322, Bull hutting to left; iri exergue, 

<I>AEIA (retrograde); rev. 2112N around wheel in incuse square, 

wt. 90 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. vi, 21), very fine and extremely rare 

[Pl. VII] 1 
*** From the Northwick collection. 

Bronze. 

Aegira, Forepart of horse, AiriPATAN ; rev. A A in wreath, size 2 ; 

Imperial, Plautilla, rev. AiriPATDN, Turreted female holding spear 

and cornucopia?, size 5. AegiUM, Head of Zeus; rev. Zeus hurling 

thunderbolt, size 5 ; Aurelius, rev. Female figure holding spear, 

&c., AiriGlUN., size 4 ; Caracalla, rev. Female figure holding two 

torches, same legend, size 5. Dyme, Head of Pallas; rev. AY and 

cap in wreath, size 3. Patrae, Head of Heraldes; rev. Pallas 
holding spear and shield, and magistrates’ names MHTPOAOPOC., 

NIKOCTPATOC., &c., (3 var.), size 6. Pellene, Julia Domna, rev. 

Nike facing, II6AAHNAION., size 6, very rare. Phlius, Bull butting 

to left; rev. 4>, 2 var., one with three dots and E around centre 

letter 

rare 
the other with one dot on either side, size 2, mostly fine and 

12 

Silver. 

1072 

1073 

1074 

1075 

Achaean League, Hemidrachms, Head of Zeus Homagyrios ; rev. AX 

mon. in wreath, of various cities, Aegina (1) (fish); Aegira (half¬ 

goat) ; Aegium (APICTOAAMOC, fulmen); Antigonea (AN.); 

Argos (wolf’s head) ; Caphyae (head of Pallas); Corinth (Pegasos); 

Dyme (fish, 2 var.); Elis (thunderbolt, 3 var.); Epidaurus (ser¬ 

pent) ; Lacedsemon (pilei of Dioscuri); Megalopolis (syrinx); 

Megara (lyre), all fine 17 

Achaean League, Hemidrachms, same types as last lot of Aegira, 

Aegium (2 var.), Antigonea, Caphyae, Corinth, Dyme, Elis (3 var.), 

Megalopolis, and Megara as before; others of Pallantium (trident, 

3 var.); Patrae (dolphin, 5 var.), all fine 20 

Achaean League, Hemidrachms as before of Pallantium (2 var.), 

and Patrae (5 var.) as in last lot; others of Pellene (lyre, and 

vase); Sicyon (dove); Tegea (TE, 5 var.), &c., all fine 17 

SICYONIA. 

Sicyon, Stater, b.c. 400-322, Chimaera to left; below 2E; rev. Dove 

flying to left within laurel-wreath, id. 188 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 345), 

very fine and scarce 1 

Sicyon, Stater, same type as the preceding coin, but under the dove 

on the rev. is a dolphin, wt. 188 grs., very fine and scarce 1 
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1076 SiCYON, Staters, similar type to lot 1074, but on the second specimen 

there is a wreath above the Chimaera, tuts. 188 and 184 grs., both well 

preserved 2 

1077 SiCYON, Stater, similar type to lot 1074, but the Chimaera is to right, a. 

before it, the letters 2 E, and beneath, Apollo kneeling to right and 

shooting with bow; and on rev. IIA behind dove, wt. 181 grs., very 

fine and a rare variety [PL VII] 1 

*** From the Whittall collection. 

1078 SiCYON, Stater, usual type, but Chimaera to right; below 2E retro- ^o-rxxycrd 

grade; and on rev. Dove to right; behind it O, wt. 188 grs.; another, 

similar, but Chimaera and Dove to left; above the former, wreath ; 

before the latter, N, tut. 178 grs., in fair condition 2 

1079 SiCYON, Drachm, before B.c. 431, Dove to left, alighting; rev. 2 and 

floral ornament within incuse, wt. 89 grs. (B. M. Cat., pi. vn, 9), well 

preserved-, another, B.C. 431-400, Dove to left, alighting; behind 

2E ; rev. Dove to left in wreath, wt. 92 grs. (ib. pi. vn, 18), very fine, 

both very rare 2 

1080 Sicyon, Hemi-Drachm, Chimaera to left; below 2E; rev. Dove to left, ru 

wt. 44 grs.; others (2), similar, but with 21 under Chimaera, and 

three pellets or I on rev., wt. 43 grs. each; Diobols (4) with Dove to left 

or right; rev. 2 and magistrates’ names, &c., (1) KP mon. and cadu- 

ceus; (2) IIOAYKPA; (3) AAEHIDN ; (4) OAYMIIIAAA2, average wt. 

33 grs. ; Obols, &c., types, Kneeling figure holding bow; rev. 2E 

in wreath; Dove on obv. and rev.; Laureate Head ; rev. Bird flying; 

Dove; rev. 2, &c., all fine, an interesting series of the smaller coins of 

this place 13 

Bronze. 

1081 Sicyon, Head of Apollo; rev. 2E in wreath, size 3; Dove, 21; rev. 

Tripod in wreath, size 3; Head of Apollo ; rev. AINEIA2, Dove [/ 

(3 var.), size 4 ; Apollo with fillet; rev. 21 in wreath, size 2 ; Dove ; 

rev. 2, (2 var.), size 2; another, rev. AH in wreath, size 2£; Im¬ 

perial, Plautilla, rev. 2IKYDNK7N, Serapis seated to left; before, 

Chimaera, size 6, all fine, some rare, especially the last coin, which is 

from the Wigan collection 10 

Ji WO- 3 
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1082 

1083 

Silver. 

Elis, Stater, b.c. 480-420, Eagle flying to right devouring hare, wings 

outstretched ; various countermarks in field ; rev. FA, Winged fulmen, 

wt. 180 grs., well preserved, very rare 1 

Elis, Stater, B.c. 480-420, Eagle with wings open to left, devouring 

hare ; various counter-marks in field; rev. F A, Winged fulmen, 

wt. 191 grs., well preserved, rare 1 
*** From the Loscombe collection. 

standing to Elis, Stater, b.c. 480-420, Eagle standing to right, wings spread, 

struggling with serpent; in field [A] A ; rev. F A, Winged fulmen, 

within beaded circle, wt. 190 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. xi, 8), extremely 

fine and rare [PI. VII] 1 

Elis, Stater, b.c. 480-420, FA, Eagle flying to left, holding serpent; 

rev. [F] A, Fulmen with wide spread wings, wt. 186 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. pi. xi, 6), fine and very rare 1 

Elis, Stater, b.c. 480-420, Eagle with closed wings, standing to right 

on hare and devouring it; rev. FA, Fulmen with wings at base ; all 

in olive-wreath, wt. 185 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xi, 9), very fine and rare 1 

Elis, Stater, B.C. 480-420, Eagle’s head to left; below, leaf; rev. 

Similar type to the preceding coin; but the wings are at the top of 

the fulmen, wt. 188 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xn, 1), obv. very fine, rev. 

well preserved, very rare [PI. VII] 1 

Elis, Stater, b.c. 480-420, Eagle to left with raised wings; before it, 

small bird (?); various countermarks; rev. AAEION, Nike seated to 

right in pensive attitude, her legs crossed, and resting her head on 

her left hand ; in right, wreath ; all in incuse square, wt. 183 grs. 

(not in B. M. Cat.), fine and of the highest rarity [PI. VII] 1 

Elis, Stater, b.c. 480-420, Eagle to right, wings raised, hare in its 

claws; rev. F A, Nike with open wings, clad in long chiton and 

peplos, seated to left on basis consisting of two steps ; long palm in 

right hand ; left rests on basis ; olive spray in exergue, wt. 188 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. xn, 9), extremely fine and excessively rare, “ One of the 

most striking compositions in Greek numismatics ” (Hist. Num. 

p. 355) [PL VII] 1 
*** From the Wigan collection. 

wearing broad Elis, Stater, b.c. 420-370, Head of Hera to right, 

stephane, adorned with flowers; rev. F A, Winged fulmen ; all 

within olive-wreath, wt. 187 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. xn, 11), fine and 

rare [PL VII] 1 
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ELIS. 

Elis, Stater, b.c. 370-362, F A., Head of Olympia to right, hair in 

sakkos, ear-ring; rev. Eagle standing to left and looking to right, 

closed wings; all in wreath, wt. 188 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xm, 3), 

very fine and very rare [Pl. VII] 1 

tic CL. 

1092 Elis, Stater, b.c. 362-312, Head of Zeus, laureate, to left, in high 

relief; rev. FAAEK2N, Eagle standing to left on column; counter- 

marked in the field with bull’s head, wt. 183 grs., fine and an extremely 

rare variety with the types to left 1 

1093 Elis, Stater, b.c. 362-312, Head of Hera to right, wearing broad 

stephane, adorned with flowers, ear-ring; rev. Eagle standing 

towards right and looking to left, wings open ; all within wreath, 

wt. 288 grs., fine and rare 1 

dto 

1094 Elis, Stater, b.c. 362-312, F A, Head of Hera similar to preceding, 

but the flowers on the stephane have long tendrils ; rev. Eagle, 

wings closed, standing to right, looking to left; all within wreath, 

wt. 185 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xiv, 1), very well preserved and rare 1 

cCo 

1095 Elis, Stater, b.c. 362-312, Head of Hera to right, wearing stephane 

inscribed FAAEIDN and ear-ring; rev. Eagle with open wings,: 

standing towards left and looking back; all within wreath, 

wt. 183 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xiv, 5), well preserved and extremely 

rare 1 

1096 Elis, Stater, b.c. 271, Head of Zeus to right, laureate; rev. F A, 

Eagle standing to right, wings closed ; before it, fulmen, wt. 183 grs. 

(comp. B. M. Cat. pl. xv, 1), fine and rare 1 

<u rrdCux/^4. 

1097 Elis, Stater, b.c. 271 (struck by Aristotimus), Head of Zeus to right, 

laureate; rev. FA. AP., Eagle standing to right on rock, wings 

closed, wt. 181 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. xv, 2), fine and scarce 1 

yt <1 Tis~r 

1098 Elis, Stater, b.c. 271-191, Head of Zeus to right, in somewhat lower 

relief; rev. FA, Eagle with closed wings standing to right; in 

front, serpent erect; before, AI, wt. 187 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xv, 7), 

fine and rare 1 

Aj 

*** From the Northwick collection. 

1099 Elis, Drachm (?), Eagle to right on hare, wings open; rev. FA, Winged 

fulmen, all in sunk square, wt. 68 grs. ; Hemidrachm, Head of 

Hera to right, wearing broad stephane adorned with flowers ; rev. 

FA, Fulmen; all within dotted border, wt. 43 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pl. xu, 17); another, Eagle’s head; rev. FA, Winged fulmen, all 

within wreath, wt. 44 grs. (var. ib.pl. xii, 2), all fine and rare 3 

i vt- rj w/*' 
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Elis, Drachm, Eagle with open wings on hare to right; rev. FA, 

Winged fulmen, wt. 73 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 10); Hemidrachm, 

FA, Head of Hera, wearing stephane inscribed HP A; rev. Eagle to 

left, looking back, wt. 41 grs. (ib.pl. XIII, 15) ; another, Eagle to 

right on hare ; rev. FA, Winged fulmen, wt. 43 grs. {lb. pi. xi, 10); 

Obol, Head of Zeus (?), laureate; rev. Fulmen within wreath, wt. 

15 grs., all fine ancl rare 4 

/ \/o 

Elis, Hemidrachm, Head of Zeus ; rev. FA, Eagle on column, wt. 

41 grs.; another, similar, but rev. FA, Eagle to right, before A 

(Aristotimus), wt. 35 grs.; others (2), same obv. ; but rev. FA, 

Fulmen in wreath; another, same, but on rev. legend FA. API, wt. 

40 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. XV, 4); Diobol (1), Bird with open wings ; 

rev. Incuse square, wt. 22 grs. ; Obols (2) with obv. types, Eagle’s 

head and leaf; Plead of Hera; rev. FA, Fulmen, wt. 13 grs. each; 

and Half-Obol, Female head; rev. FA, Fulmen, wt. 5 grs., all fine 

and mostly rare 9 

/ 

Bronze. 

/ 3 

CT-o 1102 Elis, Head of Hera to left; rev. FA, Eagle to right, size 5; Head of 

Zeus; rev. Eagle to left; in front, serpent erect, size 4; Head of 

Zeus ; rev. FA, or FA, AP, Horse, size 4 (4 varieties); Female head; 

rev. FA, Zeus thundering, size 4 (3 varieties)-, others; rev. types, 

FA or FAAEION in wreath, size 5 (3 varieties); Imperial, Hadrian ; 

rev. HA6K2N in wreath (2 varieties), sizes 7 and 8, all fine, some 

scarce 14 

3 
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EIGHTH DAY’S SALE. 

ISLANDS OFF ELIS. 

LOT 

. 1103 

Silver. 

Cranium (Cephalleniae), Triobol, b.c. 500-430, KRANI, Ram to left; o{asrrclrtdk 

rev. Bow in incuse square, wt. 46 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xvi, 10); an¬ 

other, similar, but with pellet at side of bow on rev., wt. 45 grs.; 

Trihemiobol, Forepart of ram to left; rev. TRI in incuse square, 

wt. 22 grs. (ib. pi. XVI, 12); Obol, Head of ram; rev. Bow in incuse 

square, wt. 13 grs. (ib.pl. xvi, 13); others (2), b.c. 431-330, Head 

of ram to right; rev. KPA, Ram’s foot, wt. 12 grs. each (ib. pi. XVI, 

16), all rare and fine and interesting coins 6 

Bronze. 

1104 Cranium (Cephalleniae), Ram; rev. H; Poseidon holding trident; 1 

rev. KPA mon. ; Bull’s head; rev. K and KH ; Ram’s head (?); rev. 

K in circle ; Ram to right; rev. Bow (2 varieties); Bull’s head; rev. 

H (3 varieties), sizes 3-2, all fine and rare 11 

5 3 

3 3 

Silver. 

1105 Pale (Cephalleniae), Tetrobol, young Male head to right; at sides 

of neck IIA; rev. KE4>AA, Cephalus, naked, seated to right on rock; 

over which his garments, wt. 58 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xvu, 10), in fair 

condition; another, Head of Persephone to left; at sides of neck 

IIA ; rev. KE4>AAAOC, similar type to last, but Cephalus holds 

spear, wt. 55 grs. (ib.pl. xvu, 15), fine, both rare 2 

1106 Proni (Cephalleniae), Triobol, Head of Cephalus to left; rev. 

nPDNNDN, Club, wt. 40 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xvm, 4), in fair con¬ 

dition, very rare. Same (Cephalleniae), Tetrobol, Head of Pallas 

facing; rev. 2AMA . . , Ram to left, wt. 38 grs. (ib.pl. xvm, 12). 

ZACYNTHUS, Tetrobol, Head of Apollo; rev. XA, Tripod, wt. 57 grs. 

(ib. pi. xix, 8); and Half-Obol, same type, wt. 8 grs., all rare, well 

preserved 4 
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Zacyntiius, Stater, B.C. 357, Head of Apollo to right, laureate ; rev. 

AIQN02, Tripod, between legs of which IA, wt. 153 grs. (B. M. 
Cat. pi. xix, 23), in fair condition, has lost weight from oxydation, 

extremely rare 1 

Zacyntiius, Drachm, B.c. 394-357, Head of Apollo to right, laureate ; 

rev. IA, Tripod ; all within wreath, wt. 59 grs. (J3. M. Cat. pi. xix, 

18), very fine-, another, similar, but on rev. IA in exergue and 
2TPA to left and crescent to right of tripod, no wreath, wt. 56 grs. 

(fb. pi. xx, 2), well preserved, both rare 2 

Bronze. 

(■<< . e/A 1109 Pale, Head of Demeter; rev. HA mon., size 3 ; Dolphin; rev. II and 

* Corn-grain, size 2 (2 var.). Proni, Head of young Herakles (?); 

rev. Club in wreath, size 3, rare. Same, Head ol Cephalus; rev. 
2AMAION, Dog running, size 3 (2 var.)-, Bull’s head; rev. 2A; 

Head of Pallas; rev. 2 in wreath, size 3 ; Prow; rev. 2 in wreath, 

size 4. Zacyntiius ; rev. types, Tripod in wreath; Quiver with 

strap; Star and XA, all in wreath ; Pegasus, all size 3 ; Imperial, 

L. Verus; rev. ZAKYN0ION, Zeus facing holding sceptre ; at his 

feet, eagle, size 7. Ithaca, Head of Pallas ; rev. Head of Odysseus ; 

Head of Odysseus ; rev. I@A, Cock; similar, but rev. Thunderbolt 

in wreath, all size 3, mostly fine and many rare 16 

MESSENIA & LACONIA. 

Silver. 

1110 Messenia, Tetrobol, after B.c. 280, Head of Zeus to left; rev. ME2 

and Tripod in wreath, wt. 37 grs. ; another, but head of Zeus on 

obv. to right, wt. 34 grs. Corone, Tetrobols, Head of Pallas; rev. 

KOP and Bunch of grapes in vine-wreath (2 var.), wt. 38 grs. each, 

very rare. Lacedaemon, Tetrobol, Head of Zeus ; rev. Amphora 

between AA, pilei of Dioscuri, monogram, and ME; all in wreath, 

wt. 34 grs., fine, all rare 5 

Bronze. 

mi Messenia, Head of Demeter ; rev. ME mon., Zeus Ithomates, size 4 ; 

others (3), similar, with magistrates’ names AKIN, AEHIA2; 

another, rev. ME, size 4; others, rev. types, Bunch of grapes, 

Tripod (3 var.), sizes 3-2. Cyparissia, Head ofTioma, PCM A ; rev. 

KOA KYIIAPICCIA AAKETI, Artemis (I) holding branch, size 5, 

very rare. Thuria, Head of Demeter ; rev. ©OY, Zeus Ithomates ; 

before, ear of corn, size 6, rare ; Head of Zeus; rev. ©OY, Pallas to 

left; before NIKON YM02, size 4, rare, all -well preserved 12 
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Lacedaemon, Head of Apollo; rev. AA, Eagle, size 4 (2 var.); Heads 

of Dioscuri; rev. Two amphorae within wreath, size 4|; Female 

head; rev. Two helmets, AAKEAAIMONK2N, size 4; Head of 

Herakles; rev. Club in wreath, size 3 ; Head of Lycurgus; rev. 

Club and caduceus combined, size 6 (4 var.); Head of Atratinus; 

rev. Eagle, size 4 ; Head of Apollo, TEPONTON; rev. Artemis, 

size 8 ; Head of Dioscuri; rev. API2TOKPATHC in wreath, size 7 ; 

Head of Pallas; rev. Dioscuri, APICTANAPOC, size 8; Female 

head ; rev. Artemis in wreath, size 6, all fine, some scarce 14 

Lacedaemon ; rev. types, Eagle, Two amphorae, Club and caduceus 

combined, API^TGKPATHC in wreath as in preceding lot; another, 

Head of Zeus; rev. Club, EIII EYPYKAE02, size 5; Imperial, 

Claudius, rev. Caps of Dioscuri, EIII AAKX2NOEAA, size 7 (2 var.); 

Hadrian, rev. Dioscuri, size 7 ; Club, size 4; Geta, rev. Herakles 

seated, size 6. Gyti-iium, Caracalla, rev. Dioscuri holding their 

horses, TYGEATON, size 5. Las, Caracalla, rev. Tyche at altar, 

size 5. Cythera, Head of Apollo; rev. Dove, KY0H, size 3, all 
fine, some rare 15 

ARGOLIS. 

Silver. 

1114 Argos, Stater, circa b.c. 550, Two dolphins in opposite directions; 

rev. Rough incuse square, wt. 190 grs. (Ahim. Chron. 1884, pi. xn, 12); 

Half-Stater, same type, wt. 96 grs., both fine and rare 2 

*** The attribution of these coins to Argos or Delos is somewhat 
uncertain (Hist. Num. p. 366). 

1115 Argos, Stater, b.c. 400-322, Head of Hera wearing broad stephane, 

decorated with floral ornament; rev. APrEIfiN, Two dolphins in 

opposite directions ; between them, wolf to right, wt. 186 grs. (Hist. 

Num. p. 367), fine and rare [PI. VII] 1 

1116 Argos, Stater, similar to the preceding, but on rev. between dolphins, 

a tripod ; above which, leaf; below, AI and rose, wt. 186 grs., well 

preserved and rare 1 

1117 Argos, Stater, similar type to lot 1115 ; but between dolphins, quiver, 

wt. 187 grs., in fair condition, rare i 

1118 Argos, Half-Drachms (6), B.C. 468-400, Forepart of wolf to right or 

left; rev. A in shallow incuse square, with varying symbol on obv., 

&c., average wt. 46 grs.; Tetrobols (4), B.c. 322-229, Forepart of 

wolf to right or left; rev. A in incuse square and magistrates’ 

names EENOcMAOY, IEPGN02, AAMO20E, PP and various sym¬ 

bols, all fine 10 
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ARGOS, Tetrobols (10), B.C. 322-229, as in last lot, with magistrates’ 

names <MAOKAHS, $IAKAH3, AYAIAAA, HENOfclAOY, EY@Y- 
KAEO^, AAMO20E, AP, IIY, and IIP, and varying symbols ; and 

Obols (3), Head of wolf; rev. A and symbols; another, Wolf to 

left; rev. Helmet, average ivt. 10 grs., all fine 14 

Argos, Tetrobols (12), as in previous lot, with magistrates’ names, ( 

AP, ZEY, ArA©0KAE02, 4>A, SIAOKAHS, AEYKIA2, EII1KPA- 

TEOS, nEAASrOS, AAMAP, ZEY, &c. ; and Obols (2), Head of 

wolf; rev. A in incuse square, all fine Id 

Cleonae, Obol, 5th cent. B.C., Head of Herakles; rev. K in incuse £ 
square, wt. 15 grs. Epidaurus, Hemidrachm, Head of Asklepios; 

rev. EH mon. in wreath, wt. 40 grs. HERMIONE, Head of Demeter ; 

rev. EP mon. in corn-wreath, wt. 44 grs.; another, similar, type in 

higher relief, wt. 40 grs.; Obol, Head of Demeter; rev. EP and 

Torch in wreath, wt. 11 grs., all fine and rare 5 

Bronze. 

Argos; rev. types, A and symbol, wolf, Pallas Promachos, sizes 3-2 ; / 

Imperial of Lucius Verus, Severus, Julia Domna, and Caracalla. 

Cleone, Head of Zeus ; rev. KA and Club in wreath, size 3 ; another ; 

rev. KAEO in wreath, size 2, rare. Epidaurus ; rev. types, Eli and 

serpent, size 3 ; E in wreath, size 2 ; Eli mon., and Epione holding 

phial and patera, size 3, (2 var.), mostly fine 21 

Hermione ; rev. types EP and Torch in wreath, size 3, (2 var.); EP in / 

wreath, size 1. Metiiana ; rev. type, ME mon. in wreath, size 2-L 

Thyrea, Head of Hera ; rev. Quiver, helmet, &c. (3 var.) size 4, rare ; 

others, Head of wolf; rev. Similar type to last (2 var.), size 3 ; 

Female head laureate ; rev. Tripod, Club, &c., size 3. Tiryns, rev. 

type TIPY., Palm-tree (8 var.), size 2, mostly fine, some rare 20 

Troezen ; rev. TPO, Trident, size 2 ; Imperial, Commodus; rev. Female / 

figure within temple sacrificing, TPOIZHNIDN, size 5; Sept. Severus ; 

rev. types, Temple on acropolis ; Artemis running; at her feet, 

dog and stag, TPOIZHNIfiN, both size 6 ; Caracalla; rev. Theseus 

uplifting rock, size 6 (not in Mionnet), well preserved, all very rare 5 

ARCADIA. 

1125 

Silver. 

Arcadian League, Stater, b.c. 370-300, Head of Zeus Lykaeos to fiO 

left, laureate, in high relief; rev. AP mon., Pan seated to left on 

rock, looking front, pedum in left hand, wt. 184 grs., (Hist. Num. p. 

373), well preserved and very rare [PI. VII] 1 
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1126 Arcadian League, Triobols (6), b.c. 550-420, Zeus enthroned, holding L'/£? cU 

eagle and sceptre; rev. Archaic female head in incuse square; 

around AP, APKA, or APKAAIKON, average wt. 47 grs.; others (3), 

B.c. 370-300. Head of Zeus; rev. Pan seated on rock ; in field, APK 

mon, and A A, wt. 36 grs.; Obol, Head of Pan ; rev. APK mon. ; 

below, syrinx, wt. 10 grs., all very fine 10 

1127 Alea, Obol, B.c. 430-370, Head of Artemis; rev. AA, Bow, wt. 11 grs. 

Cleitor, Triobol, B.c. 400-320, Head of Helios facing; rev. KAH, 

Bull butting to right, wt. 44 grs.; Obol, B.c. 400-320, Head of 

Pallas; rev. KAH, Horse, ivt. 13 grs. Megalopolis, Triobol, b.c. 

300, Head of Zeus to left; rev. MET, Pan seated on rock; before 

him, eagle, wt. 30 grs., fine and all very rare 4 

1128 Mantineia, Triobol, b.c. 500-400, Bear to left; rev. MA, Three 

acorns in incuse square, wt. 43 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxxiv, 19), fine. 

Piieneus, Triobol, B.c. 400-362, Head of Demeter to left; rev. 

<E>ENIKON, Bull to right, wt. 41 grs. (ib. pi. xxvi, 9), in fair condi¬ 

tion, both extremely rare 2 

1129 Heraea, Triobol, B.C. 550-500, Head of Hera veiled ; rev. E P retro¬ 

grade in incuse dotted square, wt. 46 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxxiv, 1); 

Trihemiobol, Head of Pallas ; rev. EPA, Three E’s back to back, wt. 

20 grs. (ib. pi. XXXIV, 8); another, Gorgon head facing; rev. Three 

E’shack to back, wt. 19 grs. Pheneus, Obol, B.c. 400-360, 

Head of Hermes with petasus hanging on his shoulders; rev. 4>E, 

Ram ; in exergue AP, wt. 11 grs., well preserved, all extremely 

rare 4 

1130 Pheneus, Stater, b.c. 370-300, Head of Demeter, wearing corn- 

wreath and ear-ring of five pendants; rev. <4>ENEf2N, Hermes 

running to right and carrying on his arm the infant Arkas; behind 

the child, APK AS, wt. 181 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxxvi, 7), well pre¬ 

served and excessively rare 1 

1131 

1132 

Pheneus, Triobol, B.c. 400-362, Head of Demeter to left, wearing ear¬ 

ring and necklet; rev. <f>ENIKON, Bull to right, caduceus on Hank, 

wt. 43 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxvi, 9), very fine and extremely rare 1 

Stympiialus, Obol, Head of Young Herakles ; rev. 2TYM<hAAION, 

Bird’s head to left, wt. 11 grs. Tegea, Triobol, after B.c. 370, Head 

of Athene Alea to right; rev. TETE, Owl on olive-branch, wt. 40 grs.; 

another, same obv., but rev. TETEATAN, Warrior armed with shield 

and sword advancing to right; at his feet, spear, wt. 42 grs.; Obol, 

Female head to left; rev. T in field, wt. 11 grs., all in fair preservation, 

and all very rare 4 
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Bronze. 

ARCADIA, Head of young Pan to right or left; rev. ARK mon.; below, 

Syrinx (3 vars.), sizes 3-2 ; Head of Zeus ; rev. APK, mon. ; bolow, 
Syrinx and fulmen, size 4, Head of Zeus; rev. APK, mon. and 

Syrinx in wreath, size 4. Capiiya, Female head to right; rev. 

KAcfY, Artemis (1) standing to right, size 3. 0LEITOR, Head of 

Helios ; rev. K H, size 2. Heraea, Head of Pallas ; rev. H, size 4 ; 

others, rev. H, Artemis kneeling, size 3 ; H between hound and 

bow, size 2. Mantineia, rev. types, MAN, Poseidon hurling trident, 

size 4; Poseidon seated, size 3; Trident, size 2, all fine and mostly 

very rare 12 

Arcadia, rev. types, APK, mon. and Syrinx ; same type within 

wreath. Capiiya, rev. Artemis, as in last lot. Megalopolis, 

Head of Zeus ; rev. MET, Pan seated ; monograms in field, size 5 ; 

another, rev. Eagle within wreath, size 4. Orchemenus, Artemis 

kneeling; rev. Callisto seated, size 4; Imperial, Julia Domna; rev. 
©PXOMENIQN, Female figure standing near altar, size 5; Cara- 

calla; rev. Asklepios, size 4. Piieneus ; rev. types, $ E and cadu- 
and Earn, <1>E, 

12 
ceus; Horse feeding, <I>ENEON (2 var.), all size 3 

Piiigaleia, Julia Domna, 

size 5. Tegea, Head of 

r)Lo 

/ 

/ Sr 

size 2, all fine, mostly rare 

1135 Pheneus, rev. <J>E and Ram (2 var), size 2. 

rev. TIAAEON, Artemis holding torch, 

Pallas ; rev. TETEA, Warrior with sword.and shield, size 4 (2 vars.); 

Others, rev. types, Telephus suckled by doe to right or left, size 3 

(5 var.); Owl; Cock; Pallas placing head of Medusa in vase held 

by Sterope, size 4; Pallas and Cepheus facing each other and 

holding head of Medusa, &c., size 5. Thelpusa, Female head ; 

rev. ®EA in wreath, size 3 (2 var.) mostly fine and rare 16 

CRETE. 

Silver. 

1136 Allaria (1), Tetradraclim, circa E.c. 200, Head of Pallas to right in 

crested helmet; rev. A A, Heraldes seated to left on rock, his right 

hand on club, wt. 247 grs. (Hist. Num. p. 386), in fair condition, 

excessively rare 1 

*** This coin, formerly attributed to Lacedaemon, is classed as Cretan in 
Hist. Num. 1. c., and also iu the Brit. Mus. Cat. “ Crete.” 

1137 Allaria, Aeginetic Drachm, circa B.c. 200, Head of Pallas to right, 

as on the preceding coin; rev. AAAAPIDTAN, Herakles standing 

facing, resting on club, wt. 68 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. n. 2), somewhat 

rubied, but extremely rare 1 
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Aptera, Stater, B.c. 350-300, AITTEPAION, Head of Artemis to 

right, wearing necklet, earring and stephane ; rev. IIT0AI[0IT02], 
Warrior with shield standing to left near a tree, his right hand 

raised, wt. 110 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. n, 4), ivell preserved and very 

rare \ 

Aptera, Hemidrachm, circa b.c. 200, Head of Artemis to right; rev. YeftcurrJnjMs 

AIITAPAION, Warrior armed with spear and shield walking to left; 
before, NIKA, wt. 39 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. n, 8); another, Head of 

Zeus; rev. AlITAPAIDN, Hermes standing to left, wt. 29 grs. (ib. 

pi. n, 11), both well preserved and very rare 2 

Axos, Half Stater, b.c. 400-300, Head of AjdoIIo to right, laureate ; 
rev. Tripod, wt. 91 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. xiv, 11); Half Drachm, same 
type, ivt. 42 grs., both well preserved and very rare 2 

*** These coins, formerly given to Axos, were attributed by Mr. Wroth 
(B. M. Cat. Crete) to Naxos ; but have since been restored by M. 
Svoronos to Axos. 

Chersonesus, Stater, b.c. 350-300, Head of Britomartis to right, 
laureate; rev. XEPONA2ION, Apollo seated to right on omphalos, 
holding lyre and plectrum; before him, thymiaterion, wt. 173 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. iv, 1), well preserved and rare l 

Chersonesus, Stater, b.c. 350-300, Head of Britomartis to left, 
laureate; rev. XEP20 (retrograde), Herakles striking to left with 
club, wt. 173 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. iv, 3), fine and rare 1 

oCo 

*** From the Whittall collection. 

1143 Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 500-430, Minotaur running to left, head facing ; 
rev. Labyrinth in form of swastika ; in centre, floral ornament, 
wt. 181 grs. (par. B. M. Cat. pi. iv, 7), well preserved and extremely 

rare [PL VIII] l 

l l 1144 Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 500-430, Minotaur running to right, head 
facing; rev. Square labyrinth formed of maeander pattern, wt. 150 
grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. iv, 9), well preserved and very rare 1 

3 S 1145 Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 430-350, Head of Demeter to right, hair rolled 
and bound with corn-wreath ; rev. Labyrinth in form of swastika; 
in centre, ornament of five pellets, wt. 171 grs. (var. B. M. Cat.pl. iv, 
10), fine and rare [PL VIII] 1 

■AW 

j / y 6 1146 Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 430-350, similar type to the preceding coin, but 
in the centre of the swastika-formed labyrinth on rev. is a star, ivt. 

171 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. iv, 11), fine and rare 1 

/ 5 * 
1147 Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 430-350, similar type to lot 1145, but on the 

reverse the arms of the labyrinth are to left; in centre, star, 
wt. 170 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. iv, 11), ivell preserved and very rare 1 
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Cnossus, Drachm, b.C. 430-350, Head of Dcmeterto right, hair rolled 

and bound with corn-wreath ; below KN. (Cnossus); rev. Labyrinth 

of the swastika form, no ornament in centre, wt. 82 grs., well pre¬ 

served and exceedingly rare 1 

Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 430-350, Head of Demeter to left; rev. 

KN02ION, Bull’s head facing; all within maeander frame, wt. 179 

grs. (.B. M. Cat. pi. v, 1), well preserved, but lias suffered from cleaning 

to remove the oxide, exceedingly rare 1 

Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 430-350, Head of Demeter to right, hair rolled 

and bound with corn-wreath ; rev. Square labyrinth, no ornament in 

centre, wt. 168 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. pi. v, 2), fine and rare 1 

Cnossus, Stater, similar type to the last, but countermark, large 

pellet within circle of dots behind head of Demeter; and on rev. 

floral ornament in centre of labyrinth, and below BPI (retrograde), 

wt. 167 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. v, 2), well preserved and rare 1 

CNOSSUS, Stater, similar type to lot 1150, but on the rev. the pattern of 

the labyrinth is continued to the centre, and there is no ornament; 

below, BPI (retrograde), wt. 175 grs., in fair preservation, very rare 1 

Cnossus, Stater, b.c. 350-220, Head of Hera to left, wearing stephane 

decorated with floral ornaments; rev. Square labyrinth; below, 

KM22ION; on right, P and fulmen, wt. 166 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. v, 
11), well preserved and rare 1 

Cnossus, Stater, similar to the preceding coin, but on the reverse the 

legend KNQ2ION is above the labyrinth, and there is no ornament, 
&c. in the field, wt. 170 grs., in good condition, rare 1 

Cnossus, Drachm, b.c. 350-220, Head of Hera to left, wearing 

stephane with floral ornaments; rev. Square labyrinth; below, 

KNQ2I; on either side, AP, wt. 79 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. v, 12), fine and 
scarce j 

Cnossus, Drachm, similar type to the preceding lot, 80 grs., well pre¬ 
served and scarce j 

Cnossus, Drachm, similar type to lot 1155, wt. 78 grs. ; Half Drachm, 

Head of Apollo to left; rev. Square labyrinth ; below KNO ; on left 

ArEI; on right, fulmen, wt. 41 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. v, 13), both well 
preserved and scarce 2 

Cnossus, Tetradrachm, b.c. 116-67, Head of Zeus diademed to right 

in high relief, and dividing the legend NIKA; rev. KND 2 I QN 

arranged around square labyrinth, wt. 256 grs. (Svoronos, pi. vm, 4), 

extremely fine wide-spread coin, and of the highest rarity 
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Cnossus, Tetraclrachm, same type as the preceding coin, but no legend 

on the obv. except A under neck of Zeus, wt. 261 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. vi, 6), extremely fine and very rare 1 

*** From the Bank collection. 

1160 Cnossus, Didrachm, b.c. 116-67, Head of Zeus, laureate to left; rev. 

K;fcN Q2IQN arranged around square labyrinth, wt. 137 grs., fine 

and of unusually good style, but considered by M. Svoronos not to be 

genuine (see Num. de la Crete, pi. xxxi, no. 26) 1 

Cydonia, Stater, b.c. 350-300, Dionysiac female head to right, 

crowned with vine-leaves and grapes ; behind, in rather indistinct 

letters, NEYANTO^ EIIOEI; rev. KYAQN, Kydon as a naked 

archer standing to left, and stringing his bow, wt. 174 grs. 

(Svoronos, Mom. de la Crete, pi. ix, 3), very fine and of the highest 

rarity [PL VIII] ' ' i 

7 

yvxjXs ns 

* * From the Duprb collection. 

oLo 

a. 

Cydonia, Stater, Similar type to the preceding coin ; but there is no 

legend on the obv., and on the rev. before Kydon is a dog, and 

above it a pruning knife, wt. 143 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. vii, 1), 

well preserved and rare 1 

Cydonia, Stater, Similar to the last coin, but before the female 

head on the obv. is a counter-mark of a double caduceus, and behind, 

traces of a monogram ; and on the rev. an astragalus (1) in front of 

the dog, wt. 168 grs., in fair preservation, rare 1 

Cydonia, Stater, b.c. 400-300, Youthful head to left, wreathed with 

ivy; rev. KYAQN, Kydon stringing his bow; before him, dog; 

above which is an arrow-head and K, wt. 150 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. vii, 3), fine and rare 1 

Cydonia, Stater, b.c. 400-300, Youthful head to left, wreathed with y 

ivy; rev. KYADN (in exergue), Hound to left, suckling the infant 

Kydon, wt. 147 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. vii, 4), fine and exceedingly rare 

[Pl. VIII] 1 
*** From the Dupr6 collection. 

Cydonia, Drachm, b.c. 400-300, Dionysiac female head to left, 

wreathed with ivy ; rev. KYAQN, Kydon stringing his bow, wt. 82 

grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. vii, 5), fine and very rare 1 

Cydonia, Drachm, b.c. 400-300, Head of Pallas to right in crested 

helmet; rev. KYAQN (in exergue), Hound suckling Kydon, wt. 

56 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. vii, 7); Drachm, B.C. 200-100, Head of 

Artemis to right, laureate ; behind her neck, quiver ; rev. KYAQNI- 

ATQN (partly in exergue), Hound suckling Kydon; above, fulmen, 

wt. 40 grs., the first very well preserved, the last somewhat rubbed, both 

scarce 
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Eleuthernae, Stater, B.c. 431-300, Head of Apollo to left, bound f 

with triple wreath of peculiar work; rev. EAEY© . . NAION, 

Apollo naked, standing facing, holding stone and bow, wt. 163 grs. 

(Svoronos, Num. de la Crete, pi. xi, 16), well preserved, a rare variety 1 

Eleuthernae, Stater, same date, Head of Zeus to right, laureate; 

rev. Apollo walking to left, stone in upraised right hand ; bow in 

left, wt. 165 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. vm, 7), in good condition, rare 1 

Eleuthernae, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Head of Ajtollo to left, laureate ; 

rev. Apollo naked, standing facing, holding stone and bow in out¬ 

stretched hands, wt. 174 grs. (Svoronos, Num. de la Crete, pi xi, 24), 
somewhat rubbed and oxydised, but rare 1 

Eleuthernae, Drachm, circa B.c. 300, Head of Zeus to right; rev. / 0 , 

EAEY0EPNAK1N, Apollo naked, standing towards left, holding 

stone and bow in outstretched hands, wt. 77 grs., fine and exceedingly 
rare, not in Svoronos nor in Brit. Mus. Cat. [PL VIII] 1 

Elyrus, Drachm, B.c. 400-300, Goat’s head to right, dividing legend / / / 

EAYPION; below, arrow-head ; rev. Bee ; above on either side, 

M.I.> wt. 83 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. vm, 15), very fine and extremely 
rare j 

Gortyna, Stater, B.c. 480-400, Europa riding on bull to right; rev. /- 

AOPTYN02 TO CA^MA (rdprwos to Trdifxa) around linear square ^ 

enclosing lion’s scalp, wt. 185 grs. (comp. B. M. Cat. pi. ix, 3), well 
preserved and of the highest rarity 1 

Gortyna, Drachm, b.c. 480-400, Bull recumbent to left, looking / c 

back; on flank, three large pellets; rev. Lion’s scalp in dotted 

linear square, wt. 88 grs. (var. Svoronos, pi. xii, 31), very fine and 
exceedingly rare I 

Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated to right in sorrowful / 

attitude amid the branches of an ancient tree; rev. [A]OPTVNION, 

Bull standing to left, looking back (B. M. Cat. pi. ix, 5), fine and 
rare 2 

Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated in tree, similar to last 

coin, but the tree is very wide-spread; rev. Bull standing to right, 

looking back, his right hind leg raised to his head ; below is indi¬ 
cated the ground, wt. 180 grs., fine ancl very rare \ 

Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated in tree, similar to 

lot 1175; rev. rOPTVNION (retrograde), Bull to right, looking 

back, wt. 182 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. ix, 6), very fine and very rare 
[PL VIII] J x 

Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated in tree, similar to 1 

lot 1175; rev. Bull standing to right, looking back, wt. 180 grs. 
(comp. B. M. Cat. pi. x, 6), very fine and rare \ 
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Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated in tree, her right hand 

rests on eagle, her left holds staff surmounted by bird; rev. Bull 

standing to right, looking front, his forelegs stretched forwards ; 

beneath, a fly, wt. 173 grs., very fine and extremely rare 1 

Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated in tree, head front; 

with left hand she raises her peplos, which covers her lower limbs ; 

rev. Bull standing to right, head front; beneath, dolphin, wt. 174 grs., 

fine, a rare variety 1 

Gortyna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Europa seated in leafless tree; her 

right hand raises her peplos above her head, her left rests on 

eagle with outstretched wings before her; rev. Bull standing to 

right, looking back, wt. 178 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. x, 7), fine and a rare 

variety 1 

Gortyna, Drachm, b.c. 431-300, Female head to right, hair rolled; 

border of dots ; rev. Head and neck of bull to right, wt. 82 grs. 

(B.M. Cat.pl. XI, 1); another, Head of Persephone to right, hair 

bound with corn-wreath; rev. Head of Bull to right, similar to last 

piece, wt. 81 grs. (fib. pi. XI, 2), both very fine and scarce 2 

Gortyna, Drachm, b.c. 300-200, Europa seated to right in tree and 

looking back at eagle standing on bough behind her; with left 

hand she holds her peplos ; rev. rOPTYNON, Bull standing to left, 

looking back, wt. 96 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. XI, 4), well preserved and 

exceedingly rare 1 

Gortyna, Drachm, b.c. 300-200, Head of Zeus to right, laureate; 

rev. rOPTYNION, Europa seated on bull to right, holding with 

both hands her peplos, which floats above her head, wt. /5 grs., fine 

and very rare ^ 
* * From the North wick collection. 

1185 

1186 

1187 

Gortyna, Drachm, Head of Europa to right; before, AO ; i ev. Head 

and neck of bull to right, wt. 86 grs. (B.M. Cat. pi. x, 11); and 

Eleutiiernae, Diobol, Head of Apollo to right; rev. EAY in mono¬ 

gram, wt. 22 grs. (ib. pi. vm, 9), both well preserved and scarce 2 

Hierapytna, Didrachm, circa B.c. 200, Turreted female head to 

right; rev. IEPAIIY (below), NEON (to right), Eagle beside date- 

palm ; in field to right, monogram of TK ; all within wreath, wt. 

113 grs. (var. B. M. Cat.pl. xn, 2), fine and rare 1 
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Gortyna, Drachm, b.c. 300-200, Head of Zeus as on last coin; lev. 

TOPTYNION, Naked male figure seated, holding bow and arrow 

in left hand, wt. 65 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. XI, 8); Hemidrachm, same 

obv. type; rev. TOPTYNION, Naked male figure to left, right hand 

on shield, left holds spear, wt. 46 grs. (ib. pi. XI, 9), both fine and 

rare ^ 
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similar to the preceding, hut legend 

1EPAI1Y; and on right, magistrate’s name IMEPAI02 FE, wt. 

117 grs.,fine and rare 1 

HlERAPYTNA, Didrachm, similar to lot 1187, but legend IEPAILY; 

and on right, magistrate’s name MENE20E and monogram, wt. 

Ill grs., well preserved and rare 1 

Hierapytna, Denarius, struck under Roman Domination, TIBEPI02 

KAI2AP 2EBA2T02 EllI AAXIT, Head of Tiberius to right, 

laureate; rev. 0EO2 2EBA2T02 KPHTE2 IEPAIIYTNIOI, Head 
of Augustus to left, radiate, tot. 39 grs. (Svoronos, pi. xvm, 3), very 

fine and exceedingly rare 1 

Hyrtacina, Drachm, B.c. 400-300, Head of wild-goat to left; behind, 

arrow-head; above on right, YP (retrograde); rev. Bee, wt. SO grs. 

(var. B. M. Cat. pi. xn, 5), fine. Lappa, Hemidrachm, circa B.c. 

200, Head of Apollo, laureate ; rev. AAOTIAI., Apollo holding lyre; 

before him magistrate’s name, 2YADK02, wt. 44 grs. (ib. pi. XIII, 

11), in fair condition, both very rare 2 

Itanus, Stater, B.c. 480-430, Sea-god, Glaukos, to right; trident in 

right hand, left raised; rev. Within linear square, ornamental 

star with pellet in each angle; all in incuse square, wt. 175 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. xn, 7), fine and very rare 1 

Itanus, Stater, B.c. 480-430, similar type to the preceding coin ; but 

on rev. the corner rays of the star are lis-shaped, wt. 177 grs. (Svoro¬ 

nos, pi. xvm, 23), extremely fine and very rare [PI. VIII] 1 

Itanus, Stater, b.c. 480-430, similar type to lot 1192 ; but on rev. the 

star is plain and the rays are separate from the centre, wt. 168 grs. 

(Svoronos, pi. xvm, 28), very fine and very rare 1 

Itanus, Stater, b.c. 480-430, Sea-god, Glaukos, to right, as in 

lot 1192; rev. ITA, Two crested sea-monsters facing each other; 

all within dotted square, wt. 177 grs. (B.M. Cat.pl. xvn, 1), fine 

and very rare 1 

Itanus, Stater, b.c. 400-300, Head of Athena Salmonia in crested 

helmet to left; rev. ITANIfiN, Eagle standing to left, looking back ; 

on right, Glaukos holding trident; all in incuse square, wt. 160 grs. 

(comp. B. M. Cat. pi. xm, 6), in good condition, somewhat oxydised, 

rare 2 

Itanus, Drachm, b.c. 480-430, The sea-god, Glaukos, with trident; 

rev. ITA (?), Two crested sea-monsters facing each other, pierced, 

extremely rare, unpublished (?); another, B.c. 400-300, Head of Athena 

ITANON, Eagle, &c., precisely as Stater in previous 

2 

to left; rev. 

lot, wt. 79 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xm, 6), fine and rare 
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Itanus, Hemi-Drachm, b.C. 400-300, Head of Athena to left in 

crested helmet; IT ANION, Eagle; behind, Glaukos, wt. 32 grs. 

(Svoronos, pl. xix, 21); another, similar, but head of Athena to 

right ; and on rev. there is no figure of Glaukos in the field, wt. 

40 grs.; Obols (5), Head of Athena ; rev. Star (2 var.) (B. M. Cat. 

pi. XIII, 7 and 8); Figure of Glaukos; rev. Star (ib. pi. xm, 4) 

(3 var.), average wt. 10 grs., the first tivo very rare, the others scarce, 
ivell preserved 7 

Lyttus, Stater, b.C. 450-330, Eagle flying to left; rev. AYKISON, 

Boars head to right, all in linear square, wt. 187 grs. (var. Svoronos, 
pi. xxi, 1G), in fair condition, very rare 1 

Lyttus, Stater, B.C. 450-330, similar type to the preceding coin, o 

but reading on the rev. AYTTION, wt. 185 grs. (B. M. Cat, pi. xiil, 
13), well preserved and very rare 1 

Lyttus, Stater, b.c. 450-330, similar type and legend as on the pre- 

ceding coin; but eagle on obv. flying to right, wt. 170 grs. (Svoronos, 
pi. xxi, 14), fine and very rare [Pl. VIII] l 

Lyttus, Stater, b.c. 450-330, similar type to the preceding coin, but (Xo 

eagle flying to left; and on the rev. the legend AYTTION is in two 

lines and retrograde, ivt. 174 grs. (Svoronos, pl. xxi, 26), well pre¬ 
served and rare 1 

Lyttus, Stater, b.c. 450-330, similar type to the last coin, but no 

legend on rev., wt. 157 grs., well preserved and rare 1 

*** From the Davis collection. 

Lyttus, Drachm, b.c. 450-330, Eagle flying to left; rev. AYTTION, 

Boar’s head to right within linear square, &c., wt. 90 grs. (Svoronos, 

pl. xxi, 13), fine; another, Eagle alighting to right; rev. AYTTSON, 

Boar’s head to right, wt. 92 grs. (B. M. Cat. pl. xm, 15), well 

preserved, both very rare 2 
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Lyttus, Hemidrachm, b.c. 450-300, Eagle flying to left; rev. 

AYTISOS, Boar’s head to right, all within linear square, wt. 44 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pl. xiv, 5), fine; others (2) of similar type ; but varied 

in the form of the boar’s head and legend, wt. 43 and 39 grs., well 
preserved 3 

Mod A, Stater, Head of Zeus (?) to right; rev. MGAAIDN, Head of 

Bull facing, wt. 179 grs. (Svoronos, pl. xxn, 21), fine and of the 

highest rarity [Pl. VIII] 1 

* This remarkable coin, formerly attributed by Pellerin to Per- 
gamum and by Sestini to Medeon in Phocis, is now given to Moda 
in Crete by Yon Sallet and Svoronos. 
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Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Herakles standing front, holding club 

and bow ; on left, lion’s skin ; on right, barleycorn; around, four 

globules; rev. Bull’s head facing within three sided frame, wt. 

179 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xiv, 15), very fine and very rare 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Herakles standing facing, holding / 

club, bow and lion’s skin; on right, tree ; ou left, serpent; rev. 

Bull, hobbled, to right, all within wreath, wt. 174 jrs. (B. M. Cat. 
pi. xv, 4), fine and very rare 1 

Phaestus, Stater, similar type to the preceding coin, but slightly / 

varied in the details, wt. 179 grs., fine and very rare 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Herakles standing front, holding 

club and bow ; on left, lion’s skin ; on right, barleycorn; rev. 

CAIMTIKON (retrograde), Bull to left, feeding on grass and 

hobbled, wt. 80 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 1), in fair condition and 
extremely rare 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, $AI2TI0N, Herakles to left, striking / 3 

at Hydra with his club; rev. Bull walking to left, wt. 180 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 6), very fine and rare [PI. VIII] 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Herakles striking at Hydra, &c., h 

same as the last, but no legend; between his feet, a crab; rev. 

<J?AI2TION (retrograde), Bull butting to right, wt. 168 grs. (var. 

B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 6), fine and a very rare variety 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, same type as the preceding coin, but & 

on rev. the legend <4>AI5TI0N is not retrograde and the bull walks 

to right, wt. 179 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 6), very fine and rare 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Zeus Velchanos seated to left in tree ; / £ 

in right hand lie holds a cock which stands upon his knee ; before 

him EEAXAN02 (retrograde); rev. SAISTION, Bull butting to 

right, wt. 178 grs. {var. B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 10), very well preserved, and 
exceedingly rare 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Herakles seated on rock to left, head 

front, club in left hand ; before him, tree on which hangs his bow 

and quiver; behind, traces of legend $AI2T10N ; rev. Bull walking 

to right within wreath ; below on the wreath is inscribed ©EY, 

probably the artist’s initials, wt. 159 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 9), 
fine, and probably a unique variety [PI. VIII] 1 

Phaestus, Stater, b.c. 431-300, TAAfiN, Talos winged, facing; he ; Q 

hurls stone with right hand and holds another in left; rev. 

<I?AI2TlON, Bull butting to right (B. M. Cat. pi. xv, 11), plated and 

damaged by a deep cut-, another, Female head to right, hair rolled 

and bound with sphendone; rev. Forepart of bull to right, wt. 
174 grs. (Svoronos, pi. xxm, 4), rubbed, both very rare 2 
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Phaestus, Drachm, B.C. 431-300, Female head to left, 

stephane; behind A ; rev. <3>AI, Head and neck of bull to right, 

wt. 85 grs. (Svoronos, pi. xxiv, 11), well preserved and probably unique, 

as this is the only specimen cited by Svoronos 1 

Phalasarna, Stater, b.c. 431-300, Head of Artemis Diktynna to 

right, hair twice bound with cord, earring; rev. <1>A between forks 

of trident with ornamented handle, wt. 169 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. xvi, 7), very fine and rare [PL VIII] 1 

Phalasarna, Drachm, b.c. 431-300, similar type to the preceding 

coin, but the head of Artemis has the hair rolled, and is not bound 

by cord; and on rev. border of dots, wt. 83 grs. (B. M. Cat. 

pi. xvi, 9), well preserved and very rare 1 

Polyrhenium, Stater, b.c. 330-280, Head of Zeus to right, laureate ; 

rev. Bull’s head facing with fillet; around, IIOAYPHNION, and 

above and at side, XAPI2©ENH2 partly legible, wt. 173 grs. (B. M. 

Cat. pi. xvi, 13), very fine and very rare 1 

Polyrhenium, Stater, b.c. 330-280, similar type to the preceding 

coin, but the head of Zeus on the obv. is in lower relief, and on the 

rev. the name of the city and that of the magistrate (reading 

XAPI2QEN) are differently placed, wt. 179 grs. (Svoronos, pi. xxv, 

22), fine and very rare 1 

Polyrhenium, Drachm, b.c. 330-280, POAYPHNIfiN, Bull’s head 

facing with fillet; rev. IIOAYPHNI, Arrow-head, wt. 81 grs. (var. 

B. M. Cat. pi. xvi, 15), fine and rare-, Half Obol, Head of Bull; 

rev. Incuse square, wt. 5 grs. ; another, similar, but Arrow-head on 

obv., lot. 5 grs., fine 3 

Polyrhenium, Tetradrachm, circa b.c. 200, Male head (Philip V of 

Macedon ?), with whisker to right; bow and quiver at his shoulder ; 

rev. IIOAYPHNK2N, Artemis Diktynna (?) seated to left, holding 

Nike in outstretched right hand ; below her seat Mil mon., wt. 

227 grs. (var. B. M. Cat. pi. xvii, 1), somewhat rubbed, but of the 

highest rarity, and a variety not in British Museum nor described in 

Svoronos 1 

Praesus, Stater, circa B.C. 450, Naked Ilerakles kneeling to right 

and shooting with bow ; lion’s skin over left arm; rev. Eagle with 

spread wings Hying to left, within linear square, wt. 178 grs. (var. 

B. M. Cat. pi. xvii, 7), very fine and very rare [PL VIII] 1 

Praesus, Stater, circa b.c. 400, Zeus Diktaeus seated to left, looking 

front; bird on right hand ; left resting on sceptre; rev. IlPAl, Bull 

butting to right, wt. 163 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xvii, 8), fine, but slightly 

rubbed on rev., very rare 
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*** From the Bompois collection. 
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V (* cX y 1226 Praesus, Stater, circa b.c. 400, Zeus Diktacus seated to left, &c., as // y 

li on the preceding coin, but head in profile ; rev. Forepart of goat to 

left, looking back, wt. 165 grs. (var. B. iff. Cat.pl. xvii, 9), very fine 

and very rare [PL VIII] 1 

L 1227 Praesus, State)1, circa b.c. 350, Head of Apollo to left, laureate ; rev. J / o 
Forepart of goat to left, looking back; behind, arrow-head, wt. 

163 grs. (B. iff. Cat. pi. xvn, 10), well preserved and very rare 1 

(l i »i 
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1228 Praesus, Stater, circa B.c. 350, same type as the preceding coin, but S 

on the rev. above the arrow-head is the monogram UPA., wt. 166 

grs., somewhat rubbed, probably unique, as this is the only specimen 

cited by Svoronos, p. 290 1 

From the Whittall collection. 

1229 Praesus (1), Drachm, circa B.c. 300, Head of Persephone to right, 

crowned with corn-wreath; border of large dots ; rev. Bull butting 

to right, wt. 88 grs. (Svoronos, pi. xv, 9), very fine and probably unique 

as it is the only specimen cited by Svoronos [PI. VIII] 1 

*** Svoronos gives this coin to Gortyna, but Sir Edward Bunbury was 
of opinion that it should be classed rather among the series of 
Praesus (see obv. of next coin and rev. of lot 1225). 

1230 Praesus, Drachm, circa B.c. 300, Head of Persephone to right as on the / / 

preceding coin ; rev. IIPAI., Bull’s head facing; on left, rose, wt. 

75 grs. (B. iff. Cat. pi. xvn, 12), someivhat rubbed; Hemi-Drachm, 

Head of Apollo to right, laureate, hair long; rev. Bee, wt. 42 grs. 

(Svoronos, pi. xviii, 9), fine. Rhithymna, Hemi-Drachm, circa B.c. 

300, Head of Pallas to right in crested helmet; rev. Trident with 

PI between forks, wt. 33 grs. (B. iff. Cat. pi. xix, 9), in fine condition, 

all scarce 3 

1231 Priansus, Stater, B.c. 430-300, Female figure seated towards left, 

her right hand on serpent’s head ; behind, date-palm; rev. PLPIAN- 

2IEGN, Poseidon standing to left, dolphin in right hand, trident 

in left; before him n, wt. 163 grs. (var. B. iff. Cat. pi. xviii, 6), fine 

and extremely rare 1 

L 6 

OLo 1232 Priansus, Drachm, b.c. 431-300, Female head to right, hair rolled 

and tied in bunch at back ; rev. IIPIANSlEfiN, Date-palm between 

dolphin and rudder, wt. 81 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xviii, 8), fine and 

rare 1 

vyyiscrXnj 1233 Rhaucus, Stater, circa B.c. 430, Poseidon naked and holding trident, 

leading horse to right; rev. PAYKION (boustrophedon), Trident, 

wt. 164 grs. (B. iff. Cat. pi. xix, 1), very fine and rare, struck on 

oblong flan ^ 
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Rhaucus, Stater, of somewhat later date, same type as the preceding, 

wt. 178 grs. (var. B. M. Cat, pi. xix, 4), very fine and very rare, struck w 

on circular flan [PI. VIII] i 

*** From the Wigan collection. 

Tylissus, Stater, B.c. 400-300, Head of Hera to right, wearing cCt 

stephane ornamented with floral pattern; rev. TYAI2I02, Apollo 

standing to left, holding phiale and how; behind, laurel-branch, wtk 

158 grs. (Svoronos, pi. xxi, 7), a good deal oxydised, bid exceedingly^ 
rare \ 

Tylissus, Stater, b.c. 400-300, Head of Hera to right as on the pre- 

ceding coin ; rev. TYAI2IDN (retrograde), Apollo standing to left, * 

holding goat’s head and bow; before him arrow-head, vet. 169 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. xix, 15), in fair condition, but double-struck on rev., 

very rare 1 
*** From the Whittall collection. 

Crete (?), Attic Didrachm, Head of Athena to right, wearing 

crested helmet ornamented with owl; rev. Man-headed bull to 

right; above, uncertain inscription nOAINO(?) (retrograde), wt. 

109 grs., fine 1 

Crete, various, Gortyna, Female head to right; rev. Bull’s head 

facing, wt. 70 grs. (comp. Svoronos, pi. xv, 3). Phaestus, Hemi- 

drachm, Head of young Herakles to right; rev. Bull’s head facing 

(ib. pi. xxill, 22), both in good condition ; B.oman Imperial Coinage, 

Denarius, Head of Trajan, usual legend in Latin ; rev. AIKTYNNA, 

Diktynna holding infant Zeus seated to left; before and behind 

her one of the Curetes; in the exergue KPHTON (ib.pl. xxill, 23), 
ivell preserved 3 

Crete, Roman Imperial Coinage, Caligula, Tetradrachm, obv. PAI02 

KAI2AP. 2EB. TEPM. APX, &c., Bust of Caligula to right, sceptre 

over shoulder; rev. Augustus seated to left, holding patera and 

sceptre ; around, seven stars, wt. 110 grs. (B. M. Cat.pl. 1, 1), well 

preserved and very rare 1 

Crete, Roman Imperial Coinage, Caligula, Drachm or Denarius, obv. 

same as the preceding; rev. Head of Augustus to left, radiate; 

around, seven stars, wt. 38 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. 1, 2), fine and very 

rare 1 

Crete, Roman Imperial Coinage, Caligula, Drachm or Denarius, same 

type, &c. as the preceding, wt. 37 grs., fine, but slightly chipped 1 

Crete, Roman Imperial Coinage, Claudius, Tetradrachm, obv. TI. 

KAAYAI02. KAI2AP. 2E. TEPM. APX &c., Head of Claudius 

to left, bare; rev. Augustus seated in car drawn by four elephants 

with riders ; before and around, stars, wt. 150 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. 1, 

no. 5), very well preserved and very rare 1 

oC-o 
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Aptera ; rev. types, Warrior with shield and spear to left, size 3 

(2 var.); Warrior facing, size 3 ; Race-torch (3 var.), sizes 3-1 ; and 

Bow and spear-head, size 1 (2 var.). Arsinoe ; rev. types, Helmeted 

figure with shield, &c., AP2I, size 4 ; Two Dolphins, AP2I, size 2. 

Axus ; rev. types, Tripod, FAHION, size 4 (2 var.) ; Winged fulmen, 

AH, &c., size 4 (3 var.); others (3), similar type, but counterstruck 

with head of Hermes. Chersonesus ; rev. types, Dove flying; 

Prow (3 var.), size 3, mostly well preserved and scarce 22 

Axos; rev. types, Tripod; Fulmen. Chersonesus ; rev. Prow as in 

last lot. Cydonia, Young male head ; rev. KYAO, Dog, size 1 (3 var.). 

Eleuthernae ; rev. types, Apollo seated holding stone, EAEY- 

©EPNAION, size 3 (2 var.), rare; Club between EA, size 2; and 

Lyre, size 1. GoRTYNA; rev. types, Bull standing to left, TOPTY- 

NAION, size 5 ; Europa on bull within wreath, sizes 4 and 1 ; and 

Bull butting, size 2. Lyttus ; rev. Eagle AYTTIfiN, size 3, (2 var.); 

Prow; and Boar’s head, size 2, mostly fine, and some rare 21 

1245 Cnossus, Head of Zeus ; rev. Labyrinth, sizes 6 and 5 ; Head of Zeus ; 

H 1244 

V 
rev. Eagle, size 7 (3 var.), scarce-, others (2) with magistrates’ 

names API2TION, &c. ; others, rev. types, Labyrinth; Bow and 

quiver; Caduceus; and Female head, sizes 5-3, well preserved and 

an interesting series 16 

1246 Lyttus; rev. types, Eagle and prow as in lot 1244. Phaestus, Talos 

hurling stone; rev. Hound, 4>AICTION, size 3 (2 var.), rare. Poly¬ 

rhenium ; rev. types, Arrow-head, sizes 3 and 1 (4 var.); Quiver, 

nOAI, sizes 2 and 1 (3 var.); Bull’s head facing, size 3. Rhaucus, 

Head of Demeter ; rev. Trident, size 4 ; another, similar, with head 

of Zeus on obv., size 3. Rithymna ; rev. Two dolphins, PI©Y, size 2 ; 

Date-Palm; Caduceus; and Aplustre, size 2. Imperial, Domitian ; 

mostly interesting and 

20 

rev. Artemis with bow running to right, size 4, 
rare types 

Ote 

AEGEAN ISLANDS. 

Silver. 

1247 Carthaea (Ceos), Hemi-drachm, circa B.c. 500, Amphora; rev. Floral 

ornament in incuse square, wt. 39 grs. ; another, Bunch of Grapes; 

rev. Incuse square, wt. 38 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxi, 13); another, 

similar to last, but incuse square on rev. varied, wt. 39 grs. (ib. 

pi. xxi, 14); and Obol, same type, wt. 13 grs. Coresia, Hemi- 

drachm, circa B.c. 500, Sepia; on right, dolphin; rev. Incuse 
square, wt. 41 grs. (ib. pi. XXII, 4), all fine and very rare 5 
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Delos (1), Stater, circa b.c. 550, Lyre ; rev. Quadripartite incuse square, 

wt. 119 grs., well preserved and extremely rare 1 

Naxos, Stater, circa b.c. 550, Amphora wreathed with ivy leaves, 

from each handle depends a bunch of grapes; above, ivy leaf; rev. 

Rough incuse square, wt. 189 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxv, 7), extremely 

fine and rare [PI. VIII] 1 

Naxos, Drachm, circa b.c. 550, same type as the last coin, wt. 93 grs.; 

Obol, similar, but no grapes to handles, wt. 20 grs., both fine and 

scarce. Siphnos, Drachm, circa B.c. 350, Head of Artemis (1) to 

right, bound with taenia; rev. 21$, Eagle flying to right; above, 

barley-corn, wt. 56 grs., pierced, very rare 3 

Paros, Didrachm, B.c. 200, Female head (Artemis t) to right, hair 

short and tied with band passing round thrice; rev. IIAPI, Goat 

standing to right; above, magistrate’s name, TEI2HN., wt. 106 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. xxvi, 6), somewhat rubbed, has been broken and sub¬ 

sequently joined, extremely rare 1 

Paros, Didrachm, B.C. 200, Head of Demeter to right, veiled and with 

corn-wreath ; rev. IIAPI within ivy-wreath with berries, wt. 114 grs. 

(B. M. Cat. pi. xxvi, 7), fine and excessively rare [PI. VIII] 1 

Tenos, Didrachm, B.C. 300-200, Head of Zeus Ammon to right; rev. 

THNI, Poseidon draped standing to left, holding dolphin and 

trident; before him, bunch of grapes, wt. Ill grs. (var. B. M. Cat. 

pi. xxviii, 17), very rare, has been oxydised and subsequently cleaned, 

otherwise a desirable coin 1 

*** From the Martin collection (1859). 

Bronze. 

1255 Aegiale (Amorgos), Laureate head of Asklepios; rev. AT, Cupping 

vessel, size 4. Minoa (Amorgos), Head of Dionysos; rev. MING, 

Kantharos, size 2. Anapiie, Head of Apollo, full face; rev. AN, 

Two-handled vase ; above, bee, size 3. ClMOLAS, Head of Hermes; 

KIMD, Dolphin, size 14. Ios, Head of Homer; before, rev. 

OMHPOY; rev. Ill , Palm-tree, size 3. Thera, Head of Apollo, 

facing ; rev. ®H, Bull butting to left, size 4, all fine and exceedingly 

rare 6 

Naxos, Stater, similar to the preceding coin, but there is no wreath 

around the amphora, and on the rev. the incuse square is divided 

into four compartments, wt. 191 grs. (B. M. Cat. pi. xxv, 8), very fine 

and rare 1 
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o £Xas+^ 1256 
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1 r>5y//? ^ C 
Andros, rev. types, ANAP1, Two-handled wine cup; Amphora; and / y 

Thyrsos (2 vars.), all size 3. Ceos, Head of Aristaeus; rev. KEIQN, 

Forepart of the dog, Sirius, radiate, size 4 (3 var.). Carthaea, 

Head of Apollo ; rev. KAP0A, Forepart of dog, Sirius, radiate 

(3 var.) sizes 4 and 3; Bunch of grapes and star, size 4. Coresia, 

rev. KOPH, Bee, size 4. Iulis, rev. IOYAI, Bunch of grapes, size 3 ; 

Bee, size 2 ; and Fly in wreath, IOY, size 1. Cythnos, rev. types, 

KY©N, Lyre, size 4 ; KY, Rose, size 3, mostly fine, all scarce 17 

Ceos, rev. Forepart of the dog, Sirius, as in last lot (2 var.). Delos, <3 5" 

rev. AH, Lyre, size 3; others (5), similar, all varied, size 1; Date 

palm and AH, size 1. Ios, Head of Homer; rev. IHT, Palm-tree, 

size 3. Melos, Pomegranate; rev. MHAION, Pallas Promachos, 

size 6. Imperial, Head of Pallas, MHAION; rev. Eni TI. nAN- 

KAE02 TO. T in wreath, sizes 4 and 3; another, rev. MHAION 

in olive-wreath, size 7. Myconos, Head of Dionysos, three-quarter 

face ; rev. MYKO, Bunch of grapes and grain of corn, size 3. NAXOS, 

rev. Bunch of grapes, size 3 (2 var.); and Kantharos, size H, (2 var.), 

mostly fine and many rare 19 

Paros, rev. types, nAPI, Goat kneeling, size 4; others (3), Goat 

standing, size 4; nA, Ear of corn, size 1. SERIPHOS, rev. types, 

Gorgon head, size 2; Gorgon head and harpa, 2EPI, size 4; 

Harpa, sizes 3-2 (3 var.). Siphnos, rev. 2I4>, Eagle flying, size 3. 

Syros, rev. Goat to right or left, 2YPI, sizes 3-2 ; Imperial, Domi- 

tian, rev. Two heads, face to face; between them ear of corn, size 5, 

rare. Tenos, rev. types, Bunch of grapes, TH (3 var.), size 4 ; 

Poseidon, THNION (2 var.), size 4 ; Trident (2 var.), size 4, mostly 

fine and scarce 1 
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